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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a case study of a Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) practice developed in
in
for
level
diploma
to
a
adults
course
educatorsof
relation a university post-graduate
South African university.
A review of the literature reveals silences,paradoxesand contradictions around
identity
in
An
RPL.
knowledge,
absenceof
and
understandingsof
pedagogy, power
academic, empirical researchat the micro-level of RPL practices is noted. The research
foci are concerned with how knowledge(s), pedagogy, power and identity are understood
and enactedin and around the case: selectedfor its intrinsic and atypical qualities and
generative interest value.
The researchdraws theoretical resourcesfrom the sociology of education (the work of
Bernstein) and from continental philosophy (the work of Foucault). It argues for and
adopts a hybrid philosophical position, part social constructionist, part structuralist and
interpretive
and
an
poststructuralist,
methodology.
part
The RPL casein question had a hidden curriculum which rewarded particular ways of
thinking and acting. It confirmed prior experiential knowledge that was similar to that
in
latter.
The
in
doing
brought
former
the
the
the
the
context
and
valued
so
under
rule of
RPL pedagogy was ambiguous, presenting an informal style through which power and
control were signalled in a disguised way.
`Success' in RPL in this context was dependenton four prior `affordances': proximity to
vertical discourse,being `schooled' in reflection, a clear pedagogic identity as an
educator and a well-developed learner identity. These affordances were socially
distributed but not only along race and class lines.
An approach is proposed basedon `knowing the borders and crossing the lines'. This
involves theorising relationships between mainstream curricula and pedagogy, RPL
curricula and pedagogy, and prior experiential knowledge. It concludes that such
approachesmight be useful in the broader field of widening participation to higher
education.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

This thesis explores the complexities associated with recognising prior experiential learning

for accessto a higher educationcontext.

The Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) hasbecomean established,boundedpractice within
educationsystemsin many parts of the world: the United Statesof America (USA), the United
Kingdom (UK), France,Canada,Australia, New Zealand,Ireland and increasingly South
Africa, Scandinavia, Germany, Austria, Belgium and some Eastern European and South
American countries. Its origins are commonly traced to post-World War Two USA (Weil and
McGill 1989; Michelson 1996a), when returning veterans wanted their skills recognised by
universities. RPL is, however, not a totally new phenomenon in any of the above contexts.
Rather, it is the formalisation and (re)naming of pre-existing practices concerning alternative
access and admissions.

It hasbecomea boundedpracticeunder the changingsocio-economicand cultural conditions
of late modernity, referred to as globalisation.Edwardsand Usher (1998: 164) view the latter
as `the paradoxicaleffects of universalisingcertain tendencieswhilst at the sametime giving
rise to an assertionof the particular and the local'. They refer to this as `the global-local
nexus' (p. 163), enhancedby information and communicationstechnologiesand subsequent
space-timecompression.It is claimed that instability and changeare the only constants
(Harrison 2000). Educationhasbeeninfluenced in profound ways by theseconditions.

First, globalisationand attendantneo- or post-Fordist forms of economicorganisationhave
established new relationships between the economy and education, with the latter based

increasingly on `systemic efficiency' (Edwards and Usher 1998: 164). These new relationships

havebeen successivelyand successfullyforged, through wavesof educationalreforms and
development.
policy

Secondly,modesof knowledgeproduction, circulation and communicationhavebeenrecast.
Knowledge structureshave becomeincreasinglypermeable,resulting in new configurationsof
curricular authority, more permissivenotions of curricular coherenceand a widening rangeof
have
1994).
Practice
(Barnett
1992;
Gibbons
theory
moved
and
curricular partnerships
et al.
into closerproximity, especiallyin professionaleducation(Eraut 1994; Schon 1983).

Thirdly, learning, assistedby technology,has becomediffuse and unbounded.Dedicated
learning institutions havebeendecentredasthe locus of learning activity. Interpretationsof
learning havebecomeextended,as exemplified in the conceptof `lifelong learning' in which
boundariesaroundparticular `fields' of educationand training have given way to open
`moorland' (Edwards 1997).As learning extends,the idea of transmissionvia traditional
forms of pedagogybecomesproblematic.The focus shifts from teachersto learners,with the
latter seenas consumersof widely available educationalopportunities.In short, it is claimed
that new terms exist for the timing, location and utility of education.All of thesechanging
is
invariably
RPL,
incitements
to
which
presentedand
such
as
practices
conditions are
implementedin an uncritical way.

This thesisopenswith a critical review of the RPL literature. This revealscommon
known
collectively as RPL. Practices are
set
of
practices
characteristics of a wide ranging

key
is
descriptor).
The
have
(itself
`prior
that
assumption
adults
a
wide
aimed at adults
learning' which, subjectto reflection, articulation and assessment,
may be worthy of
2

recognition and accreditationwithin formal educationand training systemsor workplace
informally:
learning
have
been
formally,
Prior
the key
or
contexts.
may
acquired
non-formally
factor is that it hasnot beenaccredited.The resultsof recognition can involve non-traditional
accessor the award of advancedstandingwithin formal educationand training, with the
possibility of awarding in somecasesa full qualification on the basisof RPL.

My review of the literature leadsme to claim that there are silences,paradoxesand
contradictionsaroundunderstandingsof knowledge,pedagogy,power and identity within
RPL. It is argued that this is becausepractices are underpinned by experiential learning theory,

by
is
characterised
anti-foundationalism,anti-didacticism and claims to
which similarly
`progressivism'basedon a valuing of `authentic', usually experientiallearning. The review
RPL
The
the
of
an
at
micro-level
practice.
absence
of
academic,
empirical
research
notes an
in
for
from
foci
derive
the
the
the
thesis
concerned
with
ways
and
are
which
review,
research
knowledge(s),pedagogy,power and identity are understoodand enactedin and arounda
particular RPL case.

SouthAfrican higher educationwas selectedasthe researchsite. In 1993I was awardeda
British Council grant and a visiting lecturer post in an adult educationdepartmentin a South
African university. At that time, the country was preparingfor the first democraticelectionsin
1994,and a flurry of pre-policy preparatorywork, of which RPL formed a part, was
labour
becoming
by
The
the
movement,
part of ANC policy
underway.
conceptwas promoted
is
South
African
The
context
particularly challenging for
as a meansof redressand reparation.
differences
historical
in the quality of formal
because
RPL
a practice such as
of vast
education,and opportunitiesmore generally.BecauseRPL is such a central policy issuein
educationalreform, it has attractedthe attentionof a wide rangeof academicsand social
3

theorists. Some academicsthink that `RPL is the site where most, if not all, the key questions
about the new systemwill be posed", thus becoming a new site for critical engagementwith
long-standing questionsregarding knowledge and power in education.

My researchis a casestudy, selectedfor its intrinsic and atypical qualities and generative
interest value. An RPL practice was negotiated,designedand implemented in relation to a
university post-graduate diploma for educators of adults. The formal entry requirements for

the coursewere a degreeor successfulcompletion of a certificate within the sameuniversity
department.The RPL practice recruited sevenexperiencedadult educatorswho did not meet
either of theseadmission criteria.

Featuresof the South African context formed an important historical backdrop to my case.
These needto be explicated for a non-South African readership.In the pagesthat follow, I
outline some of the featuresthat influenced the various roleplayers in the RPL practice under
included)
(myself
the
and the RPL
consideration,particularly
university-basedadult educators
democratic
I
the
On
the
movement. I
perspectiveof
candidates. a reflexive note, write within
tell the stories of civil society, `progressive' academicsand trade unions. I tell education
stories rather than training ones; social stories rather than economic ones.Thereafter, I outline
the remaining chaptersof the thesis.

Most South African adult educationforms part of a long-standingtradition of oppositional
formal
in
to
apartheid
oppose
education,particularly
ways
education, seeking various
educationtermed Bantu education.Educator work and university-basedadult education

1Personalemail communication from Associate ProfessorMorphet to myself, 24/11/00.

4

provision became politicised in the 1970s, against a backdrop of government control of black-2
education, and attempts to end `any assimilative or integrative tradition, whatever its scale'
and `any educational enterprise by church, cultural or political organisations that could be seen
as "subversive"' (Millar 1985: 113). Soweto, June 16,1976 led to the broad radicalisation of
students and represented a turning-point for educational struggle. The same period saw an
escalation in militancy amongst black workers. During the seventies, a symbiotic relationship
existed between `capital' and state, manifested through a substantial number of large-scale
joint ventures, and the creation of a nascent discourse of human resource development (HRD).
Some large corporate bodies such as de Beers and Anglo-American mining houses took a
more progressive stance by establishing independent trusts to fund and extend educational

opportunitiesto black students.Local and international funds were diverted into a growing
range of community-based, non-governmental organisations (NGOs).

An annual standing conference for teacher and adult educators was established in 1973.
Kenton3 became a broadly intellectual neo-Marxist organisation, with liberal and radical
variants, frequently in tension. Morphet (1985: 389) captures the tension in terms of a liberal
tradition acting in a radical mode: `In the liberal university, with its carefully maintained
insulation against direct threat, the liberal tradition had the social and political space to take up
radical and militant attitudes'.

With regardto my own PhD research,it is clear that someof the academicswho were
involved in the RPL practiceunder considerationwere long-standingmembersof the Kenton
2I use the term `black' to denotethose
who were subjectedto legislateddiscrimination, and 'white' for thosewho
were not. Where appropriateto the discussionI have usedthe terms 'African', `coloured' and `Indian' to denote
particular aspectsof apartheiddiscrimination. I avoid capitalizing nounsassociatedwith the racial definitions of
the PopulationRegistrationAct, exceptwhere the noun hasbroaderusageother than solely in South Africa or
where it forms part of a quotation.
3 So
namedafter the location of the first conference.

5

community. Othersparticipatedin political strugglesmore broadly, and were involved in
various organisations- student,community-basedorganisations,non-governmentaland/or the
labour movement.Adult educators/practitionerswho presentedasRPL candidateshad their
experienceshapedby the conditions of the time, either as recipientsof Bantu education,as
HRD practitioners in private sector organisations, as student activists, NGO workers, or trade
unionists.

The 1980s are frequently dubbed the `crisis years', `struggle years', or the `decade of

resistanceand repression'.It is the decadethat had the most bearing on my own work in the
W.
P.
Botha's attempts to grant constitutional concessions to coloured and Indian
country.

formation
in
insurrection.
Central
to
this
the
of the United Democratic
was
voters resulted
Front (UDF), dedicatedto the ANC FreedomCharter,and characterisedby a strong
commitment to participatory, grassrootsstyles of decisionmaking `in which leadersare
(1988)
Wolpe
401).
by
(Sparks
1990:
the
they
arguesthat it
mandated
communities
represent'
was studentswho preparedthe ground for this movementand who subsequently(for a while)
becamemain players within it. Schoolboycotts intensified under the slogan `Liberation first,
educationlater'. The UDF grew organically and rapidly as an organisedpolitical movement
that had upwardsof two million activists including the burgeoningblack trade union
developed.
The
impulse was
for
The
`People's
power'
movement.
vision of
education people's
did
develop
that
to
the
not reproducecapitalist
clearly socialist and
education
concernwas
relations,but insteaddevelopedprogrammesof generaland political educationbasedon the
FreedomCharter and fundamentalsocial change.

The stateconcentratedthe power of its military and security forces,and in 1985declaredthe
first of two statesof emergency.This amountedto a total onslaughton the operationsof the
6

UDF which was seenas a revolutionary organisation.Various attemptsat destabilisationwere
made.Militia units, recruiting from local vigilante groupswere established.Theseunits
received quick training, were armed and set to work attacking the UDF in the townships. This

move pitted black againstblack and exploited existing internal political rivalries to the full: the
`third force' in action. Pressrestrictionswere enforced.Increasinglyorganisationswere
banned,gatheringsprohibited, and more people roundedup: `the police and military swept
into the townships to detain thirty thousandpeople, including eight thousandchildren and
three thousandwomen- more than in all the twenty-five yearssince Sharpeville' (Sparks
1990:356).

The result of this was that the UDF rebellion, the implementation of people's power and
people's education were slowed. However, the liberationists retained their broad legitimacy,
and many more people became politicised. Importantly, the labour movement also grew
stronger, especially after the formation of the Congress of South African Trade Unions
(COSATU) in 1985. Sparks (1990: 368) refers to this time as `a violent equilibrium between a
government that cannot be overthrown and a spirit of mass resistance that cannot be crushed'.

By 1988,the activities of the UDF were severelyrestricted.

State-businessrelationshipscontinuedto flourish in the eighties. Someinitiatives met with
measuredapproval,largely on accountof their non-racialism.As Hartshorne(1987: 128)
involved
in
became
political work aiming to influence
notes,someprivate sectororganisations
educationpolicy at the highest level in favour of `fundamentaleducationalreform'. The statebusinessalliance continuedto have its shareof ambiguitieshowever. According to Schaffer
(1984: 192) the `altruism' of businesswas extremely dubious and in needof being set against
the growing momentumof the disinvestmentmovement.Multi-nationals were especially
7

in
(usually
head
their
elsewhere
African
offices
both
South
from
and
workers
under pressure,
the
that
Schaffer
of
sorts
desegregation
claims
UK),
USA
to
policies.
the
effect
or the
the
movement
class
working
the
undermined
through
alliance
state-business
education offered
at home and the anti-apartheid movement abroad.

`most
how
the
424)
(1987:
gifted
Morphet
of
in
many
The NGO sectorgrew the eighties.
cites
NGO
favour
in
projects.
of
the
innovative
thinkers'
system
state
abandoned
and
educational
He writes:

...

African
in
South
innovation
design
in
best
and programme
the real and
work curriculum

literacy
from
field
in
done
been
decade,
last
and
the
has,
the
project
over
education
...
the
into
levels
educational
tertiary
education,
and
adult
through
and
on
all
school
numeracy,
is
forms
than
ideas,
in
more
of
practice,
terms
and
models
of
contribution of projects
significant.

In addition to the quality of work, there was a developmentof strong alternative social and
forward
`carrying
highly
the
flexible
`informal,
of
ways
efficient'
and
political networks:
for
basis
in
Morphet's
the
the
This
development'.
view
provided
generalprocessof social
future `reconstructionof education' (ibid. ).

University-based provision for adult educators progressed relatively rapidly during this decade
(certificate)
the
at
undergraduate
and
with
establishment of a range of non-formal programmes
post-graduate (diploma) levels. These catered mainly to educator-activists involved in UDF
community- and NGO-type activities, such as literacy programmes. In fact, adult education
departments tended to operate in what Millar (in DEAL 1994: 67) terms a `service role' in
alliance with various sectors of the democratic movement. They made university resources

8

availablein various ways and offered `safespaces'from which externally-fundedprojects
could operate.

Someuniversity educationdepartmentswere involved in curriculum developmentprojects
associatedwith people's education.The debatesaroundknowledgewithin thesearrangements
are pertinent to my study. University and NGO educators tended to advance the case for

compensatoryeducationfor adults that offered a modified generaleducation,rather than a
focus solely on educationfor upgrading that was work-related, and specific. The latter was
seen as an instrumental `solution' that forewent the `possibility of generating emancipatory or
empowering insight' (Deacon and Parker cited in Muller 2002: 137). This view sits uneasily
with the prioritising of experience that is currently so prevalent in some adult and experiential
learning theory (and indeed in RPL). It could be seen as a traditional view of knowledge in
consort with a radical politics.

The sociology of education moved strongly to the fore within the Kenton community in the

eighties.Muller (1996b) foregroundsthe New Sociology of Education (NSOE) and texts such
asYoung (1971) and Karabel and Halsey (1977). He puts it thus:

for a number of yearsin the 1980s,say between 1981and 1986,the discourseof NSOE
...

-

the litany of reproduction,ideology, resistance- was what one might call counterhegemonicallyhegemonic:it was the very languageof educationalopposition
against
apartheideducationfor the strategistsin exile, for teachertrainers in the liberal universities, for
activists in the community organisations,and for the studentsin the streets.

Muller (1996b: 180)proceedsto track the development South African
of
sociology of
education,beginning with `the rediscoveryof Marx via Althusser' in the
early part of the
9

being
latter
liberals,
the
decade. This move set Althusserians on a collision course with
accused of `naive ` possibilitarianism"'

The
`agent-centred
change'.
view of
and an

(Bantu)
focus
the
(apartheid)
critique;
of
Althusserian analysis proceeded thus: the
state was
the
be
was
as
ideology
to
against,
(apartheid)
struggled
was
education was reproductive;
(white) ruling class. With the advent of people's power, all of the above would be swept away
for
little
space
and everything would be different. The discursive terrain thus set, offered
disagreement. Had there been such space, it might have been said that some Althusserians
different
with
were committed to the same criteria and processes as capitalists, although
be
to
"of
type"
sure'.
Marxism
`This
special
(1996b:
181)
a
As
Muller
was
content.
points out,
A further important influence was the intellectual French left of the 1950s and 1960s.
Eventually expelled from the Communist Party, these activists (according to Sheridan 1980:
its
than
tool
198) were involved in `the creative application of Marxism as an analytical
rather
imposition as a body of doctrine, a consistently revolutionary policy rather than an
opportunistic dependence on short-term tactics' [my emphases]. This certainly chimes with
my understanding of the South African intelligentsia.

Tensions between `radicals' and `liberals' characterised Kenton conferences4. A particular
radical critique linked liberals to an `English' mode of theorising and to English educationists'
lack of reflexive historical, social and ideological awareness. Crewe (1981: 62), in an acerbic
commentary in support of the organic intellectual, argues that `the English' question the
assumptions and interests of others but not their own, and overlook historical materialism. She
argues that, in their adoption of reproduction theory, liberals describe how reproduction takes
place, but in ways that reinforce feelings of pessimism and powerlessness. What radicals or

4 Molobi (1987: 107), for
example,writes about paternalisticliberals on the right and left liberals who remained
aloof 'from the testing ground of massactivity'.
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`academicactivists' do, in her view, is to acceptthe force of social reproductionand `attempt
to askhow the weight of hegemonycan be breachedfrom a low power position'.

On the other hand, liberals mounted critiques of the radicals. Graaff and Lawrence (1982)
claimed that radicals were inflexible in their veneration of texts and their insistence that one
must accept Marxist theory before being able to discuss it. The same writers argued that some
radical positions were too closely wedded to economic determinism, structure and
correspondence theory, and that empirical analysis was sacrificed to high theory and
overarching explanations. They proposed that avoiding substantive analysis of human agency
was anathema in South Africa. They also suggested that some radicals restate `fairly
conventional liberal analysis in Marxist terminology' and stretched class theory regardless of
its fitness for this purpose (1982: 50).

A major impact on the academic and intellectual climate of the eighties was the call to
action/activism made at the Kenton conference in 1987. It was clearly a revolutionary Marxist
call for academics to locate themselves in the `social relations of production' and to `look at
the dynamics of the modem capitalist mode of production' (Molobi 1987: 105): they would be
able to, `as Marx put it, "cut themselves adrift" from the apron strings of the bourgeoisie to
join the swelling ranks of the masses' (p. 108). Muller (1987: 427) reflects on the way the
Kenton community grappled with this call, without resolution. He argues that the radical `view
from below' saw the academic defence of impartiality as `masking covert alignment with
dominant interests' (p.428), whereas an alternative view saw the `political demands for
commitment as the first step along the road to totalitarianism'. Many activists, disciplined by
the struggle, were unimpressed by academics' anguishing, and came to have less respect for
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university education as a result. A perhaps unsatisfactory position of `committed nonalignment' came to prevail in many quarters.

The context of my research was infused with the particular interpretation of the sociology of
education that predominated so powerfully during the eighties, including its internal
contestations. There was a general theory of society at work - in this case a critical sociology
of education based on forms of analytical and intellectual neo-Marxism with liberal and
radical variants. This was an important backdrop to the RPL project. Academics in the
department were involved to varying degrees in UDF activities, especially prior to taking up
university posts. Some were specifically involved in building organisational capacity in the
union movement. Students in the department, including the RPL candidates, arrived bearing
the scars and accolades of the decade. RPL candidates and academics alike had family
members and friends who had been detained and, in more than one case, murdered. The drift
of colleagues, friends and family into exile during this decade also left its mark. Several
candidates came into RPL with a suspicion of academia in relation to the non-alignment issue
outlined above. Activists were learning alongside non-activists; UDF people alongside trade
unionists alongside private-sector educators.

The release of political prisoners and the defacto unbanning of the ANC in 1990 marked the
beginning of a long period of negotiations over the organisation of a future government and
the repeal of discriminatory laws. In 1992-3, F.W. De Klerk negotiated a political settlement
with the forces of liberation, which led to the first democratic elections in 1994, the

establishmentof a Governmentof National Unity (GNU) headedby the ANC, and, in 1996
the adoptionof a constitution. The yearsbefore the election were characterisedby intense
(pre-) policy formulation andplanning acrossthe various spheresof public life, including
12

education. The people-state antagonism collapsed. As Muller (1996b: 182-3) puts it, `[t]he

statewas now becoming"our" state...it was soonde rigueur to be involved in reconstructive
work'.

Thesepre-policy yearswere characterisedby what Millar and Xulu (1996: 4) describeas
`conditionsof dramaticchange', at two levels: `the local context of transformedpostApartheid political and economicconditions and, at an international level, transformed
conditions of knowledgeproduction and communication'. Add to this two further conditions
of change:first, the weakeningof Marxism as a theory and guide to action, and secondlythe
shift from a `discourseof ends' to a `discourseof means' or reconstruction,marking the end of
severaldecadesof a particular kind of critique in educationaland political circles.

There followed a wide rangeof early GNU legislation in which RPL formed part. It was the
era of four-way stakeholderparticipation, by employers,trade unions, the stateand providers
of educationand training: `integration' was the vogue word. The then Ministry of Manpower
invited COSATU to join the National Training Board (NTB) and its National Training
Strategy Initiative (NTSI). A range of working groups was subsequently established. I was a
member of working group nine, on assessmentand RPL in the context of the developing
National Qualifications Framework (NQF). The two ministries (Education and Labour) moved
cautiously towards each other through inter-ministerial working groups and the drafting of
joint legislation. The White Paper on Education and Training (RSA 1995a) was one such piece
of legislation, in which RPL was signalled as a redress mechanism: `It will open doors of
opportunity for people whose academic or career paths have been needlessly blocked because
their prior knowledge (acquired informally or by work experience) has not been assessedand

been
because
have
'
(RSA
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certified,
15).
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not
recognised...
"
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The NQF which was under discussionfrom the early nineties (for example, ANC/COSATU
1993)5,is a super-ordinateclassification systemwithin whose logic all qualifications are
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African context, they have assumedthe statusof `a commitment to a more radical pedagogy
that actively promotes lifelong learning skills, and increasingly recognisesthe value of
knowledge which is produced in non-formal and non-conventionalways' (Ralphs 2001: 10).
There has been some critique of the vocational overtonesof the NQF, but in the main such
concernshave been swampedby the sheerdoctrinaire weight of the discourselinking the NQF
to the new dispensationand its social goals.

In many quarters,higher educationtried to maintain a distancefrom the NQF (and from RPL).
In 1995, a National Commission on Higher Education (NCHE) was established,to outline a
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and training. However, it did not endorse unit standard methodology, arguing instead for
higher education qualifications to be `aligned' to the NQF. With regard to access,the NCHE
report focused attention on black school leavers and the likelihood that black schooling could
not, even in the medium term, be relied upon to produce enough matriculants of higher
education standard. In order to increase participation, it was recommended that higher
education institutions extend their academic development programmes and review (and
extend) the length of their qualifications. The report signalled RPL as requiring further
`attention' (NCHE 1996: 137).

The nineties were the decade of RPL, particularly in terms of grappling with the concept. The
main body concerned with research and advocacy was the Joint Education Trust (JET), with
technical assistance from the Council for Adult and Experiential Learning (CAEL) in the
USA. The fast initiative was the Workers' Higher Education Project (WHEP), coordinated by
JET, and funded by the Ford Foundation and the W. K. Kellogg Foundation. The aim of
WHEP was to expand accessto higher education through the development of RPL
`demonstration models' (JET 1998) for working adults who had been disadvantaged by
apartheid. The pilot projects were in engineering, management, rural development/agriculture
and teacher education. A number of other developments followed: JET became involved in
assessortraining within the NQF; guidelines were developed for higher education institutions
concerned to develop RPL and responsiveness to adults; the first South African international
conference on RPL was held in October 2000; and a national policy on RPL was developed
for the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA). JET was not the only roleplayer in the
RPL field in the nineties, however. Trade unions developed initiatives, and the Human
Sciences Research Council funded a three-year research and development project (which I
coordinated).
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Various positions began to emerge in relation to RPL, and persisted into the current decade.
According to Ralphs (2001: 13-14), `there are three discernible impulses putting pressure on
the system to change its RPL policy and practices'. His `radical impulse' requires a critical
reassessmentof mainstream curricula and a commitment to subjugated knowledge - for
example, `African or indigenous knowledge, workers' knowledge and the knowledge of those
who were "excluded" in the past'. His `neo-liberal impulse' locates RPL as an uncritical tool
of the global economy. His `neo-conservative impulse' is to be found in traditional liberal
academia with its commitment to foundational knowledge and `the basics', and therefore,
regarded as resistant to RPL on epistemological grounds. JET aligned to the radical model.

Theseclassificationsand conceptualisationsof RPL are at odds with the views of academic
sociologists of education with their analytical neo-Marxism, which, according to Ralphs,
would be located in the neo-conservative camp. In some ways therefore, it seems as if RPL
protagonists and university educators misunderstood and continue to misunderstand each
other.

University-based provision for adult educators changed shape in the nineties. The early part of
the decade saw a downturn in the number of adult educator students because of a dramatic
reduction in the number of NGOs6. The five universities that had departments or centres of
adult and continuing education came together in 1992 as the DEAL Trust, and began to
strategise around future inter-university cooperative work. It was recognised that there was a

needto addressthe educationandtraining needsof educatorsin workplacesand technical
colleges while maintaining the traditional focus on community-based practitioners. The

project put forward threepossiblemodelsof qualification structurefor adult educatorsand
6 Donor funding

was channelledinto governmentstructures,leaving NGOs without funds.
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trainers. These were predicated on progression, articulation and RPL, locating them `firmly
within the traditional university discourse' (DEAL 1994: 55).

A far bigger project involving the education and training of educators and trainers began in
1995. The Education, Training and Development Practices (ETDP) project originated in the
work of the NTB, and was concerned with the development of nationally recognised standards
for educators and trainers, a negotiated model in terms of progression pathways, sets of unit
standards and qualifications, accepted by the target groups, for developing and recognizing
quality ETD practices, particularly within the National Qualifications Framework (see NTB
1997). The project was underpinned by the value system of the Reconstruction and
Development Programme (RDP) and had RPL as one of its twelve principles. As the name
suggests, integration remained a key principle. Adult educators would become ETD
practitioners along with all other educators and trainers, with `learning' as the integrative
concept. Education (E) was conceptualised as taking place in the formal education sector,
comprising schools, technical colleges, universities and industry training boards. Training (T)
included public and private sector training involving employers, government, HRD and inhouse training. Development (D) referred to social development work of the broadest kind in
cultural organisations, political organisations, unions and some NGOs.

As the decade progressed financial resources for adult education were not forthcoming. The
field lost its envisaged status. As the DEAL Trust report (DEAL 1994: 22) notes, participants
in policy development processes `have operated within the terms provided by a hard-won
and
remarkable political space for fresh and idealistic system construction. Problems of
implementation had been deferred

the complexity of the relation between policy and
...

implementation is becoming apparent'.
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In terms of my PhD research, all of the academics who were involved in the RPL practice
concerned were also involved in some form of policy development or policy analysis work,
including the ETDP project. It has to be said that for many this brought increasing scepticism
as the decade progressed. However, powerful discourses of the eighties continued to work
their way through the departmental context of my research. My PhD research is thus located at
a particular historical conjuncture, and at the interface of departmental discourses, changes in
the field of university-based adult education and adult education generally, national policy and
RPL discourses. These were the `stories' of which the RPL project was a part. I now return to
the outline of my thesis.

Chapter three of my thesis outlines a philosophical framework for the research. I argue for,
and adopt, a hybrid philosophical position - part social constructionist, part structuralist and
part poststructuralist.

My research draws theoretical resources from beyond experiential learning. In chapter four, I
critically review conceptual resources from the sociology of education (the work of Bernstein)
and from continental philosophy (the work of Foucault). The conceptual framework thus
derived does not attempt a synthesis of the work of these two very different theorists. Rather,
it aims to use both to create a broad interpretive zone. Foucault's work facilitates a particular
focus on a power and identity in ways that are nuanced and complex. Through the lens
of
pedagogy, Bernstein offers a powerful set of concepts for focusing on knowledge and
curriculum.
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Chapters six and sevenbring theoretical resourcesinto dialogue with documentary and
interview data, first, inductively (through theme analysis), and then abductively, through
design
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RPL and (2) curriculum design and the implementation of RPL.

The last chapter, chapter eight, links interpretations and claims into a concluding discussion of
The
for
RPL
implications
I
and
end-pieces
research.
practice
my researchquestions. address
reflect on the researchprocess as a whole.

Finally, I offer a note about evaluating the quality of research,since I consider this to be a
responsibility to myself, as well as to other researchers,to those researchedand to the
academic community as a whole. Validity and reliability are interpreted differently in different
philosophical and paradigmatic positions. This casestudy strives to meet Hammersley's
validity criteria (cited in Scott 2000: 4). These are plausibility (whether the evidential claims
are plausible to the reader); coherence(whether evidence and argument logically cohere in the
relationship presentedbetween data and claims); intentionality (whether a study is credible in
terms of its stated intentions); and relevance (whether the researchfindings are relevant to
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issuesof legitimate public concern). Reliability is a not a straightforward concept outside
positivist research,yet is difficult to dispensewith altogether. I have chosen to `read' it in a
constructionist way, as dependability. I draw attention to these criteria at various points.

Following Cryer (1996: 146-55), I hope that this study is original in its exploration of a
practice that is very scantily explored (originality in exploring the unknown), and that it offers
a new (and `troubling') perspective on an establishededucational practice (originality in
outcomes). I also hope that it has resonanceswithin the broader field of `widening
in
higher
participation'
education.
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CHAPTER TWO:

SUBJECT REVIEW

A literature of silences, paradoxes and contradictions

In this chapter I review literature pertinent to RPL and argue for and position my research
questions and study in relation to that. I focus on:

"

literature that is theory-basedor research-based.I rearground (but do not totally
for
RPL;
learner
literature
guides
and
manuals
and practitioner and
exclude) policy

"

literature pertaining to RPL at higher education level; although practices at further
level
for
illustration and comparison;
to
are
referred
education

"

literature in English pertaining predominantly to English-speaking countries;

"

literature written between 1980 and 2003, although earlier literature is referred to
where it representsa significant debate or theme in the development of RPL.

I conceptualisethe review process as progressive focusing. This involves survey, synthesis
and critical evaluation of the literature in terms of content and methodologies. Moving from
survey to synthesis involves categorising the content of the literature and linking issues.
Moving from synthesis to critical analysis and evaluation shifts the review into a formative
mode that progressively points in the direction of my own researchfoci. The chapter therefore
has summative and formative dimensions - being a picture of the state of the art in the RPL
field, and revealing gaps and questions in relation to that.
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I have been involved in, and troubled by, RPL for more than a decade.Much literature has
been gathered during that time basedon my being located in the field, attending conferences,
and indeed contributing to the literature myself. For the purposes of the PhD, I systematically
followed up bibliographic referencesin that literature and undertook literature searchesusing
databases(ERIC, worldcat, ovid and ebsco). I also consulted an international RPL-specific
bibliographic database('annotated bibliography for PLAR7') which is hosted by the Ontario

8
Institutefor Studiesof Educationof the University of Toronto,Canada.

My involvement with RPL began in the mid- to late 1980swhen the local education authority
I was working for in the United Kingdom (UK) hosted a researchand development project in
RPL. At that time I had responsibility for English for Speakersof Other Languages(ESOL)
provision in the post-school sector, and saw the potential of RPL to value the knowledge and
skills of `ESOL students', in ways that went beyond a sole focus on their English language
requirements.

These ideas developed during my time in South Africa. My thinking about RPL moved slowly
from a `confirmatory' practitioner orientation to a more `disconfirmatory' critical stance.
Increasing scepticism is mirrored in broader RPL literature to which (I would like to think) my
own researchand writing has contributed (Harris 1999a; Harris 2000). However, much
literature retains an unproblematised stancetowards the practice

I
in
phenomenon
explore
-a

this review. I need to point out that the review emphasisescritical writings in a way that
perhapsmakes them appearto be dominant numerically and in terms of influence. This is not
the case.There are two reasonsfor my emphasis.First, I found it difficult to focus at length on

7 Prior Learning Assessment
and Recognition.
8 Http: //fcis.
oise.utoronto. ca/-p1ar/databaselintro.html.
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`absences'in the literature, although I have attempted to do so as far as possible. Secondly, my
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The first part of the review is concernedwith the RPL literature that presents `accepted' theory
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secondpart
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the literature. The third and final section is concernedwith defining initial contours and
parametersfor my study.

Part One:

Accepted theory and practice

The theorisation of RPL

Commonly acceptedtheorisation of RPL is via adult and experiential learning theory. Kolb's
(1984) `experiential learning cycle' is the linchpin. His cycle has four stages.The first is
`concrete experience' or `direct encounter' (Kolb 1984; Weil and McGill 1989). For many
interpreters of, or commentators on, Kolb this stage is pre-rational. The second stage is
`observation and reflection'. This is the conscious time when individuals focus on their
experience and give it meaning (usually from within existing sets of perspectives and values).
The third stageis `generalization and abstract conceptualisation', whereby the fruits of
reflection are ordered into symbolic representations.According to Fenwick (2001: 10), this is
where the learner asks questions such as: `What principle seemsto be operating here?' The
fourth stage is `active experimentation', or the empirical testing of ideas generatedat the
previous stage.
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It is presumed possible for a learner to enter the cycle at any stage, and although the general
direction of movement remains the same, there is interaction between the four quadrants.
However, Kolb's central tenet remains constant in all variants: learning cannot happen without
the cognitive and psychological process of internal, mental conceptualisation. Kolb has a
rationalist and mentalist notion of learning and reflection.

The learning cycle sharesprinciples inherent in adult learning theory, particularly the theory
generated by Knowles. Knowles's (1980) work also took as its starting point experience as a
have
for
learning.
it,
for
Knowles,
`adults
As
Fraser
(1995:
139)
they
are
what
resource
puts
done'. Experience, then, is one of Knowles's five principles of `andragogy' or adult learning
theory in which he argues for a learner-centred educational process, with reflection as central.

Both Knowles's work and Kolb's haveroots in constructivism-a highly complex field of
learningtheory which seemsto be constantlyin needof clarification (seefor exampleFenwick
2001; Harris 1999b;Moll 2002; Sfard 1998).Moll (2002: 8) definesit as `the broadsetof
psychologicaltheoriesthat seekto model the developmentalstructuresof cognition'. All
constructivistssharethe tenetthat `a learneris believedto construct,throughreflection, a
personalunderstandingof relevantstructuresof meaningderived from his or her own action in
the world' (Fenwick 2001: 10).

The work of Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky are most commonly associatedwith
constructivism. Piaget (in Moll 2002: 14) is clear that learning is about `construction on the
part of the subject'. Vygotsky's work is on the social side of constructivism. His `social
development theory' posits that learning happens first in relation to others and that only later
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is it internalisedindividually. Put anotherway, individual consciousness
is built from outside
through social relations(this is his main point of departurefrom Piaget).

There are differences between Kolb and Knowles on the one hand, and Piaget and Vygotsky
on the other. For Piaget and Vygotsky there is a notion of organised pedagogic activities.
Vygotksy's position in this regard is best illustrated by his theory of the zone of proximal
development (ZPD). The ZPD refers to the gap between what an individual can achieve
unaided and what s/he can achieve with the help of an expert/teacher. Learning then requires
an active teacher as well as an active learner. Likewise, for Piaget, the teacher is the organizer
of learning. This is less the case in the type of constructivism advanced by Knowles and Kolb
and in adult and experiential learning theory more generally, where the identity of teacher is
relegated to `facilitator' and the identity of student is reworked as the independent and selfdirected learner. In fact, constructivists such as Piaget and Vygotsky are rarely cited in adult
and experiential learning theory's version of constructivism9. Instead, Dewey's pragmatism is
quoted as the origin of constructivist learning theory. The Deweyan tradition emphasisesthe
ways people learn how to construct, and deconstruct, their own experiences and meanings and
to integrate theory and practice as a basis for democratic social action. I would argue that for
many adult and experiential educators (and consequently for RPL), constructivism is
understood in a very particular way, characterised by anti-didacticism and a concomitant
emphasis on what Welton (1986) calls `an "adult characteristics" episteme' of `authentic'
learning from experience. This is a more humanistic and psychological framework than that of
either Piaget or Vygotsky.

9 My

own work is an exception. In Harris 1997c I make a case for the development of an RPL processbased on
Vygotsky's notion of ZPD, and on collaborative learning through'expert' and novice activities.
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In practice it has proved difficult to draw boundaries around `authentic' (experiential) and
`non-authentic' (presumably formal) learning, at the level of both qualitative difference and
(1996:
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from feeling or practice'. Thus, we see a process of forced dichotomization at work. Fenwick
(2001) arguesthat the methodological distinction is difficult to hold becauseexperiential
learning is just as much a feature of formal education as in discussion, reading, structured
reflection, etc.

Despite (or perhapsbecauseof) the breadth of experiential learning, various attempts at
definition and classification have been made. The most well-known of these is Weil and
McGill's (1989) four villages. Village one is the recognition of prior learning with a focus on
boosting adults' strengths, self-esteemand statusthrough recognizing their knowledge and all
they have learned throughout their lives: a largely humanist, psychological and `progressive'
is
learning
Village
two
and
concerned with the
stressesprocessesof
underpinning.
development of teaching/learning methods in formal education that value and use adults'
development
individual
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dimensions. Village three is about social change and transformation and with the development
of critical consciousness:a radical position. Village four is about personal experience as the
basis for growth and the development of self-awareness:a psychotherapeutic agenda.In
mapping the villages, Weil and McGill are at pains to point out that they share a common
citizenship and that, as Millar (1996: 1) puts it, the villages have `open borders - there is
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Boud (1990) turns his attention to the contextual dimension of experience. In order to reflect
learners
their
the
and teachersneed to
experience,
most out of
more successfully and get
addressthe inter-relationships between a learner's personal foundations for learning, learning
intent (what is driving the learning process and why) and learning milieu (covering physical
environment, culture, race, gender and class issues). In this way, experience can be seenas a
`continuing, complex series of interactions between the learner and the learning milieu, unified
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by reflective processeswhich assimilate and work with the learning potential of the
environment, and can move the learner to take appropriate action within the experience' (Boud
1990: 66).

In order to further enhancethe efficacy of experience-basedlearning, Boud arguesfor a shift
from reflection after experience to reflection during experience (reflection-in-action). He
advancestwo techniques to achieve this: `noticing' and `intervening' (p.61). The former is
`directed to both the interior and exterior worlds'. It involves attending to thoughts and
feelings as they are being thought and felt, whilst at the sametime focusing on the nature of
the event (such matters as forms of interaction, languageuse, actions, emotional climate).
Intervening is about `action taken by the learner within the learning situation' (p.73). The
impetus for invention may be a conscious result of noticing, or a `partially formulated intent'
(p.73). The general idea is to practice in order to overcome limitations on noticing and
intervening which may be located in the learner's personal history or foundation of
experience.Thus, Boud's work is designed to help individuals to become more active,
individually constructivist learners.

In Boud et al. (1993), the writers challenge earlier notions that experience is pre-rational.
Instead, they argue that it `has within it judgment, thought and connectednesswith other
experience- it is not isolated sensing...it implies consciousness it always comes with
...
meaning' (p.6). Overarching this, they develop five broad propositions about learning from
experience which span psychological, constructivist, social and psychotherapeutic dimensions.
These are: `Experience is the foundation of, and the stimulus for, learning'; `Learners actively
construct their experience'; `Learning is a holistic process'; `Learning is socially and
culturally constructed' and `Learning is influenced by the socio-emotional context in which it
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The practice of RPL

I focus on practices in the USA (as arguably the first country where RPL was developed), the
UK and South Africa (as pertinent to my study).

Although the rubric of Kolb's experiential learning has been assiduously pursued, there are a
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themes. Moreover, the types of task to support movement through the stagesof the
experiential learning cycle varied immensely.

In the wider literature, other differing emphasesare noticeable. Sometimes the processesof
reflection and reflective commentary are stressed(see for example Butterworth 1992). In other
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from experience is foregrounded (Mandell and Michelson 1990: v1°). Other writers stressthe
importance of the self-assessmentaspectsof RPL in terms of confidence building. Fennel
(1994: 26), for example, arguesthat, `the recognition of prior learning has meant a very
powerful affirmation of the individual, which frequently results in a new senseof self10Critical academic RPL
commentators and theorists from the USA. Michelson has also worked in South Africa.
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confidence and empowerment'. For other writers and commentators, it is the social justice
aspectsthat are most important. This is clearly evidenced in Evans's large body of work. For
example, he writes about RPL as self-evidently `natural' and `humane' arguing that it
encourageseducational institutions to `take a concernedhumane view of men and women who
wish to study at the formal academic level and who do not have the kind of educational record
that ensureseligibility' (Evans 1993: 14). Wailey and Simpson (1998: 4) stressthe potential of
RPL to drive organisational change.They offer an institution-wide conceptualisation of RPL,
linking it to other functions such as academic development, career guidance, and mainstream
assessmentpractices in order to enhance`coherence' for all adult learners. Yet other writers
focus on the technical and administrative aspectsof recognizing prior learning, such as `the
rigorous application of quality assuranceprocedures' (Evans 1992: 101-2), guidelines for the
award of `credit' (Whittaker 1989), and the development of credit systems, outcomes and
generic entry criteria.

A number of writers draw attention to shifts in RPL practices. Butterworth (1992) is perhaps
the best example. She conceptualisestwo `ideal type' models of RPL - developmental and
credit-exchange- pointing to their different epistemological underpinnings and different
experiencesfor the candidate. Her developmental model is firmly predicated on Kolb. The
candidate is actively involved in evaluating his or her prior learning; reflection is central; and
learning is seenas a process.Portfolio development is a central feature of her developmental
RPL. The credit-exchange model coincided with national vocational qualifications in the UK.
In this model, learning and reflection are reargrounded in favour of a candidate providing
evidence of performance and achievement. Several commentators (Challis 1993; Harris
1997a; Wailey and Simpson 1998) argue that this model displaces the
original conceptions of
learner-centred activity as derived from experiential learning theory.
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What the above necessarily truncated account of experiential learning theory and practice
shows is that it is both a philosophy and a method. It embodiesparticular conceptions of
learning, knowledge, learner and educator, framed by particular interpretations of
constructivism. It has already been argued that educator commitment to one or other aspectof
experiential learning has acquired the status of a `social movement', one that seesitself as
`progressive' - even `radical' - in its anti-foundationalism, anti-didacticism and commitment to
the `democratisation' of the culture and methodologies of formal education institutions. It is to
this trio of allegiancesthat I now turn - that is, anti-foundationalism, anti-didacticism and
`progressivism'.

Part Two: Silences,paradoxes and contradictions in the RPL literature

In order to probe the anti-foundationalism/anti-canonicism of experiential theory and practice,
I addresssilences,paradoxes and contradictions around knowledge in the RPL literature. I use
the term (prior experiential) knowledge rather than (prior) learning or (prior) experience. I
reserve the term `learning' for process, for activities that generateknowledge. In order to
probe the anti-didacticism of experiential learning theory and practice, I addresssilences,
paradoxes and contradictions aroundpedagogy in the RPL literature. In order to probe the
`progressivism' of experiential learning theory and practice, I addresssilences, paradoxes and
contradictions aroundpower.
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Knowledge in the literature

The literature is replete with unqualified assertionsthat RPL challenges formal definitions and
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formal knowledge. Although discussion of knowledge is conspicuous by its absencein the
RPL literature, it cannot be silenced, making oblique entrancesinto the literature from time to
time, as the following sections outline.

Knowledge boundaries and knowledge transfer

One position on knowledge is that there are no differences between various forms - such as
between Heron's notions of experiential (practical and personal) knowledge and propositional
knowledge (in Burnard 1988). An example of this is Evans and Turner (1993: 17), who claim,
`a growing acceptanceof the principle that learning gained as a result of experience or
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purposes'.
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Michelson (1990: 3) argue that adults enter higher education with `rich clusters of collegelevel knowledge and skill gained from myriad sources'. Butterworth (1992: 40) assertsthat
RPL candidates `have already acquired some of the skills, knowledge and understanding
which a qualifying institution offers on a specific course'.

A further position on knowledge is a `soft boundary' approach", whereby any distinctions that
be
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to
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or
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betweencontexts.The basicargumentis oneof similarity and continuitybetweenforms of
11SeeMuller 2002
and Young 2002 for writings about hard and soft knowledge boundaries.
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knowledge. Mandell and Michelson (1990: 147) argue that there is a `natural transition
between previous experiential learning and new academic modes of thought' 12,and between
`academic and nonacademic cultures of knowledge' (Michelson 1998a: 42).

There are further ambiguities in the literature. For example, as well as arguing for `no
difference' and for `similarity and continuity', Michelson (1998b) arguesthat RPL is a site
where different `cultures of knowledge' meet, each with a different historically accorded
authority. She positions RPL as a radical vehicle for recognizing and therefore equalising
epistemologically unequal cultures of authority, based on difference.

Writing from a labour educator perspective, Spenceret a!. (2000: 3) argue in a similar way
that knowledges can be different on account of history, struggle and ideology. Where they
differ from Michelson, is that they do not recommend recognizing this in the formal context
via RPL:

Most experiential learning is specific, related to a particular situation or problem adults are
faced with, and does not easily translate into the kind of learning associatedwith academic
courses... experiential learning is not inferior to formal learning, it is different; there are times
when it closely resembles academic learning but there are many occasions when it does not
(Spencer et al. 2000: 3).

RPL literature from South Africa tends to take a `hard boundary' approach to knowledge.
Breier (1996) arguesthat learning in an informal context will produce different knowledge
from that in a formal context. Osman et al. (2000: 12) write about an RPL pilot which had
as
one of its researchquestions an assumption of knowledge difference, in: `How do experiential
12The
use of the term 'new' suggestsdistinctions.
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and hard boundary proponents from a critical distance. With regard to the former they argue
that there is little clarity in higher education as to what constitutes academic knowledge, and
that propositional knowledge can relate both to academic learning and to particular fields of
practice and experience. From a hard boundary perspective they present an alternative
argument, that it cannot be assumedthat propositional knowledge is achieved through
experiential learning, and that perhaps `[l]ife experiencedoes not necessarily develop
cognitive skills except under specific conditions' (p.5).

In my own work (Harris 1999a; Harris 2000) I draw attention to relationships between
different forms of knowledge context by context, arguing that in some educational sites
academic knowledge and experiential knowledge may be closer than in others. This is similar
to Fraser (1995) who arguesthat RPL is basedon an unproblematised notion of learning
transfer without questioning what knowledge is likely to transfer in the most efficacious way.
Trowler (1996), in a paper outlining ambiguities in RPL practice and literature, also makes the
point that practitioners and theorists need to know more about the easy notion of knowledge
transfer within RPL.

The assumption in the main body of RPL literature is that even if there are distinctions and
differences between forms of knowledge these can be overcome becauseboundaries are soft
and knowledge can transfer unproblematically between contexts. The paradox is that if there is
no distinction to be made between prior learning and formal knowledge, then transfer is not
necessary,as the latter implies change and movement. However, if there are distinctions
between forms of knowledge then transfer (as change and movement) is
an appropriate term.
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But then, if prior learning has to undergo change in order to be recognised, RPL is a less
appropriate term.

Knowledge `matching'

The concept of `matching' throws more light (obliquely) onto the knowledge issue. As RPL
has become more credential-focused, greater attention has been paid to this phenomenon.
Candidateslink the learning outcomes of their prior learning with external requirements
emanating from standards,curricula outcomes, or from more tacit and embedded
understandings.

There is a continuum of views about what matching means. Most of the literature reveals tacit
understandingsof matching as `equivalence' (of prior experiential knowledge and external
requirements) which implies identicality or similarity. Luedekke (1997: 217), in a final report
on a three-year researchproject in Canada(exploring the viability of RPL), seesprior learning
as needing to be `consistent' with the institution's offerings. For Starr-Glass (2002: 3) the
process of what he calls fording `varying degreesof similarity' is a form of `concurrent
validity' which `tends to make the practice of APL an exercise in mapping the familiar'.

At the other end of the `matching' continuum are approachesthat advocate for prior learning
to be assessedfor its difference from external requirements. These tend to be aspirational
rather than actual. Brennan and Williams (1998: 34) raise a challenge to define more
creatively `boundaries or thresholds to mark the limits of acceptablediversity' in terms of the
assessmentof prior experiential knowledge. Evans and Turner (1993: 28), in contradiction to
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most of their other writing, put forward the idea that something called `mature intellectual
development' should be credit-worthy.

Michelson (1998a: 43) is critical of the fact that prior experiential knowledge has to `have
some relationship to a branch of enquiry that exists somewherein the academy'. Arguing from
a feminist postmodernist perspective, she makes the casefor all knowledge to be seenas social
product and as partial. This, she argues,extends an invitation to RPL to recognise divergent
yet complementary knowledge from `epistemologically unsanctioned lives' (Michelson
1996b: 649).

In my view, an underlying theme in most of the RPL literature is not so much `matching', but
the spectre of `lack of fit'. Some of the less orthodox RPL writers engagewith this,
particularly those involved with overviews of RPL. Wheelahan et al. (2003: 12-13), writing in
the Australian context, make the point that `personal learning is not neatly packaged for
comparison with academic course requirements'. Cleary et al. (2002: 13) dare to suggestthat,
`there may be difficulties in accommodating informal learning and knowledge into
institutional systemsand structures associatedwith more traditional forms of knowledge and
learning'. In a paper reflecting on an RPL pilot in South Africa, Osman et al. (2000: 10)
offer
some straight talking about lack of fit, observing that candidates' `reflective essaysoften
showed gaps in their conceptual knowledge and academic skills'. Also in the South African
context, Lugg et al. (1997: 7), in a critical evaluation of RPL pilots in parastatal employment
contexts, find that there was a distinct lack of fit `between workers' knowledge and the
standardsagainst which they were being assessed'.
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A different slant is taken by Starr-Glass (2002: 221). He draws on anthropology and LeviStrauss'snotion of `totemism', which stressesdifferent orders and patterns of logic, and
focus
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adaptedin academic or vocational terms' (p.223). What is implied here is the need for
retrospective researchon successfulstudents, and the use of those as measuresfor assessing
RPL candidates.

Curriculum issues

The literature suggeststhat RPL is much more common, and indeed successful, at a
postgraduate,post-experience level (Taylor 1996; Cleary et al. 2001; Lahiff 1998; Butterworth
et al. 1993)13.Various reasonsfor this are advanced.

One reason is that the curricular focus on specialist knowledge and skills at this level is close
to contextualized learning from experience.A related reason is that postgraduateprofessional
programmes foreground practice as the focus of theoretical work. Colyer and Hill (1998: 1623), for example, describe coursesin health care as giving, `equal weight to increasing and
refining the theoretical and value base of practice, the experience of practice in diverse
settings and the opportunity to develop higher level cognitive skills of evaluation and
reflective judgment'. Lahiff (1998: 122) seesthis privileging of practice in knowledge terms,
arguing that professional development coursestend to value both propositional and process

13This is
certainly the case in the UK.
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knowledge, and that assessorson such coursesare particularly `sensitive to practitioners'
alternative means of expressinguseful knowledge'.

A third related reason is that postgraduateprofessional programmes are frequently designed
is
An
the argument
example
using principles of reflective practitioner and reflection-in-action.
put forward by Butterworth et al. (1993: 2) for choosing to design an RPL process around a
particular diploma, becausecourse materials `offer the model of the reflective practitioner and
suggestself-review and analysis of learning outcomes as strategiesto achieve this'.

At undergraduatelevel, the literature suggestsmuch more caution about RPL (Trowler 1996;
Peters2000; Breier and Burgess 2003). This is further borne out by the Cleary et al. (2002:
21) study: `to date, there appearsto have been difficulties in accommodating experiential
learning into more formal and traditional types of learning, particularly at levels other than
postgraduatestudy'. However, there is little exploration as to why this might be the case.If
reasonsare advanced,they usually centre on the recalcitrance of `traditional' academics,rather
than on the knowledge structures.

Some of the RPL literature attempts to engageRPL practitioners in mainstream curriculum
change. Most commonly, this change is conceptualised in technical and programmatic terms,
such as the development of learning outcomes. For example, Evans (1987: 24) argues for
`looking at a syllabus, and turning it on its head. Instead of describing the ground to be
covered in a course, it meansthinking about a course in terms of asking what a student can do
at the end of the course, given that that ground has been covered'.
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At the level of individual curricula, Michelson (1996b: 648-9) exhorts RPL practitioners to
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and less materially situated than that derived from other workplaces and social locations'. This
argument relies on epistemological relativism in order to advancethe knowledge claims of
those historically excluded from educational opportunity. It is an evocative call, but one which
14New Zealanders have
also addressedthis issue and have incorporated Maori knowledge into national standards
(Benton and Benton 1995).
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to be arguing for a dichotomous counter-privileging of informal knowledge.

In my own work (Harris 1999a; Harris 2000) 1, too, argue for curriculum change alongside
RPL. I adapt the theme of `knowledgeable practice' (Harris 2000) to mean the development of
RPL based on contextual analysis (including curriculum analysis using a sketch of the theories
for
I
Bernstein
Bourdieu).
that
potential
analysis should reveal a curriculum's
claim
of
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being negotiated and `shaped' by roleplayers engaged in the RPL process - towards `optimal
social inclusivity' but without undermining the nature of the offering concerned.

A close reading of the RPL literature reveals that the relationship between RPL and
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mainstream curricula a complex one,
Harris 2000) that RPL should not tie itself uncritically to practices that increase the
utilitarianism and instrumentalism of education, at the expense of a broader critical or `radical
democratic' underpinning. Taylor (1996: 293) takes a similar view and offers an alternative
conceptualisation of the role of higher education, which in his view RPL enthusiasts should
consider alongside the drive for flexibility and access.He argues that at the current time,
universities need to `safeguard their independence, their disinterested research ethic, their role
as independent commentators/critics, and their status as the guardians of high quality
learning'. For him, this means that RPL processesneed to be devised that do not undermine
the `continuing independence' of institutions or `their professional integrity'. In struggling to
promote curricula that are more inclusive for adults generally and RPL candidates specifically,
proponents of RPL seem to find themselves uncritically endorsing undesirable and
unintentional outcomes. Moreover, many who claim a role for RPL in challenging the nature
of curricula (and the forms of knowledge inscribed in them) seem to do so from a basis of
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aspiration. There is little empirical evidence to suggestthat RPL has achieved its goals in this
regard, except in institutional contexts that were already committed and oriented to the needs
of adults.

Conclusions

The knowledge issue in RPL seemsriddled with silences,paradoxes and contradictions. On
the one hand, advocatesof RPL claim that there are no differences between academic
knowledge and experiential knowledge. On the other hand, the literature is replete with
referencesto similarity and continuity between different forms of knowledge, based on a
notion of soft boundaries (despite empirical evidence that such boundary crossing is
notoriously difficult within higher education). There is a possibility that the dismissal of any
discussion of differences between knowledges as conservative and discriminatory, is in itself
conservative and discriminatory. As Anzaldua (cited in Muller 2002: 71) observes,the
knowledge playing-field is not a level one, and those who declare that it is, run the risk that
people will `stub their toe especially severely on the reefs of social hierarchy which are not
displaced but merely removed from view'. Equally paradoxically, less orthodox RPL
literature concedesdifferences between forms of knowledge, by way of advocating that higher
education institutions recognise experiential knowledge on the basis of its difference rather
than similarity.

The curriculum issue seemsequally confused, with few theoretical tools to explore curricular
possibilities. Again, the literature is more about rhetorical claims than reality. Shalem and
Steinberg (2000: 1) argue that many writers in the South African context (including
myself, in
their view) advocate curriculum change on the basis of a particular reading of `conditions of
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possibility'. These they claim are derived from theoretical perspectives such as social
constructionism and postmodernism rather than from actual conditions `on the ground' in the
institution. The posited conditions, they argue, do not exist.

RPL has an inadequate theory of knowledge and no curriculum language. Weneed to know
more about what happens to prior experiential knowledge in RPL under particular sets of
curricular conditions.

Pedagogy in the literature

Given the anti-didacticism that characterisesexperiential learning, it is not surprising that
pedagogy is underplayed and largely implicit in the RPL literature. Knowles' andragogy is
foregrounded, with the term pedagogy reserved for everything deemednon-progressive.
Reflection (in Boud's elaborated forms) seemsto be used as an overarching pedagogical and
methodological principle in RPL practice. However, in many cases,even that level of
pedagogic discussion is absent.An example of the kind of bland text that passesfor such
discussion in RPL is UCAS (1995: 12):

The learning that is identified through reflection will then need to be stated in such a way that
it can be assessed.This is most easily achieved by the learner writing a series of learning
outcomes - or statementsof learning achievements.

A close reading of the literature surfacesseveral ways in which pedagogy
makes an oblique
entrance.These suggestthat movement through Kolb's learning cycle is far less smooth than
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RPL practitioners might hope. It is useful at this point to work from the argument that Kolb's
learning cycle is a soft boundary approach to knowledge, and proceed to consider the
pedagogic implications of this.

Pedagogies of `translation' and `linking'

`Translation' between forms of knowledge (assuming they exist) comes to the fore. Lahiff
(1998: 133) articulates the translation process as moving from `processknowledge' and
`implicit theory' to `propositional theory'. Most commentators are vague about the need for
RPL candidatesto translate their knowledge into something else. In Fraser's view (in Colley et
al. 2003: 62), `[t]he way in which the content of learning is approachedsuggeststhat (higherstatus) academic knowledge can be found in everyday knowledge, but only through a process
of translation which involves expert assistance'.For Merrifield et al. (2000: 1), the processis
seenas fulfilling the function of, `converting informal learning into certificated learning'.
Some writers expressthe issue of translation in more dramatic terms. For Cleary et al. (2002:
10), prior knowledge is quite literally `transformed'. They argue that RPL `servesto validate
the experientially derived knowledge through transforming it into academic knowledge that
can be recognised within formal educational structures'.

Referencesto `translation' suggestthat there are pedagogic processesat work in RPL which
are more about changing the nature of prior learning than RPL practitioners would readily
admit (especially those who hold the view that there are no differences between different
forms of knowledge). Moreover, the actual concepts and pedagogical processesof translation,
conversion or transformation are not theorised, or even described.
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The literature also contains lots of referencesto pedagogiesof `linking' forms of knowledge.
These resemble referencesto `translating' but are even less explicit about the issue of
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developmental model of RPL, candidatesare described as linking `their explanation of what
they learn with related explanations offered in authoritative current researchand development
literature'.

There is a slice of the soft boundary literature with an interesting mixture of pedagogic
discussions and practices. Mandall and Michelson (1990: x) advocate a soft boundary
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example,
dialectical relationship between formal knowledge (in learning programmes) and prior
learning - build bridges both ways'. Yet many of the illustrative practices in Mandall and
Michelson's book, and in my own, seemto be underpinned by a tacit hard-boundary view. The
`adjustments' that candidatesare required to make and the `bridge building' are supported by
carefully selected(academic or quasi-academic)texts, ideas and activities. To my mind, there
is a gap between how RPL is envisioned and how it is practiced. It is seen as being a
manifestation of soft boundaries yet (in these examples at least), operationalised as a practice
underpinned by a hard-boundary relationship between different forms of knowledge.
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`New' learning and/or `prior' learning?

Another way in which pedagogic ambiguities are dealt with in the literature is through
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them. However, in a lot of RPL practices, the focus seemsimplicitly to be on new learning.
Mandall and Michelson (1990), for example, recommend a thematic approachto RPL
curricula, to enable candidatesto contextualize their prior learning. Examples of the themes
include: learning about academic skills, learning about academic organisations of knowledge,
learning about learning, learning about the sociology of work. Another example is Osman et
in
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thematised
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around the issue of `discipline'. They focused on `critical incidents' of teachersexercising
discipline in their classroomswhich were then `related to theories of teaching and learning and
to the role of discipline in facilitating or inhibiting learning'.

What is not saidis that this sort of provisionis inductive.It is aboutexposingRPL candidates
to academic mores and theoretical frames. Combined with reading tasks, researchtasks,
analytical tasks, writing tasks, discussions and assignments,they are academic accesscourses
in miniature. My argument is that such pedagogiesare little understood, but clearly go far
beyond the easy rhetoric of `linking', `translating'.
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`Retrospective' and `prospective' pedagogies

Most of the RPL literature emphasisesretrospective pedagogies(although not explicitly
identified as such). For example, in her developmental model of RPL, Butterworth (1992: 46)

referssolelyto looking back:

the claimant begins by identifying their area of significant prior professional learning and
...
lists the learning outcomes they believe they have already achieved. They then put together a
portfolio with two important content areas:documentary evidence of relevant past
achievements supported by a reflective commentary which analyseshow those experiences
have produced the learning that they are claiming.

Where there is an emphasison prospective pedagogy, it tends to be downplayed in the
literature, even if not in practice. In my own work (Harris 2000), in an aspirational section
entitled, `elementsof a possible RPL model in HE' for the South African context, I refer to
`prospective and retrospective' pedagogies as a way of `merging' prior and new learning,
ideally involving a critical reappraisal of both". In common with other writers, I assumedno
tension between pedagogies facing different ways at different times.

Shalem and Steinberg (2000: 1) reflect on these two pedagogic directions or `actions' in
relation to an RPL pilot in their university. They argue that: `each action draws on different
conceptual resourcesand thus leads to a very different process of assessmentand different
description of the role of the assessor'.Using Bernstein's concepts of competenceand
performance pedagogies,they argue that in their pilot the two actions gave rise to a `hybrid
pedagogy that resulted in a complex, mainly invisible social relationship'. They posit that
15This
may have been the starting point for Shalem and Steinberg's (2000) article (below).
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For these writers, the result of twin pedagogiesis a cat-and-mousegame, based on pedagogic
criteria (mainly drawn from action two) which the facilitators and the RPL `enterprise' as a
whole, model rather than make explicit: `An RPL portfolio course... setsup an enterprise of
reading, writing and speaking which dictates, in an invisible way which pictures, statements,
expressionsof ideas will count as abstractionsto be used in order to direct, open or close what
can be said, when and how' (p. 12).

In conclusion (p.24), they argue that a pedagogy that renders prospective action invisible
cannot adequately `prepare candidatesfor a learning programme nor.. .mediate between the
"vocational" and the "scholastic" discoursesof learning'. Therefore, a more explicit approach
with regard to both retrospective and prospective pedagogiesis advocated. In a similar vein,
Paczuska(1999) arguesthat formative assessmentand summative assessmentbe separatedin
RPL. This echoesShalem and Steinberg's point that power relationships are different in each
caseand that summative assessmentneedsmore explicit guidance and practice. Shalem and
Steinberg's paper is a unique attempt at theorisation of RPL pedagogy. It illuminates some of
the complex pedagogiesthat are largely invisible in RPL. However, it does so in a way that
perhaps overly binarises retrospection and prospection.
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Ambiguous pedagogic identities

There is very little in the RPL literature about pedagogic identities. Most frequent are
referencesto the onerous nature of RPL for candidates.As Butterworth et al. (1993: 16)
observe, `[e]ven for more confident learners with recent experience of study, the APL process
is stressful in its early stages' As Mandall and Michelson (1990: x) observe, it is often left to
the student to `relate their knowledge to certain theoretical and self-reflective norms of
academia'. Shalem and Steinberg (2000: 14) refer to candidatesas operating without a full
understanding of `the basesof the assessor'sauthority'. Osman et al. (2000: 11) tell a similar
story of candidatesengaging in, `sophisticated interpretation, or guesswork, about what to
include in an application'. According to them, all too often, candidatescannot assumethe
required learner identity, and produce `a contrived or distorted version of what they assumed
the tutor/assessor/institution wanted'.

RPL is equally onerous for facilitators, who find it requires a lot of tutoring, largely because
`[t]he kind of learning demandedby APL was new to all of the candidates' (Butterworth et al.
1993: 11). Most of the literature, however, makes little or no reference to this, and simply
assertsthe role of facilitator as helper, advisor and advocate.Mandall and Michelson (1990:
ix) articulate the role of RPL facilitators rather dauntingly as, 'translators among varied
...
cultures of knowledge' who need to beware of traps such as letting the narrative style of
candidates' portfolios affect their judgments as to the nature of the knowledge.

A senseof pedagogic conflict emergesin a few pieces of literature. Davison (1997: 3)
observesthat facilitators experience conflict between two pedagogic identities. The first is
consistent with adult and experiential learning theory, and is concerned with `promoting the
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learner's self-directedness', and with standing back to `encourage the applicant to be primarily

responsiblefor this translationof their prior experienceinto learning'. The secondis the
identity of the university educator who, `could help applicants better prepare their RPL
application becauseof their "inside" knowledge of university traditions, conventions and
discourses' 16.Other commentators echo this pedagogic conflict. Osman et al. (2000: 17) claim
that university lecturers are not used to listening to students as much as they have to listen to
RPL candidates, and are not skilled in helping candidates transform their `anecdotal stories
and lists of principles into reflexive knowledge'. These writers juxtapose the identity of the
RPL facilitator and the more established pedagogic identity associated with academic
development: `Because RPL rather than academic development was foregrounded, we were
not explicit about why we were asking certain questions or why we were asking students to
restructure their work in certain ways' (ibid. ).

Conclusions

The above review of pedagogic issues leads me to conclude that RPL practices have a shallow
conception of education process. The most common perspective is one in which reflective
processesunproblematically enable candidates to cross soft boundaries. Yet, the under the
surface discourse with its references to `translating' and `linking' reveals a different set of
processesat work, which are less than smooth. If this is the case, then RPL practices could be
accused of speaking as if there is a soft boundary and acting as if there is a hard one. Figure 1
(below) captures various implicit understandings. In responseto this, several writers argue for
more formalised pedagogies in RPL. A further paradox concerns the identity demands that
RPL makes on the candidates and facilitators, with neither in what could be called a `normal'

16Theseidentitieslink with Shalemand Steinberg's(2000)
retrospectiveand prospectivepedagogies.
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role. There seemsto be a culture of silence surrounding the frequently inductive nature of RPL
processesand again, much of the literature is more aspirational than actual. In fact, at times
the literature is simply misleading.

Weneed to know more about what actually happens,pedagogically, inside an RPL
practice, and more about candidate andfacilitator identities.

Position re: knowledge

Position re: knowledge

Pedagogy

boundaries
'Same knowledge'

Soft

Equivalence and
knowledge `matching'

'Similar to' knowledge

Soft

Translation

`Different from'

Hard

New learning

'Different from' and

Change the boundary

Counter-privileging

`subjugated'

Figure 1: Knowledges and pedagogiesin the RPL literature
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Power issues in the literature: `RPL is on the side of the Angels'17
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have drawn attention to this phenomenon in my earlier work (Harris 1999a; Harris 2000b).
Writers tend to claim some or all of the following in the name of RPL, and in so doing, often
ignore enormous gulfs in terms of values and interests.

Individual

empowerment

This is one of the most common themes in the RPL literature. Brennan (in Crocker et al. 1998:
iii) writes about RPL as a `liberating and potentially life-transforming force'. Fehnel (1994:
26) refers to RPL as being `a very powerful affirmation of the individual, which frequently
At
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results a new senseof self-confidence and
conference, Evans also included on his overhead transparencythe self-evident truth that,
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...
problem made them acutely aware of the feeling that they don't know. A problem was
something to be overcome and put aside as quickly as possible, not something to be explored,
'7 This

quote is from an overhead transparency presented by Norman Evans to the first international conference
on RPL in South Africa. The conference was called `RPL Challenges Higher Education and Workplace Practice:
A Training and Policy Conference on the Recognition of Prior Learning', organised by JET, and held at the
Eskom Training Centre, Midrand, 3-5 October 2000.
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and particularly not something to write about so to demonstrateone's knowledge (Osman et al.

2000: 18).

Some critiques of over-determined claims to individual empowerment refer to the overlooking
of power and authority issues.From a critical vantage point, Fraser (1995: 140) comments that
RPL `fails to addresseither societal inequality or the sheerirrationality so often at the heart of
our humanity'. She claims that RPL does not problematise the boundary between private and
public worlds; a boundary that is laden with issuesof social and political history, of which
many RPL practitioners seemto be unaware. Lahiff (1998: 145) arguesthat, paradoxically,
claims to empowerment in RPL operate within a framework of equity or equality of
opportunity which `is defined within the value system of bourgeois individualism: free choice
and a level playing-field', that is, within a framework that denies the existence of what it seeks
to overcome.

Other criticisms centre on the stresson individualism in RPL, which it is argued takes some
candidatesaway from a more collective learner identity. Breier (2001: 104), for example,
arguesthat for some candidatesRPL involves a shift, if only temporarily, `from a collective to
an individual identity'. Cooper (1998: 153) notes how collective approachesto knowledge
production were highly significant in the South African labour movement in the seventiesand
eighties, and how these approachesare challenged by educational reforms such as national
standardsand RPL, which signal a move to individualised `upward mobility' and `career
paths'.
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Democratising the educational institution through RPL

Much literature stressesthe contribution of RPL to the democratisation of educational
institutions (for example, Evans 1988; UCAS 1995). Linked to these claims are assumptions
that the academybenefits intellectually from bringing the `fresh air of everyday experience
into academic discourse' (Michelson 1998a:43), and from engaging with `the practical
activity of the nonacademicworld' (Mandell and Michelson 1990: 7). In these ways, RPL is
less
be
institutions,
them
to
of
making
and
seen
part of a process of enriching educational
conservative and more orientated to social justice.

Criticisms of institutional democratisation via RPL centre on the rise of the discourse of
managerialism and economization in education. The argumentsare that RPL practices and
practitioners have inadvertently been co-opted into that frame. For Peters(2001: 314),
although RPL can be seenas `part of the "marketisation" processthat is taking place in higher
education along with modular course structures and credit accumulation and transfer
schemes', there remains scope for it to be rethought in order to stimulate institutional change. I
put forward a similar view (in Harris 2000), with my `Trojan Horse' model of RPL, where I
propose that RPL, if approachedas `knowledgeable practice' can be part of shaping
institutional practices towards greater social responsiveness.Spenceret al. (2000: 2) are less
optimistic. For them, far from being a mechanism to `topple the windmills of a traditional
educational establishment', RPL should be seenas, `supporting the movement from
"education to credential", where learning is `turned into abstract, individualised credits that
bear little or no relation to the concrete, socially-embedded practices from which they
emerged' (p.3). The same writers argue that RPL practices have become more and more
initrumental, and increasingly tend to endorseuncritically, in the name `democracy'
of
or
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`progressivism', an `unrelenting desire: to facilitate the unhindered exchangeof any one form
of learning for any other' (Briton et al. 1998: 2). They conclude by arguing that RPL
practitioners need to be more reflexive about their role in a `credential obsessed"learning
society"' (Spencer et al. 2000: 2) because,`[h]aving already lost adult education to
credentialism', they `are about to lose informal education to the same scourge' (Spenceret al.
1999: 191). This lack of reflexivity, they claim, leads to a curious meeting of minds between
`progressives' and `conservatives'. RPL practitioners seethemselves as the former whilst
supporting changesin education which are probably less democratic than those which they
seek to supersede.Lahiff (1998: 138), drawing on Usher, raises an interesting point about the
status of RPL practitioners within their institutions in terms of their capacity to retain a
democratising agendaof any sort. First, they are themselvesvery marginal in most cases,and
secondly, the less marginal they become, the more they are likely to get `caught up in
protecting the status quo' of the academy.

Radical social change through RPL

RPL has also been linked to more radical forms of social change.Zakos (1997: 2) adopts a
redemptive tone in his argument that RPL can help addressthe `gap between the "haves" and
"have nots" in Canada'. He goes further and argues for RPL as a panaceafor the ravages of
globalisation, for those who find themselves at `the mercy of the relentless forces of the global
marketplace' (p.3). He claims that RPL can act as a support to adults in their `efforts to cope
with the worry, fear and frustration of a bleak future' becauseit taps into humanity's `inborn
ability to solve most of the problems that challenge our survival and ability to function more
fully' (p.2).
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Many radical claims for RPL emanatefrom South African literature. Ralphs and Motala
(2000: 1) argue that for millions of adults living under apartheid, `[e]xperiential learning was
the order of the day at work, at home and in the community. In many instancesthis included
the learning embeddedin powerful social movements through which people came to
understand,plan and protract the struggle for liberation at home, in the workplace and
internationally'. Whilst this is undoubtedly true, the writers make a significant jump in arguing
that RPL is one of the primary vehicles for social transformation:

The recognition of prior learning (RPL) is potentially one of the most significant keys to the
transformation of the systems of learning and assessmentin a democratic South Africa -a
transformation that has as its primary mission the development of a learning nation capable of
meeting the enormous challenges that face it (Ralphs and Motala 2000: 1).

Fennel (1994: 28), also writing in the South African context, similarly argues for RPL in terms
of benefits for the working class as a whole. He links RPL to affirmative action and is of the
view that RPL proposals `hold out the opportunity of opening doors which have effectively
been closed to thousandsof disadvantagedSouth Africans'.

High minded aspirations regarding radical social change are, however, not always consistent.
For example Zakos, in an earlier paper (1991: 2), as well as claiming redemptive potential for
RPL, unproblematically links it to economic imperatives in: `the need for continuous learning
in a highly competitive global economy'. Such slippage is common. Evans, renowned for his
social justice and humanistic orientation to RPL, makes a similar elision when he claims (at
the international conference in South Africa) that `RPL is irresistible in the contemporary
world of global economy'.
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Empirical researchin South Africa undermines many radical claims. Lugg et al. (1997) report
on two national pilots undertaken in workplaces, with union involvement, one in the National
Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) and one in the National Union of
Mineworkers (NUM). The writers argue that there were different interests and competing
agendasat work within RPL. For management,the agenda`was one which spoke about the
needsand requirements of the globalizing context of production' (p.2), whereas the COSATU
vision was one of `human resource development in the context of social transformation' (p.3).
Workers' views revolved around, `improved material conditions of increasedpay, for
acknowledgement of their contribution to the company by being re-graded, and for having
increasedopportunities for training and advancementin the company'. Once the pilots were
completed, no reconciliation of the opposing views was possible. The writers conclude that
differing interests and values need to be addressedat the outset, otherwise, RPL: `can lead to
increasedpolarization and with this increaseddisadvantage' (p.6). Spenceret al. (1999: 192)
echo this sentiment in relation to the Canadian labour movement. They suggestthat RPL could
be used to restrict worker accessto education and training allowing employers to claim that
they already have a highly skilled workforce. Such empirical evidence and claims are a long
way from easy RPL rhetoric.

Social inclusion and RPL

Social inclusion is a major benefit frequently ascribed to RPL. For example, Evans
and Turner
(1993: 3) assertthat RPL can be investigated in terms of `those sections the
of
population
which are not well representedin higher education'. However, where such investigations have
taken place the results have been far from promising. Even Zakos (1991: 6) is forced to
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concede,that `[t]he skills and knowledge neededby learners to be successful in assessingprior
learning do not seemto be as readily acceptablefor diverse groups of people from a variety of
cultural and ethnic backgrounds'.

In a survey of RPL in post-secondary education in Australia, Wheelahan et al. (2003: 1)
observe that, `despite the prominence given to RPL in policy frameworks, we have found that
the take-up of RPL is relatively low, and that it has not acted as a mechanism for social
inclusion to education and training pathways for studentsfrom disadvantagedbackgrounds'.
In their wide-ranging research,Cleary et al. (2001,2002) draw attention to RPL not attracting
candidatesfrom socially disadvantagedbackgrounds. Likewise, in their mapping of the state
of the art of RPL in higher education in England, Merrifield et al. (2000: 34) note that RPL
has not taken off as a means of widening participation. One of their interviewees capturesthe
social inclusion paradox in the observation that, `[t]he way it's developed here it's seenas a
tool for fast-tracking people who would be here anyway'.

Despite the above acknowledgementsof a less than glowing track record in the area of social
inclusion, little detailed analysis is offered. Merrifield et al. (2000: 52) attribute some of the
failings to lack of `common experience' between assessorand candidate. Several writers note
that socially and educationally excluded studentsneed more support in RPL on account of
their not having academic literacy, and not being conversant with theory. These `reasons' raise
one of the most serious (to my mind) paradoxesof RPL. That is, that the processesas they
currently exist, seemto be requiring of exactly the same areasof knowledge and skills that
have given rise to exclusion from formal education in the first place. Wheelahan
et al. (2003:
13) suggestthat RPL requires that candidateshave insider academic knowledge,
at an almost
meta-level:
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The paradox of RPL is that it is assessingan individual's learning that has occurred mostly
outside formal education and training, but it requires high levels of knowledge of these formal
education and training contexts and the structure of qualifications and language used in
education, to prepare a successful RPL application.

Conclusions

There is an over-emphasised senseof the potential of RPL. Very loose notions of individual
empowerment and confidence are deployed in the literature. It also seems that `progressive'
notions of social justice have been conflated with managerial approachesassociated with the
rise of credentialism in education. The `progressive' project of RPL appears not to have taken
account of larger material and symbolic power differentials, over which RPL has little control,
or indeed, of which it has little understanding (despite its glib rhetoric). Furthermore, there is
little theorisation of the actual processesof inclusion and exclusion within RPL practices. The
result is practices that speak a language of challenge and empowerment that seem not to be
substantiated in practice. I would contend that all of the above paradoxes and contradictions
are somewhat silenced by an aspirational and advocatory RPL discourse, within which any
criticism is taken as an attack on the very principles themselves. There is a strong possibility
that RPL embodies its own power relationships and power-effects, despite rhetoric to the
contrary.

We need to know more about how power operates in and around RPL. Who exercises what
power, how and when?
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Part Three: Initial contours and parameters for my study

This final part of this review is concernedwith defining the precise nature of my study. In the
preceding part, I identified the following researchquestions basedon silences,paradoxesand
contradictions in the RPL literature. They span knowledge, pedagogy, power and identity:

"

What happens to prior experiential knowledge inside RPL under particular sets of
curricular conditions?

"

What is the pedagogy of RPL?

"

How doespower operate in and around RPL?

"

What identities are taken up in and around RPL?

Given these questions, it remains for me to sketch the contours and parametersof my study. I
do this by an initial consideration of methodology, theoretical framings and site, in ways that
will be expandedupon in forthcoming chapters.

Methodologies in the RPL literature

The bulk of RPL literature is concerned with evaluating pilot projects. Evaluations are usually
undertaken by enthusiasts,which tends to blight the results (for example, Storan 1998; Evans
and Turner 1993;,Evans 1994,1997,1998; LET 1995). Some of the reports are more critical
and theoretically evaluative and grounded in empirical data. Seldom do reports of pilot
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projects contain any specific researchquestions,
research an
exception.

There are a significant number of surveys and mappings of RPL practices in and across
contexts, usually involving questionnairesand in-depth casestudies. These are concernedwith
ascertaining how much RPL there is. They sometimes involve a comparative element, which
tends not to be particularly useful (perhapsbecausespecific comparative education
methodologies are not deployed). Several writers are concernedwith researchingbarriers to
implementing RPL. For example, Peterset al. (1999) undertook interviews with university
staff and RPL practitioners to try to establish reasonswhy RPL was not taking off in their
institution. I found one example of a participatory, social approach to RPL research(Lugg et
al. 1997). This involved collaboration between workers and researcherswithin trade union
structures. As the writers outline: `The project was set up, managedand facilitated by the
workers within the group discussions,by the researchteam and within union structures. The
decisions taken, and the new knowledge gained, are owned by the collective' (12). I came
across a small number of feasibility studies to explore the viability of RPL in particular
contexts. Leuddeke (1997) writes about one such study in Canada,which undertook a range of
interviews with various stakeholdersover a three year period.

There is very little primary academic empirical research.I came across only three examples of
this type. The first was undertaken in the USA at the very beginning of the RPL innovation. It
was a researchproject undertaken by educational psychologists at Princeton University
(Willingham 1976).
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The secondpiece of work that falls into this category is the researchproject that I coordinated,
in South Africa. This addressedthree central researchquestions:

"

What is RPL?

"

Does the concept have applicability in the South African higher education context?

"

If it does have application, what forms might it take?

The project was structured by the practice of theoretical and applied researchin university
contexts. Its aims were to create a theoretical frame for RPL; to evaluate developments in
other parts of the world; and to undertake situational analysesin two professional fields in
preparation for piloting RPL within them. The project took methodology seriously and
`scientifically'. For example, undertaking the situational analysesinvolved documentary
analysis and interviews. Key analytical concepts and questions were developed to guide the
process, and scheduleswere developed with attention to lines of enquiry, language, order of
questions, content of questions, selection of interviewees, interview technique, organisation
and analysis of data, etc. Where empirical researchwas foregrounded, there was a continual
interplay between theory and practice.

I came acrossone PhD (Breier 2003) concerned with the recruitment and recognition of prior
experience in two post-experience coursesin labour law in two separateuniversities in South
Africa. Breier uses a case study approach and analysesher data using a dialogic framework
basedon Bernstein's languagesof description as deployed by Dowling. The language she
develops consists of `localizing' and `generalizing' strategies,and she uses this to identify
interrelationships of formal and informal knowledge. Her analysis highlights pedagogical
complexities. Studentsand lecturers used generalizations in different ways, with different
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trajectories. Studentstended to move the general towards the particular, especially those
studentswith the least formal education. Lecturers tended to use generalizing strategies,and if
they used particularising strategies,it was with what she terms a `generalising trajectory' - for
example, using `cases' as empirical illustrations of the general. Put another way, when
lecturers used the particular, they tended to elevate it beyond its singularity into the realm of
the general (p.219). She recommendsthat lecturers make clear the relation between the
general and the particular.

In conclusion, my review indicates a dearth of empirical, academic researchin RPL. Most of
the literature falls into what I would term advocacy or polemic. The result is descriptive and
prescriptive accounts couched in discoursesof `worthwhileness' and promise. This, together
with my own prior researchexperience, leads me to a perception of the need for an in-depth
micro-study of RPL in terms of knowledge, pedagogy, identity and power. It is this position
that I propose to use as the starting-point for my PhD.

Theoretical framings for my study

The bulk of the RPL literature is infused with the implicit humanism, `progressivism',
psychologism and/or shadesof constructivism that characterisemuch adult and experiential
learning theory. It is clear that this will not help me to frame my inquiry. I need to construct
an
alternative theoretical framework. As Millar (1996: 4) puts it, I need ways `to disturb the
procedural tide of the experiential learning movement deeply, even radically'. The RPL
literature I have reviewed provides some clues as to how to proceed. There
seemsto be two
possible tracks for me.
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Sociology of education and Bernstein

There is a small amount of RPL literature that draws on the sociology of education. In my
book (Harris 2000) I use (albeit in a preliminary way) the work of Bernstein and Bourdieu to
begin a process of looking at knowledge, pedagogy and power. Shalem and Steinberg (2000)
develop the same ideas into the piece of work which has been reviewed at length above.
Bernstein is a critical curriculum theorist within the sociology of education. His focus is
framework
it,
his
4)
(1995:
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Davies
conceptual
puts
pedagogy and educational process.
broader
individual
links
between
to
moments
and
pedagogic
offers resources make consistent
societal power structures. I think there is potential in exploring his work more fully in relation
to my researchinterests.

Poststructuralism and Foucault

There is a growing range of literature that critiques adult and experiential theory and practice
from a poststructuralist and/or postmodernist point of view (Usher 1992; Usher and Edwards
1994; Usher and Edwards 1995; Edwards 1997; Usher, Bryant and Johnston 1997; Edwards
and Usher 1998; Fenwick 2001). There is also a small amount of RPL literature which draws
on poststructuralism and postmodernism (Fraser 1995; Michelson 1996b, 1996c, 1996d, 1997,
1998a, 1998b; Trowler 1996). The work of Michelson is particularly significant. She offers a
number of critiques of the philosophical underpinnings of adult and experiential learning
theory, as applied to RPL. A poststructuralist perspective problematises understandingsof
experience and knowledge and also uncouples the taken-for-granted Kolbian connections
between the two, based on reflection.
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Only a small amount of the RPL literature draws on Foucault work. Michelson (1996d)
deploys his concept of normalisation in claiming that RPL re-enacts `taxonomies of sameness'
in classifying prior learning within qualifications frameworks and national standards.Trowler
(1996) arguesthat RPL acts as a form of surveillance in subjecting candidates' private worlds
to public scrutiny (see also Usher 1989; Fraser 1995; Harris 2000). Likewise, Michelson
(1996e: 447) asks, `[W]hat politics of inspection are being enactedin a given act of reflection?
How does relative positionality determine what is and what is not visible? Who is looking?
Who is being looked at? Who is standing where?' Several writers suggestthat practices such
as RPL actually disempower rather than empower candidatesbecausethe process enmeshes
them in complex webs of pastoral power (Fenwick 2001; Usher and Edwards 1995; Trowler
1996; Starr-Glass 2002). I therefore think there is potentiality in exploring Foucault's work in
relation to my researchinterests.

The work of Bernstein and Foucault is suggestivein terms of my research interests in
knowledge,pedagogy, power and identity in RPL. I thuspropose to draw from the
sociology of education andfrom continental philosophy.

Site for my study

On the grounds that it meets my relevance quality criterion, I have selected South African
higher education as the context for my study. Inserting RPL is more complex in higher
education than in other parts of the system becauseof the very issues that are the subject of my
study - knowledge, pedagogy, power and identity. My thinking is that lessonslearnt in higher
education may transfer to further education, but that this is less likely to happen in reverse. I
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noted that the researchproject that I coordinated involved two RPL pilots in two higher
education contexts. One of the pilots was particularly interesting becauseof the richness of the
debateswith candidatesand academicsin the university department concerned. It was a pilot
concerned with accessingadult educatorswithout the required formal qualifications to a postgraduate,post-experience course for the educatorsof adults. Many available data were not
analysed in any detailed or systematic way. Therefore, it remains an extremely generative
researchsite. In many ways, the pilot was not `successful' in conventional terms. Indeed, at
some levels it was a very troubling experience for me. It stands as a sort of critical caseor
cautionary tale with the potential to be revisited, augmentedwith new data, and analysedin
different ways in terms of knowledge, pedagogy, power and identity. It was a very unusual
form of RPL, but should not be discounted for that, as there are many general resonances.
Although an atypical case,it reveals typical dilemmas. I am mindful that such an approach
requires reflexivity on my part as a researcherresearchingmy own prior researchbut I also
welcome the opportunity to think in a more critical and theoretically and methodologically
informed ways about my practice.

The title of my PhD thus becomes:

The Hidden Curriculum of the Recognition of Prior Learning: A casestudy.

Having establishedresearchtitle, questions and site, the task before me is to develop
a
researchframework that incorporates ontology, epistemology and methodology; a conceptual
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framework of Bernsteinian and Foucauldian concepts; and a practical researchdesign process.
I turn my attention to these things in the next three chapters.
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CHAPTER THREE:

A PHILOSOPHICAL

RESEARCH

FRAMEWORK

This chapter is the first of three concerned with building my research framework. It addresses
the philosophical picture - issuesof paradigms, ontology, epistemology and methodology.
The chapters that follow develop a conceptual framework and a practical researchdesign.

Addressing the philosophical picture involves reviewing a range of issues including
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Likewise Ely et al. (1997: 230) who posit that, `The researcherowes readers a sound rationale
for such choices as well as a comparative discussion of the underlying assumptionsof each
technique and set of results. Without such, we have seenmany combinations of techniques
misused and misunderstood'. I therefore use the philosophical picture to locate myself as
researcher.

Paradigm thinking

I do not find the quantitative-qualitative divide fine-tuned enough for differentiating between
researchapproaches.Formal distinctions such as the association of quantitative researchwith
positivism and realism, and qualitative researchwith idealism and constructionism, do not
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hold. Qualitative researcherscan be realist and many justify their work in naturalistic terms.
Moreover, not all qualitative work is inductive: some is concerned with theory generation and
deploys hypothetico-deductive or deductive analytical methods.

Increasingly `paradigm thinking' is gaining ground as the dominant approach to understanding
researchmethodology. In coining the term `paradigm', Kuhn tried to insert a hermeneutic,
into
dimension
understandingsof science,
phenomenological and social constructionist
arguing that recognition of the validity of knowledge claims was relative to belief systems,not
in
`not
informs
Paradigm
thinking,
therefore,
only
choices
researchers,
universal.
and guides
of method but in ontologically and epistemologically fundamental ways' (Guba and Lincoln
2000: 105).

Many writers draw on Guba and Lincoln's (2000) four paradigms - positivism, postpositivism,
critical theory and constructivism. Scott and Usher (1996,1999) contrast four paradigms
which they call positivist/empiricist, hermeneutic/interpretive, critical theory and
postmodernism. Ely et al. (1997) identify four paradigms labelling them positivist,
postmodern, constructivist and interpretive. Some commentators and theorists argue that
paradigms are mutually exclusive but I would argue that there are many possible interparadigmatic positions along ontological, epistemological and methodological axes. In order
to explicate my own positioning within this thesis, I shall explore paradigm thinking in some
detail, in order to seewhat, if anything, I can draw from each of them. I have selected
positivism and empiricism, the `understanding' or `empathy' approaches,the critical paradigm
and poststructuralism and postmodernism for this purpose.
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Positivism and empiricism18

Positivism was incorporated from natural science to social science by Comte. I would argue
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life,
like
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Epistemologically, knowledge is held to be objective and independent of researchers,also
waiting to be discovered and revealed.

Methodologically, positivist approachesto researchare based on the scientific method with an
hypotheses
through proceduralised
development,
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the
of
and verification
emphasison
be
If
cannot
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from
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is
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from
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particular, with general
interpretation.
is
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The
rather
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Researchfindings representthe real by direct correspondencewith language as a transparent
medium for this (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1983). Usher et al. (1997: 175) package the positivistempiricist philosophy in the following way:

18Following Scott (2000: 11), I
understand positivism to be a social theory and empiricism a philosophical one.
19In one of the
most dichotomised accounts I have read. The nature of their account is particularly paradoxical
coming, as it does, from a poststructural perspective in which binary oppositions are anathema.
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In sum, therefore, the assumptions of a positivist/empiricist epistemology shapean approach to
researchwhere the emphasis is on determinacy (that there is a certain truth that can be known),
rationality (no contradictory explanations, convergenceon a single explanation, as there can
only be one 'true' explanation), impersonality (the more objective and the less subjective the
better), the ideal knower (anyone whose sensesare not impaired and whose faculty of
reasoning is fully functioning) and prediction (that researchmust aim for generalisable
knowledge from which predictions can be made and events and phenomena controlled.

Whilst many of the critiques of positivism rightly draw attention to the disguised power-laden
nature of scientific research,there are also problems with caricatures that are developed in the
process. The positivist paradigm seemsto fulfil a heuristic function. in that it can easily be
pilloried for its `logical simplicity' (Flyvbjerg 2001: 26). However, the caricatures do not hold
analytically for several reasons.

First, there are many sorts of natural science and it is unclear in the above critiques which sort
is taken as generic. According to Guba and Lincoln (2000), positivists have been critical of
their own approach and naive positivism died out in the 19thcentury. Similarly, Moore and
Muller (1999) argue that critics appearto be unaware of debatesin the post-empiricist
philosophy of science. Secondly, the claim that logical positivism could ever be applied to
social science and to human beings is surely an extreme one. It is difficult to find evidence of
any statementto the effect that such methods should be applied exclusively.

Thirdly, natural science is not only underpinned by positivist and
naive understandings.Herein
lie the wide-ranging `realist debates' or
post-positivism. Hammersley (in Hodkinson 1998: 8)
presentspoststructuralist views of positivism as a from-to `story' from realism to relativism.
-
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He claims that thejourney, thus depictedandthe `choices'presentedare simplistic and
dichotomised:

from
derived
be
logically
knowledge
believe
be
foundationalists
that
can
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...
indubitable premises, or.. accept that there is no universally valid knowledge, that truth is
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faulty
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What is overlooked, in Hammersley's view, is the possibility of `non-foundationalist realism'
is
for
it,
Bhaskar,
that
Scott
(2000:
14)
`middle
reality
claims
example,
positions'.
or as
puts
(underlying
directly
layers
structures) are
others
while
available,
stratified, some
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levels
here
Realism
but
that
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of reality
view
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not observable,
still researchable.
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is,
intransitive.
independently
transitive
that
them
or
available
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exist
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area is close to Kuhn's recognition of the social and historical character of aspects of reality
and knowledge. Smith (in Hodkinson 1998: 27) refers to this not uncomplicated position of
`ontological realism on the one side' and `some form of constructivist epistemology' on the
other.

Fourthly, positivism does not adhere solely to a correspondence view of reality. Hammersley
(in Hodkinson 1998) argues that there are degrees of representation which do not necessarily
involve direct correspondence/reproduction. In fact, he argues that correspondence is

impossiblebecauseone can neverhavedirect accessto any phenomenonbeing represented.

The fifth area of analytical ambiguity in the caricature of positivism lies in the role of the
`objective' researcher. Cuff et al. (1992: 206) argues that natural science does not claim to be
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value-free at the individual level. In fact, the best scientific researchersare, they claim, `bold,
and speculative' and capable of entertaining practical uncertainty. Rather, objectivity matters
more at the collective level where there is a need to adjudicate between competing knowledge
claims. Seenin this light, existing theories are only better than previous ones becausethey
have withstood attempts at refutation or falsification and therefore representthe best attempt
to date to apprehendreality (Guba and Lincoln 2000).

What I take from positivism and the realism debatesin terms of constructing my own research
positioning, is the need to think carefully about how I understand `reality' and the status and
derivation of knowledge and its representation.To clarify these things I attend to other ways
of thinking about research.

The `understanding' or `empathy' paradigm

The understanding (verstehende20)approach is commonly set against positivism, although the
boundary is complex, as I have already begun to illustrate with the above discussion of the
post-positivist, realist debates.Weber's roots lie in the Kantian idealist framework. His
particular methodology of instrumental rationality was based on empathetic understanding and
an integration of meaning-making/giving and practical action in the world (based on
rationality). The focus on action representedan attempt to mediate between positivism and
humanism, as Luckmann (1978: 10) puts it `between the "positivism" of science and the
idealistic "historicism" of the humanistic disciplines'. What I have termed the `understanding'
or `empathy' paradigm embracesa bewildering range of related (but also differing)
philosophical orientations, analytic pathways, perspectives and methodologies, including
20Used by Weber to
refer to grasping the world from the actor's point of view.
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hermeneutics,
intepretivism,
symbolic
naturalism,
phenomenology, constructionism,
interactionism, ethnomethodology and some forms of poststructuralism. I shall review some of
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foundations
fundamental
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and tenets from which several of the above analytical paths ensue.

Phenomenology

free
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Husserlian
both
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Although
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Schutz.
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characterised
philosophical

The `new' phenomenological philosophy is a philosophy of consciousnessin which the human
being is located in the centre of a complex system of co-ordinates. Human experience is the
`primary datum about the world' (p. 8) upon which objective features of historical social
realities rest. The concern is with senseperceptions, imaginings, consciousnessand use of
language.The thesis is that people experience selectively within pre-constituted meanings,
belief systems and schemesof perception. Meanings are therefore always bigger than what is
given in a single perspective.

The methodology or method is concernedwith the study of minute details and `elementary
structures' or essencesof everyday experience as consciously experienced or sensedby those
21Not
everyone would agree with this position. Usher et al. (1997: 186) refer to hermeneutics as an overarching
`paradigm' and a basis for phenomenology.
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involved. There is thus a pre-conscious element of experienceor immediate apprehensionsof
a situation. Through processesof `review', analysis tries to reconstruct the world of subjective
experience to elucidate how conscious meaning-making develops into taken-for-granted belief
systems.

The researcheris required to be `objective' so as not to interfere with the experiencesof the
subjects. The analyst works inductively between all the data and pieces of data, trying to keep
the gestalt. Units are clustered thematically into sharedconstructs and categorieswhich
ostensibly typify the ways in which experienceis understood and interpreted. A
local
`emphasise
based
therefore
text
structured
socially
realities,
phenomenologically
would
generalizations, interpretive resources,stocks of knowledge, intersubjectivity, practical
reasoning, and ordinary talk' (Denzin 2000: 318).

Phenomenology standsin stark contrast to the deductive procedures employed by the natural
sciences.Yet, its very subjectivism is problematic. This raises several related cautionary issues
for me. First, what status do these individualised accountshave? How is the boundary between
analysing such accounts and ratifying them managed?Secondly, there seemsto be a paradox
concerning researchers'needsto consciously bracket out their own subjectivity (and its
location in belief systems)whilst studying the pre-rational (and unconscious) subjectivities of
others. Thirdly, it is hard to imagine meaning-making that does not have a dialogic
relationship with non-subjectivist elements such as context and structure. Finally, the
emphasison consciousnessand deep and surface experiencesassumesa certain sort of self one capable of unprejudiced and direct apprehensionof `real' experiences- an almost
transcendentalself, the sort that Weber was trying to move away from.
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Hermeneutics

Hermeneutics quite literally means meaning-giving. The central concern is the interpretation
hermeneutics
Schutzan
between
illumination
Differences
and
phenomenology
and
of meaning.
Secondly,
interpretation
hermeneutics
is
texts.
First,
the
threefold.
of
with
concerned
are
hermeneutics (although concerned with meaning) is more focused on processesof interaction
than individual experience.Thirdly, cultural and historical contexts become a central feature
of the enquiry. Consequently, the analytic focus is on `processesof understanding within and
between traditions and cultures' (Benton and Craib 2001: 103).

The hermeneutic cycle and the double hermeneutic characterisethis genre of enquiry. The
be
fully
is
holism.
Any
interpretation
tenet
undertaken without
cannot
central
of a part
it
is
to
the
the
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not possible to understand the whole
reference
whole, while at
same
between
in
dialogic
Hermeneutic
the
a
way
proceeds
without understanding
research
parts.
researcherand what is being researched.Such dialogue is cyclical in that knowledge builds on
what has gone before. As Usher et al. (1997: 185) put it, `knowledge formation always arises
from what is already known.. is therefore circular, iterative, spiral rather than linear and
.
cumulative as portrayed in positivist/empiricist epistemology'.

In Giddens's double hermeneutic all is interpretation. First are the self-interpretations of those
who are being researchedand the relation of those interpretations to particular contexts.
Second are the researcher's interpretations of those interpretations, which are also contextually
influenced. In this way, researchersare involved in investigating the meaning-making patterns
of others which requires a sort of double sensemaking (Scott and Usher 1996). Gadamer calls
this `fusion of horizons'. Analytically, the researcheris charged with great responsibility for
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Social constructionism

Berger and Luckmann coined the term social construction in 1967, owing debts to Schutz's
being
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They emphasisetheir non-psychologism and their anti-objectivism. Thus, although human
beings are seenas constructors of reality, this is seenas both a historical process and a social
is
incomplete
The
definition
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and
world.
process of
and stabilisation of an uncertain
important, but social conditions are not seenas objective and independent of peoples'
interpretations of them and actions upon them.
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The focus is on `how groups and individuals know things and perceive things in the social
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objectified in the form of knowledge' (p.88).

Social constructionist researchersseepart of their job as objective arbitration between
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Social constructionism has occasionedcriticism from neo-Marxists who argue that Berger and
Luckmann's material/social world is not strong enough and that their focus on the social
construction of knowledge is at the expenseof `real' material structural and objective
inequalities in a `real' world. For these critics, to seeeverything as social construction is to
remain tied to idealism and to perpetuateoppressive social systems and conditions of
inequality. Layder (1994: 88) arguesthat the theory fails on two main counts. First, the
suggestionthat individuals are subjective reflections of `objectification',

endorsesa rather
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passive view of the person. Secondly, the view of society as comprising objectified
understandingsamounts to seeing it as solely the creation of individuals. Furthermore, despite
the `social' in the title, social interaction is not foregrounded. Criticism of social
constructionism is however frequently (and erroneously) conflated with constructionist social
problem theorists. The latter are accusedof `ontological gerrymandering' and `selective
objectivism' in their treatment of problems as socially constructed and yet the social activities
involved in the construction of social problems are treated as real.

What I take from the `understanding' or `empathy' paradigm in terms of constructing my own
researchpositioning, is the importance of `understandingthe complex world of lived
experience from the point of view of those who live it' and of `grasping the actor's definition
of a situation' (Schwandt 2000: 118). The social constructionist notion of reality as incomplete
and uncertain and infused with history chimes with my emergentposition. The latter seemsto
have much to offer in the way that it links `objective' social conditions to peoples'
interpretations of them and actions upon them. I need to be mindful of the criticisms that this
reality is not materialistic and structural enough; that the notion of choice is privileged over
constraint; and that there is no provision for thinking about the effect of macro structural
issueson micro lives.

From this paradigm I also take the necessity to find a researchposition regarding rationality.
Most of its orientations representa marked break with Cartesian rationalism. Yet
much about
the understandingparadigm is too micro and too much concerned with individual meaningmaking processesfor my study, although the development of shared (hermeneutic and
interpretive) understandings of the RPL process is
suggestive.
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The critical theory paradigm

This paradigm is associatedwith the Frankfurt School of Hegelian Marxism. With Kantian
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Contemporary critical theory is realist in a different way from traditional positivism in that the
former is basedon an ontological position that rejects empiricist objectivity in favour of a
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ethics. Critical theorists resist the separationof theory, research and knowledge from practice
and action (praxis). The aim is to unmask the hidden repressive functions of things through
ideology critique. As Horkheimer (in Benton and Craib 2001: 109) puts it, there is a suspicion
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Structuralism

I include here a note on structuralism, becauseit pertains to Bernstein's work. Structuralists
include sociologists, anthropologists, philosophers and psychoanalysts- names such as LeviStrauss,Lacan, Althusser and Barthes. It is a distinctly French tradition, inspired by the work
of Saussurein linguistics. The root notion is the theory of the sign. For Saussure,the signs of
language are arbitrary, taking meaning only from their participation in systems of difference
and opposition. The implication of this is that isolated objects, events etc., can be understood
only in terms of systemsof relations. Thus, for the structuralist sociologist, categories and
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structures of culture provide powerful explanatory devices accounting for behaviours of
individuals, groups, or indeed, society as a whole.

Methodologically, in reaction against the subjectivism and humanism of the `understanding'
paradigm, structuralism focuses on constraining forces within society which limit human
actions and behaviour. From Saussurecomes a commitment to finding patterned systemsof
relations (rules, structures, principles etc.) that govern human activity. The realist assumption
is that it is possible to develop objective knowledge about objective social conditions and that
this knowledge occurs in patterns linking external structureswith individual experience.
Structuralism shareswith positivism, a commitment to explanation and prediction, including
causal explanations about human behaviour, and to the development of general (increasingly
abstract) theory. It is the researchapproach of conventional sociology involving, for example,
a deductive approachbased on hypotheses.

Much criticism of `structuralism as methodology' resonateswith the general critiques of
positivism and rational-empiricism. It is argued that complexities are smoothed out and
reduced to particular `true' interpretations which are rendered lifeless by the researchprocess.
Schwandt (2000: 122) quotes Geertz talking about Levi-Strauss's work in the following terms,
`Its extraordinary air of abstractedself-containment. "Aloof, " "closed," "cold, " "airless "
"cerebral"... Neither picturing lives nor evoking them and rearranging the materials the lives
have somehow left behind into formal systemsof correspondences'.Others
claim that
structuralism fails to develop a new era of objective, stable, and cumulative human sciences.
According to Flyvbjerg (2001: 36), structuralism has been no more successful in this
ambition
`than was behaviorism, cognitivism, or other schools in the study of human
activity'.
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I shall be reviewing Bernstein's work shortly. I would position his work as broadly within the
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Poststructuralism and postmodernism

To locate poststructuralism and postmodernism within a classification of paradigms
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It is not really possible to define poststructuralism and postmodernism as unified entities.
Aronowitz and Giroux (1991: 62) offer a useful starting heuristic. They posit that
`postmodernism' refers to the changing social, cultural and economic conditions since the
1950s,characterisedby: global capitalism and industrialism; radical changesin relations of
22I would
argue that his methodology was close to the former, in his attempts to `elevate' the status of
sociological research in order for it to pass the test of scientificity.
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From another angle they posit that `poststructuralism' refers to an intellectual position and a
form of `cultural criticism' that radically questions the modernist (particularly structuralist)
logic that has become taken for granted in models of society. It is this latter angle that is most
pertinent in terms of my position as researcher23.

It is held that modernism began with Descartes' `dream of reason' and mind-body distinction
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liberation of human reason and the rational enlightenment of human thought' (Can 1995: 76).
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democratic societies and as only pursuable under such conditions. The `intellectual position'
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short,
all
ways
which
of poststructuralism questions all aspectsof modernism,
theoretical sensehas traditionally been made of the social world and human endeavour.Put at
its most simple, this paradigm is a critique of all of others25.

23Following this distinction, I
use the term `postmodentism' to refer to societal and cultural conditions, and
'poststructuralism' to refer to the intellectual position, except where is seemsmore appropriate semantically to do
otherwise, as when discussing modernism and postmodernism.
24Although it is
argued that such categories originated with the Greeks and the needs of the `free man' (see Carr
1995: 75).
25Some
argue that an alternative to the modernist/postmodernist dilemma is to revert to Aristotolean phronesis
(see Flyvbjerg 2001, for example).
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It is far more appropriate to consider `postmodernisms' in the plural. At one end of a
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At the other end of the continuum are the anti-modernist or radical postmodernists who argue
that there is a complete rupture or paradigm shift between modernism and postmodernism. As
Can (1995: 78) puts it, such radical vanguard theorists deny all modernism principles - for
human
indispensable
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human
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opinion contesting the radical postmodernist position of a break with modernism.
Commentators claim that vast and complex bodies of thought cannot be dispensedwith at will.
As Benton and Craib (2001: 171) posit, `one cannot think new thoughts out of nowhere'.

Different theorists take different positions along the above continuity-radical

continuum in

relation to particular themes common to the postmodern condition. These include anti-realism,
problematisations of grand narratives, critique of foundational knowledge, rejection of reason
and rationality, anti-humanism and anti-subjectivism

and attention to language. I look at these

in turn.
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In terms of anti-realism, for radical postmodernists there is no determinate world which can be
known and explained. For Bauman (1992: 35) the human world is `irreducibly and irrevocably
pluralistic, split into a multitude of sovereign units and sites of authority, with no horizontal or
vertical order, either in actuality or in potency'. For Baudrillard, the postmodern condition is
one of hyper-reality and an endlessproliferation of meanings and simulations. Worlds are
constructed through culturally specific systemsof signification; reality is surface uncertainty,
space,textuality and signs are privileged; all is pastiche. For many it is a nihilistic, fatalistic,
vision.

Grand narratives refer to bold attempts to prescribe human destiny or define an essential
human nature26.For radical postmodernists the grand narratives of Marxism, Hegelianism,
Liberalism, Humanism and Christianity for example, are all (even the `emancipatory' ones)
totalizing and `ideological expressionsof normative interests and... historically specific
...
relations of power' (Aronowitz and Giroux 1991: 68) or worse still, discoursesof terror and
forced consensus.Continuity postmodernists argue this position is overstated, since who
(postmodernist or not) really believes in narratives such as unhindered progress?Although the
importance of critique of grand narratives and their assumedmeanings is accepted,it is argued
that if one rejects all notions of `big' stories, one loses any explanatory function and has
nothing to register anything against. How, such critics ask, can one embrace a postmodern
position without reference to classic texts? How is it possible to dispute the existence of a
meta-narrative except by deploying a meta-narrative that simultaneously denies its own
possibility?

26Lyotard (1984:
xxiii) offers examples of grand narratives: `the dialectics of Spirit, the hermeneutics of
meaning, the emancipation of the rational or working subject, or the creation of wealth'.
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For the radical postmodernist,foundational knowledge structures are about power. Academic
canons are seenas collections of languagegamesor fictions with no particular status or
objective power to adjudicate other knowledge(s) or to make truth claims. Instead, attention
shifts to the local and particular and to celebrations of plurality and difference. Some
commentators argue that radical postmodernists' equalization of difference runs the risk of
becoming a type of vapid relativistic pluralism. All voices are not equal, do not have equal
authority, and radical postmodernists do not pursue the reasonsfor this with any critical sense
of history or politics.

For the continuity postmodernist, foundational knowledge is seenas the product of particular
sets of social practices which need to be interrogated for their (often hidden) power effects. In
terms of education for example, there is a need to be critical of how formal knowledge is put
together and organised both at the level of discipline and curriculum. This, however, amounts
not to the relativity of knowledge, but to a reflexive position that, as Usher et ad.(1997: 92)
argue, is not about a rejection of disciplinary knowledge: it is about repositioning in relation to
it. The key, they maintain, is to remain reflexively alert to the constructednessof formal
knowledge.

For the radical postmodernist, reason is an inadequatebasis for any consideration of human
affairs. The shift is to local, contingent rationalities which are claimed to have been silenced
by macro overarching rationalities/theories and all-encompassing explanations of the world.
There are wide-ranging critiques of this position, particularly the paradoxical use of reason to
argue against rationality. The postmodern continuity theorists retain reason as a principle,
albeit one that needsto be handled reflexively.
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In postmodernism, the autonomous,unique and influential self of modernism is decentred.
The `postmodern self' s anti-humanist and anti-subjective. This is a self enmeshedin and
is
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humanist and subjectivist self. Muller (1996b: 186) arguesthis point, writing that the

`celebratorsof individualsandsmall-scaleagency'sharethe `very notion of humanistic
identity that formsthe bedrockof post-structuralistcritique'.
presenceandessentialised

Attention is drawn to the ways in which language is used to give or take authority and to
in/exclude. Language is therefore seenas more constitutive than referential. In terms of the
former, it is an organised system or set of systemsfor directing human conduct (Dean 1999).
For the radical theorists, languagehas no external referents. It alone is productive of social
realities in which meaning is continually redefined by ever-shifting relations of difference in
interpretations.
There
There
are critical
only
referential play.
are no rules, no static meanings,
commentators who claim that power does operate outside of language, in non-linguistic or
non-discursive realms, and that is it totalizing to claim language as the sole source of meaning.

Poststructuralist researchmethodologies are positioned in critical relation to those of other
paradigms. The scientism of positivism is critiqued on account of disguised power relations
and attachmentto universal generalizations. In the samevein, structuralists' efforts to develop
`comprehensiveand unified analysesof culture and social life' (Miller 1993: 266) are
challenged. The shift to the subjective and away from the objective, in the `understanding'
paradigm, is seenas nothing more than a reversal of the objective-subjective definition, which
remains the root of the problem. The relationship to social constructionism is more
ambiguous. In many ways social constructionism anticipates poststructuralist concerns,but
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there are distinctive differences. The former retains an attachment to general theories of the
social definition of meaning and knowledge. Poststructuralists,by contrast, view social
meanings in much more complex, contingent, ambiguous and incomplete ways (Scott and
Usher 1996; Howarth 2000). Another important difference is the notion of detachment,which
is retained by social constructionist researcherswhereasthe poststructural researcheris
inevitably situated. As discussed,`ontological gerrymandering' is an accusation levelled at
social constructionists. For poststructuralists, the way beyond ontological ambiguity is to
focus on language and discourse. In short, social constructionists do not go far enough for
many poststructuralist methodologists. Critical theory is critiqued for its weddednessto the
grand narrative of emancipation - as Dean (1999: 61) writes, `a meta-historical narrative of
modernity that endeavoursto reveal the emancipatory agency of the governed'.

There is no specific poststructuralist researchmethod. As Stronach and MacLure (1997: 3)
maintain, it is a tacit process akin to `grasping a proverb, casting an illusion, seeing a joke'.
Essentially, permission is granted to stand outside (if that is possible) modernist paradigms. A
shift to language and discourse is central27.`Realities' can be accounted for only in terms of
discursive practices and language, even as the practice of accounting itself constitutes that
reality. Language and discourse take the place of signifier (and indeed society): becoming all
that it is possible to accessthrough research.As Hammersley (2000: 6) observes, `[w]hat is
involved is a change of attitude towards the ontological status of social phenomena: they
are
now treated as discursive products'. Poststructural researcherswould, for example, explore the
ways in which discursive products are constructed as self-standing entities and the ways in
which discoursesand language enable subjects to experiencethe world in particular ways
(Howarth 2000).

27Foucault's influence.
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Most of what might be termed poststructuralist methodology revolves around reflexivity and
disruption, that is, a learned self-consciousnessthat spansall aspectsof research.I consider
five examples of reflexivity. First is the need to exposethe workings of power that are
concealed in conventional researchmethodologies and methods. Power is always present in
any attempt to know. There is nothing neutral about research.Reflexivity involves researchers
exploring the power effects of what they do when they `find out'.

Second (and linked to the first) is the necessity to acknowledge the subjectivity of the socalled objective researcher. Researchers'social biographies are highlighted and analysed for
their effect on the shapeand direction of the research.As Vidich and Lyman (2000: 24)
observe, `the researcheris at the centre of the researchprocess28and as Usher et al. (1997:
210) put it, `[w]hen we do researchwhat we seereflected is ourselves located in our biography
and culture'.

Third is the need to think reflexively about methods of data collection and data analysis. Any
process of collection, coding or categorisation of data is seenas an act of power, which
privileges and marginalizes. Reflexive questions are asked such as `Who decides what the data
means?'

Fourth is a resistanceto closure. In the positivist paradigm, for example, knowledge in the
form of predictive generalizations requires a closure, an end
which is taken to be a determinate
point. For poststructuralist researchers, there is no `natural' end. Closure is seen as quite an

28Aposition
critiquedby somefor beingoverdoneandboring.
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Fifth is the nature of researchaccounts and texts. Questions are raised, for example, about how
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text and textual practices and/or drawing attention to the persuasivebut largely invisible
rhetorical devices that are used to create the authority of the text.

The `self-evident' goal of scientific research- to create accurate representations of reality becomes either completely redundant or something to be treated with extreme reflexivity.
Some poststructuralists depart from conventional forms of representation altogether, arguing
that however deployed, it has its roots in scientism. For them, data analysis and interpretation
become synonymous with creating a `version', `reading' or `narration' of data, rather than an
highly
if
become
data.
Knowledge
`reality'
to
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instead
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to
the endless
to
to
an obligation challenge any claims understanding, and
deferral of meaning or the incommensurability of forms of life' (Hammersley 2003: 4). At the
continuity end of postmodernism, researcherswelcome the opportunity to problematise
conventional practices of representation.They draw attention to representationalprocesses
reflexively as they go about their `normal' researchbusiness - that is, they simultaneously
undertake and undermine conventional researchpractices. Such a researcheris freed from the
search for truth, and can look for plausible `findings' and/or illuminate how particular truths
are discursively constructed. Continuity postmodernists might, therefore, accept the feasibility
and worthwhileness of some very modest knowledge claims.
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I shall be reviewing Foucault's work shortly. I would position his work as firmly within the
poststructuralist and postmodern frame, for three main reasons.First, he is a profound critic of
modernist grand narratives - particularly humanism and Marxism. Secondly, he has a view of
language and discourse as constitutive, and so, is anti-structuralist (more so in his later work).
Thirdly, he develops archaeological and genealogical methodologies basedon discourse and
power as organizing concepts.

What I take from the postmodern and poststructural paradigm is the value of some aspectsof
the continuity position. I pull back from radical positions. I do not hold that reality and
language-discourseare synonymous, which implies that I do not seelanguage as solely
constitutive. Although I am wary of regarding rationalism as the only basis for the
consideration of human affairs, I value the contribution it can make. To my mind it is possible
to remain reflexively alert to the constructednessof disciplinary knowledge without moving to
the radical position regarding relativity of knowledges. I also pull back from poststructuralism,
methodologically, although welcome the opportunity to be reflexive about the workings of
power in research.

Locating myself as researcher

The task now is to craft a philosophical position or `posture' (Woolcot quoted in Ely
et a!.
1997). First, I reflect on my pre-theory. It is commonly acceptedthat researchers'
personal
theories play a part in the character and flow of a researchproject. We all carry a personal
`theory of theory' (Ely eta!. 1997: 234) or pre-theory which is
partly conscious but largely
tacit and accumulated over time. It is the theory that guides our life, our assumptions
and our
belief systems. Our theory of theory, then, is likely to
play a significant and sometimes
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invisible role in shaping the nature of researchwe do and the `explicit' choices we make
(LeCompte and Preissle 1993).

A key concept for me is the `typology'. This is what I create when presentedwith information.
I have done it in published articles and in my book. I have irked and amusedmy supervisors
by doing it during the PhD process. My documentary life trail is littered with grids and
taxonomies - best cars to buy; critical analysesof the strengths and weaknessesof mobile
in
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Africa
think
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grids.
and
phone
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What does this say about my implicit philosophy or pre-theory?

When I taxonomise or typologise I classify things according to similarities and differences. I
link things together horizontally and vertically and read off underlying patterns. The typology
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explain
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However, it is clear from the foregoing philosophical review, that my position is multi(1997:
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229), researchis a practical activity where `interpretive frameworks are very much a bricolage
with the various components borrowed and adaptedas fits the needsof a particular research
project'.

Whatposition will my research take on reality? As mentioned, ontologically, my posture is of
an incomplete and uncertain real world, one that is largely socially and historically constructed
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structure lends a structuralist edge to my ontological position. I am interested in understanding
the constraining and enabling forces in society through systems of relations between structure
and individual. As Dean (1999: 65) puts it, there are `a wide range of organised basesof
inequality in society that are more than "regimes of practices"'. I cannot work with the view
that reality is solely language, although appreciate the concept of discourse alongside (rather
than replacing) structure. In the above way, I see the RPL practice under examination as an
entity, socially and discursively constructed under particular structural conditions. I would
characterise my ontological position as social constructionism with a structuralist edge. As
Moll (2002: 24) describes it, `the social construction of our experience, ideas, beliefs,
meanings and sensibilities within the context of certain... constraints and possibilities'. Such a
posture implies certain understandings of the self. My position is not humanistic and not
subjectivist. In structuralist terms, I view the self as constructed under conditions of constraint
and agency: a view that shares something with Foucault's discursive self.

Whatposition will my research take on the status of knowledge? I adopt a position that is
foundational ist in some respects and non-foundationalist in others. This means that I hold that
there is some epistemological significance to disciplinary knowledge which is not solely
reducible to its political and power aspects and effects. My position does not include the view
that all formal knowledge rests on power or that all versions of knowledge are equally valid
and `made up'. Some forms of knowledge are more efficacious that others in my view,
although the status of knowledge is always subject to change. I am not therefore anti-canonical
in my inclination to transgress violently the boundaries of formal knowledge. On the contrary
it seemsthat one needs the advantagesand insights of formal knowledge in order
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to mount any sort of legitimate critique of it. Put another way, it is possible to value and
deploy formal knowledge whilst also remaining alert to its assumed authority. This is the
foundationalist part. On the non-foundationalist side, I see knowledge as a contested social
and historical product - invented, error-prone, fallible, unstable and open to refutation and
reflexivity.

Whatposition will my researchtake in termsof the relationship betweenthe knowerand what
can be known?Am I the `objective' positivist or structuralistresearcher,or the situated
hermeneuticor poststructuralresesarcher?
I seemyself as situatedin the researchcontextbut,
given that, will attemptto be as objectiveaspossible.The ideathat it is possibleto do purely
objectivevalue-freeresearchis untenable,asfar as I am concerned.My situatednessis
inevitablegiven that in many ways I will be researchingmy own practice.

Whatposition will my research take on the derivation of knowledge? My interest is in the
development of shared (hermeneutic and interpretive) understandings of RPL practice. My
approach is constructionist in the way in which I try to understand the world (of RPL) through
the eyes of others. It is this socially constructed reality that I wish to apprehend as accurately
as possible in my PhD -a reality not as it was in an objective sense,but as it wasfor us. This
suggestsan inductive yet theoretically-informed type of theme analysis.

The above paragraph implies a posture regarding the representation of knowledge. For many
commentators (including Dreyfus and Rabinow 1983: 205) there seem to be few choices only `the traditional philosophic view that description and interpretation ultimately must
correspond to the ways things really are... [or]... a nihilist view that physical reality, the body,
and history are whatever we take them to be'. I do not propose to take either position. I see
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representation as problematic and difficult but not in need of jettisoning altogether. My
position is that it is possible to make knowledge claims of varying degreesof credibility,
however modest and provisional, that one can stand by. This amounts to more than a story. I
will view any knowledge claims about RPL that are developed in this thesis as one might
judge a particular sort of portrait. Is it a good likeness of the phenomenonunder scrutiny?
Does it correspond in some way to the phenomenon?Does it tell us things we didn't know
before? Such a position meansthat I want my thesis to make a contribution to practice in as far
as it resonateswith and illuminates reader-RPL practitioners' perceptions and can be used as a
basis for action.

My interest in continuity poststructuralism still pertains. I embracethe opportunity to be
reflexive about what is assumedin modernism. I am however firmly located in a philosophy of
consciousness,rather than language. I find myself moving to a position where it is possible to
problematise but not reject grand narratives and to be suspicious of claims to emancipation
and unhindered progress. To that end, during the researchaccount, I will occasionally develop
reflexive comments that addresspower researchprocess. I will not go as far as analysing the
rhetorical devices of my text or resisting closure, because,at this point in time, my prime
concern is with developing a conventional qualitative account.

In short, my philosophical researchposition embracesthe following hybrid and complex
`postures':

"A

view of a real world which is incomplete and uncertain: one that is largely socially
and historically constructed and infused with complex power relations (social
constructionism with a structuralist edge);
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An interest in understanding the constraining and enabling forces in society through
systemsof relations between structure and individual (structuralist);

"A

view of the self that is not humanistic or subjectivist: the self as constructed under
conditions of constraint and agency (structuralist and poststructuralist);

"A

(the
foundationalist
knowledge
both
epistemological significance of
as
view of
disciplinary knowledge) and non-foundationalist (knowledge as socially and
historically constructed, contestedand fallible) (postpositivist and social
constructionist);
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his/her
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to
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given
as objective as possible
view of
researcheras needing
situatedness(hermeneutic);

"A

broadly interpretive approachbased on inductive and abductive29,theoretically
informed data analysis (social constructionism without the humanism);

"A

view of representationas `likeness' (postpositivist);

"A

view that modest knowledge claims can be carefully made (reflexive postpositivism);

9A

view that reflexivity will throw additional light onto both my analysis and
interpretation and my philosophical stancemore generally (poststructuralist).

My position, a mixture of realism, structuralism, social constructionism, hermeneutics,
(reflexive) post-positivism, with a dash of poststructuralism, is not dissimilar to Ball's
approach (quoted in Griffiths 1999: 8):

29That is,
accounting for things by relating them to broad concepts.
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I am also not unwilling to admit my ambivalence about certain versions of post-structuralism,
to own up to a modernist commitment to the idea of `the real' and to the constraints of the
material context or to wanting to retain some version of purposive agency.

The next task is to add a conceptual framework to the above position. I therefore turn to
Foucault and Bernstein.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

A CONCEPTUAL RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

This chapter is concerned with the development of a conceptual framework for my study.
First, I critically review the work of Foucault and Bernstein. Secondly, I addresswhy and how
I plan to use aspectsof both of their work.

The work of Foucault

Foucault's concerns cross three broad domains as these have emerged, developed and
knowledge;
`first,
truth
secondly, one of
throughout
and
extended
one of reason,
society freedom'
(Dean
1994:
finally,
domination,
and
one of ethics, self,
power,
and government; and
2). 1 review concepts pertaining primarily to power, knowledge and the self.

Power-knowledge

For Foucault, knowledge is an expression of the will to power. His theorisation (inspired by
Nietzsche) representsan inversion of traditional Enlightenment relationships between
knowledge, power and freedom, particularly the principle that knowledge increasesfreedom.
Instead, power and power relations create the conditions for the production of knowledge power-knowledge:

In short, it is not the activity of the subject of knowledge that produces a corpus of knowledge,
useful or resistant to power, but power-knowledge, the processesand struggles that traverse it
and of which it is made up that determines the forms and possible domains of knowledge
(Foucault 1977: 28).
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He seesknowledge as a practical and political achievementproduced only by virtue of
multiple forms of constraint. Any new proposition claiming the status of knowledge needsto
interact with power-knowledge mechanismsof the discipline and is therefore subjectedto the
regulation of those mechanisms.This decentresthe claims of foundational knowledge and
restateslongstanding questions about the social and historical construction of formal
knowledge.

An important aspectof Foucault's early work is a critique of the social-human sciencepowerknowledge configurations. He calls them the `doubtful sciences' or the `dubious disciplines'
(quoted in Dreyfus and Rabinow 1983: 116), setting them aside from the natural sciences,the
objects and practices of which he seesas `relatively stable' and as having `passedthe
threshold of scientificity'. Masquerading as natural science,the human sciencesexercise
power through categorisations and classifications of human subjects - good, bad, sick, sane,
and so forth. In this way, people are objectified and forms of subjectivity and identity imposed
(Marshall 1996; Gordon 1998).

Foucault's only specifically knowledge-related concept is subjugated knowledges, which
refers to popular knowledge or `historical knowledges which were present but disguised
within the body of functionalist and systematizing theory' (Foucault in Gordon 1988: 81-2).
Such knowledges have been `disqualified as inadequateto their task or insufficiently
elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the hierarchy, beneaththe required level
of cognition or scientificity'. Genealogical study of their erudition, complexity and difference
is seenas acting as a corrective to the ways in which power-knowledge is
converged in
disciplinary knowledge.
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Discourses

Discourses are particular power-knowledge configurations generatedand governed by rules of
power. According to du Gay (1996: 6), Foucault's usageprovides a conceptual device for
overcoming the binaries of structure-agencyand universal-particular. Power and control are
seenas residing in discourse, not in structures, although Foucault (quoted in Sheridan 1980:
127) acknowledges that they frequently follow establishedpathways of power, `we know very
well that, in its distribution, in what it permits and what it prevents, it follows the lines laid
down by social differences, conflicts and struggles'.

As ritualised languages,narratives and ways of being, discoursesconstruct meaning and
possibilities for thought and action. They determine what counts as important, relevant,
appropriate and `true' in a given place and time - and what does not. They act as legitimising
principles regarding `what can be said and thought, but also about who can speak, when and
with what authority' (quoted in Ball 1990a: 2). Foucault (in Cherryholmes 1988: 3) explains
them thus: `a body of anonymous, historical rules, always determined in the time and space
that have defined a given period, and for a given social, economic, geographical, or linguistic
area, the conditions of operation of the enunciative function'.

Not directly attributable to individuals, discoursesmove through social formations as social
achievements.There is thus no boundary between discourse and practice. As Cherryholmes
(1988: 9) puts it, `[d]iscourse, a more or less orderly exchangeof ideas, is a particular kind of
practice, and practice is, at least in part, discursive'. Those within a discourse community
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Discourses shift and change and are relatively unstable (although some have long-term
stability as grand narratives or regimes of truth). They are not logocentric or unified; instead
they contain contradictory elements alongside reinforcing elements.Various discursive
elements and strategiesinteract. There will always be traces of earlier discoursesas well as a
continuous prefiguring of what is yet to emerge.They move `without changing their form
from one strategy to another, opposing strategy' (quoted in Edwards and Usher 1994: 9) and
vie with other discoursesfor persuasivenessand authority.

Understanding discourse is central to any understanding of operations and distributions of
power and control. This is difficult becausethey operate at an unconscious level, often
naturalised as `givens' - as active yet absentpresences.It is this control, for example, which
causesindividuals to chooseunconsciously activities and subjectivities conjunctive with the
rules and norms of existing practices.

Foucault's discourse is a controversial concept not least becausehis conceptualisation changed
during the course of his work It was the subject of his inaugural lecture at the College de
France as an extension of archa ology. At that time it was the central dynamic of his
conceptual system and constitutive of everything, of meanings, concepts, objects, social
relationships, subjects, subjectivities, knowledge, power relations. Foucault emphasisedits
prohibitive and exclusionary principles - the sensein which people are not free to speak
anything anywhere and the ways in which certain discoursesare privileged over others. Critics
argued that the world seemsto be presentedas a trap - that whatever one might do and
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whichever way one might turn there is no way out of dominant and increasingly universalised
discourseswhich constitute the world. In later work, Foucault views discoursesand discursive
effects in a less determined way. They are seenas offering a basis for resistanceas well as a
meansto advanceparticular interests; and although they inscribe meanings, those meanings
become contestable.Drawing on Foucault, Howarth (2000: 78) argues:

Discourses are not once and for all subservient to power or raised up against it, any more than
silences are. We must make allowance for the complex and unstable process whereby
discourse can be both a hindrance, a stumbling block, a point of resistance and a starting point
for an opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and produces power; it reinforces it, but also
undermines it and exposesit, renders it fragile and makes it possible to thwart it.

Moreover, the concept of non-discursive re-enters Foucault's lexicon, although not in the
Marxist or structuralist senseas the source of discursive formations. Although there is no firm
distinction between the discursive and the non-discursive, neither is collapsed into the other.

According to some theorists power-knowledge and discourse are problematic for other
reasons.Hoskin (cited in Marshall 1996: 158) claims that power-knowledge is an
unsatisfactory pun - `power is not knowledge, and knowledge is not power'. He arguesthat
we have to get some purchaseon the hyphen or slash rather than simply subsuming knowledge
into power. Layder's (1994: 109) view is that Foucault's attempt to overcome the structureagency binary via discourse fails becausehe remains caught between `the determinism of
structuralism and the free-acting individuals of humanism' - the result being that he adopts a
`middle way' of joining together `discourse,practice, power and knowledge into a synthetic
unity' for which he pays high costs. The effect is to pitch analytical thinking at some
impersonal meso-level beyond the reach of the `productive activities human beings'
of
and
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Technologiesrefer to four interdependenttechniques or modalities of disciplinary power.
Technologiesof power0 `determine the conduct of individuals and submit them to certain
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useful, docile and practical lives' (Marshall 1996: 111).

30The other three are `technologies
of production, which permit us to produce, transform, or manipulate things...
technologies of sign systems,which permit us to use signs, meanings, symbols, or signification... technologies of
the self, which permit individuals to effect by their own means or with the help of others a certain number of
operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and a way of being, so as to transform themselves in
order to attain a certain state of happiness,purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality' (Foucault in Martinet al.
1988: 18).
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Surveillance is a central technology of power. Gore (1995: 169), in her application of the
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classificatory mechanismsindividuals and groups'. Classification is therefore objectifying. In Rabinow (1984: 7),
Foucault talks of `modes of objectification' as including `dividing practices' which (1) divide
the self from others and parts of the self from other parts, (2) require the parts to be
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According to Ball (1990a: 4) these dividing practices are enshrined in modern education
through `testing, profiling, different curricula and pedagogies'.

Classifications become norms against which to compare individuals and plan and execute
isolating,
is,
`arranging,
distribution
that
ranking'
separating,
remedial action, often requiring
(Gore 1995: 176). For Foucault, normalisation is the unifying technology that establishes
common definitions (through manifesto or exemplar, for example) against which `deviant'
actions can be calibrated: `By normalisation Foucault meansthe establishment of
measurements,hierarchy, and regulations around the idea of a distributionary statistical norm
within a given population - the idea of judgment based on what is normal and thus what is
abnormal' (Ball 1990a: 2). What is establishedas the norm becomes a totalizing field of
activity - `a powerful and insidious form of domination' (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1983: 198),

31Foucault does
not engage directly with education, except to use it as an illustration of disciplinary power and to
argue that: `Every education system is a political means of maintaining or modifying the appropriatenessof
discourses and the knowledge and power they bring with them' (quoted in Ball 1990a: 3).
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and the basis for inclusion or exclusion, reward or punishment. For Foucault, then, the
disciplinary project is normalisation, of which the examination is a potent educational
instantiation. Examinations are seenas highly ritualised and disciplinary, in ways that go far
beyond the testing of acquired knowledge. Studentsare classified, described, measuredand
ranked according to various thresholds of competenceand identity positions to which they
align their subjectivities. Thus, processesof subjectification underlie the more overt processes
of objectification. The power-effect is the production and managementof governable people:

The judges of normality are everywhere. We are in the society of the teacherjudge, the doctorjudge, the educatorjudge, the `social worker' judge; it is on them that the universal reign of
the normative is based; and each individual, wherever he may find himself, subjects to it his
body, his gestures,his behaviour, his aptitudes, his achievements (Foucault 1977: 304).

For some commentators disciplinary power is a very repressive cluster of ideas in which
everything and everyone appearto be situated in normalising webs of power (Dean 1999). For
Mayo (2000: 113) this signals `the immense difficulty of negotiating freedom while avoiding
the traps of normalising power'. This was not Foucault's aim. In Rabinow (1994: 293), he
argues forcibly that, `[t]he idea that power is a system of domination that controls everything
and leaves no room for freedom cannot be attributed to me'. His view was that, although there
is great strength to normalising, disciplining technologies, there is always room for resistance
becausepower and freedom always interact.

Foucault's claim is that more sophisticated forms of human managementwere required in the
nineteenth century. For these he developed the concept of bio power. This theorisation extends
disciplinary power and departs from modernist ways of thinking about
power as either good or
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1997: 16). Instead, he seespower as something that stimulates action, positive and technical,
inducing pleasure, forming knowledge and producing discourse, `it incites, it induces, it
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Bio-power is not a possessionor prerogative of the state, a particular social class, group or
individual. It cannot be possessedor appropriated like a commodity or by contract. Rather, it
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hands. It is relational exercised through action or through actions on the actions of others. As
conduits for power, people are always and already enmeshedin its capillary networks,
simultaneously undergoing and exercising power.

32At times Foucault
suggeststhat bio-power is unintentional. At other times he argues that it is imbued with
`calculation, aims and objectives' (in Dreyfus and Rabinow 1983: 187).
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In so far as there are social relationships, there is power. Foucault's view is that power is not
in a position of exteriority to other types of relationship, but immanent in them and impossible
to remove. He says that `a society without power relations can only be an abstraction' (quoted
in Gore 1995: 184). Foucault is suggestingnot that social relations are egalitarian or that there
are no imbalances of power but that power relations are better seenas `strategic games
between liberties
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some
control
conduct
of
others,
who
-

allowing their conduct to be controlled or try to control the conduct of others' (Foucault in
Rabinow 1994: 299).

The link between power and the body is an important one in bio-power. The body is seenas
`the place where the most minute and local social practices are linked up with the large scale
organisation of power' (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1983: 111). Bio-power also signals the power
of the body/soul to act voluntarily upon itself (linked to desire), and in so doing to produce
subjects and subjectivities. Foucault's contention is that the more power that circulates
through the individual and the social body, the more people are incited to action. The more
they are incited to action, the firmer the grip of power.

Foucault links freedom and resistanceto bio-power, arguing that power and resistancealways
co-exist. Thus, there is always the possibility of resistancewhere, for example, the noncorrespondenceof discourse, practices and effects createspossibilities for new operations. If
that were not the case,history would be `unthinkable'. He claims:

Nor do its illustrations of the multiplicity, fecundity and productivity of power-relations imply
their collective imperviousness to resistance...the facts of resistance are nevertheless assigned
an irreducible role within the analysis. The field of strategies is a field of conflicts: the human
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material operated on by programmes and technologies is inherently a resistant material. If this
were not the case,history itself would be unthinkable (Gordon 1988: 255).

For Layder (1994) and for others, bio-power is too elastic a concept. It is everywhere. It links
things together. It works in people's interests and against their interests. Layder arguesthat
this is not very helpful analytically and that the concept runs the risk of becoming `empty'
becauseof its ubiquity. For him, bio-power is too amorphousto be able to track its influences
and/or its effects or to trace its augmentationsor diminutions. In short, the concept is not finegrained enough. Mayo (2000: 4) claims that the concept createsa senseof `comprehensive
repressivepower' which, as Gordon (1988: 246) argues,tends to render one inactive,
depressedor paralyzed: `Readersof Foucault sometimesemerge with the dismaying
impression of a paranoid hyper-rationalist system in which the strategies-technologiesprogrammes of power merge into a monolithic regime of social subjection'.

Again, Foucault (in Rabinow 1994: 292-3) takes on those who read him as saying that power
is everywhere and freedom limited: `I answer that if there are relations of power in every
social field, this is becausethere is freedom everywhere... ' He also points out that power is
not always realised as actual practices and, if realised, it is not always realised effectively
(Gordon 1988). Gore (1995) holds the view that power being everywhere is only a problem if
one is locked into a modernist discourse of wanting somehow to be free of power.

The self

According to Benton and Craib (2001: 164) Foucault was the first poststructuralist to
view the
individual as `the product of discourse' and language. Rather than being in
a state of
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humanistic selfhood, the self is seenas `the effect and object of a certain crossing of power
and knowledge' (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1983: 160). This is a reversal of understandings
whereby subjects create discourse. Instead, the self becomesa kind of currency through which
is
being
is
defined
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that
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the
self
constantly
power over
argues
mind
and extended.
redesigned and revised through discourse. Rather than being the home of consciousness
(guaranteedby metaphysics or transcendentalphenomena),the self is a decentred force field
of conflicts, struggles and ongoing social and cultural construction.

Subject can be read in two ways. First, as subjected to someoneelse by control and
dependence;and secondly, as tied to a construction of the self by self-knowledge and
conscience. In this way, the self createsrelations of power and knowledge and is an effect of
them. Deacon and Parker (1995: 113) call this the inter-subjective constitution of subjects. For
Foucault (in Gordon 1988), it is an attempt to decouple the subject-object binary in favour of a
philosophical perspective consisting of both subject and object, both subjectification and
objectification.

The subject becomesmore significant in Foucault's later work and in his technologies of the
self which further expand his conceptualisation of bio-power. These technologies link the self
and governmentality33.They permit individuals `to effect by their own means or with the help
of others a certain number of operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct and
a way of being, so as to transform themselvesin order to attain a certain state of happiness,
purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality' (Foucault in Martin et al. 1988: 18). Foucault
writes of technologies of the self as `less obvious' than technologies of power, but arguesthat
the two setsof technologies are integrated in `complex structures of domination' and
33I do
not deal directly with this concept. It is concerned with the control of populations. One of the best
commentaries is Dean's (1999).
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regulation (Dreyfus and Rabinow 1983: 175). Rooted in his studies of sexuality, he claims
that, in order to be regulated, individuals have first to be subjected to technologies of power,
usually through the discipline and methods of the human sciences.Part of this subjection
involves the construction of an `active subject' who feels `free' to make choices between
practices of the self `in which several ways of behaving, several reactions and diverse
comportments maybe realised' (p.221). The rub is that the active subject is simultaneously
subjected to disciplinary power. The `choices', despite appearing `free', are not actually under
the control of the individual concerned. Instead, individuals become enmeshedin webs of
subjection. The active subject thus feels empowered as s/he undertakes exercisesof the self on
the self with the promise of the attainment of certain modes of being. The result is selfpolicing individuals who (with no coercion) become more governable (through selfgovernance). People are empoweredto disempower themselves and in the process,power and
discipline are reconfigured and extended.

In the History of Sexuality volumes (1981 and 1985), Foucault undertakes a genealogy of the
self addressingways in which human beings have been thought about, and have understood
themselves, and how public definitions of `selves' have been arrived at. He claims that the
humanistic self has roots in discoursesof Christianity which privilege self-knowledge,
disclosure and self-renunciation as conditions for salvation. The first Christian duty is to know
oneself through self-examination. There are hidden things (imperfections and temptations)
which must be discovered and uprooted if self-illusion is tobe banished. The secondduty is to
disclose these things verbally; as Foucault (in Rabinow 1994: 242) puts it, `to bear public and
private witness against oneself'. The final duty is self-renunciation or penitence, to gain
proximity to the spiritual realm via forgiveness. Foucault refers to it as a process of
`interiority' in which faith and self are linked together, `[w]hat is
called Christian interiority is
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By comparison, in ancient Greek and Greco-Roman culture, the constitution of self was not
presentedas a universal law to be obeyed but `rather as a principle of stylization of conduct
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discover rules to serve as a basis for just behavior and political action' (Foucault in Rabinow
1994: 231). There is thus a close relationship between body and soul, but the concerns of the
body and personal conduct (of doing rather than thinking) take on most importance.

Foucault arguesthat techniques of Christianity have been reinserted into everyday contexts by
the human sciencesand, as such, constitute regimes of pastoral power. Two closely interrelated techniques are central - verbalisation and confession. Foucault's argument is that links
with renunciation and salvation have been exchangedfor the possibility of reconstituting the
earthly self in terms of health, education, self-knowledge, emancipation, personal autonomy
and so on. Such actions on and through the self are widespread:

The confession has spread its effects far and wide. It plays a part in justice, medicine,
education, family relationships and love relationships, in the most ordinary affairs of human
life, and in the most solemn rites; one confessesone's crimes, one's sins, one's thoughts and
desires, one's illnesses and troubles.. One admits to oneself, in pleasure and in pain, things it
.
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would be impossible to tell to anyone else, the things people write books about.... Western man
has become a confessing animal (Foucault 1981: 59).

Confessional practices are frequently shrouded in a discourse of welfare. The subject enters
the confessional relationship willingly (as opposedto the `mute subject' of technologies of
power) as an active subject, usually convinced that s/he is the beneficiary of benign forces.
The experience is pleasurable.The Foucauldian view is that confessional practices and
verbalisation subject individuals to powerful disciplinary regimes and coerce them into
investing their own identity and subjectivities with available positions from disciplinary
discourses.The listener (acting in pastor role) has considerablepower to acquire, interpret and
ultimately judge privileged knowledge. The asymmetry of the power relationship is profound
yet its central principles are so naturalised within the social formation that this is rarely
acknowledged. The result is that the individual becomesmore tightly positioned in a complex
network of power relations which essentially link self-development, self-improvement and
self-regulation with governmentality.

There are those who claim that Foucault's technologies of the self introduce agency and are a
less over-determined understanding of power than his earlier conceptualisations. I would
dispute this on the basis that the self becomeseven more obscured, if not erased,by the notion
of so-called active subject, becauseevery move towards agency (or power) correspondsto a
tightening of the grip of power. Ransom (1997: 25) asks how it is ever possible to oppose or
extract oneself from a form of power that `as part of its exercise, manufactures and molds our
subjectivities'. In my view there needsto be a more theorised relationship between the
constituted self and the constituting self. In terms of the so-called constituting self, I would
want to ask questions about the conditions under (and ways in) which subjects become agents,
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including historical influences. However, aspectsof Foucault's concepts related to powerknowledge, power and the self do bring a very valuable spotlight to my researchquestions, in
ways I outline after a critical review of Bernstein's work.
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The work of Bernstein

As outlined in the Subject Review, Bernstein is a critical curriculum theorist within the
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as an `oeuvre', in that he builds a single, increasingly elaboratedconceptual framework
offering resourceswith which to undertake methodological analysesand make conceptual
links between micro pedagogic moments and broader societal power structures.

Bernstein describeshis early work as finding ways to `prevent the wastage of working-class
educational potential' (quoted in Sadovnik 1995: 24). The notion of `codes' played a
significant part. Derived from French structuralism (specifically from Saussure's`langue'),
they took a sociolinguistic form in his elaborated and restricted codes, which although highly
controversial, did raise important relations between macro-classrelations and microeducational practices. What I shall call his `middle work' involves a shift to curriculum and
pedagogy drawing on (French readings of) Durkheim34and Marx35. It is this work (undertaken
in the 1960s and 1970s) for which Bernstein is best known. His notions of visible and invisible
pedagogiesare a landmark. In his later work, Bernstein moved from a `code-centredtheory' to
a `discourse-centredone' (Bernstein and Solomon 1999: 267). In Bernstein (1996: xii) he
argues that these shifts are about recognizing a volatile and complex social geography that has
`pushedtraditional class-basedanalysesof social reproduction to their limits'. Bernstein
(1990: 165) acknowledges the influence of Foucault on his later work concerned with
pedagogic discourse and the pedagogic device, `[t]he work of Foucault has had an influence
34Bernstein introduces
power to Durkheim's historical concepts of sacred and profane knowledge and deploys
them as the basis for an analysis of types of curriculum knowledge, arguing that the former provided the basis for
disciplinary knowledge. For Durkheim there was no senseof superiority between the two; but they were
different. The profane refers to practical and immediate responsesto everyday exigencies, without which living
would be impossible. The sacred is more collective, religious, shared and social, enabling people to make
connections between unrelated events and to transcend the specificities of everyday life.
35Classical Marxism, Althusser's
work and the work of the New Sociology of Education.
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upon our approach... Indeed, we would consider that the articulation of the specific grammar
of the pedagogic device is fundamental to much of Foucault's work'.

However, Bernstein remains clear that his is a conventional sociological project. He maintains
that the fundamental problematic remained unchanged- that is, to provide the conceptual basis
for an analysis that can connect, `issuesof face-to-face social construction of knowledge with
issuesof institutional location and structure, it must connect issuesof discourse with a broader
sociological analysis of the state, economy and social change' (Singh and Luke in Bernstein
1996: xii). His framework is designed to describe and analyse `processesof transmission and
acquisition and their social achievements' (Bernstein 1996: 5) with a focus on how power and
control enter into agencies,contexts and practices to exclude or include. A central plank of the
framework is the way in which it facilitates the recovery of principles `at one level in a
mediated form elsewhere'. Although the political implications of education were his initial
motivation, these became secondaryto a much longer processof describing the operations of
power with the aim of better understanding constraints and better choosing different
educational forms. I now review a range of his concepts and attend to critiques of his oeuvre at
the end.

Classification and framing

Classification and framing have remained part of Bernstein's theory as it has been elaborated
Classification is a structuralist concept adaptedfrom Durkheim36,whilst framing is from
symbolic interactionism.

36The
medieval Trivium and Quadrivium and the sacred and profane.
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Classification refers to the organisation of knowledge into curricula - more specifically, to the
boundaries between knowledge and subjects. It is about the spacebetween categoriesof
knowledge; a spacewhich stems the flow of discourse. Bernstein arguesthat this spaceor
silence is preserved by power. Classification and associatedstratifications and distributions of
knowledge determine who gets accessto what forms of knowledge.

Framing takes one into pedagogy, not into the contents of teaching, but into the rule system by
which what may and may not be transmitted is arrived at and into the `relations within given
forms of interaction' (Bernstein 1996: 19). It is a wide-ranging concept, referring to the
context of pedagogy; the relationship between teacher and learner; the range of options
available to the teacher and learner (including what may or may not be taught and learned); the
selection and rules of communication; the sequencing37and pacing38of transmission, `the
nature of the talk and the kinds of spacesconstructed' (p.26). Framing is thus a key shaperof
teacher and learner identity. As power is to classification, control is to framing.

Where classification is strong, things are kept apart. This meansthat curriculum subjects are
highly differentiated. In strongly classified knowledge (similar to Gibbons et al. [1994] Mode
1 knowledge) the knowledge structure tends to be cumulative and basedon increasingly
abstract principles. Along with this is a specific and demarcatedsenseof identity - the
physicist, the psychologist, for example. Weaker classifications are associatedwith
`progressive' education and with the blurring of boundaries between disciplinary knowledge
bases.

37What
comes first, what comes second.
38The
rate of expected acquisition.
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Where framing is strong, there tends to be an explicit pedagogic presence.In weak framing,
pedagogy is implicit and invisible with `apparent' freedom for learners. Bernstein (1996: 27)
points out that `it is possible for framing values - be they strong or weak - to vary with respect
to the elements of the practice, so that, for example, you could have weak framing over pacing
but strong framing over other aspectsof the discourse'. Bernstein is cautious about the
`apparent' freedom and `progressive' nature of invisible pedagogies,in his view, becausethey
fail ultimately to provide the means for successfor disadvantagedlearners.

According to Bernstein, classification and framing operate multidirectionally and
independently of each other. He stressesthat (as with all his concepts) they are analytical not
empirical, and therefore do not exist in pure forms. When classification and framing values
change,power and control change, and resistancefrequently ensues:

in organisational practices, changesin discursive practices, changesin transmission
changes
...
practices, changesin psychic defences, changesin the concepts of the teacher, changesin
concepts of the pupils, changesin the concepts of knowledge itself, and changesin the forms
of expected pedagogic consciousness(p.30).

Recognition and realisation rules

In his book Pedagogy, Symbolic Control and Identity (1996), Bernstein links these two
concepts to classification and framing - in fact he refers to them as `functions of classification
and framing' (p.33).
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Recognition rules refer to learners' ability to recognise the discursive terms of the context they
are in. There are power issuesinherent in recognition rules in that they are socially distributed.
Bernstein gives the example of presenting a paper at a seminar to colleagues and presenting
the samepaper to a broader grouping of individuals who are not in possessionof the
recognition rules. In the latter case,it is difficult to understandthe questions people raise and
the way in which they raise them - sometimesto the point of total ambiguity, where `without
the recognition rule, contextually legitimate communication is not possible' (p.32).

Realisation rules refer to the ability to compile an appropriate text. The rules impact on how
meanings are put together and made public, `[s]imply, recognition rules regulate what
meanings are relevant and realisation rules regulate how the meanings are to be put together to
create the legitimate text (ibid. ). Different values of framing act selectively on realisation rules
and the production of different texts. With very weak framing, learners never fully acquire the
realisation rules. Some learners may possessrecognition rules (and so be able to distinguish
the nature of the context they are in), but not the realisation rules (and so not be able to
produce appropriate communication - written or oral). Bernstein sums up the relationship
between power/control and classification/ framing and recognition/realisation in the following
way, `[w]e can seenow how the distribution of power and the principles of control translate
into classifications and framing values which select out recognition and realisation rules to
create contextually appropriate text' (ibid. ).

Collection and integrated curricula codes

The collection curriculum code is where contents are closed
off from each other, i. e. strongly
classified. It is the traditional, academic curriculum associatedwith discipline and order. In the
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is argued that the increaseddiscretion of teacherswithin collection codes is paralleled by
`reduced discretion of the pupils... ' (Bernstein 1971: 60). The latter are seenin developmental
terms with few rights.

Collection code also drives the structuring of institutions, so that we seeclearly demarcated
Junior
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tends to operate and interact mainly vertically within their subject or departmental hierarchy.
This consolidates specific identities through socialisation into strong subject loyalties. Because
of the specificity of identities, there tend to `be weak relations between staff with respect to
pedagogic discourse' (Bernstein 1996: 25). On the other hand, these strong internal boundaries
permit the co-existence of diverse ideological affiliations.
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The integrated code makes sensein terms of what it is not: it is not collection code. The
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restructured. As mentioned, this involves a shift `from content closure to content openness'.
This disturbance in classification of knowledge tends to lead to a `disturbance of existing
authority structures, existing specific educational identities, and conceptsof property'
(Bernstein 1971: 59). Thus, although by definition integrated codes are weakly classified,
framing may vary in strength (though will generally weaken). As the regulation of the
knowledge structure is reduced, pedagogy becomesmore standardised:

I suggest there will be a profound movement towards a common pedagogy and tendency
towards a common system of evaluation. In other words, integrated codes will... probably
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relation to the strength of the integrated code (p.60).

Teacher autonomy is thus reduced and subject-related identities weakened. Correspondingly,
learner rights can be `enhanced' through activities like group-work and self-assessment.
Methods such as learner problem solving can replace the role of teacher as provider of
solutions. In other words, there is a shift in the balance of control, in the pedagogical
relationship between teacher and taught. In contrast to strong classifications (with a movement
to abstract principles), the pedagogic process starts with attention to the deep structure of the
subject. Bernstein suggeststhat this leads to early `exploration of general principles and the
concepts through which these principles are obtained'. This entails an increased emphasison
`how knowledge is created' in the intellectual domain (ways of knowing) rather than on
acquiring the statesof knowledge themselves. In making the deep structure available earlier in
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the pedagogic process, the integrated code makes visible the `principles for the generating of
new knowledge' (p.60-1). Assessmentchangesfrom a focus on cognitive development to an
increasing focus on dispositional abilities which, it is argued, increasesthe intensity of the
socialisation process whilst appearingto be `progressive' (p.66).

The structuring of institutions becomesmore visible and vulnerable in this curriculum code.
Boundaries between inside and outside become more permeablebecausecommunications
flowing into the institution are less tightly framed and controlled. Internally, new forms of
knowledge organisation require greater horizontal communication committees, working
parties, curriculum groups and so on, often with learner involvement. Staff from different
specialisms need to co-operate and communicate within sharedtasks. Differences need to be
integrated and networked rather than be a source of specialisation and separateness.It is
claimed that the integrated code is more demanding of educators' time and ability and places
both teacher and learner in different positions of accountability and discipline. However, the
ways in which knowledge is organised make the model potentially more suitable in contexts
where the focus is on widening participation.

Horizontal and vertical discourses and knowledge structures

Horizontal and vertical discoursesare late additions to Bernstein's theoretical framework
They elaborate the sacred/profanedyad. It is discoursesand knowledge structures that
are
central, rather than codes.
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A horizontal discourse is typified as local, everyday, usually oral, segmentally organised39,
tacit, multi-layered, context-specific and context-dependentknowledge. It is common-sense
knowledge in so much as everyone (potentially) has accessto it and in so far as it has a
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common
It is very similar to Foucault's notion of subjugatedknowledge. Horizontal discoursesare
therefore culture- or context-embedded(within families, peer groups, communities or
workplaces, for example - and so, often highly affective). They require the specificities of the
particular context (practices and relationships, for example) in order to be activated and
realised. Where such specificities are absent,or cannot be `unproblematically read', the
`competence/literacy' associatedwith the discourse may not be able to be demonstrated
(Bernstein 1996: 179). Although the competences/literaciesare localized, they are not
inflexible and there are variations in `correct' strategies.

Horizontal discoursesare acquired tacitly in an equally context-specific and segmentedway,
through local activities such as exemplar modelling. Bernstein arguesthat knowledge
circulates beyond its immediate context through strategiesof individual `repertoires' and
group `reservoirs'. In circumstanceswhere there is free-flowing contact, both can be
increased, and exchangesbetween the two can take place. Conversely, the isolation of
individuals and/or groups will restrict the flow of discourse and limit exchangeand
development. There is a mutually reinforcing relationship between social relations and
horizontal discourse. Bernstein seessocial relationships as generating the discourse but also,
the discourse strengthening social relations and encouraging `forms of social solidarity'
(Bernstein 1999: 160). It is hardly surprising, therefore, that horizontal discourse becomes a

39I. `[W]ithout integrations
e.
of meanings or co-ordinating principles' (Bernstein 1999: 160).
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resource for popular social movements concernedto empower those who experience
themselves as silenced and excluded by vertical discourses.

Like the discourse itself (and its acquisition), `pedagogy' tends to be segmentalwith no
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know whether this has been followed correctly' (Bernstein and Solomon 1999: 268).

Vertical discourses originate from and develop within formal institutions. The oft-cited
definition is as follows:

A vertical discourse takes the form of a coherent, explicit, systematically principled structure,
hierarchically organised, or it takes the form of a series of specialised languages with
for
the production of texts
interrogation
criteria
specialised modes of
and specialised
(Bernstein 1996: 171).

This is the antithesis of the analytical construct of horizontal discourse. Importantly, there is
no localization and no segmentation- instead, specialised symbolic assemblagesof
knowledge are integrated at the level of meaning rather than in terms of relationships between
segments.These assemblagesare createdthrough recontextualisation rather than through
later,
but
in
detail
dealt
be
(Bernstein
1996).
Recontextualisation
more
with
segmentation
will
essentially it is about the movement of discourses from a context of production to a context of
transmission. Vertical discoursesare therefore created and circulated to different groups and
individuals by formal pedagogic means.They do have a social context, but not the embedded
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one of horizontal discourse. They circulate through explicit recontextualisation and ongoing
evaluation. The two discoursescan be summarisedthus:

Vertical discourse

Horizontal discourse

Practice

Official/institutional

Local

Distributive principle

Recontextualisation

Segmentation

Social relation

Individual

Communalization

Acquisition

Graded performance

Competence

Figure 2: Vertical and horizontal discourse.

Knowledge structures

Bernstein makes a very important set of distinctions within vertical discourse in terms of
knowledge structures. The most vertical and the easiestto understandis the hierarchical
knowledge structure. The natural sciencesare the best example. This structure is usually

by the collectioncurriculumcode.The developmentof knowledgeis towards
characterised
`more and more general propositions which integrate knowledge at lower levels and acrossan
expanding range of apparently different phenomena' at abstract levels (Bernstein 1996: 173).
Knowledge basesdevelop through opposition between theories with (post-positivist) attempts
to refute new knowledge/theories and `to incorporate them into more general propositions'
(Bernstein 1999: 163).

Horizontal knowledge structures are the knowledge structures of the social-human
sciences.
They do not give rise to hierarchical structures, but `instead, to a series
of specialised
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languages,each with its own specialisedmodes of interrogation and specialised criteria'. They
(or
Importantly:
by
integrated
the
collection
code).
weak
code
a
are usually motivated

The constraints on the production of this knowledge (a crucial feature of this code) create a
series of expanding non-translatable, specialised languageswith non-comparable principles of
description based on different, often opposed, assumptions...Horizontal knowledge structures
develop by addition of another specialised language (Bernstein (1996: 173).

What counts as knowledge `development', then, is the addition of another language, often
characterisedby a new `speaker' or theorist. A new languageoffers:

the possibility of a fresh perspective, a new set of questions, a new set of theories, and an
apparently new problematic, and most importantly, a new set of speakers...used to challenge
the hegemony and legitimacy of more senior speakers(Bernstein 1999: 163).

Horizontal knowledge structures can have strong or weak grammars40.Strong grammars are
`basedon explicit, formally articulated concepts,relations and procedures, as in economics
and linguistics' (p. 174). These grammars are capable of generating `... "relatively' precise
empirical descriptions and/or of generating formal modelling of empirical relations'. In weak
grammars, `concepts,relations and procedures are much less formally articulated as in
sociology and social anthropology' (Bernstein 1996: 174).

Horizontal knowledge structures often create problems for learners. In hierarchical knowledge

structures,exceptionallystronggrammarsmeansthat learnerscan recognisethe languageof
the subject(physics,for example)andcanalsorealisemore easily(i. e. produceappropriate

40Strength
and weakness must be seen as relative within horizontal knowledge structures.
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texts). Moreover, languages do not change - the explanatory and descriptive powers simply
extend. Conversely, in the social sciences for example, learning is difficult,

the grammar is

weak and learners often find it difficult to recognise and realise appropriate discourse. In these
conditions, it is likely that theorists' names will be useful resources for signalling an
appropriate language. As a result, according to Bernstein (1999: 164), `managing names and
languages together with their criticisms becomes both the manner of transmission and
acquisition'.

Another feature of horizontal knowledge structures is that transmission involves
recontextualisation via perspective. This meansthat the teacher choosesa style and a lens to
teach through, which are often tacit and invisible to the learner:

At the level of the acquirer, this invisible perspective, the principle of recontextualisation
structuring the transmission, is expected to become how the acquirer reads, evaluates and
createstexts. A `gaze' has to be acquired, i. e. a particular mode of recognizing and realizing
what counts as an 'authentic' sociological reality (p. 164-5).

The notion of `gaze' (Foucauldian with a Bernsteinian spin?) refers to the learner not the
teacher. The learner's job is to acquire the teacher's gaze. Once acquired, it becomes equally
`invisibly active' but enablesthe learner to `look at (recognise) and regard, and evaluate
(realise) the phenomenaof legitimate concern' (p. 171-2, footnote 8). The gaze is not a
principle of hierarchical knowledge structures becausethere the emphasis is on `mastering the
procedures of investigation and instruments of observation and understanding the theory'
(p. 165). There is only one route to `truth' whereas in horizontal knowledge
structures `...
"truth" is a matter of the acquired gaze' (ibid. ).
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Although there are differences, horizontal discoursesand horizontal knowledge structures do
share some features. They shareserial and segmentalstructuring. Furthermore, both have
`potentially volatile contents' (Bernstein 1996: 178), meaning that their boundaries are
relatively porous to additions and omissions. They also sharetacit modes of acquisition.
Horizontal discourse can also be said to sharethe `gaze' as a way of acquiring particular
cultural realities.

Someuseful andinterestingexamplesaregiven.Bernstein(ibid.) arguesthat somehorizontal
knowledge structures appropriate/recontextualiseresourcesfrom horizontal discourse:

In History we have seen the development of oral history, in English the incorporation of
popular media and narrative, in Sociology the rise of ethnography, in Feminist Studies (and to
some extent in Black Studies) experiential/confessional narratives have been given the status
of methodology, whilst Cultural Studies, virtually a postmodern collection code, takes as its
data (but not exclusively so) the fashions, foibles and spectaclesdrawn from HD. The internal
structure of HKS createsthe potential for such recontextualising and thus for a spacein the
field for new positions to challenge orthodoxy.

Bernstein suggeststhat the recontextualisation of resourcesfrom horizontal discourse often
happenswith less academic learners in order, notionally, to facilitate their accessto vertical
discourse. The danger is that, becauseof some very fundamental incompatibilities, such
recontextualisation does not necessarily lead to more effective learning and progress: `[a]
segmentalcompetence,or segmentalliteracy, acquired through horizontal discourse, may not
be activated in its official recontextualising as part of a vertical discourse, for
space,time,
disposition, social relation and relevance have all changed'. What Bernstein is
suggesting is
that, despite similarities, there is discontinuity. When segmentsof horizontal discourse
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become subject to the rules of the formal context, learners do not necessarily know why or
how this has happened,and are no better off as a result (they do not understand the
delocation
the
in
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the latter's efficacy as an active force against domination. Bernstein acceptsthat studentsneed
to have their experiencesvalued, but arguesthat this should not `exhaustthe pedagogic
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no
would
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terms of classification and framing (becauseboth have become so weak).

Pedagogic discourse

This concept elaboratesclassification and framing at the point where Bernstein moved from
distribution,
`the
is
discourse.
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determined power relations' (Sadovnik 1995: 10). This happensthrough the pedagogic device
is
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1990)
lies
knowledge
the
and
which
and consciousness
at
conjunction of power,
the place where subtle changesin knowledge, conduct or practice can occur, often unnoticed.
The social import of the pedagogic device is underscoredby Bernstein (Bernstein and
Solomon 1999: 269) in that, `the group who appropriates the device has accessto a ruler and
distributor of consciousness,identity and desire'. The device consists of three sets of rules, the
distributive rules, recontextualising rules, and evaluative or criterial rules41.Davies (1995:
49) captures the rules very clearly:

41`[T]he
nature of the distributive rules regulates the recontextualising rules, which in turn regulate the rules of
evaluation' (Bernstein 1990: 180).
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Distributive rules regulate the distribution of accessto public sites where the unthinkable may
be thought and where the thinkable can only be thought. Recontextualising rules regulate the
ideological movement from fields of discursive production (intellectual, craft, expressive) into
specialised creations with their own internal ordering principles as pedagogic discourses.
Criterial rules regulate specific pedagogic practices in specific pedagogic contexts.

Taken together these three rules provide the intrinsic languageor `grammar' of any pedagogic
discourse. They can reflect the reproduction and/or illuminate instability and potential nodes
of intervention.

The distributive rules are the power-laden meansto specialise, distribute and regulate forms of
knowledge, meanings, consciousnessand practice to social groups, largely lying `in the upper
reachesof the educational system' (Bernstein 1996: 43). Meanings can be context-subsumed,
that is, in direct relation to material base. If the relation is indirect, there is a gap -'the site of
the impossible' - and it is this gap that is controlled and managedby distributive rules, `Any
distribution of power will regulate the potential of this gap in its own interest, becausethe gap
itself has the possibility of an alternative order, an alternative society, and an alternative power
relation' (p.45). Whoever or whatever is in the gap has the legitimate right to produce
discourse
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the
the
the
new
realisation
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relation
and
-a

According to Bernstein (1990: 182), `[t]his potential `gap', `space', the site of the
`unthinkable', the `impossible', can be beneficial and dangerousat one and the
sametime. It is
the meeting point of order and disorder, of coherenceand incoherence; it is the crucial site of
the `yet to be thought'. In a fundamental sensethis potentiality is a potentiality of language
itself (ibid. ).
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The recontextualising rules make up official knowledge. As mentioned, recontextualisation
involves discourse being dislocated from its location in fields of knowledge/discourse
in
departments),
(university
fields'
`primary
and relocated a
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Elements of knowledge are essentially moved from one site to another - that is,
decontextualised from their original location and then recontextualised into a new assemblage.
There is therefore nothing intrinsically original about pedagogic knowledge - it is borrowed
from other domains but can seldom be directly identified with any of the discoursesit has
is
discourse
As
47)42.
(Bernstein
1996:
always a
a result, pedagogic
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When a discourse moves through recontextualising `the original discourse is abstractedform
its social base,position and power relations' (p.53, footnote 1). So, although the processtakes
knowledge'
is
legitimate
is
broadly
limits
`discursive
place
of what and what not
within the
(Atkinson 1995: 93), there is a further gap and spacefor `ideology' to play - that is, a space
for the reformulation of power and control. The right to select from resourcesin the field of
production places recontextualising `agents' in a powerful position.

Through recontextualisation,

is
knowledge
crafted to embody specific
a new organisation of

`temporal internal ordering' (Bernstein quoted in Atkinson 1985: 174). Elements are juggled
and juxtaposed in order to reduce or gloss over ambiguity and to resolve contradictions. As
42Thougha morepostmodern intcrtcxtualreadingof this would suggestthat recontextualised
discourses
and
carry tracesof their forebears.
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Bernstein (1996: 49) cogently puts it, `[a]t the most abstract level, pedagogic discourse
specialisestime, a text and a space,and brings these into a special relationship with each
other.. .cognitively, socially and culturally'. Over and above the specification of content and
formatting for consumption and dissemination, the meansof transmission and communication
are also specified. It is, as Bernstein (1996: 49) contends,a recontextualisation of the `how' as
well as of the `what', although this is often tacit.

Recontextualisation of the `how' links an extendedconcept of framing to the pedagogic
device. In brief, Bernstein proposestwo closely related aspects instructional discourse and
regulative discourse. The character of a pedagogic practice is given by the instructional
discourse embeddedin a regulative discourse `where the unit of analysis may be a level of the
education system, an agency, a curriculum, a unit of the curriculum, or a context of
transmission' (Bernstein 1990: 199). The former refers to sequencingand pacing and temporal
demarcations within curricula and syllabi. It gives guidance (implicitly or explicitly) about
how teacher and learner should proceed. Bernstein perceives both freedoms and dangersin
implicit instructional rules, in that they can reduce learners' ability to `become aware of the
temporal project and thus leave [the child] within the present, not in either the past or the
future' (Sadovnik 1995: 13). Conversely, when the rules are explicit, a learner will know more
clearly what the expectations are. The regulative discourse specificies hierarchies, authority
relations, and modes of conduct. Like the instructional discourse, this can be explicitly or
implicitly defined. In the latter case,Bernstein arguesthat the relationship between teacher
and learner becomes one in which power is masked or hidden by devices of communication,
as in group work or computer-assistedlearning for example.
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The evaluative rules flow from the above. Their use `condense[s]the meaning of the whole
device' (Bernstein 1996: 50) by signifying what counts as counting. They thus become an
interesting area of study in themselves-a sort of black box of pedagogic discourse and
practice. They frequently have a backwash effect on practice. If pedagogy is about the
production, reproduction and transformation of culture through consciousness,then the
evaluative rules are the regulators of legitimate and illegitimate progress in that regard. The
question for Bernstein (1990: 8) is `whoseregulator, what consciousnessand for whom? '

In this regard, Bernstein theorises that there is a struggle between the official recontextualising
field (ORF) and the pedagogic recontextualisingfield (PRF). The dominant educational
principles of a society are seento be held by the state in ORF ministries, departments and
selectedagencies.The PRF comprises pedagoguesin schools and colleges, university
departmentsof education, specialisedjournals, private researchfoundations, professional
groups, etc. A PRF can be a complex place, with its own sets of internal and external
relationships. Bernstein (1996: 80, footnote 1) describeshow the PRF is populated by
discursive specialisations, with varying degreesof sponsorshipwithin the PRF and/or the
ORF. Relations between the ORF and the PRF are invariably antagonistic, especially
regarding what the ORF recontextualises from the PRF to comprise official pedagogic
discourse. If a PRF has relative autonomy, then it is possible for actors within it to
recontextualise texts which might otherwise have been considered `illegitimate, oppositional,
originating in counter-hegemonic sites of the production of discourse' (Bernstein 1990: 202).
As Bernstein (1996: 48) puts it, `[i]f the PRF can have an effect on pedagogic discourse
independently of the ORF, then there is both some autonomy and struggle over pedagogic
discourse and its practices'.
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In summary, the pedagogic device affords a conceptual language with which to describe and
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Competenceand performance pedagogic models

These are later Bernsteinian conceptswhich elaboratethe early concepts of visible and
invisible pedagogy. Bernstein deploys them to explore what he refers to as `the critical
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Bernstein takes the term competencemodel from radical/progressive cross-disciplinary work
in the 1960s,where it signified the reinsertion of humanism into various pedagogic
recontextualising fields. The language of competenceis one of affirmation and individual
potential. The focus is on `similar to' relations, with differences seen as complementary
contributions rather than grounds for discrimination (or stratification). Competence is a `tacitly
possessedcapacity' (Muller 1996a: 9) wherein `acquirers are already competent, merely
unactualised' (p. 13). Teachers are seen as all too easily interfering with learning, and so an
invisible, facilitatory style is preferred. However, as with humanistic discoursesmore
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generally, individuals are abstractedfrom material conditions and macro issuesof distributions
of power, and selective principles of control are glossed over. As Singh and Luke (in
Bernstein 1996: xiii) argue, a model basedon humanistic principles (even of a more radical
persuasion) `may in fact deter an analysis of the very systemsof unequal distribution,
acquisition and "valuing" of knowledge and competencethat they are so critical of. It is also
the casethat evaluation of learners in this model is all the more penetrative (and frequently
dispositional) for being tacit.

There are three modes within the competencemodel. The first mode is also the first
historically. Bernstein calls it liberal/progressive (more `progressive' than liberal in the classic
senseof liberalism) or therapeutic. It is extremely humanist in style, with `similar to' relations
`located within the individual' and a focus on intra-individual development in an almost
therapeutic way (Bernstein 1996: 64). Humanistic parts of adult education would fit this mode.
Muller (1996a: 9) suggeststhat the Plowden Report orthodoxy of the 1970s embodied it.

Bernstein calls the secondmode populist. Here, the `similar to' relations are not inter- or intraindividual but orientated to the shared interests and competenceof oppressedor disadvantaged
groupings/cultures. The validation of repressed`communicative competencesintrinsic to a
local, usually dominated, culture' is emphasised(Bernstein 1996: 64). An oppositional stance
is therefore presupposed between the dominating, and official pedagogic
local
practices
and
ones. Some forms of community education might locate themselves here (Muller 1996a).

The third modefollows from the second.Bernsteincalls it radical, andattentionshifts to
inter-class/grouprelationsandopportunities.The pedagogicpracticesassociated
with this
mode presupposean `emancipatory potential common to all members of the group' (Bernstein
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As Bernstein (p.67-8) points out, there are incompatibilities between these modes, as well as
features that they share. For example, there is incongruity between the liberal/progressive and
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In contrast to the competencemodel, the performance model is the model of traditional formal
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and introjected goals of the competencemodel. There are three modes within this model.

First: an autonomous and introjection mode associatedwith knowledge structures that have
specialised discoursesand strong classifications such as the natural sciences,mathematics and
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narcissistic,orientatedto their own development,protectedby strongboundariesand
hierarchies'. The autonomous mode is the traditional mode of liberal education `where
learners are subjected to the disciplinary regime of subjects' (Muller 1996a: 12).

Second: a projection mode associatedwith `regionalised' knowledge structures createdby the
recontextualisation of singulars into larger units. Such knowledge structures span intellectual
fields and practices for example, engineering, medicine, architecture and more contemporary
subjects such as communications and media studies - and are often presented in modular
forms of integrated curricula. The projection mode is orientated to practice - it faces outwards.

Third: a generic pedagogic mode. This mode is a result of processesthat do not originate
within the PRF. It originates in government agencies,and frequently impacts on further
education and has a very strong external orientation to practice and employment. Bernstein
(1996: 73) argues (critically) that this specialised recontextualising field `produces and
reproduces imaginary concepts of work and life which abstract such experiencesfrom the
power relations of their lived conditions and negate the possibilities of understanding and
criticism'. This is where the appropriation or recontextualisation of the term `competence' (as
competency) comes in. The term no longer refers to intrinsic, creative developments, but is
framed by behaviourist theories of learning such as outcomes-basededucation. Generic
pedagogic modes and the performances to which they give rise are directly linked to market
instrumentalities. Accordingly, the mode is often referred to as the `economic' or `market'
mode. Pedagogy is explicitly managedand outcomes tend to have a constitutive effect on
curricula. For Bernstein, the concepts of `trainability' and `short-termism' are central. He sees
trainability as something the learner must come to possessif s/he is to survive in the
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Critiques of Bernstein's work

Many critiques of Bernstein's positioning and ideas apply to his earlier rather than his later
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(1985) makes the casethat Bernstein offers conceptual tools with which to diagnose the
complexity of social relations (including their reproductive tendencies and discrepancies) as a
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basis for intervention and change,not more reproduction. In his later work, the pedagogic
device certainly provides textured meansof analysis.

Dualisms, binaries and dyads come in for criticism from commentatorswho seethem as
instantiations of Descartes' modernist distinctions. Criticisms largely revolve around implicit
hierarchies and preferences in dyads, and lack of attention to relationships between polarities.
Others argue (and I would agree) that these views representan erroneousreading and
deployment of Bernstein's work: the dyads etc. are not empirical categories but analytical
ones, developed precisely to facilitate the analysis of inter-relationships which they are
criticized for impeding. Atkinson (1985: 31) maintains that `the categories are not intended to
indeed,
is
It
is
that the
the
represent self-contained entities, nor
apparent,
model a static one.
analysis is intended to capture a process of transformation and change'.

A persistent set of criticisms relate to Bernstein's early work and working-class deficit (Rosen
1972). The result of these criticisms, according to Davies (1995: 41), was that the idea of the
`linguistic deficit' of working-class children becamepowerfully lodged in the lexicon of a
wide range of educationists, often at the level of catch-phraseor cliche. In some instances,
Bernstein's work was seen as a justification for the inevitability of deficit. Bernstein argues
that his position could not have been further from that, in that his concern was to provide a
explanation for unequal performance not a defence of it. Danzig (1995: 159) arguesthat
Bernstein does not locate the notion of deficit in children but in dominant pedagogic
assumptionsand practices: `It is the pedagogical assumptions,which are detrimental to
working class children, not a deficit in the children themselves... ' In a similar way
commentators have associatedhorizontal discourseswith a disparaging view of informal
knowledges. This was certainly not Durkheim's perspective. My own
view is that Bernstein
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presentshis work in ways that make these kinds of readings possible. This is not helped by the
implicit hierarchies and preferencesimplied in his dyads, so, for example, horizontal discourse
is the poor relation of vertical discourse, and so on. Obviously care needsto be taken to avoid
such interpretations.
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Foucault, Bernstein and my study

I am not attempting a synthesis of the work of two very different theorists, but rather seek to
create a broad conceptual framework to deploy in line with my own philosophical position.
Each theorist offers potentially generative conceptual resources for my study of the hidden
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Knowledge and pedagogy and identity revolve around his conceptualisations of power and
identity. This patterning forms the overall shapeof my conceptual framework. The substance
of the framework is as follows.

Bernstein's concepts of the pedagogic device, vertical and horizontal discourse, competence
inside
look
framing
to
enable me
and performance pedagogics and classification and
knowledge structures and pedagogy. Using the above, and recognition and realisation rules, it
is also possible to make comparisons across the knowledge basesof the RPL candidates, the
RPL `curriculum', and the curricula of the receiving university programme, and to investigate
the contribution of pedagogy to these relationships. I can pursue the following theoreticallyinformed lines of enquiry:

"

What knowledge structures constitute candidates' prior experiential knowledge?

"

What is the knowledge structure of RPL? And of the receiving programme?

"

What is the nature of the pedagogic discourse of RPL?

u These,and the Foucauldianonesthat follow, enhancethe intentionality validity criterion, in that they bring my
ratherbroadresearchquestionsinto sharperfocus.
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"

What pedagogic identities and forms of consciousnessdoes RPL privilege?

"

How does all of the above affect candidatesfrom different social groupings? What,
therefore, is the social project of RPL? How does the micro pedagogic moment
(societal)
broader
to
power structures?
connect

In line with my philosophical position, I view Foucault's conceptualisationsof disciplinary
important
the
bio-power,
technologies
as
very
self
technologies of power and
of
power,
Foucault's
I
therefore
concepts as adding
to
see
adjuncts conventional views of power.
displacing)
(but
to
conventionally sociological conceptualisations
not
complexity and nuance
for
drawing
to
techniques
Technologies
attention
useful
particularly
are
of power.
of power
that are frequently glossed over in `progressive' institutional and educational practices.
Discourse, as a vehicle for the exercise of power and control, is pertinent in relation to
thinking about the context within which the RPL practice was located and to exploring ways
in which individuals are both targets of discourse and vehicles of it. I can pursue the following
theoretically-informed lines of enquiry:

"

How does power circulate in and around RPL? With what power-effects?

"

What discoursescharacterisethe process and the context? With what effects?

"

What understandingsof the self are at work around RPL? What subjectivities are
encouragedand how are these taken up?

"

What role does subjugated knowledge play in this RPL process?

A conceptual framework, thus derived, permits detailed descriptive and interpretive analysis
of knowledge, pedagogy, power and identity in and around RPL. It should also point to
improvements in the conceptualisation and provision of RPL. The intention is not to create a
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new emancipatory narrative, but to throw different light on to existing practices and to suggest
changes.I will also offer some critique of the conceptual resources.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

RESEARCH DESIGN

I now have a philosophical position and a conceptual framework. In this chapter I develop my
be
design.
It
into
to
more than a statementof
aims
a practical research
philosophical position
`reasoned'
designed
instruments
rather,
a
and applied:
researchmethods and
- selected,
discussion andjustification of these matters in relation to my philosophical position and
internal
features
I
the
structuring of the
of
researchquestions. addresssix overlapping
data
instruments
for
the
of
the
and
methods
the
research;
research:
unit(s) of analysis
for,
data
data;
the
analysis and
modes of, and procedures
collection; the presentation of the
interpretation; and the presentation of the data analysis and interpretation. I add some reflexive
poststructural commentaries in relation to power and method.

The unit(s) of analysis

The case study

The notion of the case study suits my researchinterests and philosophical position in many
ways. As discussedin the Subject Review, I felt that a particular RPL pilot site had generated
fascinating data and would continue to do so.

My caseis of an RPL practice in a particular university department. Following Stake (1994:
240), the emphasison detail in the casestudy fits with my interest in RPL at a micro level,
`the epistemology of the particular'. I want to understand complexity and detail, how people
`bend, spin, consolidate, and enrich their understandings' (ibid. ), in as objective a way as
possible (given my situatedness).I selected it, not becauseof its typicality, but becauseof its
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uniqueness,as one from which I could learn a lot. It was an unusual form of RPL. Comparing
typical and atypical cases,Stake (ibid. ) arguesthat `[o]ften it is better to learn a lot from an
atypical casethan a little from a magnificently typical case'. He also suggeststhat atypical
decided
is
for
I
It
frequently
information.
that
these
the
reasons
cases
yield
most and richest
include
broaden
to
the
to
to
a second cohort
study
not undertake a comparative casestudy or
disrupting
felt
the
RPL
I
the
this
the
that
of
risk
would run
of
candidateson
samesite.
complex relationships in each.

There are debatesin the literature regarding the caseas method or methodology. As Scott and
Usher (1999: 87) put it, case studies `can be understood in two incommensurateways: either
form
integral
to
types
as a set of procedures
all
of research;or as a paradigmatically separate
for
framework
be
Yin
(1994)
that
as
a
can
used
of research'.
arguessimilarly,
casestudies
have
have
developed
Given
I
that
posture
and
a
a
researchor as a method.
philosophical
conceptual framework to deploy in my research,I would argue that, for me, casestudy is a
method rather than a methodology.

According to Flyvbjerg (2001), Socratesdismissed casestudies in favour of hypotheticodeduction and general principles, whereasAristotle embracedthem for the ways in which they
generatedconcrete, practical, and context-dependentknowledge. The case study, then, is
mainly associatedwith inductive analysis, holistic understandingsand interpretation. Casestudy reports are frequently presentedas thick descriptions, `so that readers can vicariously
experience these happenings,and draw their own conclusions' (Stake 1994: 243). The
emphasis,therefore, is on representing the case as a bounded system rather than on
generalizations and predictions (Stake 1994; Yin 1994; Gomm et al. 2000). Generalization is
difficult becausethe unit of analysis (the case) may not be replicable, and becauseparticipants
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(and the interests within the case) may not be typical of broader casesor of the population
(2000)
Gomm
Hammersley
that
2000).
However,
(Gomm
some
argue
and
et
al.
more widely
`naturalistic generalisation' may be possible, a sort of non-scientific generalization basedon
the notion of transferability of findings to other caseson the basis of `fit'. Cronback (cited in
Gomm et al. 2000) suggeststhat it is possible to develop working hypothesesfrom one case.
Furthermore, even within a single casestudy, researcherstend to draw intra-case
generalizations.

My aim then is to representthe caseas authentically as possible in its own terms - primarily in
terms of what participants45 reveal about their experiencesof it46. Following Stake (1994:
242) I hold to the view that an `[i]llustration as to how the phenomenon occurs in the
knowledge'.
In
be
this
trustworthy
the
and
valued
can
circumstances of
particular exemplar
way, I can make modest knowledge claims.

In my case...

Millar (1983: 119) suggeststhat researchersneed to outline the `anatomy' of their casebasically what it is about and the social context it rests within. It is to that task that I now turn.
The case is an RPL pilot in a South African university in 1997-8, a time of significant change
by
degree
I
higher
the
and reform across
of anonymity
education sector47. shall retain some
referring to the site as `the university'48. In the terms used to describe educational institutions
under apartheid, it is a historically white university, in the liberal English rather than Afrikaans
45The RPL candidates, the
co-RPL facilitator, and academics in the department who were involved in some
capacity.
46I say `primarily' becauseI
use documentary data for triangulation purposes.
47As outlined in the Introduction.
48Even though
many readers (particularly South African readers) will be able to identify it, becauseof the
relatively small number of universities in South Africa and their very clear defining features.
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institution
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It
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research
studentsand a strong
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The site for my researchis a department within the university which I shall call `the
department'. The department was establishedin the early 1970swith the appointment of a
Chair, and one of its main concerns was to develop pre- and post-graduate level programmes
for educatorsof adults working in non-formal adult education. The department also hosted a
changing range of externally-funded researchprojects. The researchproject that I coordinated
fell into this category. As discussedin the Subject Review, the secondphase of that project
involved empirical work piloting models of RPL in two different contexts. The department
it
hosting
be
the
to
the
was also a subject of
project
as
agreed
one of
contexts and so as well
the research.An RPL process was negotiated, designed and implemented with the aim of
degrees
to a two-year, part-time
accessinga cohort of experiencedadult educatorswithout
post-graduate level diploma course- hereafter called `the diploma'.

The RPL pilot was physically located in the university. It consisted of a one-day orientation
workshop, individual consultationsand a four-day programme.This amountedto about thirty
hours of contact time and candidateswere expectedto spendthe sameamount of time in private
work. Severalmeetings and a departmentalworkshop were held during the design and
negotiation phases.All of the academicsin the department except one were involved in some
way. Ten potential RPL candidatesattendedthe one-dayorientation workshop. Sevenof these
continued into the RPL process.The four-day RPL programme took place over two weekends.
The pilot was facilitated by a colleaguefrom the departmentand myself.
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The seven RPL candidateswere all involved in my PhD research,as was the co-facilitator of
RPL. I interviewed only those academicswho had been involved in the negotiation and/or
design and/or implementation of the RPL pilot in more than one capacity. The reason for this
purposeful sampling was the likelihood that those who were most involved would provide the
most important information in relation to my researchquestions.

Reflexive issues involved in a casestudy of my own practice

As Millar (1983) points out, the casestudy requires the researcherto declare his/her presence.
I was working in various capacities. First, as the co-ordinator of the RPL researchproject.
Secondly, as an academic in the department concerned.Thirdly, I was centrally involved in
the negotiation and design of the RPL process. Fourthly, I was a co-facilitator of the RPL
process.Now, finally, I am the researcherlooking back over all of these activities. Both the
benefits and drawbacks of researching one's own practice seemto lie in the fact that one is
`involved already'. On the benefit side, I had ready accessto documentary data and the trust of
the people within the case.The downside was that I perhaps knew too much or knew more
experientially than was contained in the data. At times it has been hard to strike a balance
between relying on the data and allowing my analysis and interpretation to be influenced by
what I `just knew' as a result of being there.

Instruments and methods of data collection

The study drew on documentary and interview data. The two types data
of
were selected in
order to develop as a full a picture as possible of the case and the site.
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Documentary data are most contemporaneouswith the actual pilot and, as public documents,
provide a counter-balanceto the reflective and private nature of interview data49.I drew some
parametersaround the documentary data I used, and selectedwhat was most proximate to the
pilot time period. I balanced this against the need to use as wide a range of documentary data
as possible for triangulation purposes.The final selection of documentary data was as follows:

"

extracts from project funding proposals, reports and papers;

9 notesfrom meetingsanda workshopheld in the department;
"

memos within the department;

"

extracts from departmental documentation pertaining to teaching programmes;

"

an agreementdrawn up between the department and the project to set operating
parametersfor the pilot;

"a

set of criteria devised by the project staff in collaboration with departmental staff to
guide assessmentof candidates' prior learning;

"

RPL `curriculum' materials;

"

candidates' portfolios;

The project funder gave written permission to use project materials towards my PhD. I asked
permission from members of the department to use internal departmental documentation. I
said that I would assumepermission was granted unless I heard otherwise. I did not hear
otherwise. I made an email request to each candidate regarding using their portfolios as data.

Interview data and interviews are viewed very differently in different paradigms. The
`posture' I adopted in my philosophical position was hermeneutic in this regard. In this frame,
49And
a means of ensuring I met my coherence validity criterion.
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interviews are likely to be `basedon how researcherand subjects interpret the world and
for
(Silverman
2000:
My
horizons
33)50.
to
their
reason
main
of meaning'
attempt merge
had
discussions
in
interest
interviews
that
the
the
quality of
choosing
was my ongoing
previously taken place within the department. Given the constructionist parts of my
philosophical position, I wanted accessto stories about the RPL pilot as a basis for developing
interviews
The
that
that
are
view
poststructuralist
my own account of
particular social reality.
dubious means for accessingpast events (becauseinterviewees simply reframe events
discursively and reposition themselvesaccordingly) is militated against by having
documentary as well as interview data.

I drew on some `prior' interview data. These were semi-structured interviews conducted with
four
RPL
by
RPL
RPL
the
the
the
process.
months
after
each of
seven
co-facilitator
candidates
Their purpose was to find out how the ex-candidateswere faring and to ask them to reflect on
the RPL pilot. They were also asked which particular aspectsof their prior experiential
knowledge they thought had contributed to their `success' or otherwise. After some theme
analysis of the data, the co-facilitator and I held a group focus meeting to which all of the excandidateswere invited (in August 1998). Emergent findings were presentedto them for
comment. The data from the group focus interview gained in richness on account of the
multiplier effect of opinions and views.

The prior data overlapped to a significant degreewith my PhD researchquestions, possibly
becausemy interests at that time anticipated those of the PhD. What is particularly significant
about the prior data are their capacity to act as a comparator with data gathered specifically for
the PhD almost three years later, enabling me to triangulate the two sets of data and also to

soSilverman

concedes that this is an ambitious task and that descriptive analysis might be a more reachable goal.
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refer the candidatesto things they had raised earlier. I was interested to seethe extent to which
candidates' stories did or didn't change over time. The prior data therefore enhancesthe
coherenceof my researchs'

In gathering `new' PhD interview data and extending the interviews to academicsand the RPL
co-facilitator, I considered the major types of qualitative researchinterviews. Issuesof power
and control are immanent in all types, most explicitly so in the structured type. Given my
situatednessand insider status within this research,any interview approach that placed me in
the position of detachedquestioner would be uncharacteristic. Life in the researchproject and
in the department was debate and discussion-orientated.There were no methodological
grounds for me to break from previous ways of working and interacting.

I was aware that focus groups are useful for exploring ideas at the beginning of research,but
given that I was building on prior experience and prior data, this did not seemto be an issue
for me. Moreover, power dynamics in a group focus interview (containing both academicsand
candidates) would, I felt, inhibit rather than stimulate both sides. Yet I could find no justifiable
reason for conducting two group-focus sessions,given that my researchinterests were the
same for both groups. Consequently, I opted for individual interviews, with the option of
reconsidering the group-focus idea as a follow-up possibility to check or develop ideas raised
by individuals.

My choice, then, was between semi-structured and unstructured interviews. It is argued that
unstructured interviews are better for engaging with complexity. However, I opted for a

looselysemi-structuredformat.The reasonsfor this weretwofold. First, I knew all the people
51My
second validity criterion.
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My style followed Berg (1995: 61), involving `the implementation of a number of predetermined questions and/or special topics' asked of each interviewee, allowing spacefor
digression and for probing beyond the boundaries of the prepared questions. I was aware that
the interviews placed substantial power in my hands and tried to militate against this (and the
interviewees'
by
interviews,
framed
to
I
in
the
going
unnaturalnessof the situation) the way
by
the
homes
(their
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Collecting the data

I conducted interviews between September2000 and February 200152,having alerted
interviewees to the possibility some months before. This was three years after the RPL
interviews,
I
field'
the
`in
transcribing
the
process. spent my period
planning, conducting and
as well as undertaking some preliminary data analysis and making further contact with each
interviewee in order to a) check the transcript and b) follow up some interesting and pertinent
individual issues.

sZSeven
ex-candidates, five academics and the co-facilitator of the RPL process -a total of thirteen interviews
(together with the seven 'prior' interviews with the candidates and the group focus interview).
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I developed three different interview schedules,one for candidates,one for academicsand one
for the co-facilitator, and an aide memoire of prompts (Appendix A). In my Fieldwork Report
(6 March 2001), I reported how hard it was to sustainboundaries between knowledge,
lot
I
interview
time
devising
identity
in
a
of
terms
spent
questions.
of
pedagogy, power and
(possibly too much) trying to weave Foucauldian and Bernsteinian-related ideas into my
for
issue
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that
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more
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interpretation
analysis and
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to
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of
order
and
same
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schedules,
returning
with what I had at that point.

In addition to interview schedulesand the aide memoire of prompts, I produced a `position
interviews.
The
the
interviewee
(Appendix
B),
as part of setting up
emailed to each
statement'
I
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be
I
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I
to
the
`the
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particular social reality' and with
meanings each person accorded
informed the interviewees that I saw the interviews as dialogue/discussion. I gave an idea of
how long the interview would last and requestedpermission to tape record. I also informed
them that neither institution nor individuals would be directly identifiable in the final thesis. A
couple of the interviewees said that my introductory contact gave them `just enough to get
them thinking'. One academic said that he would need some prompting `about those finely
focused questions'54. My general aim was to provide a framework for the interviewees to
speak as freely as possible and in their own terms about my researchconcerns.

53There
was also an imbalance, in that Foucault's concepts informed the interviews more than Bernsteinian ones.
saEmail correspondence 28/02/01.
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The candidateswere asked about themselvesand knowledge, pedagogy, identity and power
issuesat each of three stagesof the RPL process(on entry, during, at the end). They were also
RPL
in
to
issues
to
to
these
and
candidates
other
relation
reflect
on
given an opportunity
identify a `critical moment' for themselves.At the end of each interview, I raised any issuesI
had identified from the `prior' data. The departmental academicswere asked about the roles
they had played in the RPL pilot (their involvement was mainly at the level of negotiation,
design and assessment).For each `involvement', they were invited to talk about what they
found particularly significant regarding knowledge, pedagogy, power and identity. They were
in
how
the processcompared with other academics,
themselves
to
they
asked reflect upon
saw
As
the
through
to
the
with the
their
process.
candidatesgoing
and comment on
senseof
candidates,they were invited to identify `critical moments' and to comment on what they
RPL
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The
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be
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overall effect of
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stage.
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on
pedagogy,
and power
interview
Each
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focused
the
ended with
thoughts
processS5.
again
on, as well as
about others
an opportunity for interviewees to ask me questions.

Given my familiarity with the interviewees, gaining accesswas not a problem. Everyone I
approachedagreedto be interviewed. The first interview with a member of each cohort acted
as a pilot to check whether the schedule `worked'. Each interview began with an informal
chat, usually over tea or coffee. I reiterated my researchinterests and reasonsfor the interview.
In the candidate interviews, I tended to play down my status. The interviews with the
academicstended to reflect the statuspositions within the department. I opened the semistructured interview with a broad first question to help to refresh memories about the RPL

551 saw talking
about each other as a form of triangulation.
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it.
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moved
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activities
process, and
interviewees
as necessary.
questions, using my prompts and checking meanings with
Wherever possible I endeavouredto ask additional probing questions and to seek clarification
from the interviewees by asking, `Are you saying that...? ' No two interviews were the samein
form. At times it felt appropriate to move through the questions in a different order. There was
interviews.
I
between
took sparsenotes,
I
to
that
consistency
no need
could see ensure
sometimesjust to vary the face-to-face modality.

In order to meet my plausibility criterion, each interviewee received a copy of their transcript
I
At
`add,
time,
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to
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same
clarifyi56.
and was asked
correct,
individuals)
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to
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and relation
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analytical
for comment. Each interviewee respondedto their transcript in some way, either by email or
hear
`I
One
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can
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analytical
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not all responded
he
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Another
breathing
it
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that
add,
more
the
text
nothing
said
so
exact'57.
myself
`Like Pharoah, who when he had spoken, had spoken'58.When checking the transcripts, I
suggestedto the interviewees that I would like to share some of my analysis with them at
some future time (to further meet the plausibility criterion59).

56Extract from
covering email sent in February 2001.
57Email correspondence 8/02/01.
58Email correspondence 13/02/01.
59Admittedly, this is
a sort of consensual validity open to critique from poststructuralists for wielding more
power on account of the plausibility it constructs. Moreover, I am aware that a positive response from an
interviewee does not necessarily amount to plausibility. It may be that I offered an account which was cleverly
consonant with their image of themselves.
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Reflexive issues in data collection

Learning about rival paradigmatic camps and conceptual frameworks was no preparation for
field work, as I found. Given the essentially practical character of the researchprocess,there
bases.
back
to
tendency
to
one's
philosophical
was a
act without always referencing

Power issuescame to the fore in the interviews in various ways. For example, I felt more
interviewing
did
I
(powerful?
interviewing
)
than
the
my colleagues,
candidates
comfortable
for
Berg
Or,
divide
Who
this.
there
as
whom?
was performing
although
on
was not a clear
(1995: 82) puts it, even though the interviewer is `official choreographer', both sides are
felt
like
junior
I
interviewing
the
When
I
colleagues,
my
senior
performing.
some of
was
lecturer in the department, and they I am sure felt their seniority in the usual ways. This
familiar
than the adoption of the
asymmetrical power relationship was sometimesmore
`researcherposition' with colleagues who shared a similar departmental status to my own, and
who tended to be closer friends. In addition, there was the issue of empathy, in that as
researcherI was obviously closer to some interviewees than others.

As Scott and Usher (1999) point out, power relations form an essentialbackdrop to interview
responses.Inter-personal relationships were indeed interesting, and different in each interview.
As interviewer, I was involved in constructing interview dialogues, even though I tried not to.
Far from being objective, all manner of subjective interactions were going on. As Berg (1995:
80) puts it, `[t]hroughout the interview process, the interviewer and the interviewee
simultaneously send and receive messageson both nonverbal and verbal channels', including
body gestures,facial grimaces, expressionsof discomfort, pauses,and so on. The interviews
also seemedto occasion a kind of exchangeor gifting process. Senior academicsoffered me
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picked up a senseof the candidateswanting give something
`beneficiaries' of RPL. This might have skewed the data in one of (at least) two ways. Either
it,
`helpful'
RPL
favourable
of
critiques
or mounted
views about
candidatespresentedoverly
drawing on their developing academic identities.

I had a sensethat interviewees (in the main) told me their stories irrespective of my questions.
As Scheurich (1997: 71) says, [i]nterviewees do not simply go along with the researcher's
program, even if it is structured rather than an open one... they can often control some or part
intentions...
interview...
the
they
question... meanings'.
goals...
of
push against or resist...
Mostly, I let this happen becauseof my interest in perspectives and understandings. If I sensed
losing
I
back
brought
interviewee
that
to
I
to
the
was
not
the
check
question,
avoidance,
information necessaryto the study.

My experience of interviewing raised a range of issuesmany, of which remained with me in
issue
is
The
data
into
the value of
the
central
stage.
an unresolved way until well
analysis
interview data to my researchquestions. Were interviews actually the best vehicle for talking
about what happenedto knowledge or, for that matter, how power circulated? As Silverman
(2000: 36) puts it:

If you are interested in, say, what happens in school classrooms, should you be using
interviews as your major source of data... couldn't you observe what people do there instead of
asking them what they think about it? Or gather documents.. .Of course, you may still want to
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do an interview study. But whatever your methods you will need to justify it and show that you
have thought through the practical and analytical issues involved in your choice.

If I had been using a fresh casestudy for my research,I would agree with Silverman that
I
first-line
That
if
have
been
way,
approach.
not
observation would
a very useful adjunct,
distance.
it
from
There
heard
have
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reflecting
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data.
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several
much of the documentary data used is very detailed and explicit about pedagogic processes,
I
Secondly,
by
departmental
the
the
time
am not relying
of
pilot.
and was corroborated
staff at
on one set of interviews conducted on one occasion, but have two sets together with a group
focus interview.

There is a complex temporal dimension to my data gathering (and analysis). As mentioned,
documentary data is contemporaneouswith the actual pilot. The first interviews with the exinterviews
had
These
`moved
four
RPL,
they
took
on'.
all
candidates
place
when
months after
were therefore retrospective accounts, inevitably infused with memories of `successes'or
`failures'. This would have been unavoidable even if the interviews had been concurrent
(albeit to a lesser extent). All data is mediated in some way: there is no pure data. The second
candidate interviews generatedreflections from a greater distance (approximately three years)
and also reflections on the previous reflections. I attempted to draw attention to changesin the
nature of individuals' recollections and identity over time, the most obvious characteristic
being a growing academic identity' 0
.

60Or in
poststructuralist terms, a different discursive location and subjectivity.
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There is a hermeneutic dimension in the layers of interpretation. With regard to candidates'
portfolios, for example, these were from the outset reflections on, and interpretations of, prior
Layers
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reinterpret.
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interpretation present benefits as well as difficulties. There is the benefit of time allowing a
fuller description and greater insights to emerge. On the other hand, elapsedtime may shape
in
interviewees'
fix
in
to
things
certain
serve
recall and remembering various ways and may
in
data
issues
keep
in
have
I
these
to
tried
my
analysis.
minds particular ways.
abreastof

Presentation of the data

Interviews were transcribed. I did not use any particular transcribing strategy (such as would
be required for linguistic analysis). I kept as close as possible to the data but was aware that I
humour,
63),
1997:
lived
(Scheurich
`juice
the
the
the
much
of
was editing out
of
experience'
personalities, sub-text and intertextuality. Analysis began at the transcription stage, and my
first conscious awarenesswas of the richness of the data for the purposes of my enquiry.

Some methodologists advise treating documentary data differently from interview data. I
decided to treat both types of data in the sameway ('as data'). There seemedto be an equal
spreadof documentary and interview data acrosseach aspectof my study (i. e. the negotiation,
design and implementation of RPL and acrossknowledge, pedagogy, identity and power).

Coding and data reduction

Immediately after transcribing the interview data, I typologised it. This involved creating a
large grid (24 pieces of A4 paper) onto which I projected the content of the interviews. Across
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the top of this grid were my categoriesof knowledge, pedagogy, power and identity as
(`before
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the
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within)
activities
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periods
evidenced within various
).
Down
boundary'
the side of the grid was each
`beyond
`inside
the
the
etc.
pilot
pilot'
pilot'
interviewee. As my supervisors put it, this was a way of `clocking' the data which although
not systematic analysis, did allow patterns to emerge.

My pre-theory played a large part in how I handled the data and the many problems I had. I
had convinced myself of the need to do coding `properly' and this came to mean scientifically.
I had managedto get to masters level without what I considered to be a firm basis or training
in researchmethodology. Yet I was also interested in poststructuralism. With hindsight, I can
I
In
expectedmyself
the
this
stance,
poststructuralist
see
problems
caused. embracing a partly
to problematise and disturb what I did not fully understand. It was only later that I recognised
failed
It
tendencies.
took
attempts to get to grips
and
many
my structuralist
me many months
from
following
lost.
data
frankly,
The
I
one of my reports61
extract
with
analysis. was, quite
captures some of the dilemma:

I had difficulty getting going with this. I was very confused about the nature of the boundaries
between theme analysis and discourse analysis. I procrastinated and read around and started to
investigate Atlas-ti software62... I devised countless coding schemasand got very confused
in
in
head
floating
themes
the
theoretical
as
as
emerging
my
well
around
about all of
concepts
a grounded way from the data. Deciding what level of generality to go for with coding was
hard. I also found the boundary between coding and interpretation hard to hold i. e. resisting the
temptation to `jump to (interpretative) conclusions'.

61Report for 3`dParty Monitoring May 02.
62My own
conclusions about Atlas-ti are that it is very useful for data organisation/reduction, but less so for
analysis/interpretation. Mastering the technology is very time-consuming, and once that is achieved it tends to
drive the analytical process. Moreover, its internal search tools are weak.
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I developed and experimented with eight different coding schemasfor reducing my data. I did
not fully appreciate that there was no `right way' to do this. Furthermore, I could not keep
track of the intuitive leaps I was making, the wrong turns, back-tracking and following of
hunches. Sometimesthese happenedin very quick successionand I was always conscious of
losing the gestalt of the data. The book I found most useful with regard to coding and data
reduction was Coffey and Atkinson (199663).It becamemy aide memoire. The following
guidance on coding was particularly helpful to me:

Note the topic, not the content. When you look at a piece of data, ask yourself, `What is this
about?' Don't pay attention yet to what is said, i. e., to the substanceof the statement; you will
deal with this at a later stage (resch in Coffey and Atkinson 1996: 169).

The idea of topics moved me forward and, eventually, I found a coding schemathat `held'
(Extract as Appendix Q. With hindsight I can seethis was part of the researchprocess,but at
the time it was a huge problem. My specific problem was that I got tense and did not go with
the flow and messinessand the necessarily provisional nature of working with data. Finally, I
coded all my data in terms of. `person concerned or being spoken about' + `location in the
RPL process before, during or after' + `whether the data were mostly about knowledge,
pedagogy, power or identity' + anything else I could say about the piece of the data under
scrutiny (usually in the form of an Atlas-ti analytic memo). Example codes would be
`knowledge in/of the department', `candidates' identity on entering the pilot', and so on. I
tagged all data extracts with the name of the person to whom they referred. The codes were of
various sizes and shapes.This was a crude (close to the data) reduction and organisation
exercise, but it did get me through my blockages. The fact that I did not involve any other
researcherin testing my coding system, or the way I was applying it, is perhaps a threat to my
63The
chapter on 'Varieties of data and varieties of analysis'.
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dependability quality criterion64.In mitigation, I carefully honed codes to the point where they
were as unambiguous as possible.

Modes of,, and procedures for, data analysis and interpretation

In this section I identify and discuss data analysis processesand provide retrospective
located
have
I
how
data
already
my approach as
accounts of
were examined and synthesized.
broadly interpretive with influences from structuralism and poststructuralism. Holstein and
Gubrium (2000: 267) offer a `definition' of interpretive practice:

Interpretive practice can be understood to involve the articulation of publicly recognised
structures, categories, or images with aspectsof experience in ways that accountably produce
broadly recognizable instances of the objects or events so categorised. David Silverman sees
this practical linkage of interpretive structure and `artfulness' as a way of establishing a middle
ground between such polar sociological extremes as so-called macro and micro forms of
analysis...

The above definition is very succinct, but it did not give me a method of analysis.
Consequently, recovering from the coding dilemma was not the end of my problems. I did not
know what to do with the coded and categoriseddata. For some time, I tried to work the
Bernsteinian and Foucauldian concepts directly into the categorised data. This was
unsuccessfulbecausethere was too much of a gap between the data and the theory. It seemsI
was caught in the classic trap of obscuring the data with the theoretical framework and then
becoming submergedin the specifics of the data. Moss (1996), following Bernstein, attributes
the former to fixing an analytic language too soon and ignoring the data, and the latter to delay
64And also
a centralisation of power and control.
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in pulling back from the data and getting overwhelmed by it. Like Moss, I decided to work in
find
in
data
to
the
the
inductive,
order
categorised
content of
grounded, thematic way with
an
dealing
`In
1996:
205):
Atkinson
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them.
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`find'
for
they
themes,
`search'
they
data,
themes,
or
and
their
qualitative researchers
with
65
'emerge'...
`extract' `recognise' or `identify' them. Most often, however, themes are said to

Progressing from category to theme made me feel grounded in the data. As a typologist, once I
had worked out what I was doing, I was very comfortable making and mapping patterns and
themes from the categorised data and relating those themes acrosscategories. In some ways,
the data inevitably became decontextualised as they were disaggregatedand reaggregated
(Scheurich 1997: 62). An extract from my researchdiary (02/07/01) capturesthis process:
`The way that I am bridging the theory-data gap is by starting with grounded theory66- letting
the data speak- to establish patterns etc. Then working conceptsthrough that analysis to
in
is
drawback
interpretation...
'
The
terms of my coherencequality
this
of
support
only
criterion, in that I used only theme analysis at this point.

The end of a period of working in the above way coincided with a visit to South Africa where
I made contact with interviewees and fed back some of my preliminary analysis. Following
Stake (1994: 244) I was keen to ensurethat the value of my researchdid not `outweigh injury
to a person exposed'. Two candidate interviewees expressedconcerns about feeling personally
for
Two
in
the
expressed
enthusiasm
other candidates
and/or professionally exposed
analysis.
the preliminary analysis, saying that for them it was `spot on. A further two candidatesfound
the analysis `interesting'. An academic interviewee suggestedthat my analysis was not fully
worked up and made some suggestionsaccordingly. Two other academicsrespondedby
bsIn a
poststructuralist view, they would `emerge' from the heads of the researcher rather than from the data.
66In retrospect, I
was not doing grounded theorising in the Glassner and Strauss sense,but theme analysis.
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felt
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All
data
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me
accordingly.
and so equipped
more contextual
interviewees responded.I found this to be a nerve-racking but fruitful exercise in establishing
the plausibility of my analysis at a relatively early stage.

Reflexive issues regarding theme analysis

Doing theme analysis led me (unwittingly) to afford particular status to data. Although I had
former
in
both
language
the
seemed
practice
as
referential and constitutive,
adopted a view of
to dominate and language became a transparentmedium in which participants' realities were
(and
be
This
to
researchers
problem:
a common
unambiguously expressed.
seems
data
is,
basis
treat
that
the
the
thing
as
other of
methodologists) say one
and act on
Flowing
drift
into
is
how
it
The
to
positions.
particular
easy
sacrosanct.
reflexive point was/is
from this, did I seemy data as reports of reality or as constructions of reality or as
interviewees' interpretive procedures in action? The same issue applies to the interviewees:
did they seethemselves as telling me about reality or as constructing realities (or interpretive
versions of them) for me?

There is a price to pay for accepting interview data at face value. First, the view that what is
given to the sensesand processedby the brain simply representsthe world is characteristic of
naive realism. Secondly, it assumesthat common-senseknowledge and common-senseviews
are inherently valid. As sociologists argue, lay accounts cannot do the work of sociological
explanation: common senseis not sociology and more `objective' data might contradict the
interviewees' stories. Scott and Usher (1996b: 66) capture the complex status of data in the
following:
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It is therefore not possible to argue that their accounts of their intentions relate precisely to
what causedthose actors to behave in the way they did, becausefirst, the chronological
sequenceof events makes this impossible; and second, since they are likely to be post-hoc
rationalizations, they do not co-exist in a simple, naming relationship with the actions they
seek to describe...

However, it remains important to do justice to interviewees' accounts; to find a position on the
boundary between a social constructionist stancewhich aims to apprehendthe worlds of
others, and essentialising interviewees' voices. I took the view that it is possible to view
accounts as informed statements.After all, in my casethe interviews were reflexive stories. I
chose therefore to treat the data as informed reflexive statement(or `real social construction'):
to accord them more than narrative status. In that way I could analyse the patterned character
of participants' portrayals whilst also (where appropriate) drawing attention to its constructed
nature, to influences that may have been exerted on it, and to the worlds and practices from
which it arose.The fact that the documentary data (although themselves a social construction
that tended to be taken literally) were at least a different sort of account also acted to offset
essentialism.These are the mechanisms I used to militate against misleading direct
correspondencetheories and to maintain my philosophical posture of part-realist and partsocial constructivist. But I remained aware that my position on the above boundary was an
uneasy one.

Three other reflexive issuesare noteworthy. First, in the process of theme analysis I found
myself needing to be reflexive about the way in which I was `using' the accounts and private
information of others as a basis for my own PhD story and (I hoped) professional
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the data. That really only started to happen at the level of interpretation, to which I now turn.

Interpretation

The boundary between data analysis and interpretation is generally taken to be blurred, but the
latter is usually seen as being at a different level. It is here that the researchermoves away
from the field and the data and engagesmore fully with ideas in the conceptual framework. As
Coffey and Atkinson (quoted in Silverman 2000: 142) put it, `[i]nterpretation involves the
transcendenceof "factual" data and cautious analysis of what is to be made of them'.
Methodologists seeit as the point where intuition and tacit skills come to the fore. It cannot be
defined by methodological rule, being more art than method. Researchquestions come into
sharp focus.

There was quite a firm line between analysis and interpretation for me becausethe latter was
driven by explicit theory. I laminated my interpretation on to my analysis in an abductive way.
67There was
also a discomfort regarding `surveillance' in relation to the ex-RPL candidates. They had been the
subjects of the RPL research and were now involved in this piece of research.
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The following extract from my researchdiary68capturesthe essenceof this process: `When
`analysis' goes well, I make a map of what the data are saying (Step 1- grounded) and then
has
NB
There
(Step
2[theoretical]
to
that
the
conceptual/theory-led).
concepts add
seewhat
to be scope for disagreementbetween the two... ' The last point in the quotation is interesting
becauseit points to two important aspectsof interpretation: that there may be findings that
data
instances);
by
(negative
be
illuminated
that
the
theories
might refute the
and
cannot
theory, and therefore have shortcomings.

I experienced interpretation as the most creative, imaginative and intellectual part of the
basis
because
insights
the
that
the
of the routine
on
researchprocess
were possible
of
analytical processesthat had preceded it. At that point, I had moved beyond consensusbuilding and the meanings given by participants. It was the researcher's theoretical voice that
was now the strongest, although that voice was firmly grounded in the meanings of others.
There was a senseof relief (as well as a degree of reflexivity) about having arrived at last at
some modest knowledge claims.

Presentation of the data analysis and interpretation

As Coffey and Atkinson (1996: 183) state, the researcheras writer needsto: `plan some sort of
arrangementthat will accommodatesections that are more broadly descriptive, sections that
are more formally analytical, and sections that are interpretive discussions against theory'. The
following two chapters attempt to balance description, analysis and interpretation. Each begins
with descriptive analysis. The analytic component is presentedas `thick description'. I was
conscious of needing to work from all of the data, and of not selecting bits that fitted emergent
683 March 2002.
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arguments. I tried to strike a balance between too many quotations, in which casethe direction
and thinking of the analysis tend to be obscured, and too few, in which case flavour, interest
and idiosyncrasy are lessenedor lost69.Thereafter, I offer an abductive interpretative
dimension exploring the findings against theory.

As argued in the Conceptual Research Framework chapter, I am not attempting a synthesis of
Bernstein's and Foucault's work. Central organising principles for Bernstein are knowledge
and pedagogy. Power and (particularly pedagogic) identities and consciousnessrevolve these
conceptualisations. Central organising principles for Foucault are power and identity (and
subjectivity-subjection). Knowledge and pedagogy and identity revolve around these
conceptualisations. This patterning forms the overall shape of my conceptual framework.
Methodologically, I adopt the ontological, epistemological and methodological `posture'
argued for in chapter three, with reflexive commentaries as necessary.

References to my `prior' work in RPL have been made in the Introduction, Subject Review
and Research Design chapters. What follows is a brief resume to frame the data analysis. The
RPL project under consideration was a joint venture between a South African research council
and two higher education institutions. There were two main phases.Phaseone70involved
theoretical work, commissioning international case studies and situational analyses in two
fields where pilots were to be developed: adult educator development and the professional
development of nurses. Phase two71was about elaborating theory through practice. The site
chosen for negotiating, designing and implementing an RPL pilot with regard to the

69 I
anonymise

the

quotations.

70Which lasted for
nine months - from 1 September 1996 to 31 May 1997.
71Which lasted for ten
months - from 1 June 1997 to 31 March 1998.
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hosting
department
the
development
that
the
project72.
was
was
educators
of
adult
professional
It was also the department where I had been employed since 1993. That department therefore
implemented
designed
An
RPL
host
from
and
to
negotiated,
pilot was
pilot site.
project
moved
degrees73
to
twoa
without
educators
the
adult
experienced
aim of accessinga cohort of
with
year, part-time, post-graduate level diploma course74.

The pilot was physically located in the university75.It consisted of a one-day orientation
This
four-day
individual
amountedto about thirty
programme.
workshop,
consultationsand a
hours of contact time and candidateswere expectedto spendthe sameamount of time in private
design
held
during
departmental
the
Several
and
workshop were
study.
meetingsand a
negotiation phases.Ten potential RPL candidatesattendedthe one-dayorientation workshop.
Sevenof thesecontinued into the RPL process.The four-day RPL programmetook place over
two weekends.The pilot was facilitated by a colleaguefrom the departmentand myself.

The analysis is organised chronologically, in two chapters.First, knowledge, pedagogy, power
and identity in the negotiation and initial design of the pilot. At this point in time, issuesof
power and identity were uppermost, and so I draw on Foucualdian concepts. Secondly,
knowledge, pedagogy, power and identity in the curriculum design76and implementation of
the pilot. Here, knowledge and pedagogy were uppermost, and so I draw on Bernstein's
concepts.

72Referred to
as 'the department'.
73'Matriculation
plus three years higher education' was the formal entry requirement except for the admission of
a few students who had graduated very successfully from the department's two-year part-time certificate
rogramme.
I' Referred to as 'the diploma'.
's Referred to
as 'the university'.
761 am
using the term `curriculum' to apply to any planned learning event.
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I have developed a matrix covering the various components of analysis acrossthe two chapters
(to be read downwards):

Subiects

Data

questions

Phases

Academics

Interview

Knowledge

Negotiation and The RPLpilot

Contexts

initial design of

data

pilot
RPL candidates Documentary

Pedagogy

data

Curriculum

The RPL

design and

project

implementation
of pilot
RPL

Power

The
department

facilitators
Identity

The university

Each chapter is organised by way of a descriptive and thematic analysis of the data (findings)
leading to an abductive interpretative dimension exploring the findings against theory.
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CHAPTER SIX:

FOUCAULDIAN

ANALYSIS OF KNOWLEDGE, PEDAGOGY, POWER

AND IDENTITY IN THE NEGOTIATION

AND INITIAL

DESIGN OF

THE RPL PILOT

Introduction

This analysis operationalises the following theoretically-informed lines of enquiry:

"

How does power circulate in and around RPL? With what power-effects?

"

What discoursescharacterisethe process and the context? With what effects?

"

What understandingsof the self are at work in and around RPL? What subjectivities
are encouragedand how are these taken up?

"

What role does subjugated knowledge play in this RPL process?

There are six parts to the chapter, organised loosely chronologically:

1. The department.
2. The department and the RPL project.
3. The RPL project.
4. The department and the RPL pilot.
5. A departmental workshop on the RPL pilot.
6. The department and the RPL pilot (continued).
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Analysis draws predominantly on interviews with academicsin the department (undertaken
documentary
data.
RPL
the
three
and
on
relevant
pilot)
actual
approximately
years after
Documentary data are:

9

extracts from project funding proposals, reports and papers;

9

department;
held
in
from
the
notes
meetings and a workshop

"

memos within the department;

"

extracts from departmental documentation pertaining to the teaching programme;

"

an agreementdrawn up between the department and the project to set operating
parametersfor the pilot;

"a

set of criteria devised by the project staff in collaboration with departmental staff to
guide assessmentof candidates' prior learning.

The department

There were eleven academicsin the department at the time of the RPL pilot -a combination
in
introduce
I
of tenured, contract and project staff.
eachperson as they appear the analysis77.

Discourse

The two most senior academicsin the department the professor and chair (Robert) and the
associateprofessor (James) speakmost directly and `synthetically' about the nature of the

77Not
all of them appear.
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'becausewe provided a spacefor critique, and maybe for individuals to have a liberal education
of some kind (Robert).

The discourse of left-liberalism
`emancipation'

leans backwards in a radical direction however. For James,

These
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development'
`community
are terms that
archaeology.
of
are
part
and

but
`buried'
part of a `bigger'
echo something earlier, suggesting something now
transformatory project:

78Some data is interviewees talking
about discourse. Other analysis will be concerned with discourse-in-action.
79There is a question to
as whether this direct speaking was characteristic of departmental practices or a timeeffect? Is it becausethe department was disestablished at the end of 1998 and the interviewees can speak in the
past tense therefore introducing a historico-analytical mode? Is it becausethe discourses are no longer active and
`at work'? Is a version of history being created?
80Forthcoming
analysis will consider who `we' refers to. There are a number of collective references of this sort
including `the department' all of which I italicise.
-
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The left-liberal and historically radical elements of departmental discourse are exemplified
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group capacity and international solidarity.

In the late eighties, the certificate had a different co-ordinator. For him, `the key concepts of
for
`concern
in
Freirian
the working class community' who
adult education were
origin' with
$1Lecturer in the department.
82For purposes of
I
full
have
included
I
the
apologise to the writers concerned.
references.
not
anonymity
quotations are distinguishable from quotes from interview data becausethe latter are ascribed.
8 There were differences of
perspective in the department on the issue of safe spaces.According to Rosy, the
certificate co-ordinator from 1992, Robert's view was more liberal than hers. Debates revolved around whether
critique could and should happen in a university or in the mass movement. The radical view was the latter, but for
reasons of state repression and political heavy-handednesswithin the movement, this was impossible during the
eighties (additional data from Rosy).
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had `been sidelined by contest'. The concern was conscientisation and the legitimisation of
`alternative endowments'. After a period of care-taking, the current incumbent (Rosy) took
Rosy
termed
in
a
in
1992,
she
what
made
context.
political
changed
a
over as co-ordinator
`difficult choice' about `holding' certificate discourse in line with people's education84.At that
(re)development
the
had
the
to
latter
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that
the
a
guide
as
time, she claimed
currency
still
develop
for
`participants
to
a more political and
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history of organisational Marxism, she focuses on organisational capacity- building, based on
is,
that
is
in
to
the
is
This
programme,
reflected who admitted
social action and social theory.
`candidates from government and industrial institutions only where their work relates closely
to community-based or trade union projects'85.

Rosy, according to Robert, was `perfectly recruited' to co-ordinate the certificate programme:
`refreshing, intensely hard working, committed [with] powerfully modem views of the world'.
Evidence suggestsa comfortable fit between discoursesand identities; the certificate discourse
(under Rosy's stewardship) and the department's discursive history. I would argue that the
departmental
longstanding
within
radical narrative
certificate retains a much-valued and
discourse.

The diploma programme has a particularly strong discursive register, with roots (eventually)
in disciplinary sociology of education. As with the certificate, rhythms of change have been
influenced by events in the broader socio-political and educational context. University-based

84Due to the huge decline in
mass social action and the lack of clarity regarding the position a future government
would take on adult education, NGOs were struggling to survive in a context of rerouted donor funding. Many
had to turn themselves into businessesalmost overnight. Consequently there were demands for universities to
trovide `survival skills' such as 'management and fundraising'.
F,
Two historically separatedepartmental certificates were collapsed into one on this basis.
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occasion) as providing the basis and resource for a social/group curriculum. As Robert put it,
in 1982-3, the course rationale was `deconstruction and reconstruction: it began with the
deliberate absenceof a curriculum - the task was to create it'. This was the experiment of
curriculum negotiation. The idea was that the structural, cultural and institutional forces
shaping all curricula were to be made visible through enactment and reflection in the form of a
`teaching conversation'. It was seenas a move against prescriptive forms of social control and
learner dependency.According to Robert, `the last thing the staff wanted to do was shapeany
approved educator role and induct anyone into it'. Explicit instruction and `explicit advocacy'
were consistently avoided.

This is not to say that construction of roles, instruction and induction did not happen. As Rosy
points out in her interview, `they [Robert and James] did this powerfully'. Robert and James
also concede that powerful and tacit shaping happenedduring the `non-prescriptive' diploma
years. Despite a negotiated curriculum, staff remained in control in two highly significant and
powerfully constitutive ways: first, over assessment,and secondly, over the informal discourse
of the course. Given this, it could be argued (and was) that learner dependencyactually
increasedrather than decreased.

Written documentation pertaining to those years reveals much about the tacit criteria that were
shaping an ideal adult educator-studentrole. In Robert's own words, these were `absurdly
heroic'. On one occasion, he analysedlecturers' comments on students' assignmentsand
found work criticised for `over-simple theory', being too empirical, not problematising
important concepts in a study, not revealing a grasp of debates,staying within common-sense
views, not having a sociological grasp, not explaining anything, not making location visible,
not offering social explanations of action. Where `positive' assessmentcomments were made,
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they seemedfrequently to damn with faint praise, as in: `succeedsas a personal report', `small
scale investigation', `gives insights into.. ', `gives evidence of having been a vehicle for
personal learning', `clear senseof an insider's common senseperceptions'. Particular qualities
seemedto have been singled out for strongestpraise - for example, `it is unpretentious and
honest'.

In interpretingthis analyticalexercise,Robertconcluded(wryly) that the diplomavalued
studentswho were `sociologists',`philosophers'andwho were `virtuous':

is much coherencein our evaluative messagesand it is not difficult to construct from
there
...
them qualities and capacities we value. These include, first, the capacity for understanding
social location. We seem to emphasise `explanation' a great deal, grasp of structures and
processesthat contain, limit or run through social action. We want our students to be
sociologists. They include, too, asking questions that expand and problematise meanings of
personal action, including questions about language. We want our students to be philosophers.
And they include acting in ways that are honest, self-aware and disciplined by commitment.
We want our students to be virtuous.

`Social location', `explanation' and `action' came strongly to the fore. In acknowledging the
scope and scale of these demands,Robert concededthat `[t]hese are heavy burdens to
shoulder. Perhapsa part-time professional course is not the framework to contain them
properly'. It was the tacit nature of the criteria that led the co-ordinators to `come clean' about
the `particular kind of reconstructive task' with which they were engaged.Data from James's
interview corroborates the notion of a transition in diploma discourse in the
mid-eighties. He
seesthe `coming clean' as a `movement' in a formal and academic direction. This move
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coincided with the rise of people's education in civil society, and the debatesabout how
closely universities should align to this. Jamessays:

One thing that made us think that [the notion of experience] was not enough was becauseit had
become common property. It was the stock in trade of UDF activism.. and therefore was out
.
and about and at work and was insufficiently academic to meet another set of requirements
which we had to meet.

This confirms the view of left-liberalism at the beginning of this analysis. At that time, senior
academicswere in searchof a different way to addressthe reconstructive task. They resisted
radical calls for `organic intellectuals' and academic activists to `join the swelling ranks of the
masses' (Molobi 1994: 108). As Jamesrecalls, `there had to be another way, and that was
through education and induction'. Particular curriculum theories provided the formal `way':

Bernstein had always been important ever since '75, with the early curriculum stuffclassification and framing. Bernstein is part of Robert's interest in curriculum which is
amplified through Stenhouseabove all, that teaching and learning is actually a formal
procedure - it can't be remade in terms of workshops88.

James's recollection is of the diploma curriculum moving `quite slowly in a formal direction'.
Data suggesttwo important `events' in the late eighties. Basil Bernstein came to South Africa
and gave his first set of seminars.These gave a `powerful amplification' to the formal
discourse and the need for a curriculum that inducted learners into powerful discourses.
According to James, `we realise that we've just been playing in a little puddle'. This

88This links to his
views on workshops referred to below - what he seesas `the double condition' of the
workshop - emancipatory and oppressive.
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occasioned an anti-experiential learning sentiment, for Jamesparticularly. In his interview, he
problematises Kolbian modernist constructions of experience: `It doesn't work. The idea that
experience is transparent,just there, and you canjust accessit, turn it on like a screen,its
crazy... experience is not available. Or if you make it available you are falling into an oldfashioned modernist trap... '. He also reconceptualisesBoud's experiential learning
methodologies in Foucauldian terms, as institutionalised technologies of power and self: `At
that stage,the notion of directly available experience to be interrogated, examined,
categorised,drawn from, have the emotional contents excluded from etc - David Boud
style ... it's a methodist technology of the self, forget it, its got nothing to offer at all... '.

The diploma programme of 1998 (the year in question for this study89)was an interesting
blend of all the discursive turns in the programme's history. It was clearly academic, grounded
in social theory, history and philosophy, yet according to two academics(Rosy and Joyce9)
remained tacit about its purpose and construction (despite the coming clean referred to above).
Attention had shifted from a study of education to a study of discourses of education,
particularly a critical exploration of `major specialising' adult education discoursesin South
Africa at the time:

Introduction to social theory: structural and post-structural accounts of social explanation;
conceptions of social practice and discourse. History and philosophy of adult education: an
analysis of the development of the field of practitioner theory; including conceptions of
learning and teaching. Major specialising discoursesin adult education: workplace learning
and human resource development; literacy and adult basic education and training; and adult
education and social movements (Diploma brochure 1997).

89And the
course that `successful' RPL candidates accessed.
90 A
contract lecturer.
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Documentary data suggestthat a valuing of, and working with, experience was retained91:
`Students bring to the course a rich variety of background and experience. The course offers
them an opportunity to extend or develop their capacity to reflect on their experience,to see
their work in context, to think innovatively about future goals and to develop new skills'
(ibid).

Although the discoursesof both teaching programmes are dominant `departmental discourses',
there are other narratives at work in the department as a whole. In the early nineties a new
discursive strand had entered the departmental arena,that of policy research and policy
analysis. All members of the department were involved in this before and after 1994. There
are data to suggestthat policy work did not come easily to the department. As Joyce
comments, `We have just never been able to speak to policy'. Aside from this, each tenured
lecturer has his or her `own' discursive strand. Martin's strand is literacy as social practice.
Roy's92 is experiential learning. Rosy's is worker education and education in social
movements. Other interests (amongst non-tenured staff) include workplace education, student
learning, adult basic education and training, and my own in RPL.

Given the above analysis, I am able to claim that a dominant departmental discourse of leftliberalism opens out in several directions. The surface of the diploma discourse is littered with
terms such as `formal' and `induction', which suggesta particular reading of curriculum
sociology which resonateswith a hard boundary, Bernsteinian view of knowledge. Practices
centre on deconstruction and scepticism: as Rosy puts it, `a healthy scepticism/critique [of
narratives of emancipation and transformation] but from a liberal (not postmodern)
91This suggeststhat it
was not experience that was moved away from but experiential learning theory.
92A senior lecturer
and director of extra-mural activities.
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The strongest discursive elements are linked to the two senior academics(Robert and Jamesboth white and male). There is a strong associationbetween person and discourse in this
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pertain to them (and by extension, to the diploma). The referencesaccord collective and
totalising characteristics which exclude other stories. There are different stories that could be
told, but are not.

I now consider the power effects of the discourses,and what they determine as counting as
important. The dominant discoursesare self-consciously modernist. They are firmly grounded
in critical rationality and social responsibility: there is a social and sociological project at
93As James
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94The discursive differences between the two may well be one reason why it is so hard for students to progress,
from a discourse privileging experience as a basis for social action to a `formal', text-based curriculum.
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work, concerned with the national reconstructive project and, through that, the creation of a
`better' society. However, there is scepticism about `empowerment' and `transformation'. I
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Although this implies forms of ideology critique through `unmasking', it does not assume
unproblematic `progress' in a `certain' world.

The discourse is powerfully validated by canonical knowledge, especially philosophy and
critical social theory. The acquisition of knowledge is seenas the route to power. This position
is exemplified by the department's abhorrenceof personal testimony, for its narrativity and
lack of claim to universality. The notion of self coded into dominant departmental discourse is
intersection
humanistic
it
is
Rather,
the
at
neither
a structuralist self, crafted
nor subjectivist.
of constraint and agency.

Following Foucault, one would expect these discoursesto have hidden disciplinary and power
effects and to control by shaping ways of being and thinking in the department. In that way, on
a reflexive note, I need to draw attention to their influence in shaping my own identity as an
academic95.I now turn my attention to an analysis of social practices in the department, in
order to develop an understanding of the discourses-in-action. I analyse data in relation to
three social practices: stratifications and differentiations, discursive apprenticeshipsand the
family.

95Witness this PhD thesis
and my philosophical positioning.
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Social practices: stratifications and differentiations

Tenure, contracts and `projects'

Data suggest a clear distinction between staff with tenure (four white men and one white
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Roy is not only aware of the power-effects of tenure and contract status,but free to speak out
about them:

I hope that it [contract status] never stopped people from pushing at least some way down the
line. But it certainly must have been a dynamic.. think there was a very real sensethat certain
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themselves as having less clout than the male staff. You are all on contracts - short-term
contracts sometimes...

Here we see academic privilege realised along lines of tenure (themselves reflecting gender
and race privilege). A contract position is subject to top-down forms of authority and
disciplinary power, (not free to do one's own thing, no clout); whereby scope for action and
challenge was delimited (can't push, need permission). In my interview with Roy, I drew
attention to the power limitations in my own position: `my contract was tied into my project'.
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To which, he replied, `and so, how much can you push when you are dependenton a contracttype post?' Statusclassifications imply particular standardsof behaviour and modes of
participation with those lower down the hierarchy being the most constrained and powerless
(in the conventional understanding of the term).

Robert has a sociological understanding of the unevennessof relationships between the
various classifications of employee. He speaks(wryly, but accurately) of senior academics:
`we just sat in our tenure and made decisions about your life'. Speaking of my own position in
a dispassionateway, he says: `you fell into the project category, you were a temporary
creature'. For him, the public agendaof a project (the social issue concerned) is frequently
fused with the personal identity of the project worker. This suggestsa view that project people
often lack critical distance on their practice: `It's that projects are hugely embeddedin
individuals' agendas.And projects are about the process of furthering those private agendasnot just private, they are public too'. Given this, data suggestthat in the making of
departmental appointments, it was important to like the person as well as the idea-project. As
Robert says of my appointment: `there was someonewe liked and wanted to have in the
department and she had capital which we felt had mileage'. Frances96also speaksof the
department `liking to have her around'. Data suggestthat all staff in the department are acutely
aware of their status. Frances,for example, refers to herself as `a project person' and to the
RPL project as having entered the department `very much as a project'. She has clearly
inscribed her departmental identity with her classification.

Likeable people and projects (initially at least) have licence. As Robert says: `we didn't mind
too much where [the project] went, we thought it was productive literacy, ABE, RPL.... '
-

96A
contract assistant lecturer.
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However this suggestion of a laissez-faire approach is belied by Roy's reference to the
department having a `funny relationship to projects'. Jamesspeaksof things that often went
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Social practices: discursive apprenticeships

As foregoing analyseshave shown, it is only Robert and Jameswho speak directly about
departmental discourse and it is they who have authority within it. I have suggestedthat
tenured academicshave their own discursive tracks and freedom to go their own way97.The
discursively
`project
becomes:
happens
to
speaking?
and
people',
contract
staff
question
what
One option, according to Frances,seemsto be marginalisation:

97Because they
are held to be self-regulating and disciplined by the mores of academic life more generally?
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I had come to a particular understanding of learning.. and I think it was not a framework that
.
the department held in particularly high regard. It was socio-cultural ways of knowing and I
didn't feel confident enough that it was a strong enough frame to reference myself to the whole
time. So I think I tended to back off a little.. .1 wouldn't be able to defend it easily. Now I
would, but then I wouldn't.. .In terms of that, I felt my own theoretical frames marginalised
me...

Data suggestanother option that promoted/facilitated inclusion - discursive apprenticeships. It
is Joyce who coins the term `apprenticeship' and who speaksmost cogently to it:
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In the interview with Frances,I say something similar myself, that, `there was a sensein
which I was acquiring and wanting to be part of the departmental discourse, as an academic, as
a colleague, as a member of staff. In response,Francesidentifies a perceived tension between
my role as project researcherand my identity as an apprentice in the department98:`So, you
can't challenge it [the department] too much at the sametime? Becauseyou're feeling a bit of
an apprentice and you're wanting acceptanceand entry? So, you want to be lodged in it so you
'
dislodge
it
the
time?
can't
at
same

98Which in turn links
to earlier data from Roy that my contract was tied to the project.
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Joyce and Frances's very powerful statementssuggesta range of disciplinary practices
associatedwith the identity of being an apprentice - for example, the regulation of
communicative practices (discourageparticular kinds of challenging, debating, dislodging). In
`acquiring tacitly', the suggestion is that the apprentice learns by unconscious internalisation.
It involves signs, symbolic markers of value, modelling, etc.

The above analysis suggeststhat apprenticeshipbrings forth a range of identity positions, for
both `masters' and apprentices/acquirers of knowledge. The former, are the authority figures,
modelling their knowledge (established, older, senior, male, white). The latter are `new',
`younger' and `junior' (female and not all white). The apprenticesare not fully formed: as
Joyce suggests,an apprentice is not him/herself. There is an assumption of tabula rasa - of
apprentices coming in with no knowledge or very little, of having to learn the mysteries of the
trade. They are in a state of becoming. They are going through a process of identity-formation
in line with their status classification. This suggestscompliance. Being an apprentice is similar
to Rogoff's `guided participation' (in Colley et al. 2003) where the emphasisis on ways
individuals change through participation in a social practice. It does not go as far as her
`participatory approbation'. The particular form of apprenticeship in the department does not
suggestthat the dominant discourseschange through participation. I would argue that
apprenticeship also applies to diploma students.

There is evidence from Joyce and Francesto suggestthat this process of identity-formation is
destabilising and uncomfortable, in varying ways: `You're in it but you're not in it. You
haven't fully masteredthe discourse.You hadn't got to a position of authority within it...
you
were half in and half out' (Joyce):
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Both Joyce and Francesspeak of being half in and half out of the department ('you're in it but
you're not', `I was and I wasn't'). For Frances,not being a fully fledged member of the
department is offset by feeling part of a community - her first academic community. For
Joyce, the discomfort is stronger. She likens apprenticeship to `recruitment into the staff's
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Data suggestthat junior academicsare referenced to particular elements of the departmental
discursive mix. I call this discursive attachment. Some attachmentsare stronger than others;
some are supported by sponsors; and a couple of people in the department became discursively
unattachedor detached,that is, excluded. Francesrefers to this processof attachment the most
directly: `So, I think I was part of an aspect of the departmental discourse' [my emphasis].

Her discursive attachment is to the certificate discourse. She has a weak link to diploma
discourse (and to Robert) through work in learner support and academic development. Rosy
embodied the certificate discourse in terms of her organisational Marxism. This is an
important part of departmental discourse, and therefore a strong discursive attachment
(manifested eventually as a tenured position). Joyce is part of the literacy discourse, but with
an ABET policy and curricula specialisation. Although she is involved in policy (and wrote
very critically about it), by her own admission she `hadn't got a language' for it. Having been
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I would claim that the identity of apprentice reflects the formal and inductive nature of the
dominant departmental discourse and createsa conduit for discipline. It can be seenas an
instantiation of technologies of power, concerned with the conduct of conduct - the acquiring
(with
do
`what
here'
through
of
we
supervision, surveillance, and ultimately, normalisation
penalties for non-compliance). It lays down terms for what can be said and done and
constructs ways of being and possibilities for action and monitor-regulate individuals'
progress and `docility' (or otherwise). These are more finely tuned modes of differentiation
and classification than status alone - dividing practices of objectification leading to
subjectification.

Although clearly hierarchical in organisation, and although the community of practice in this
caseis not readily amenableto change,power is not only exercised over people. Rather, the
power-knowledge of the `masters' is invested and embodied in the apprentices. I would claim
that apprenticeship is an enactmentof technologies of power and technologies of the self. The
practice of apprenticeship requires the willing and active participation of the apprentices,
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engaging their desire to be part of the community. It requires buy-in. Apprenticeship affords
the privilege of experiencing the world in a particular way. As such, rituals of power are not
necessarily experienced as prohibitive; they are infused with desire and transformation of the
self. They produce subject positions that feel both empowering and disempowering.

Full acceptanceand entry as a `good' academic is dependenton self-disciplined `good'
behaviour. The challenge is for apprenticesto constitute themselvesin the likeness/modesof
being/discourses of the mastersthrough subjecting themselves to technologies of power and
self in an asymmetrical set of relationships. The pay-off is participation in debatesand
discovery, intellectual growth and growth of self-confidence. I would argue that the
department is a powerful discursive community to which to align subjectivities and that in
most casesthis happenswillingly and unconsciously.

Social practices: the family

The third departmental social practice goes under the metaphor of `family'. Referencehas
already been made to a senseof being part of a community `with its accompanying, yet
perhaps mythical, characteristics of belonging and rewards' (Garrick and Solomon 2001: 306).
There is strong evidence to suggestthat the department is run along family lines. Robert
speaksof a `family conversation', and of writing in a style that might `produce amused
discomfort within the family'. Data suggestthat he seeshimself as head of the family, with
a
`strong embeddednessin the role of host and protector' (of projects). The following
underscoresthe importance for him of family dynamics:
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Following Foucault, Garrick and Solomon (2001: 305) locate `the lure of belonging' at the
intersection of technologies of power and self. This particular family, then, was very
hierarchical, very warm, permissive in some ways, protective, supportive and intellectually
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Yet the `department as family' brings with it a wide range of other power dynamics, especially
for junior academics/apprenticeswhose stay is dependenton behaviour. One is required to
create oneself as a family member through various technologies of self, such as earning and
dominant
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Robert
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being `terminal'. I would argue that the metaphor carries over into more general departmental
dynamics. Expulsion from the family representsthe ultimate disciplinary sanction. I would
therefore claim that the family metaphor is a very powerful disciplining and normalising
technology especially when juxtaposed with an apprenticeship system. It is interesting to note
that technologies of the self do not require anything resembling confession or verbalisation
(which would be seenas too humanistic and experiential). I suggestthat the absenceof such
rituals renders the workings of power less visible and less amenableto discussion. This has the
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effect of intensifying the activities of self-discipline and self-policing, perhaps, making them

lessopento resistance.

The department and the project

This part of the analysis explores engagementsbetween the department and the RPL project,
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are treated as primary where possible, with interview data used to explore symmetries and
asymmetries between records and recollections of events.

Getting the RPL project lodged in the department

Why and how did the RPL project cross the departmentalboundary to become a departmental
project in the first place, whereas others did not? Data suggesttwo main reasons.As James
says, the battle was half-won by my being a departmental apprentice already; and secondly,
through what he terms, the organisation of relations: `there are some really fascinating issues
involved. The way in which the RPL researchproject, before it even becomes empirical,
organisesits relations to the department, or the department organisesits relations to the
project'.

Frances also notes procedure and protocol, `the way that you and the project went through
formal steps in the department'. Jamesoffers more detail about what comprised `formal steps'
and the `organisation of relations'. In his view, the RPL project crossedthe boundary to
become a `departmental project' becauseit had a sponsor who was a tenured member of staff
(Roy). I was required (via RPL) to attach myself discursively to the experiential learning
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identity associatedwith it - Roy, again. As Jamesand Robert observe: `Roy would manage
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`Roy
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(Robert).

The RPL project was essentially disciplined by its discursive attachment to a tenured member
In
Roy.
to
delegated
department
I
surveillance and normalisation
of staff. would argue that the
this way, Roy `managedthe boundary [between the department and the project] very
family.
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departmental
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(in
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was a confluence of
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of money and
`wills to power' (or mutual interests) within the force-field of an academic department.

How did the department engage with the project and the concept of RPL?

Phaseone of the project involved the department in its traditional hosting identity, offering, as
Robert put it, `some degree of spaceand some degreeof legitimacy from which to operate'.
The department was therefore not actively engagedwith the project". The project was
`allowed' to operate under Roy's management.After all, as Robert says, `having a project
didn't carry anything - didn't carry consequencesfor you - it was just the world it carried
consequencesfor! ' The only formal communication was via regular reports submitted to
departmental meetings. But, as Francesrecalls, the project `couldn't really speak to the

99Except that Frances
and Rosy were commissioned to write papers and I solicited informal feedback from
Robert and Jameson theoretical papers that I was writing (thereby continuing to shape my identity as an
apprentice).
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department... given the departmental canon and those kinds of things'. This suggests,from an
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Interview data reveal much about what various members of the department actually thought
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for analysis: `The two clearestpositions would have been Jameson the one end, who I don't
think was that keen.. .through to someonelike Frances,who'd be very enthusiastic about
bringing new students into the university... ' I start the analysis from here and then explore
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a cynical one operationalised
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other positions and viewsloo.
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`so,
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all?
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so
wasn't really a
bridges tomorrow! '

He is parodying RPL at various levels: as a (non) pedagogic intervention of `re-servicing'; as
taking a very soft boundary (or no boundary) approach to knowledge; and as suggestingthat
people will be given overly high humanistic expectations, `you have it in you to be... and they
are going to find that they don't'. James's dispute with RPL is political and epistemological.
looI am
analysing what people say about their views (and the views of others) rather than how they act out those
views in meetings etc. (see below). This allows me to avoid the dangers of taking interview data at face value.
101Here he is
alluding to a discourse of promise and radical transformation linked to the National Qualifications
Framework - the `from sweeper to engineer' story of unhindered progress and redress.
-
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He is doubtful of its capacity to achieve the social and knowledge engineering it aspiresto,
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Conversely, Frances's stancetowards the concept of RPL, and the project, is proactive. The
following quotations illustrate her view. She starts from the perspective of knowledge and says
knowledge,
be
has
be,
it
it
to
her,
is
to
for
RPL
`about
of
transformation
that,
ways of
- ought
knowledge,
formal
forms
knowledge'.
is
She
transformation
to
not
of
referring
of
of
individuals' experiential knowledge. This becomes clearer when she says that she `went in [to
the project] as an activist. I went in as a knowledge activist', and that she hoped RPL `would
be quite a radical challenge, quite a direct challenge, and quite a confrontational challenge - in
inclusive
in
know'.
RPL
terms and as
As
radically
a positive way, you
such, she saw
She
idealistically
`naively'
by
her
the
so.
and
perhaps
challenging
university,
own admission,
reflects that she was entering the field and project of RPL as a novice, doing `catch up' with
data
Interview
`to
them'.
to
the
terms
suggest
me, and wanting
and wrestle with
understand
that she didn't have the time to `carry [RPL] around in her head'. It became an `add on' to her
`involvement with learning': `I added RPL onto that'.

For Frances,then, RPL is attachedto her own academic interests and, through them, to
particular discoursesof learning ('socio-cultural ways of knowing') and access.As foregoing
analysis has shown, she perceives these as being at a distance from dominant departmental
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discourses,although retrospectively (and `objectively') they were powerful frames against
which to reference RPL.

Regarding other departmental views about RPL (and the project), Roy's interest in
experiential learning leads him to be supportive of the idea and the capacity of RPL to effect
democratic institutional change: `it is possible to break through these rules that get laid down
and that make no senseat all in many cases'. His supportive stanceis borne out in his role in
the managementof the project, to `support and push that process along'. However, as analysis
has already shown, experiential learning discourseswere very weak in the department.

Data suggestthat Robert has contradictory positions in relation to the project. On the one
hand, he engageswith it in his familial role of `host and protector': `I saw myself as being
very supportive to you and Francesin the project. My commitment lay in facilitating the work
you were doing and protecting it... ' His engagementreflects his discursive position, that is, as
`master', with an enjoyment of intellectual engagement,even if, as was often the casewith
RPL, `in disagreement'.

On the other hand, he is very clear that it wasn't a project he was personally interested in,
theoretically or politically. It does not fit with his commitment to education as induction, and
the development of transformative intellectuals to play a role in the national reconstructive
project: `PerhapsI should begin by saying [the RPL project] wasn't something I owned and at
no point did I own it as a theoretical researchor even a political commitment. That's very
significant'. He views RPL as an empty concept: `it seemedto me to be a "portfolio" into
which almost anything could be put'. For him, the only possible positive outcome of RPL is
likely to be an unsustainable one
disturbance
dominant
discourses
temporary
to
and
-a
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knowledge: `... what it's doing at best is generating a critique of a curriculum, a critique of an
institution through an affirmation of the world. Now that can be totally emasculatedby the
institution - but it does have that power... ' At the time, I did not understand Robert's and
James's position, but would now claim that they were opposedto the concept and practice of
RPL as a vehicle for achieving redress.

Joyce is critical of RPL on political and theoretical/conceptual counts in similar ways to
Robert and James.She seesRPL as over-signified in national policy: `the label and the slot in
linked
is
RPL
is
She
big'.
the
way
critical of
policy certainly signified something very
her,
transformation
(for
agenda/discoursewhich
to
national
problematic)
a
unproblematically
her
is,
in
formal
to
view, overeducation
promises too much and within which access
privileged:

I think I'm just so much more cautious about what education achieves and can achieve and
therefore what transformation needs to be about. And maybe that's becauseI'm much more
102
know?
And
Africa.
where are we going you
cautious about the big transformation in South

Her third area of criticism concerns rebranding. She feels that RPL rebranded theoretical
interests of hers, beginning in popular education where `the first thing was that you find out
but
know'
`it
find
wasn't about gaining
where
where people are at - you
out what people
accessto formal education, it was about struggling against apartheid'. She claims that the
same issuesran through her involvement in literacy, where she arguesthat `a whole
aspect...was a surfacing of knowledge that people had, which wasn't codified as official
literacy'.
102This links to a
point made in the departmental workshop (see below) about RPL creating and perpetuating a
modernist myth of mobility.
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Given her previous theoretical interests, she cannot engagewith the RPL discourse, becauseit
has no theory: `I just felt that I didn't have a handle on what RPL was. And I still don't'. She
links this to policy discourse generally and to the way it silenced her. There are numerous
didn't
language',
`I
language',
`a
hadn't
language:
`I
in
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interview
to
new
got a
references
103]
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I
RPL
often
although
and couldn't match mine with
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around
the feeling that it was the same set of issues...from a different angle', `It was the language
issue again'. Lack of a common language results in her feeling disorientated and
disenfranchised: `at a loss', `felt strange', `couldn't come at it in any way'.

Rosy is interested but does not engagewith the idea of RPL or the researchproject in a strong
in
interested
because
I
it.
Not
her
feeling
In
`I
to
wasn't
way.
words: remember
very marginal
it, but I didn't think my role was the research.It was as a member of the department.... '

There is a senseof everyone keeping a distance from the RPL project. Robert says, `I did
he
his
in
it
James
that
territory
role
saw
says
regard as somewhat semi-private
of yours'.
relation to the project as subordinate to Robert's. Francesbrought her own theoretical interests
to bear, although does say that, `[RPL] was also more your [my] space'. Roy retained his
manager identity and Joyce remained sceptical. Rosy retained a respectful distance.

There is evidence to suggestthat it was RPL's attachment to the weaker and less theoretical
discoursesof the department and its location as a `project' that placed it on the margins of the
department. As Francescomments, RPL was not seenas: `... significant theoretical and
103About
whom more below.
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conceptual work that [Robert and James] ought to consider quite seriously'. In phase one of
the project, there was thus a weak dialogue between the project and dominant departmental
discourse. In hindsight, Francesarguesthat the project could have been conceptualised
differently from the outset, with more of a focus of knowledge: `I think if you, for instance,
launched a project now104,with all that you know about RPL, you'd come at it completely
differently. You'd argue for it strongly and confidently as a theoretical project'. This
alignment to the dominant discourse was not possible at the time becauseof my position as
apprentice to that discourse.

In a more interpretive vein, analysis shows that the strongest authority voices in the
department were the most sceptical about the efficacy of RPL as a redressmeasure.RPL did
not fit with their theoretical positions and political views on reconstruction through induction
into formal knowledge structures. Roy and Rosy were cautiously supportive of the concept.
Joyce was critical. And Frances,arguably in the weakest statusposition, was the most
committed. The project was marginal in the department,partly by definition (being a `project')
and partly becauseof its perceived attachment to experiential learning and policy discourses.
Scepticism and marginality account for what Francesseesas `a senseof not explicit
ambivalence' towards the project in departmental meetings. The idea of RPL was a discursive
transgression,not becauseit was too `progressive', but becauseit was not progressive enough.

The above analysis clearly shows that the RPL project was, even in its early stage,part of
existing departmental discursive and power relations, becauseFrances and I were.
Departmental discoursesworked their way through the project by way of established social
practices and (largely hierarchical) modes of discipline and surveillance. Existing technologies
104That is, the time
at
of the interviews, November 2000.
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The RPL project

The RPL pilot was also situated within the broader dynamics of RPL researchproject
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Documentary data from phaseone show that a range of theoretical concerns surfaced. Three
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options'
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for the consideration of knowledges'. An ambitious pedagogy was envisaged,one that
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values, structures and taxonomies of knowledge'.

ios I have deliberately kept this
section as short as possible for reflexive reasons.Documentary evidence here is
largely my own work. However, as PhD researcherI think it is necessaryto trace influences on the shaping of the
pilot. I am mindful that this piece of analysis is inevitably subjective and cannot claim to be wholly reliable.
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My secondpaper, `RPL: Drifts and shifts in international practices' (Harris 1997a), focused on
changing discoursesand practices of RPL, which I then saw as involving a shift from
humanistic discoursesto behaviourist-managerial ones. The paper questioned the discourses
that were at work in the South African context (particularly within the NQF) and sounded
some cautionary notes that consequencesand effects of RPL practices might not be as radical
as hoped. Franceswrote the third paper, drawing social-cultural learning theory into the ambit
of RPLlo6.

Another feature of phase one was situational analysesin the fields of adult educator
development and the professional development of nurses. Documentary data from these
analysessuggestthat there was broad political support for the redressphilosophy of RPL in both
fields. There was acknowledgementof the breadth of valuable informal learning, as in: `There's a
huge need to recognisethe informal learning that massesof people have gainedparticularly in
this country and particularly becauseof the history of our country' (interviewee quoted in Harris
1997b: 27).

But there were also worries, resistancesand concerns.Someintervieweessuggestedthat RPL
was already being seenas an easyroute into the fields concerned:`it isn't a panaceafor everyone
who wanted an education'. One interviewee askedwhether RPL was going to be about the
`creation of instant practitioners when you know that the quality of educationin the past has
...
been so poor.. are you going to just accredit that and let people carry on?' (Harris 1997b:27).
.
The ambiguities reported here reflect those at the heart of RPL, namely, what knowledge is
being recognised, and why?

106Her
paper is referenced elsewhere in the thesis, but not here for reasonsof anonymity.
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By the end of phase one, RPL had a complex and ambitious agenda,involving resistanceto a
behaviourist-managerial approach and also taking account of radical and postmodern critiques
107
learning
in
Michelson,
Usher
Stuart
(see
of experiential
and
as articulated the writings of
Harris 1997d). This agendais illustrated by the following extract from a `summary of issuesto
continue to grapple with in phasetwo' of the project. Here we seea radical-postmodernset of
`principles', with very unclear and untheorisedboundariesbetweenthem. It is neither a hard nor
knowledge
boundary
institutional
knowledge.
it
Rather,
to
the
soft
approach
problematises way
practicesmirror historical inequalities. Postmoderndiscoursesseemto be put to work in support
of radical (and modernist) ends:

"

Can we find ways to keep definitions of learning and power relations betweenthe academy,
knowledge and redresson the agenda?This will involve attempting to transcendthe embedded
view that knowledge is owned by the academy.

"

Do we want RPL to be more than a `translation device'...? Can we develop an approachthat also
takes account of understandingsof learning from experiencewithin emancipatorycontexts108?

"

If we want to avoid a modernist approachwe will have to take on board:
-

experienceas embeddedin social context and social practicesnot solely
individualised as in the humanist paradigm;

-

experience as inter-related with knowledge and action not a precursor;

-

alternative approachesto the experiencelreflection/knowledgemethodology,

-

acknowledgmentthat advancementis problematic... (Harris 1997d: 8-9).

Phasetwo of the project heralded a shift in position. Situation analysesresulted in the
very telling adoption of a new definition of RPL. The original working definition was:

107Authors
of international case studies for the project.
108Presumably
social movements.
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RPL is primarily concernedwith the development of practices to value adults' learning - learning
that has not been formally accreditedwithin an educational, professional, training or workplace
context. Such learning may be acquired informally or through non-formal or formal means
(Harris 1997b: 51).

This was bland and vague. The `new' definition foregroundedlearning: `RPL is both a process
of learning and of accreditation,in the context of respectfor people's knowledges' (Harris
1997b: 27). The definition clearly illustrates the project's growing pedagogicalconcerns:was it
about recognising the sameknowledge, or new learning, or about translating into `academese',
or was it about recognising subjugatedknowledges?Analysis suggestsdifferent languagesand
logics at work here, with the radical-postmodernagendabeing gradually reargrounded.

Eight criteria were devised, and agreedwith the project steering committee (PSC), to inform
selection of institutional sites for pilot work:

1. Flexibility in accessarrangements(including the possibility for multiple entry points)...
2. The provision of educational/career guidance for learners as/if required;
3. Mechanisms to ensure that attention be given to foundational learning either through
extended learning programmes or academic development/support or both;
4. Articulated learning programmes so that learner progression routes are as open as possible;
5. A strong dialectic between experience and theory within the curriculum;
6. The adoption of teaching and learning (including assessment)methodologies that support
the above dialectic;
7. A concern to ensure a balance between integrated curricula and flexible curriculum
programming/open learning;
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8. An institutionalcontextwithin which the abovedevelopmentsaresupportedor at least
havea reasonablechanceof success...(Harris1997b:28).

There is no radical-postmodern agendahere. The discourse is technical and programmatic.
The project used a different discursive register and syntax to engagewith the implementation
of RPL, as against engaging conceptually (in critique/exploratory mode). Soberedby field
conditions and the spectre of implementation, as project co-ordinator, I shifted my attention to
RPL methodology, and in July 1997, wrote a paper called `The Recognition of Prior Learning:
In search of a "learning approach" and a methodology'. Given hindsight and fresh analytical
tools, this paper reads as a desperateattempt to arrive at a pedagogy of RPL, other than
experiential learning. A clear discursive shift occurs where I make reference to the need for a
pedagogy of reparation and remediation without theorising relationships between the two:

Given the legacy of apartheid education, many of the learners presenting themselves for RPL
will have had their experience and prior learning constructed under conditions of inequality
and disadvantage.This presents a double imperative. Firstly, the need to recognise
existing/prior learning as a means of reparation and secondly, the need to make up for past lack
of educational opportunity in such a way as to secure the best chancesfor future academic
success(Harris 1997c: 2).

Furthermore, this paper is clearly written by an apprentice. It ranges in an undisciplined and
unfocused way across academic territories and traditions drawing selectively from adult and
experiential learning theory, cognitive learning theory, assessmenttheory, curriculum theory
and sociolinguistics. This medley brought forth some key concepts that subsequently
influenced the discourse of the RPL pilot: `agency', the `gap' and `epistemological
access'
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(from Morrow 1994). `Agency' came from JamesGee's (1990) work on primary and
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From here, it was a relatively short step to Vygotsky's work on social constructivist learning
theory. In a personal communication to James(15/07/97), I explained this in the following
Vygotsky
to
difficulties
I
`After
the
embrace
as
a
way
end
up
with
around
all
way:
meandering
into
the
learning
to
potentialising
and
potential
allow
as
a
way
prior/past
and experience and
between
bridge
the radicalfeature'.
Vygotsky's
the
work provided
process as a central
It
implementation.
demands
RPL
the
representeda
of
and
postmodern conceptualisation of
discursive holding place, a post-revolutionary, social approach to learning and a set of
practical tools, especially the conceptsof `zonesof proximal development', `scaffolding' and
`potentialising'. The following extractsfrom my notes on Vygotksy indicate what I then took to
be the pedagogicdirection:

Develop the RPL spaceas a community of practice, a social space...Presenttasks that require a
group effort ... focus on the group creating sharedmeaning (loans of consciousness),collaborative
understandingof concepts,provide structures/rulesexplicitly. Make hidden processesas visible as
possible. Assist through demonstration,collaboration, direction, analysis of texts/writing, develop
consciousawarenessof learning processes,learning by discovery... Generatea specific problemsolving environment...
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This clearly evidencesdiscursive shift. It replacesradical-postmodernismwith social
constructivist learning theory.

In summary, theoretical work in phaseone viewed RPL as an `open text'. The radicaldiscourses
in
discourse
or material practices - with
other
with
contact
was not
postmodern
history, sociality or structure. I would claim that it was an (unsuccessful) attempt to orientate
RPL to some of the project's international casestudies, in the hope that this would align with
the dominant departmental discourse109It was a `virtual' and private way of thinking about
RPL, a pleasant utopian story without operational strategies,without, as Robert puts it, cranes
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The department and the pilot

Negotiating the `site' boundary

The department was recommendedto the Project Steering Committee (PSC) as a potential
pilot site for RPL on the grounds that it met most of the above-mentioned eight criteria. The
negotiation of the department site boundary happenedin two stages.First, Roy presentedthe
109It is interesting to
note that it is the department that influenced the project, not the broader representation of
the PSC. This foregrounds my own subjectivity and positionality as an apprentice in the department.
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On the basis of successful completion of the RPL process, learners could either:
(i)

Be granted accessto the new [diploma] (i. e. level 3) in 1998;

(ii)

Be advised to enter at level 1 in 1998 (possibly with exemptions);

(iii)

Be advised to apply to enter at level 2 (at end of 1998) (Report for PWG on 21/7/97).

The notes from the meeting indicate that a formal decision was made, somewhat reluctantly:
`Dept aware that RPL as a concept is in need of investigation; dept in support of its role as a
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21/7/97).

The above analysis belies the complex patterns of resistanceat work during the movement
from department as `host' to department as `site'. As Roy puts it: `there was a lot of resistance
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111`Speaking for' Robert
and Jamesrelates to references to the department. It is about the way in which Robert
and Jameswere so central that discussions are referenced to their voices even when they were absent. The
dominant discourse was therefore always present and always in circulation. Even James speaksin Robert's voice.
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rule to get them in, it was actually becoming a legitimising way of bringing people in. So it
was no longer subject to the whim in a senseof- `now, there's a good person... ' Now there

was a processandif the processran, you couldn't havea whim that said `no'.

The fourth reason for resistancelay in the wider university context. The department itself was
under surveillance at that time. The impact of new higher education policies and shifts to
managerialism were being felt. The department was under review. Senior academicswere
fighting battles on that front. As Roy puts it, `the very boundaries of the department itself were
under threat'. A political commitment to RPL (as against a researchcommitment) was seen as
having the potential to weaken further an already weak position. In the university's terms, the
department's programmes were already seen as `a bit "iffy"' because`they're not proper
degreeprogrammes'. Moreover, the department had won entry to the certificate `without
matric'. Roy explains the implications from the university's point of view:

We've already won the certificate entry without matric. Now suddenly, you're winning entry
into the diploma which is M+3, with a process that doesn't even require a matric in it. So,
now you can get into the diploma without a matric - at an M+3 level....

Roy's point is that `even if you say "RPL's a good process, it's educationally sound", if you're
a department under threat, can you continue to defend it? ' This quote suggeststhat RPL could
have further undermined the department's position by contributing to what was seenas a nonacademic identity. Put like this, the department was taking a risk with allowing the diploma to
be a pilot site for RPL, and RPL was not worth the risk.

Evidencesuggeststwo main reasonswhy the aboveresistances
were accommodated
anda
commitment to the RPL pilot was given. Data suggestthat the project had been politically
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astute, in that the department as project host found it hard to refuse to be a site. There is a
senseof foregone conclusion in the following comment from James: `The site boundary is a
different kind of question and much more contestedalthough my casewould be that the
contest was finally closed becauseof the department's agreementto host... ' Secondly, the
department made a shrewd distinction between the diploma as researchsite and site of
political intervention site, as follows: `Need to find a balance between emphasising the pilot
nature and the researchsite aspectsand the political intention of alternative and permissive
accessfor those without formal qualifications' (Notes from PWG on 21/7/97).

In a more interpretive vein, power issuescame to the fore in negotiating accessto a pilot site
for RPL within departmental teaching programmes. Analysis has already shown the stark
status divide between teaching programmes and projects. Access to teaching programmes was
not the norm: establishedboundaries and power relations were disturbed. The force-field of
power seemedto consist of several enabling and constraining factors. Beginning with informal
negotiations seemedto have a smoothing effect. This capitalised on earlier agreements,
commitments, `organisations of relations', on intra-departmental discursive ways of being,
social practices and relationships (including the notion of family). Relational aspectsof
power, rather than solely hierarchical ones, were exploited. The discourse and social project of
RPL were transgressionsof the dominant discourse. Thus, technologies of power intensified as
the project moved closer to the inner workings of the department. The result was that the pilot
was positioned as a researchenterprise rather than a practical intervention: it was positioned
by the possibilities for action constructed by the dominant discourse. In this way, family
relations were threatened,but maintained.
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Disciplining the pilot

Once the site boundary had been crossed,inter-departmental negotiations continued. Data
RPL
First,
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to
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show a set of stepson the way
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Roy)
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Joyce
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Robert,
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PWG
up
set
was
and
of
of the
RPL
development
including
in
designing
the
strategy,
a
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the
of
pilot,
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assessmentcriteria, and an RPL process:

(i)

The development of a recruitment strategy.

(ii)

The establishment of criteria for each entry level based on the four-year programme

curriculumspecificationsandon the dual programmegoalsof practitionerand
113.
development
academic
(iii)

The development of a context-specific RPL process (Report for PWG meeting on

21/7/97).

In a classic self-disciplining move, I requestedmore formal support (and surveillance?) from
the department asking that the `RPL Project becomesa standing item on PWG agendasuntil
completion of the pilot' (Report for PWG on 21/7/97). This was agreed.

Secondly, the department requesteda formal agreement with the funder and the project. The
in
department
do
the
that
was
no way
what, clearly stating
agreementwas about who should
beholden to the project or to any of its researchfindings, and that the department would have
the final say about admissions. It read as follows:

112Frances
was secondedto the project for one day per week.
113An interesting
mention of practitioner and academic development - indicative of divisions/ dichotomies to
come?
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The department agreesto act as a site for the model building and piloting research
phase... Provisos are as follows:
1. The department is not bound to accept all project outcomes and reserves the right to make
its own judgements about student admissions.
2. Linked to the above, the project will present the department with recommendations
basis
departmental
the
be
to
of
on
programmes
admitted
regarding which students could
the RPL process.

At first sight, the establishment of the sub-group and the formal agreementappearto be
to
the
the
disciplining
that
pilot
subject
moves
regulating
and
straightforward and explicit
for
department,
action and preserving others.
the
excluding certain possibilities
authority of
But there is other evidence to suggestthat the way in which this was done and the motivations
behind it were more broadly representativeof departmental social practices and complex
He
is
the
identity.
Robert's
subgroup as
saw
pivotal.
role
configurations of power and
`negotiating a new contract' - part-disciplining and part-mentoring, wanting the pilot to be
`real' not `dummy', being `serious'. In this way, he can be seenas presenting learning
opportunities to the apprentices,that is, opportunities to engagemore closely with the
dominant discourse:

Because of my strong embeddednessin the role of host and protector - that was probably why
I was quite strong on bureaucracy and rules - negotiating a new contract...! saw myself as
having to move into bureaucratic mode in order to treat the project seriously. Otherwise, one
could have shoe-hornedit in [to the diploma/site] - and it could have been dummy (Robert).
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Armed with a `supportive' sub-group and a `regulatory' agreement,the project moved into
`model building'. Francesand I were concernedto operationalise the Vygotsky-inspired
`learning approach' to RPL. There was also to be `an enquiry into the discursive specificity of
the [diploma] context - an attempt to "crack the code"' (Notes from phase two, model
building and piloting: 5), prefiguring a `new learning', inductive type of RPL. Referenceto
`an attempt' suggeststhat as apprenticeswe were not sure whether we could do this.

Data suggestthat a concern with `criteria' for assessmentwas foregrounded: `we will need to
develop some criteria for making decisions about who will be selected' to the diploma (Notes
from phase two, model building and piloting: 5). We decided initially to do this by reviewing
diploma assignments(examples of average-scoringstudents' work) and certificate
assignments(examples of high-scoring students' work), together with some of the readings
used on each course. This review was to be compared with cross-university accesscriteria
being developed by academic development staff in the form of an alternative admissions test
for school leavers. Based on this documentary analysis, drafts of criteria were to be fed back to
the department via workshops. This is extremely significant retrospectively. It was to be a
114
by
(of which we were unaware at the time),
Robert
similar exercise to the one undertaken
and was very in keeping with departmentalpractice and very much institution-diploma
focused. However, as analysis will show, it did not happen.

Eventually, an action and researchagendawas established for the piloting process' 15.This
consisted of working hypotheses,objectives and researchquestions. The hypotheses,based
largely (apart from `agency') on an approximation of the dominant discourse in the
department, were:
114See
page 176-7.
115There
were eleven drafts -a result of our apprentice status and unstable discourse?
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"

successfultransitionto a highereducationcontextis affectedby individual andsocialfactorsan interactivemosaicof learnerrolesandidentities,`agency',the natureof the learningcontext
and learning tasks, meaning-construction and exchange and boundary negotiation;

"

higher education contexts embody many `schemesof perception, thought and action' but are
broadly characterisedby the dominance of vertical discourses (although some are more vertical
than others);

"

work and life experience (and predominantly horizontal discourses) do not simplistically
promote accessto the more traditional vertical discoursesof higher education. We need to
better understand `agency' as one way to support the transition;

"

in order to enhancelearner chancesof successin higher education, RPL needsto be explicitly
concerned with both physical and epistemological access(From endnote of agreementbetween
fonder, project and department).

The objectives set out a plan of action for the pilot:

1. Focus on accessto the department's [diploma] programme.
2. Explore Vygotsky's concepts of ZPD and `test-teach-test' and related concepts of `scaffolded'
learning as methodological starting points for model building.

3. Devisea processthat is context-specific,that seeksto uncover,recogniseandvalueprior
learning, to generatenew learning pertinent to context and that informs curriculum
development within the diploma' 16.
4. Devise a recruitment strategy and market the RPL opportunity to potential learners
5. Explore the devising of accesscriteria for the diploma...
6. Select +/-10 potential learners for RPL.

116`Informs' implies that
we were not planning practical engagement.
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7. Pilot the RPL process...

8. Evaluatethe model(in collaborationwith the funder)particularlyin termsof transferability
and sustainability.

discourse.
dominant
the
developed
to
Researchquestions were
which again attempted emulate
These included:

"

(including
kinds
does
practice
What
of
the pilot research tell us about the practitioner roles,
learner roles), sites of practice and knowledge basesof RPL applicants? What implications
does this hold for curriculum?

"

Can learner `agency' be enhancedthrough an RPL process?

9

How canwe betterunderstandthe `gap' (relation)betweendifferent forms of knowledge?

"

Under what curriculum conditions would individual RPL candidates succeedbest? (link to
epistemological access)

"

Can we develop provisional RPL assessment/accesscriteria with regard to the diploma?

The action and researchagendaclearly incorporated elements of the departmental discourse,
(using
Vygotksy
RPL
to
learning'
`new
type
of
through
the
most particularly
notion of a
Bernstein's
to
`epistemological
the
references
this),
the
access' and
accelerate
centrality of
horizontal and vertical discourses.Additionally, there was an implicit hard boundary
philosophy in `different forms of knowledge'.

A visiting professor from the USA was invited to act as advisor/support to the pilot for five
17.
from
between
Notes
`critiquer'.
Her
`a
a
meeting
weeks'
role was as resource' and a
Frances and me (on 22/8/97) exemplify the nature of her critique. She suggestedthat we were
117Miriam is known internationally for her expertise and theoretical work in the field of RPL. She came with her
own research project which was linked to this one.
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in danger of `imposing ZPD on learners according to our own judgement'. She argued that our
conceptualisation of `agency' was about `deficiency assumptionsimplicit in terms such as
"under-preparedness"'. She presentedus with an injunction not to conflate practitioner and
academic knowledge:

They are separate.RPL candidates typically have a great deal of one and relatively little of the
other.. .Of course there is some overlap, since analytical skills are both academic and contentrelated ... How and to what degree can a high level of content knowledge compensatefor a
relative lack of academic skills? To the degree that they don't compensate,what kind of
student support can be made available? (Notes to Judy and Frances, no date).

She drafted critical comments on our `learning approach'. In them one can discern a discourse
of subjugated knowledge. It was the return of the radical discourse that we had moved away
from when faced with the practicalities of implementation:

[the learning approach], however, is that it fails to consider that
the
this
problem
with
view
...
the experience of life under apartheid was itself productive of important knowledge that is both
worthy of academic `recognition' and of importance to the development of professional
practice and public policy. RPL, among other things, can and should be a way of recognizing
`knowledge claims that are different from and in some ways preferable to knowledge claims
grounded in the lives of men in dominant groups' (Harding), as contemporary theory argues
(Notes to Judy and Frances, no date).

This was a discourse that was not in any way constrained by departmental disciplinary
technologies. It was outside these (as we were when we were theorising about what might be
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18.Interestingly, it was not a discourse of empowerment or agency on the part of `the
possible)'
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oppressed'.

In any RPL process that requires a negotiation between cultures of knowledge, an implicit rebe
to
While
academic
oriented
gradually
translation
course,
will,
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students
occurs.
coding or
it
is
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RPL
that
orientation,
as
serves
curriculum...
extended
practices and while an
TEACHER and the ASSESSOR who must make the recodings/translations at this point
[emphasis in original] (Email communication from Miriam to Judy on 30/10/97).

The above quotations embody all the contradictions around knowledge, pedagogy power and
identity in RPL, as discussedin the Subject Review. On the one hand, knowledges are seenas
different, subjugated or dominant, with RPL concernedwith validating the former. On the
is
`re-coding',
RPL
immediately
hand,
(in
the
seen
as
the
of
pedagogy
above)
quotation
other
`translation' or `negotiation' between `cultures of knowledge', including an orientation to
big
differences
but
there
This
are
academic practices.
suggestssomething else altogether,
between `re-coding', `translation' and `negotiation', which are not explored. Furthermore, in
this case,it is the teacher that has to do these things on behalf of the learner, who, it is
I
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Our responsesto Miriam's discourse were ambivalent and defensive. In the notes from the

be
interpretative
`her
17/10/97,
to
that
responses
seemed
of
sub-groupmeetingon
we argued
our intentions' and we wondered whether she was `romanticising the SA context'. The notes
118Perhaps it is
within a particular reading of the discursive context of the `new South Africa'?
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Existing technologies of power and of the self were intensified during the model building
These
in
the
the
the
were not
agreement.
and
sub-group
phase, as
establishment of
(experienced as) solely prohibitive as they acceleratedthe pace of apprenticeship.
Departmental discoursescame strongly to the fore in the hypotheses,objectives and research
questions established for the piloting stage.This suggeststhat interactions with the department
through meetings etc. located us (as apprentices) closer to the dominant discourse. The
engagementof a visiting professor brought a new and disturbing set of discoursesinto play.
These were a more sophisticated version of the discourse that the project had entertained in its
bore
Miriam's
identity
for
This
the
stages.
position
early
apprentices.
occasioned a crisis of
many of the hallmarks of critical theory and was concernedwith a practical intervention in
relation to the diploma not a researchintervention. The discourse also carried moral and
disciplinary overtones an injunction to be `radical' not `reactionary' or `racist'. As project
workers we were therefore positioned at the intersection of two competing discourses,both of
which carried sanctions.
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A significant activity in the model building stagewas a workshop for the whole department
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The departmental workshop and the RPL pilot

This one-day workshop involved all members of the department. It centred on one of the
devising
`Explore
the
building
for
the
of
the
project:
and piloting stageof
model
objectives
accesscriteria for the diploma. ' There were four activities:
1. Introduction and scenesetting.
2. Exploring the RPL concept.
3. Exploring the existing M+3 and certificate entry routes to the diploma.
4. Evaluating the above entry routes as a basis for establishing criteria for assessingRPL
candidates.

After some introductory analysis of how the workshop was set up and managed, each of the
above activities will be analysedin turn.

A contested space

Miriam, Francesand I planned the workshop. A crucial decision was that I chair the meeting.
Roy and Franceschose to be `wearing their departmental hats' rather than their `project hats',
which effectively distanced them from involvement in debatesabout the project. Miriam was
119Not the documentary
analysis approach planned earlier.
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positioned as `processcommentator'. All the other academicswere `workshop participants'. A

mixture of activitieswas designed:whole groupdiscussion,small groupactivitiesand
feedback/plenary
sessions.

There is no doubt that the workshop occasionedmuch debate.As Frances says, `I found it
quite a contested space,quietly contested,in a funny way'. Evidence suggeststwo causesfor
this, in addition to the content of the workshop. First: Judy as chair. Interview data suggest
that this role interfered with `normal' workings of the department. Francesnotes how that
under normal circumstances,Robert or Jameswould have led or chaired any departmental
workshop: `Now suddenly they weren't playing those roles'. Instead they were repositioned as
`learners' and rendered more visible in the process:

It was having to negotiate with the department in a new way. There was a sense- not quite
learners - but they were having to reveal a side of themselves that shifted power to some
extent, or potentially ... I just remember this one scene, bent over, a bit like a workshop, bent
over this table with some newsprint there and kind of drawing these things and there was
Robert, you know, Robert...

She emphasiseshow unsettling this `new way' of `negotiating' was and how much discomfort
it engendered,referring to `safety' and `disembedding' from familiar mores (for Robert and
Jamesand for others in the department): `it wasn't a completely safe space for the department
in a way they [Robert and James] didn't like it... I actually found it a funny small group
exercise.. .It was quite a disembedding exercise for all of us in many ways... '

Joyce raises another dimension of discomfort pertaining to Jamesparticularly. She says that he

had a `wholething aboutworkshops'andhadwritten a paperwhich critiqued
contemporary
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Joyce is also the most outspoken about the tensions that surfaced as a result of my chairing the
workshop120:

What I find interesting in that [Judy as chair] is that maybe she [Miriam] went for that sort of
It
bring
tensions.
it
because
knew
the
was almost
and
struggles
out all
would
methodology
she
like the `workshop as text'. It would allow those things to surface, and they did... All those
feelings of power and gender and disempowerment and uncertainty and uneasiness....

Frances is of the view that my chairing was `closest to a direct challenge' becauseI was
`actually challenging the discourse quite directly by chairing and facilitating... becauseyou
had to pull the pieces together. You had to make senseof it in particular ways'. However, later
in the interview, she qualifies this and suggeststhat it was a dummy challenge: `It was

120Her view links to
earlier analysis where I claimed that she was the most critical about apprenticeship in the
department and about the concept of RPL.
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Analysis, then, suggeststhat my chairing did interfere with departmental social practices,
identity positions and power relations. It was a significant departure for me to be in an
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The second causeof the workshop being a contestedspacewas Miriam's presence. Evidence
department
in
impacted
the
that
and,
this
suggests
on conventional circulations of power
also
in so doing, increasedthe discomfort level. For Frances,Miriam was `an outsider, who the
department knew had a very specific view of the [RPL] process'. She says: `having Miriam
there I think was perhaps useful but also perhaps set some of the tone of discomfort to an
extent'. Franceshas a senseof Miriam observing and surveying the workings of the
department (and the project), and of requiring verbalisations of tacit practices and value
systems: `I think she was herself trying to understand and therefore to get the department to
make explicit what it was they were about... '

There was also a discursive challenge to do with Miriam's `particular understanding of
knowledge and of learning and of RPL which in a senseadded a challenge to the department'
(Frances). This was all the greater becauseof Miriam's senior academic status. Joyce captured
the gender aspects:`the authority lying with the men and Miriam came in and disrupted that a
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bit'. Frances capturesthe contractual stratifications in the department and Miriam's `kudos',
`credibility' and ability to disturb:

It [Miriam's contribution] challenged that level of departmental canon which I as a.. contract,
.
junior member of staff had never felt party to and never felt confident with. And yet, here was
Miriam who had all the kudos and all the credibility to some extent, in terms of her knowledge
etc., being able to challenge.. .1 almost want to say that I felt it was a professorial debate
happening which we would never have been party to in the department....

These issues of surveillance, of making tacit and implicit discoursesand associatedsocial
practices visible, of intellectual challenge and disrupted lines of authority will be further
analysed in the context of each activity.

Activity 1:

Introduction and scene setting

In this activity, some context for the day was provided via a recap of project work to date and
presentation of hypotheses,objectives and researchquestions for model building and piloting.
This generateda lot of critique.

The project's use of the term `agency' was critiqued. I was asked what it meant and how it
was to be used in developing RPL. I respondedby saying that its importance sprang `from a
critique of the notion of acquisition as either "in" or "out" of the discourse121and what about
the movements in between?' (Notes from departmental workshop: 1). I was suggesting that
some notion of agency might be useful in exploring this. Criticisms took several forms. First,

121As
mentioned, derived from JamesGee's work on primary and secondary discourses.
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Sharda122
maintained that learners' have `agencies' rather than `agency', and that agency in
the workplace does not translate into agency in the academy: `Sharda added that many
students who score low marks in the Diploma and who are quite under-confident in the class
are extremely resourceful, sought after and often in leadership positions in their places of
work' (Notes from departmental workshop: 1).

Secondly, it was suggestedthat the project had a psychological view of discourse which was
being linked to agency, implying `that discoursesare moved into peoples' headsrather than
embodied in institutions and social practices: `the places where discourses are reproduced are
in practices (and not in people)' (James,notes from departmental workshop: 1-2). Here he was
correcting the project's conceptual misapprehensions.

Thirdly, Miriam saw agency being used in conservative ways. In a later commentary, captured
in the workshop notes, she proposed:

that an interesting distinction around `learner agency' seemedto be emerging: whether we
...
see learner agency as helping facilitate access(epistemological) and successinto existing and
hegemonic (and institutional) discourses or whether agency could be seento be about creating
a space for non-hegemonic discoursesto become visible (Notes from departmental workshop:
2).

Her own position on RPL was foregrounded in the latter option, which she substantiatedas
follows:

122A lecturer in the department.
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I'm not sure whether it is right to maintain the tension between agency as the recognition of
subjugated knowledges and agency as assimilation into hegemonic knowledge practices. As a
concept within contemporary post colonialist and feminist discourses, agency refers very
specifically to the (re)gaining and (re)claiming of political and epistemological efficacy on the
part of oppressedgroups. I think we need to allow it to retain its association with subjugated
knowledges rather than hegemonic ones. Not to do so runs the risk, first, of co-opting the
concept for conservative ends and, second, of having the work mean everything and therefore
nothing (Notes from departmental workshop: 2).

The above quotations illuminate the nature of Miriam's discursive challenge to the department
and to the RPL project. Our erroneousnotion of agency seemsto have provided a vehicle for
discursive contestation to surface. Miriam was arguing from a position of the knowledge
demandsand claims of the oppressed,about which a straightforward political choice can be
made. Robert took issue with the possibility of political choice:

He thought that the tension is important and that agency cannot be restricted to Miriam's terms
without a serious simplification of the RPL project - which is precisely about the relationship
between subjugated knowledge and dominant knowledge, not a simple counter-paradigm of
subjugated knowledge (Notes from departmental workshop: 2).

These quotations are very significant becausethey polarise two approachesto RPL. First, a
practical intervention basedon `political commitment to subjugated knowledges'; secondly, a
researchintervention basedon `relationships between knowledges'. These discussions
subjected the project to two competing discourses.There were moves to (re)establish
departmental discourses and intellectual norms, and to exclude other ways of thinking. There
is evidence to suggestthat the project was out of step with both, which is why James's
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question about the nature of the project's political and theoretical agendais telling. As Rosy
says, the `project was maybe seeking that' (a political and theoretical agenda)through the
workshop.

Activity 2:

Exploring the RPL concept

This activity was undertaken in two groups around two questions:

1. What do you see as the social functions of RPL?
2. What excites you and worries you about RPL given that the department is now a site for
research?

Notes from the meeting reveal that a wide range of political andpedagogical issueswere
raised - mostly negative. Political issuesincluded whether RPL was about appeasementor
serious engagementwith political and institutional change; whether it was about redress
(individual or social) or new (more invisible, hidden and entrenched) forms of exclusion;
whether RPL was about accessto what exists or about destabilising what exists; whose
language/discoursewould be dominant, that of the studentsor the institution; whether RPL
would perpetuate a modernist myth of mobility in the guise of experience + academic
qualification = mobility. The pedagogic concerns were about RPL contesting existing
pedagogic authority and epistemological definitions; problems with notions of `equivalency'
between forms of knowledge when written assessmentdominates in the diploma programme;
and being explicit about criteria weakening those that exist implicitly. Although presented as
problems, these matters were also seenas interesting challenges.
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The activity was essentially a classification exercise, about RPL being `this' or `that', with
classifying principles derived from the dominant discourse. Overall, data suggestthat this
activity was the least contestedof the day. It is a good example of the critical sociological
element of the departmental discourse in action123.Like `hosting', problematisation and
demystification were comfortable modes for the department. This convergence seemedalso to
have included Miriam who commented later that:

The concerns expressedwent to the heart of the social dynamics at the heart of RPL: would it
simply be an appeasementmechanism or a real reform; would it simply perpetuate a myth of
social mobility and, in so doing, simply make exclusion more invisible. On the other hand, it
was acknowledged that, to be an instrument of social change, RPL had implications for the
power structures of the university that, as Robert put it, have previously maintained
uncontested boundaries. Similarly, if it was to be a vehicle for granting visibility to subjugated
knowledges what would this mean for the rule-systems and boundary systems within an
academic program such as the.. .diploma? (Email correspondencebetween Miriam and Judy on
30/10/97).

While there was a degree of consensusat this level, it was at the level of strategy and
consequencesthat the disagreementslay (see analysis below). What, for example, does
`implications for the power structures of the university' mean in practice? And how amenable
were the `rule-systems and boundary systems' of the diploma to changesinstigated by RPL?
How was `real reform' seen?Was the view that RPL could (or should) be an instrument of
social change a sharedview? Was it acceptedthat `granting visibility to subjugated
knowledges' was what the department saw as its reconstructive project?

123A
sort of ideology critique.
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Activity 3:

Exploring the existing entry routes to the diploma

This was the major activity of the day, designed to begin to elicit the assessmentcriteria for
the pilot. It was the one that causedmost contestation since it focused directly on departmental
teaching programmes and practices. As Rosy comments: `it is possibly also the first time that
the diploma curriculum had been so publicly subjected to scrutiny and dismemberment certainly in my time'. For Francesit is about focusing on the `micro': `But now suddenly we
were asking people to go much more micro and I think that was very uncomfortable for a lot
of people... '

The activity was set up around four questions:

1. What tend to be the main configurations of practitioner roles and/or kinds of practice that
students entering the diploma by the M+3 and the certificate routes come with?
2. From what sites of practice do students entering by the M+3 and certificate routes mainly
come?
3. How do practitioner roles and/or kinds of practice relate to sites of practice?
4. What forms of knowledge are likely to underpin the students' practitioner roles and/or kinds of
practices in context?

Robert immediately raised a concern. As Jamesnotes: `I can remember him looking quizzical
and rolling his pencil in his fingers - and I thought "phew"... 9124Robert's issue was that the
.
exercise `silenced' the diploma curriculum, and yet for him, `RPL seemedto be advocating
curriculum changespowerfully'. Robert linked discussion about curriculum to the notion of
`failure' and is reported as arguing:
124An instance
of the symbolic power of the authority figure and dominant discourse.
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if we are saying `no' [that people cannot fail RPL] then this defers failure to the curriculum
...
which puts powerful pressure on it for change through accommodation next year. In other
words RPL breachesprevailing course boundary rules with deferred consequences(Notes from
departmental workshop: 5).

I would argue that Robert's reaction was strong becausehe experienced the pilot as
transgressingthe boundary between researchand practical intervention, and the agreements
and positions that had been taken up earlier. After some debate it was agreedthat `discussion
on curricular discoursesand authority should be held' in favour of a discussion on entry routes
via `a discussion on the life worlds of students'. The results of the exercise are synthesised
from the workshop notes as Figure 3.
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Role/kind of
Workshop group 1

practice

M+3s

Emphasis on formal

Site of practice

Forms of knowledge

The academy

Vertical knowledges
`obeying institutional

student role

rules'
Certificate students

Emphasis on

Development and

Learners do not

practitioner roles

social action -

necessarily have

(teaching and design)

NGOs, unions,

accessto specialised

employment

languages

Emphasis on design

Formal and

Academic first and

and manager-

formalising

foremost.

Workshop group 2
M+3s

educator roles in

Experiential

professional contexts

secondary

OR
Academic role with
little or no teaching
experience
Re-professionalising
(dis)positioning
Certificate students

Emphasis on design

Non-formal and/or

Experiential first and

and teaching -

formalising

foremost. Academic

educator roles in

secondary

`community'
contexts

Figure 3: Exploring the existing

try routes to the diploma
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Although the above can be seenas an exercise in classification, and somewhat over-totalising
in its assumptionsabout all certificate studentsand all M+3 students,the two workshop
groups made a range of mitigating points: that `both groups of learners have differences within
them'; that `M+3s have a history of formal education but different e.g. those with professional
qualifications' as opposed to academic qualifications; that `with certificate studentsmuch
dependedon the site of practice e.g. work position occupied, history of active political
engagement' (Notes from departmental workshop: 6). There is a high degree of convergence
between the two groups' findings. The formal and academicnature of the diploma is
particularly well highlighted.

The centrality of text

Returning to the aim of the activity which was to elicit criteria: a key criterion emerged:

(yet with key differences) between the characteristics of
the
text
centrality
of
as
a
similarity
...
students, the textual range of the two groups being different:
"

M+3: the capacity to entertain provisonality of knowledges, capacity to envisage
alternative texts as opposed to one text;

"

Certificate: text is real, textual range not so wide, students not so confident in seeing
competing readings of the world;

But also need to remember that factors other than Cert and M+3 routes impact on textual view
of the world e.g. religion, gender, experience of/in particular organisations.... An important
issue for most of the group was the point that the M+3s tend to have the ability to understand
the self as text whereas the Certificate students are embeddedin the real and thus the self is
real (Notes from departmental workshop: 6).
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Self as text versus self as real became,as Rosy puts it, a `defining moment' of the activity and
of the workshop as a whole. For her. `The most memorable moment for me was when James
said that he thinks that what learnersneed to do is to be able to seethemselves as text. And
Miriam freaked. She found that very offensive... ' But, in James's own words:

`Self as text' was a stunning formulation, it really was. Becausethat was the transfer from
practice, from the self as an operational self in a context, to producing the self as text for the
scrutiny of examiners... And `self as text' needsto be an inter-text basically, rather than a
single text....

Defining moment it may have been, but the concept was less than clear, as was Miriam's
reaction to it. Rosy saw her as `freaked' whereasJamessaw her as `being a little bit frightened
of the idea of text, but interested as well'. The term seemedto refer to the shift in identity from
practitioner to learner, and a particular kind of learner. As a potential criterion for accessvia
RPL, it was drawn only from one person'sperception of characteristics of M+3 students. It
held the potential of being a powerful technique of exclusion, for those in the `real world'.
Whatever the status of self as text, it was publicly acknowledged during the workshop that `the
curriculum of the diploma privileges the ability to work with formal texts' (Notes from
departmental workshop: 6), and that `prior academic learning is particularly privileged' (Notes
from departmental workshop: 7)125.Text, then, becamecentral to the development of RPL
assessmentcriteria, in the form of changing identity (self as text) and academic texts (textual
abilities).

12SThis triangulates
earlier analysis of discourses of the teaching programmes.
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The centrality of design

A further criterion, `design of learning interventions' was also seenas `central to both routes
(a grounding condition)', though, as with text, contextualised differently for certificate and for
M+3 students. Both textual abilities and design abilities were seenby the workshop as
providing resourcesfor the devising of RPL criteria.

Evidence suggeststhat, in foregrounding `text' and `design', the existing diploma curriculum
was far from silenced. Robert's active participation in these discussions shapedthe outcomes
of the activity. The diploma and its values and discourseswere repositioned as central.
However, some previously tacit assumptionsabout learners were made explicit during this
activity, particularly the differences between the two groups of entrants. Alongside this was
the making explicit of the implicit values attachedto academic abilities and to a particular sort
of learner identity. Like `agency', `self as text' was a vehicle that surfaced discursive divisions
in the workshop, in this case,polarised between Miriam and James.In this way, the workshop
did `successfully' put pressureon the department to be explicit about (verbalise and disclose)
implicit practices and values.

Activity 4:

Evaluating existing entry routes as a basis for establishing criteria for
assessingRPL candidates

Contestations continued in this activity. Rosy is reported as attempting to addressthe potential
exclusions associatedwith privileging `text' as a criterion:
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Rosy then returned us briefly to the... importance of texts (reading and writing) in the diploma
and felt that we need to accept the diverse nature of text (written and oral, for example) and the
specific ways in which texts can be dealt with, as this will have an effect on assessment.If we
try and grapple with that question then it opensup the possibility for curriculum change and
puts a challenge to the department (Notes from departmental workshop: 8).

Likewise, Miriam is reported as saying:

The M+3s and the certificate graduatesare each extremely diverse and overlapping groups.
Similarly, RPL students will bring different skills depending on their experiential backgrounds.
Trade unionists will often have argumentation skills, awarenessof inhabiting power-laden
discourse and experience in organising and summarising classroom discussions. Male Muslim
students and students with strong political backgrounds will often understand the power of
classical texts and have experience in interpretation and application of textual ideas (Notes
from departmental workshop: 6).

Both were recommending a broad interpretation of `text' and `textual ability' as a way of
countering what they saw as the imposition of a diploma-derived definition limited to
academic abilities. This, they argued, would provide a basis for the pilot to challenge the
diploma curriculum (which was precisely what Robert and Jamesdid not want). Though
interesting, this did not further the task of deriving criteria, which was left incomplete. No firm
decisions were made, but text and design were signalled, and possibilities raised for a broad
interpretation of them. This left the project with the problem of what to do about criteria. As
Roy remarks in his interview: `I think we had difficulty getting there there was a senseof
...
dissatisfaction. We weren't able at the end of the day to say "that's it". There was this kind
of
unfinished mess at the end of the day'.
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The main thing to emerge from the final two activities of the workshop was the extreme
resistance in the department to any intervention into the diploma curriculum. However, what
the workshop did (perhaps for the first time ever) was to open up a departmental discussion
about the diploma, if only at the level of the characteristics of students entering it. This was
enough to provoke very strong responsesfrom senior academics. Drawing on Bernstein's
theories, Robert `disclosed' that the existing diploma curriculum was in collection rather than
integrated code, and that this presentedresearchopportunities:

He [Robert] felt that we needed to consider the implications for RPL under each of these
conditions and felt that RPL was going to be more difficult under collection code... He
therefore felt it was important to researchcurriculum modality in relation to RPL (Notes from
departmental workshop: 8).

The workshop as a whole surfaced many knowledge, pedagogy, power and identity issues.I
make claims in four thematic areas:

Increased surveillance

The shifting of roles (me in the chair, Robert and Jamesas participants) and Miriam's
presencein the family group seemedto intensify patterns of surveillance in several directions.
The most `sacred' practices of the department were under scrutiny from the project and from
Miriam. This was `successful' in that the department disclosed some its tacit
of
practices - for
example, perspectives on the life worlds of studentsat entry and the collection nature of the
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126.The RPL
curriculum
project was under the scrutiny of the department and of Miriam, and
attempts were made from both sides to normalise and discipline `inappropriate' project
thinking. Like Robert's and James's, Miriam's was a totalising discourse (as in `I think we
127).
'
need...

Competing discourses

Two powerful discoursescommunicated with each other through the project: the departmental
discourse (curriculum sociology) and the radical discourse reintroduced by Miriam (with
postmodernism reargroundedwithin it). Each discursive position embodied actual or reported
critique of the other. Miriam saw the departmental discourse as conservative. Francessuggests
that she also saw the dominant discourse as masculinist: `I think she might not have used that
term but I think that she would have been critiquing it to some extent from a feminist
epistemology.. .a feminist epistemology challenging a male dominant view of knowledge... '

Robert's critique of Miriam's discourse ran along the following lines. First, that she was `too
radical': `I would have viewed Miriam in one senseas too radical. And also as not taking
account, not just of the power of the institution, but the resourcesof the institution, if it were
primarily about subjugatedknowledge being recognised'. Secondly, that a radical discourse
around subjugated imowledges over-simplified the RPL project, which for him was about
`relationships between knowledges'. There was a conflict of social projects here, between a
project of widening accessand the diploma project of sponsoredmobility. Robert respected
the richness Miriam brought to the debatesin the department by polarising them: `But Miriam
was useful becauseshe polarised RPL for us, vividly I think... between subjugated knowledge
126This
was a helpful clue for apprentices.
127Who
are the `we' here?
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being recognised, and therefore subjugatedpeople being recognised, and a coaching
programme for an existing course'.

Although Miriam pointed out that valuing subjugatedknowledges involves curriculum
change, the radical-postmodern discourse lacks a pedagogic dimension and a theory of
curriculum, which makes it difficult to engagewith the practicality of such change. What is
clear is that the discourse of subjugated knowledges is a political and moral discourse. The
project was seeking to find a discursive home but found itself sandwiched between (subjected
to) the above two positions, in a context where other practices also held powerful sway, such
as systems of discursive apprenticeship and family allegiances.

New discursive attachments?

Analysis suggeststhat Miriam's project in South Africa was primarily a political one. Part of
this involved the building of strategic alliances within the department in relation to this
particular pilot. Robert says that he felt she saw him `as open to persuasion or manipulation
depending on how you see it: I would like to think persuasion!' There is evidence to suggest
that Rosy also felt herself part of a strategic alliance agenda: `I empathisedor sympathised
with some of Miriam's positions... She wanted me to come on board with her project, sort of
challenging the department and I really didn't want to do that'. Instead, Rosy opted for partial
alignment and sought a compromise identity position, as `messagecarrier' across and between
the discoursesof the RPL researchproject, the diploma and the radical challenge:

if anything I was playing the role of boundary worker between those three carrying
maybe
...
little messagesfrom one project to the other. Judy: The three being? Rosy: The research
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project itself. The teaching project. And the critical challenge project. I kind of understood all
of them enough...

Speaking for myself, I experienced `a crisis of subjectivities', as the `visible apprentice' with
pressure to align in both directions. Analysis will bear this out, but ultimately, no one in the
department or the project aligned with Miriam, although much of my work since has been in
search of rapprochement.

Continuities

The above analysis suggests that the well-worn discursive pathways of power relations in
departmental life prevailed. During the workshop, there were normalising pressures on the
project in terms of the theoretical underpinnings of some of its hypotheses, objectives and
research questions, and of distancing the project from the diploma curriculum. For Robert
(from a formal/inductive

perspective), a weakening of the boundaries around knowledge

structures would not necessarily contribute to greater equity, and so the existing formal and
inductive discourse and curriculum held firm. Instead, curriculum
was signalled as an area for
research. As Robert moved from general critique mode to inhabiting his formal/inductive
/master discourse, his subject
position changed - from the joy of intellectual enquiry to a more
gate-keeping and disciplining

stance.

The formal and inductive discourse held firm but was perhaps temporarily displaced and
reconfigured for a while as a result of direct discussion of normally tacit matters, my chairing
of the meeting, and Miriam's presence.Frances's view is that `the traditional boundaries were
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drawn more strongly becauseof [Miriam's presence]'. She felt that this led Robert and James
to `push the more traditional becauseof the indirect silent challenge sitting there'. She
expressesthe nature of the workshop's challenge to the department in terms of circles and icecubes:

If you imagine that those were the boundaries before the planning of the RPL process
imagine that as a circle, and then the circle scattersand becomes a broken circle, temporarily
suspended,not quite knowing how it's going to reset. Then it resetsand it sets slightly
differently. So, it had a moment of moving out and kind of back, not dislodged. The planning I
think hadn't disrupted things completely... It's almost like an ice-cube. The ice-cube when it
sets in a particular shape,then when it melts and resets, it's never quite the same. Something
like that. I think that's what happened.I think that planning allowed it to open and sit open
uncertainly for a while but it was still water - it was still, I sense,at the end, the same
basically.

Through shifting roles and identity positions, authority was enacteddifferently. But the normal
workings of discursive power were ultimately reinscribed.

The department and the pilot (continued)

There are documentary data pertaining to three meetings between the departmental

workshop

and the beginning of the pilot. The PWG RPL sub-group met on 31/10/97 and 2/12/97. There
is also a progress report to the full PWG
on 17/11/97. Discussion mainly focused on
recruitment strategy and assessmentcriteria 128.

128There
was some discussion

about curriculum design. These data are analysed in the next chapter.
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Recruitment

Targeted recruitment was undertaken to supplement the traditional departmental publicity
brochure. Using departmental mailing-lists and networks of past students,organisations were
identified which might have prospective RPL candidates.These were a mixture of NGOs,
industry training boards, and private sector organisations (with affirmative action policies).
Prior to sending out information, telephone contact was made with each organisation to ask
who was responsible for training and development, to explain the nature of the pilot and whom
it was aiming to recruit. The latter was defined as educatorsand trainers with:

including teaching/training and programme design but who do not
substantial
experience
...
meet the `normal' entry requirements i. e. M+3 or having undergone the Department's two-year
Certificate programme. Such candidates would most likely be people with middle to upper
management potential within their organisation (RPL information sheet).

A personal touch was apparent in the covering letter, which invited interested people to
contact us or invite us to visit the organisation. A number of people contacted us. The response
was good, although several applicants were recommendedto apply for direct accessto the
diploma (Project progress report 5: 3/12/97). It is interesting to consider in race and gender
terms those who respondedto the publicity. The three black (African) women who expressed
an interest were referred directly to the diploma because,having degreesand experience, they
were qualified for direct access.Three white women and one white man applied for RPL.
They `read' the text of RPL and positioned themselves (correctly) as suitable candidatesin
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129.
Two coloured women candidates
formal
have
did
that they
the required
qualifications
not
both
They
day,
to
were
suitable
withdrew130.
subsequently
and
applied, came an orientation
for
had
four
In
the certificate
who
applied
people
candidates. addition, we canvassed
These
had
judging
`middle
to
they
that
were one
upper
management
potential'.
programme,
white woman, one coloured woman, one coloured man, and one African man, three of whom
chose the RPL option rather than the certificate.

The above analysis suggeststhat those who presentedthemselves most accurately as RPL
candidateswere from more advantagedsectorsof society. As one of the RPL candidatessaid:
`I think you have to have a certain level of confidence in your own capabilities and
achievementsto have applied for RPL in the first place'. In this small sample, no African who
met the criteria responded.Instead, those who respondedwere already qualified and able to
accessthe diploma directly. This suggeststhat a different recruitment strategy is required.

I would argue that selection was coded into recruitment. What, for example, was inscribed in
the suggestionthat candidates `would most likely be people with middle to upper management
potential within their organisation'? Evidence suggeststhat the phrase was included as an
attempt to meet the design criterion that came from the departmental workshop. However, this
could be an example of RPL trading on implicit or explicit organisational selection processes,
raising questions about the subjectivities and capacities which were implicitly being privileged
for
formal
levels
high
`stickability',
textual abilities,
example,
education,
of
motivation,
disciplined by organisational life, etc. Furthermore, the pilot recruited through known
organisations and individuals that were already part of the department's network. These

129One
was a borderline RPL candidate in that he had already attained five credits of a ten-credit degree (one of
which was at level 3).
130One for
personal reasons,one on account of funding.
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during
included
department's
history
the
the
especially
eighties,
and
so
reflected
and practices,
a substantial number of community organisations and NGOs (those that remained). The pilot
therefore remained within departmental frames of reference and communication channels.
What would have happenedif we had used local radio, for example?

Developing assessmentcriteria

Documentary data suggestthat `design' and `text' were used to develop criteria. A first draft
was presentedto the PWG meeting on 17/11/97 and another to the sub-group on 2/12/97. It is
interesting to note the academic drift. For example, in the `text' criteria: `understandand make
senseof texts and tasks' became `understandand make senseof texts and tasks (including
academic texts/tasks)'. The design-related criteria are worth recording here as some of them
were dropped from the final draft:

Design
0

ability in the practitioner roles131that cluster under `design';

0

understanding the knowledge basesthat are drawn on (contextual, ETD and subject
expertises) and how they are drawn on in context;
ability to understand why design choices were made, to identify design problems (the
relationship between ideal and reality) and suggest strategies;

0

ability to reflect critically on own practice including placing it within a larger historical
and social context and understanding own choices and assumption (Notes for subgroup of PWG meeting on 2/12/97).

131These drew from
the ETDP project.
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These criteria are about far more than design - critical reflection and social and contextual
location, for example. Clearly, a particular academic orientation was privileged.

The notes from the sub-group meeting on 2/12/97 report that the group recommendedwe
revisit the design criteria. The question was asked as to the purpose of confirming practitionerforegrounded
in
diploma.
but
learning
from
it
the
not
related
experience when was assumed
Robert is reported as saying that the design criteria as they stood had a `technological' feel
about them, and the project should rather `find ways to make the background or "habitus"
explicit that studentsdraw on in order to do design' (Notes from PWG sub-group on 2/12/97).
Rosy is reported as supporting that argument:

it was not so much `design' that must be foregrounded but rather the capacities/abilities
...
implied by design. Studentswho might never have had the opportunity to design might still
have very good planning, strategic thinking and organising skills, crucial in any design process
(Notes from PWG sub-group on 2/12/97).

What was presentedhere was the idea that we should `go behind' the design criteria in search
of more inclusive abilities. However, what happenedin practice was that the design criterion
was as good as dropped altogether. Practitioner-related learning was collapsed into critical
reflection with an emphasison the relationship between practice and context and on
appreciating the context specificity of practice. The final set of criteria was as follows:
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Drawing on the roles of lifelong learner, adult education practitioner and potential HE
learner:
The ability to:
"

understand/makesenseof texts and tasks (including academictexts);

"

reflect critically on own practice including:

-

seeing/locatingit within its larger historical and social context;

-

decisions
in
that are made about
the
the
and
choices
shapes
seeing
way which context
practice (and own assumptions);

-

identifying and analysingproblems/issuesand posing alternative strategiesdrawing on
contextual understandings;

-

seeingthe relationshipsbetweenideal and reality,

"

make connectionsand develop argumentsand propositions;

"

contrast and comparetexts with own learning from experience;

"

entertain provisionality,

"

expressthe above as a coherenttext which could include:

-

summarising;

-

analysing and evaluating (theorising);

-

structuring, developing and illustrating arguments and propositions.

Figure 4: RPL assessmentcriteria.

The above criteria clearly privilege conventional academic abilities as in `summarising',
`reflecting critically', `developing arguments and propositions', writing `a coherent text', and
`structuring arguments' in writing. They also mirror departmental discourses in their critical
sociological orientation (referencesto `historical and social context') and even more
particularistically embody a postmodern tone in `entertaining provisionality'. Thus, although,
as reported in a PSC report, the idea was to develop `criteria that attest to practitioner abilities
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in design, and learner abilities in working with texts' (Project progress report 5: 3), this
receded.

The criteria confirmed non-engagementwith the diploma curriculum. Francesechoesthis in
her interview. She says that in the earlier planning stages,there was a chance for `RPL to do
RPL
`context-specific
but
the
time
of
practice
nature
as
went on
some quite radical moves'
loomed large, became much more part of my understanding as a social practice and social
...
practices are contextualised etc and there's power'

132

132Compare
with her earlier radical aspirations for RPL as potentially being about confrontational challenge `in a
positive way'.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:

BERNSTEINIAN ANALYSIS OF KNOWLEDGE, PEDAGOGY, POWER
AND IDENTITY IN THE CURRICULUM
IMPLEMENTATION

DESIGN AND

OF THE RPL PILOT

Introduction

This chapter of Bernsteinian analysis follows from the Foucauldian analysis of the negotiation
and initial design of the RPL pilot. It is concernedwith the curriculum design and
implementation of RPL. I pursue the following theoretically-informed lines of enquiry:

"

What knowledge structures constitute candidates' prior experiential knowledge?

"

What is the knowledge structure of RPL? And of the receiving programme?

"

What is the nature of the pedagogic discourse of RPL?

"

What pedagogic identities and forms of consciousnessdoes RPL privilege?

"

How does all of the above affect candidatesfrom different social groupings? What,
therefore, is the social project of RPL? How does the micro pedagogic moment
connect to broader (societal) power structures?

There are three parts to the chapter:

1. The recontextualisation of resourcesinto an RPL curriculum.
2. The delivery of the RPL curriculum.
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3. Relationships between knowledges.

Analysis draws on all interviews. As discussedin the ResearchDesign chapter, candidate
interviews were undertaken on two occasions- four months after RPL and three years after
133.
The analysis also draws on documentary data:
the process

"

notes pertaining to curriculum planning meetings;

"

notes pertaining to PWG RPL subgroup meetings;

"

RPL curriculum materials;

"

RPL candidates' portfolios;

The recontextualisation of resources into an RPL curriculum

The last chapter of analysis addressedways in which a curricular approach to RPL was
the
had
been
Various
particularly
theories
resources,
as
possible
explored
conceptualised.
into
RPL
be
itself
Vygotsky.
the
This
to
curriculum,
recontextualised
work of
work was not
but was to provide an intellectual basis for planning. This suggeststhat we (as researchers,
had
facilitators)
`decided' that such
forthcoming
designers/planners
curriculum
and
departmental
(at
the
that
time)
of
sense
perspectiveswere useful and commensuratewith our
discourse. Vygotsky's zone of proximal development, `scaffolding' and social theories of
learning had been foregrounded as providing an alternative to experiential learning theory and
practice, as a basis for RPL. The actual design of the RPL curriculum took place during
October and November 1997 supportedby the PWG RPL subgroup.
133References
are made when data are drawn from the first interview and the group focus interview. Where no
reference is made, data is drawn from the second interview. The consequencesof the time/hindsight issues are
addressedwhere relevant.
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Curriculum design

A criteria-led curriculum design process?

Documentary data suggestthat the design of the RPL curriculum was led by the assessment
criteria that had been developed. The following extract from a PWG meeting illustrates how
the criteria were used to create a heuristic device for curriculum planning which was framed
by `abilities':

The above criteria combined to impact on our own design process for the RPL curriculum in
the following way: "

Ability to undertake and problematise own design and teaching practice.

"

Ability to construct(write) a text to explain,defendetc own design- CENTRAL.

"

Ability to work with (read) texts to inform the above (Notes from PWG meeting on
17/11/97).

It is significant that the relationship between criteria and curriculum was not articulated at the
time. It was raised by one of the members of the sub-group in the meeting on 2/12/97. She
expresseda concern that the relationship was `not clear to her'. However, the above reference
to `impact on' suggeststhat the criteria were poised to prescribe the curriculum, though
largely tacitly.
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A (con)textual approach

In the early stagesof RPL curriculum design, the idea was to use pre-selected contexts or texts
as a central `problem-solving environment'. This was based on earlier discussions in the PWG
meetings and that there:

be agreementthat we select (con)texts to work with as starting point rather than
to
seemed
...
rely on individuals' selection of critical/significant learning, e.g. the election, examples of
education policy, evaluation of a literacy project.. .This involves us in generating a specific
problem-solving environment which allows for prior learning to be demonstrated and
maximized/enhanced (Notes from PWG meeting on 17/11/97).

The deployment of a problem-solving environment through which to demonstrate and enhance
prior learning marks a departure from standard approachesas discussedin the Subject Review.
Having texts at all, rather than working solely with the `raw material' of experience via Kolb's
learning cycle, increasedthe classification strength of this RPL practice. Introducing texts
was an act of power - setting up boundaries to stem the flow of prior experiential knowledge
into the RPL process (ironically enough). Texts also imply instruction (and induction?).

At the outset, we134selectedas the (con)text a conference paper by university-based adult
educators about an `unsuccessful' adult literacy intervention. Each RPL candidate was to
identify a `critical incident' from their own adult educator practice and review it in the terms
of the conferencepaper. Given the centrality of the writing `ability', it was envisagedthat
candidateswould produce three short texts about their incident. The production of three texts

1341
use the term `we' in preference to `I'. This does not imply that I hold Frances responsible for what I write.
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was seenas giving candidatesopportunities to evidencethe three abilities outlined above (that
is, problematiseown design and teachingpractice, write texts and read texts).

Disembedding from practice by theorising prior learning

Notes from the sub-group meeting on 2/12/97 document some of the departmental discussions
around RPL curriculum. Our preparatory notes record that we were thinking about ways of
`uncovering prior learning and generating some new learning to make the move from one style
or type of learning to another' [my emphasis]. During the meeting Robert was reported as
saying that:

he believed was emerging was that the project neededto have a theory of progression
what
...
or acquisition for RPL... Robert addedthat the theory of progressionrepresentsa movement
from common-senseunderstandingstowards more provisionality involving distancing and
reflection. A processthat happensas a social/educationalprocessnot just in relation to the
diploma (Notes from PWG sub-groupon 2/12/97: 2).

The above statement is direct
learning
Robert's
and
a
position on curriculum
reflection of
both are formal process induction13S.It
inherent
in
longstanding
questions
and
vexed
of
raises
RPL (see Figure 1 in the Subject Review). Is it
about recognising the same knowledge? Is it
about translating between different forms of knowledge? Is it about acquiring new knowledge
or is it about recognising subjugated knowledge? Is there a one-way bridge? If so, from where
to where? Or is there a two-way bridge? Robert's view was that RPL should encourage a
movement from prior learning to theorised learning with reflection as broker. This is the

135It
also assumesthat RPL candidates' prior learning will be located in the realm of common-senseor horizontal
discourse.This
will be explored in later analysis.
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translation or new-learning type of RPL. His implicit question seems to have been that, if RPL
is an educational process, then how is it any different from any other educational process? In
other words, what is so special about RPL? A theme of `disembedding' was discussed during
the meeting as the means for candidates to move from familiar to unfamiliar (disembedding
from practice). Our response was to link the notions of `progression', `distancing',
`disembedding' and `reflection' to `theorising', thereby continuing the process of academic
drift identified in the last chapter. `Our curriculum has taken this point on board and we will
address ways of understanding experiential learning that include academic theorising of it'
(Notes from PWG sub-group on 2/12197). The principle of `progression' led us away from the
idea of one (con)text, and towards a series of (con)texts.

No curriculum

challenge?

Notes from the sub-groupmeeting on 2/12/97 reporteda concern about Francesand my
closenessto the diploma. It was suggestedthat we had the diploma too foregroundedin our
136,
minds `both Judy and Francesknow the courseswell and are working directly on the
Project,`what comesinto our minds and what doesn't?"' In a subsequentpiece of data this
closenesswas seenas having the effect of `holding the RPL processto ransom':

Robert said that he felt that while
it
[RPL]
[a
he
understood
wasn't
challenge to
why
perhaps
the diploma], this was a pity and possibly a `missed opportunity'... There seemed, in other
words, to be a general feeling that the dip course, and issues associated with it, was in a sense
`holding the RPL process to
ransom' in various ways (Notes from PWG sub-group on 2/12/97:
3).

1,36
An interesting contrast to the
view in the departmentalworkshop that the diploma was silenced
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Furthermore,our curriculum-in-the-making was seenas shifting the onus of `failure' onto
candidatesrather than using RPL to problematisethe diploma curriculum and its requirements,
`Robert referred to the issueof "failure" that was discussedduring the departmentalworkshop
and said that it now seemsthat failure hasbeendisplacedto the learner' (Notes from PWG
sub-groupon 2/12/97: 3).

In a more interpretive vein, the continuing PWG meetings suggest that the departmental
pedagogic discourse was impacting on what was `thinkable' in terms of an RPL curriculum.
As Atkinson (1995: 93) puts it, curriculum design was undertaken broadly within the
`discursive limits of what is and what is not legitimate knowledge'. However, the nagging
question remained as to whether these meetings were not also presenting opportunities that (as
apprentices) we could not `read'. For example, the reference to `failure' seemed to have been
the meeting reflecting back to us the likely effect of the RPL evaluative rules. With the benefit
of the above analysis, I would claim that we missed opportunities at two points, at least. First,
we `chose' to use the criteria to prescribe curriculum design, and secondly, we made a
decision to use texts
and therefore to erect knowledge boundaries around the RPL process.

On the other hand,
as curriculum designers we had the authority to select particular texts for
recontextualisation. In Bernstein's terms we were recontextualisation agents operating within
realms of possibility and of constraint within a recontextualising field influenced by the
pedagogic discourse of the department. How did we exercise that power? According to what
principles? To what end?
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Analysis of the RPL curriculum resources

The following texts were the most significant curriculum resources.I shall analyseeach in
turn:

"a

"
"a

`Quality Framework' from the ETDP project137;

for
Learning';
Experience
book
by
(1993)
`Using
Boud
an extract a
et at
Change
Agents:
Educators
(1995)
`Adult
by
Fotheringham
as
conferencepaper
et al.
Contributions to Social Transformation';

"

an academicpaper by Usher (1986) `Adult Studentsand their Experience:Developing
a Resource for Learning'.

The Quality Framework139

The Education, Training and Development Practices (ETDP) project from which this resource
was recontextualised was one of the first South African standards-setting research and
development projects undertaken
dispensation.
framework
the
the
post-1994
of
within
Although that project was firmly located in Bernstein's `official recontextualising field'
(ORF), most researchers
i.
field'
(PRF),
from
`pedagogic
the
e.
were
recontextualising
university departments. Bernstein theorises that there are often tensions between the two, and
this may have accounted for the disputes in the ETDP project. It may also have accounted for
the holistic nature of the Quality Framework. For example, knowledge is includedt39 as

137SeeIntroduction.
SeeAppendix D.
139It
is often not included in performance-basedvocational standardslocated more squarelywithin the ORF.
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`underpinning' various forms of practice roles and `expertises'.All of the knowledges,in turn,
were underpinnedby the values and vision enshrinedin the South African Constitution.

The Quality Framework was originally designed to inform national standards setting. In
recontextualising it for the purposes of RPL, we were changing its function. To what? We
used it to `celebrate' prior learning. I shall analyse pedagogy in part two of this chapter, but
argue at this point that the Quality Framework offered not only a useful heuristic map of the
breadth of educator, trainer and development practitioner expertises, but also some cautions.
For example, that expertises were not `complete' unless underpinned by knowledge and a
particular set of constitutional social democratic values. Basically, practice alone was not
going to be enough. There were therefore tacit and hidden perspectives or principles at work
here

- namely, the importance of knowledge, an endorsement of the new national value

system and, perhaps, a cautious endorsement of some ORF activities, especially those
undertaken in collaboration with the PRF. I would argue that these principles contributed to
the RPL pedagogic discourse.

An extract from Boud
et aL

This text (reviewed in the Subject Review
learning
five
`propositions'
about
contains
chapter)
from experience:

Experience is the foundation
of and stimulus for, learning...
Learners actively
construct their experience...

Learning is a holistic
Learning is socially

process...

and culturally constructed...
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Learning is influenced by the socio-emotional context in which it occurs (Boud et al. 1993: 8-16).

Boud et al. substantiateeachproposition in turn. For example,proposition one is substantiated
by the following notions (amongstothers): the centrality of experiencein learning; all learning
is experiential; new meaningscan always be found in old experiences,and reflection is central
to extracting meaning from experience,`... through entering into a dialogue with our
experience...we can turn experiential knowledge, which may not be readily accessibleto us,
into propositional knowledge which can be sharedand interrogated' (p. 10). There is a very
Kolbian and mentalist assumptionin this quotation that reflection and dialoguing with
experiencecan unproblematically translateit into formal knowledge. Here we seethe linkage
betweenthe translation-typeof RPL and Kolb which will be explored in relation to individual
candidatesin part three of this chapter.

Proposition two is substantiatedby the view that meaningis person-dependent,which suggests
agencyin individual meaning-making:`Teachersand facilitators needto acknowledgethe
agencyof the learner and the importanceof the learner's constructionof the learning activities
which they make available for them' (p. 11). Proposition three is substantiatedin the following
way, `... all learning involves the feelings and emotions(affective), the intellectual and
cerebral(cognitive) and action (conative)' (p. 13). This suggestseverything but the social.
Proposition four and the

substantiation of it add a social and cultural dimension to learning

from experience,but
one curiously linked to a psychotherapeuticelementin `moving beyond
the mental bonds': `Critical reflection is required to examinethe influencesof our values and
culture... The making problematic of the familiar is an important strategyin moving beyond
the mental bonds which constrain us' (p. 14). Proposition five is substantiated by
Psychotherapeutic notions in `engaging fully the affective elements [of learning] can lead to
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anxiety, pain and discomfort' (Postle in Boud et al. 1993: 15) and in `We need,as learners,
appropriate support, trust and challengefrom others' (p. 15).

The Boud et al. text is thoroughly generic. There is something for everyone in the
propositions: agency, holism, social context, emotionality. Likewise in the substantiation:
individual constructivism, situated learning,
anti-foundationalism, some criticality, social
constructivism, psychological development, cultural specificity and potential emotional
freedom. In their original context
book
learning
learning
about
experience,
experiential
and
-a
ideas
form part of a structured argument that contributes to thinking in the field (and an
these
authoritative contribution, given the positioning and popularity of the authors). In my Subject
Review I argued that these
particular writers anchor their ideas about experiential learning in
learning theory, phenomenology
and social psychology so as to broaden traditional definitions
of experiential learning and learning from experience. However, as RPL recontextualising
agents, we recontextualised the material for our own purposes. But what purposes and why?

In the same way
as with the ETDP Quality Framework, Boud et al. valorise learning from
experience (prior experiential knowledge in our case). They also elaborate and extend it and
begin to theorise it in
a very `light' way. I would claim that the propositions, with something
for everyone,
offered us a broad and inclusive canvas for RPL and its pedagogy, arguably
broader than
approaches with unexplicated theoretical bases only in Kolb's experiential
learning cycle. Furthermore, based
on the last chapter of analysis, I would argue that the Boud
et al. substantiations brought RPL slightly closer to the pedagogic discourse of the department,
Particularly in the references to social context (in proposition four). However, there remained
a gap between this text and departmental discourses. As previous analysis showed, the
department

operated within a framework of left liberalism underpinned by critical social
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theory and philosophy. There is little if any critical social theory in the Boud et al.
propositions. Again, two important and implicit perspectivesor principles seemto have been
coded into our use of this text: the importanceof theorising learning from experienceand the
view that prior learning is in needof work before it can be recognised.I would hypothesise
that theseprinciples becamepart of the RPL pedagogicdiscourse.

A conference paper by Fotheringham et aL

The title, `Adult Educatorsas ChangeAgents: Contributions to Social Transformation'
suggestsa radical stancewhich is not particularly evident in the content of the paper. What is
clear, though, is that it is a quasi-academicpaper,written by practitioners for practitioners:

This is the story of a literacy project that went wrong. The setting is an informal
settlement... the story of perhaps too many development workers and educationists becoming
involved in a literacy project: people who should have known better making a number of
mistakes. It is also the story of people in the community where there are elements of
selflessness and dedication on the one hand, and greed, jealousy and survival on the other. The
real name of the community is, ironically enough for the purposes of our account, Happy
Valley... in retrospect, many of our mistakes seemed very simple and obvious to
ourselves... what is interesting is how we found ourselves in this situation, how we knew the
theory of so-called progressive development work and believed that we could apply it but were
somehow caught in a trap between theory and praxis. We have also needed to ask ourselves
whether the mistakes were simply mistakes of implementation, of praxis, or whether what we
call progressive literacy and development work was appropriate for the needs and context of
the Happy Valley community (Fotheringham et al. 1995: 142).
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A textual analysis of the above quotation is revealing in terms of the implicit and complex set
of qualities and attributes that are coded into it. The opening line refers to `the story of a
literacy project that went wrong', suggesting that the writers are engaged in critical reflexive
enquiry, prepared to analyse their mistakes and learn `lessons'. The notion of `story' suggests
not wanting to generalize universal truths from their account. The authors are clearly grappling
with the complexity of a particular social context and the role of power in educational
interventions. The extract has a questioning, deconstructive and problematising style. The
authors are prepared to be critical of progressive orthodoxies in literacy practices as indicated
in references to the appropriateness or
otherwise of `so-called progressive development work'.
In fact, the paper ends on a critical note regarding the power effects of discourses of
`empowerment' and `transformation'. The
writers claim that the experience of the literacy
project undermined teachers' and community confidence and that `transformation did not
happen despite our
good intentions' (p. 150).

In its style and stance the
paper was close to the departmental discourse, especially in
expressing the need to deconstruct `progressive' educational orthodoxies and their associated
practices - to go beyond surface codings. I would argue that, in recontextualising this paper
we were unconsciously signalling a wide, complex and quite subtle range of desirable (in our
view) academic practices and standpoints which subsequently became part of the RPL
pedagogic discourse and gaze.

An academic paper by Usher

This paper is
about adult educatorstlecturers in higher education that recognise adult

educators/students'experienceas a resourcefor productive learning.This involves students
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learning to value their experience and to deploy active learning strategies (involving group
discussion of diverse conceptions of `learning'). It involves educators helping students to see
the perspective-dependence of knowledge and supporting them in developing theories about
their own learning as meta-theory (knowledge about knowledge).

Why did we recontextualisethis paper as an RPL resource?Its positioning as the final text
suggeststhat it representedthe culmination of the `progression'principle within RPL, with
Fotheringhamet al. as a sort of half-way house.It is a fully fledged academictext which turns
attention away from educatorpractice towards theorising oneself as a learner.Yet it is still
loosely concernedwith `experience'.The paper'sjob seemedto be to act as a bridge (a oneway bridge?) betweenRPL and the diploma. As forthcoming analysiswill show, candidates
recognisedthe paper's significance and authority as such.

In a more interpretive vein, what was the significance of the above recontextualising
decisions? Each text carried
`ideal
implicit
brokered
type'
and
messages, and modelled or
candidate positions. The Quality Framework signalled the importance of knowledge over and
above practice, and the significance of a particular socio-political value system. The Boud et
al. text signalled the desirability of theorising prior learning in ways that went beyond Kolb.
The Fotheringham
et al. text was more complex, with its storied, contextually aware,
deconstructive,

problematising approach (perhaps closest to the departmental discourse). The

Usher text embodied the
be
to
text
the
able to engage with
need
authority of an academic
and
such, as well as the desirability of a particular theoretical understanding of learning from
experience and the ability to apply that to oneself as a learner.
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Bernstein's concepts lead me to claim that two recontextualising principles were at work
during curriculum design. These becamepart of the RPL pedagogic discourse:

"

Practitioner knowledge140was to be delimited and distanced- valued, but only
up to a point.

9A

important:
it
these
that
was
were
standpoints
and
range of academicpractices
would count.

The delivery of the RPL curriculum

The above curriculum resourceswere moulded into the particular and bounded time and space
of the RPL pilot. There were two x two day workshops, together with private study and
individual consultations, an expectation of 50-60 hours' study time in total. What follows is a
picture of the overall process:

140This does
not necessarily encompassall prior experiential learning, only practitioner prior experiential
learning.
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Figure 5: The overall RPL process
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In Bernstein's terms, the texts were `formatted for consumption'. Implicit in formatting are the
cognitive, cultural and social relationships that characterisea curriculum-in-action. It is to
these relationships that I now turn: to an analysis of `the how' of the recontextualisation
process- the pedagogy.

Orientation Day

As a result of the publicity exercise outlined in the previous chapter, an orientation day was
held with potential RPL candidateson 14/11/97. It was planned as an information day after
which individuals could decide about proceeding to the full RPL programme. The workshop
attracted ten people, seven of whom eventually committed themselvesto RPL. The overall
aims of the day were expressedto the participants in the following terms: `To give you
information about RPL and what it involves in the department. It is also a chance for us all to
get to know each other as a group prior to working together in January' (Letter to candidates,
13/11/97).

There was a clear personal touch and implied sharedpurpose in the use of `us'. Elsewhere in
the letter, participants were referred to as `colleagues', a further equalising move. The detailed
aims were (1) to explore candidates' motivations for wanting accessto the diploma, (2) to
inform candidatesabout RPL (generally, and in this context), (3) to inform candidatesabout
departmental teaching programmes and existing pathways into and through them, and (4) to
begin to get a senseof prior learning within the group through a `revealing knowledges'
activity.
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Introduction activity

The day began in the competencestyle of adult education with introductions and a `sharing' of
information about participants' prior and current practice as educators.There was an
opportunity for each candidate to `share' one thing they had learnt about adult learners from
their educator experience- that is, `one small piece of your prior learning'. There was a
discussion as to whether their contributions related to `things formally taught'. The term
`experiential learning' was introduced and became the first item on a `vocabulary list', to be
added to during the RPL process.

In Bernstein's terms, this activity is a classic competencemodel approach. The candidates
were seen as active and creative subjects in the construction of sharedmeanings; `similar to'
relations were emphasisedover differences; hierarchical relationships between teacher and
learner were minimized by `sharing'. If there was pedagogy here, it was implicit and masked
by surface emphasis on democratic participation, valuing of non- and informal learning, and a
very informal, personal and facilitatory style. However, that there was a programme for the
day indicates that the activity was strongly framed in terms of teacher control over the
sequencing141
and timing. The `vocabulary list' also suggestsa more formal teaching role the beginning of the teaching of a specialised language perhaps?

Activity 1:

Why are we here?

This was the first main activity of the day: `Why we are here'. Participants engagedin a
brainstorm around their interest in departmental courses and `How do you feel about being
141What
comes first, second, etc.
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here?' The question implied an affective/therapeutic concern with the `whole person'. The
There
brainstorm
that
was a
of
equal
worth.
are
all
contributions
suggests
practice of
input
Pedagogic
learner
the
was
activity.
control over
substantial amount of seeming
does
is
but,
this
the
the
not
model,
pedagogic
competence
casewith
as
extremely reargrounded
imply
necessarily
an absenceof shaping of what was said and what was not.

Activity 2:

Introducing RPL

The second main activity was `Introducing RPL'. It took the form of a short formal input on
the history and scope of RPL internationally. It was acknowledged that RPL was `a very
list
followed
by
input
in
The
idea
but
that
than
a
was
reality'.
simple
much more complicated
having
it
in
RPL.
For
to relearn what they
the
adults
example, avoids
of claims made
name of
in
justice
it
know;
it
increases
feelings
terms of
to
social
already
of self-worth; contributes
fairness, access,equity. These claims were then problematised via a series of statements
is
for
`RPL
`False'
`True'
to
to
they
example,
or
offered participants, which
could reply
about valuing learning from experience- true or false?' After some individual and pair work,
the statementswere discussedin the whole group. The facilitators' perspectives on all of the
statementswere `Yes, but... ' For example, in relation to the question about valuing learning
from experience, the facilitators' responsewas, `Yes,the idea behind RPL is to value all of
that, but not all of it may be relevant to the course in question so it is also a caseof sifting
through learning from experience to seewhich parts of it can be recognised in relation to a
particular course of study' (Notes for orientation day: 2). Another statementwas, `Learning is
learning - no matter where it occurs, e.g. whether from work experience or from formal
learning'. Again the facilitators' view was `Yes, but...:
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Yes - but it isn't always the samekind of learning. As we know, knowledge is organised in
particular ways in educational institutions - in higher education traditionally in terms of
academic disciplines. It is also true that formal knowledge is not a static thing - it is always
subject to change. There is evidence that traditional forms of knowledge are under particular
pressure around the world at the moment ... RPL has to act as a bridge between experiential
learning and formal learning. To get them to speak to each other RPL is about movement
...
both ways - about moving prior learning closer to formal learning and making formal learning
more responsive to prior learning (Notes for orientation day: 3).

The above quotation embodies an understanding of RPL as building bridges both ways. A
final example was `RPL is only about prior learning, not about new learning true or false?'
Here, the facilitators took the view that it was about both:

if... RPL is about building bridges between experiential learning and more formal learning,
...
then that building of bridges may well involve some new learning One of the key aspectsof
...
RPL in HE is to uncover the abilities people have and to begin a process of new learning where
required, to `translate' those abilities into a form that can operate within HE (in this case the
diploma) (Notes for orientation day: 3).

Here there is academic drift towards the new learning type of RPL which is invariably more of
a one-way bridge not a two-way one. The quotation seemsto confirm an inductive, teaching
role for RPL (as prefigured in the PWG meetings and in our selection of texts with
`progression' as a key principle). Taken as a whole, the above statements
and the responsesto
them suggestrecognition of different forms of knowledge but with a need to orientate them to
institutional demands.
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With regard to Bernstein's competenceand performance pedagogic models, there were more
explicit elements in this activity than in previous ones. The teacher became more visible, and
buts'.
`yes,
`yes,
The
framed,
the activity more strongly
as
were
presented
views
when specific
buts' were scripted before the meeting which further underscored teacher control. Sequencing
deficit
beginnings
is
interesting
framed.
It
to
the
timing
of
a
note
and
remained strongly
beginnings
learning.
Our
the
tone
of
one,
probing
was a problematising,
understanding of prior
theorising perhaps?It is worth recalling the first of the two RPL recontextualising principles,
that practitioner knowledge was to be delimited and distanced, valued, but only up to a point.
This started happening during the orientation day.

Activity 3:

Explaining the departmental teaching programmes and the RPL process

The third activity was to explain departmentalteaching programmes and the RPL pilot to
participants. This included a view of the certificate as `an initial professionalizing course
concerned to develop practitioners' skills', and the diploma as a `further professionalizing
course' (Notes for orientation workshop: 4). Characteristics of learners accessingthe diploma
via the certificate and the M+3 routes were also outlined, drawing from discussions in the
departmental workshop:

Learners entering via the two entry routes have different characteristics. M+3s having formal
academic skills and maybe some experience as an educator/trainer - but not
necessarily... Certificate studentshaving experience first.. .and academic skills second (Notes
for orientation day: 5).

The RPL accessroute was located within these accessarrangements,with characteristics of
learners enshrined in assessmentcriteria, rather than in previous formal qualifications or
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socialisation into departmental mores via (very) successful completion of the certificate. Our
preliminary work on criteria (at the time still incomplete) was outlined. At this time, they were
conceptualised as lying at the crossoverof three `roles' (depicted as three intersecting circles):
the roles of lifelong learner, adult education practitioner, and potential HE learner. RPL was
outlined to participants by way of two facilitator `commitments'. The first to `the prior
learning part' of the above three roles, to `providing opportunities for revealing and better
understanding prior learning - the abilities developed in whatever life or work situation'
(Notes for orientation day: 5). It was a slightly circumspect commitment to prior learning,
given the criteria. What does `better understanding' mean? Distancing? Theorising?

The second commitment was to `the new learning part' of the roles, carrying the assumption
that working with texts would involve new learning `at an appropriate level'. It was expressed
as a commitment to `providing very supported or `scaffolded' opportunities for beginning to
build the bridge between prior learning and the [diploma] to seehow abilities transfer to the
new situation - the requirements of the [diploma]' (Notes for orientation day. 5). Here is the
explicit shift from the two-way-bridge type of RPL to the one-way-bridge and new learning
type. Differentiating between prior and new learning signalled the classification of knowledge
and therefore insulations and degreesof (im)permeability. The implicit suggestionwas that
movement over the boundary was not automatic. The Vygotskian scaffolding was designed to
point the way, although the quote suggeststhat it was primarily candidates' responsibility to
negotiate the scaffolded bridge.

According to the planning notes, discussion then moved to practical matters of
assessment
The facilitators put forward a disclaimer, that there was `no guarantee
of accessto the
diploma. That all dependson assessment'.Yet we also emphasisedthat RPL
was `NOT about
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passing or failing', but `about finding the most appropriate entry point - that gives you the
best chance of succeedingin the longer term'. Participants were offered a range of possible
outcomes. For example, they could decide at this stageto opt for the certificate rather than
RPL. The stressseemedto be on all parties being `responsible and honest about what is
possible and what is not' (Notes for orientation day: 6). Robert, it seems,was correct in his
view that responsibility for `failure' had passedto learners.

The above presentation is significant for what it was not, as well as what it was. It involved,
not the competencelanguage of empowerment, but a circumspect language of empowerment
which held out promise and constraint. It legitimised and strengthenedthis through appealsto
`virtues' such as responsibility and honesty. Performancepedagogy and institutional
requirements came to the fore: power shifted to the university. The activity was strongly
framed - didactic and visible, with explicit teacher control over selection of topic and
sequencing,and institutional control over assessment/evaluativerules.

Activity 4:

Creating a group 'map' of ETD practitioner prior learning

The final activity of the day adopted a `celebratory' and `advocatory' stancetowards prior
learning. Participants created a group `map' of ETD expertise involved in `planning a learning
intervention'

it
had
According
they
to the
something
which
was
assumed
all
experienced.
-

notes (p.6-7), the activity was designed to `identify strengths', to `begin to seethe group
profile' and to develop a `collective resource that can be drawn on' during the RPL process.
The creation of the map involved a brainstorm via two questions, `What do you have to do?'
and `What knowledge do you draw on when you do these things?' The activity referred to the
ETDP Quality Framework. In the context of the RPL process, the `doing'
question was related
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to the `design' ability discussed earlier and to the role of `adult education practitioner'. The
`knowledge' question was related to the `text' ability and to the role of `potential HE learner'.
This created a dichotomy between practice and knowledge/the academy which was not there
in the Quality Framework. An overly optimistic (and neat) organising gesture on the part of
the RPL facilitators perhaps? An attempt to tie the activity to `roles' and `abilities'?

This activity reinserted competence pedagogy. It reverted to an apparent valuing of all
contributions and all knowledge. Learners were again active in constructing meanings. The
emphasis was seemingly on valuing competence that already existed with no overt
differentiation or grading. There was a semblance of democracy and equality with everyone
involved in validating prior skills and knowledge, without reference to formal bodies of
knowledge or knowledge structures. However, the use of the Quality Framework
foregrounded knowledge and therefore signalled the inadequacy of prior learning that was not
knowledge-based. Performance lurked behind competence.

There are not many participant data pertaining specifically to the delivery side of the
orientation day. What there are suggeststhat the participants would have been very
demoralised by performance pedagogy alone. Even though competence pedagogy is
ambiguous about power and control, the friendliness and valuing were important in easing

participantsover the RPL boundary.

For Deborah, the day was `gentle', `encouraging' and supportive: `It was so gentle the
introduction... The orientation was exciting it was encouraging... What I recall is applying,
but there was support even at that point'. For Freda, the day was friendly and `welcoming' and
very necessarily so: `The initial contact.. . set a tone - the welcoming or the not
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hesitation.
Freda's
Four
of
nervousness
and
sense
perhapsnervous'.
otherparticipantsshared
Marie felt that she had been informally selectedeven before the orientation day142,in her
interview with me, but she remained nervous:

I remember you saying `you're just the kind of person we want on this programme'. And I held
on to that. So when I came into the workshop I had a sensethat I had already perhaps passed
if
horribly
I
invited
be
level
I
That
to
the
test.
off the mark.
was
workshop
some
of
wouldn't
So I had a great sensethat there was a good chance that I could make it. But that I knew in my
head...

Oscar and Vusi referred to being afraid: `its just not knowing what it was going to be like.
There was always this fear you know' (Oscar); `I was sort of being afraid. I had this
inferior.. that I did not do well at school' (Vusi). Michael expressedhis nervousnessas a
.
worry about whether or not he was up to it: `I think that one of the things that was worrying
me right from day one was whether I would be able to perform the tasks that were required do the work

do
it?
I
'
could
actually
-

In a more interpretive vein, there was a continual alternation of competence-dominanceand
performance-dominance between and sometimes within activities. The latter came to the fore
in activities such as critiquing the concept of RPL, formulating the `vocabulary list', the
`commitments', explaining the RPL process and the envisaged assessmentprocedures. The
complex interplay of the two models is clearly visible in the final activity `celebrating' prior
learning

discussion
learning
framed
by
the
where
a
certain
concerned
only
subset
of
prior
-

national ETDP standards,with knowledge brought to the fore. I would argue that performance
142Performance
pedagogy at work even at that stage?
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The amount of prior learning that enteredthe pedagogic frame was circumscribed, and indeed
shifted/receded at various times during the day, while the importance of particular academic
for
day's
Thus,
the
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the
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messagesystemsof
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but
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scripted
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it
in
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Candidates
control of the
seems,
were,
expected rate of acquisition) was weakly
rate of their own learning (or failure).

Consultations with individual candidates
At the end of the orientation day participants were invited to set up individual consultations
with either Francesor myself, the aims of which were expressedas follows:

"

debriefing from the orientation day;

"

clarifying the January [i. e. the RPL] process;

"

admin - applications etc;

"

preparing for the January process (Notes for consultations: 1).

A competence-pastoralapproachwas foregrounded. We wanted to know which parts of the
orientation day went well for which participants, and which `not so well'; whether there were
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4any surprises', and whether there were any `new learnings' (emphasizing this particular type
of RPL).

The idea of a `learning journal' was introduced. This was seenas a process of `data gathering'
143.
be
Time
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be
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have
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It
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145Hereafter
called 'the practitioner text' or 'the Fotheringham text'.
146Hereafter called 'the Usher text'.
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learning journal; the third, was to read the Fotheringham et al. paper and to begin to think
about their own educator experiencein relation to it.

The consultations were a combination of competenceand performance models. An informal
therapeutic competencevoice was deployed in the idea of `negotiating' with individuals about
how they wished to proceed. The learning journal formally introduced the notion of
personal/individual reflection as a methodology within RPL. It also suggesteda private,
internal, introspective world rather like a diary. Though not necessarily a public document, it
positions the private world precariously close to the public one, when formal assessment
looms.

The distributive rules, strong framings and performance pedagogiesof the university were
foregrounded in the referencesto hierarchical authority relations, university rules, the
requirement for academic skills such as `analysis' and `theorising', and the strict guidelines on
portfolio content. Consultations prefigured a packaging (or recontextualising) of prior learning
in forms palatable to the university and commensuratewith the texts and the assessment
criteria. New (formal) learning was increasingly foregrounded - referred to on two occasions
during the consultations. To the analytical eye, it is now exceedingly clear what type of RPL
this was147.

147 It
was

not

to me

at the

time.
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Thefirst weekend

RPL began with seven candidates.Petra had been employed for seven years in a universityhosted NGO that worked with trade unions in the area of occupational health. Deborah had
been working with a rural development NGO for nine years. Marie had been involved in HRD
had
Lifeline148
for
in
the
counsellor and
a
as
experience
and
seven years
work
private sector
trainer. Oscar worked as an ABET curriculum designer and manager in an NGO. He had
fifteen years' experience of trade union work. Vusi had five years of community-based adult
for
fifteen
film
TV
been
had
drama.
in
Michael
school
and
running a
educator experience
in
HRD
had
Freda
designer
teacher.
experience
years'
many
years as manager, curriculum
and
in the private sector, ran her own businessconsultancy and had lecturing experience in private
tertiary colleges. In `race' terms, two male candidateswere black (one coloured and one
African); the four women were white; and there was one white male.

Introductory

activity

The first weekend began with a review of discussionsduring the orientation day. A completed
set of criteria was `shared' with candidates.Each activity in RPL was to be followed by an
opportunity to map its process and outcomes against the criteria and to record observations in
learning journals. The aim was for candidatesto build up a cumulative profile of their learning
and knowledge in relation to the criteria. They were, it seems,being asked to recontextualise
their prior experiential knowledge as criteria. Furthermore, there had been a shift from criteria
as sitting at the intersection of the three roles (as discussedduring the orientation day), to the
criteria in front of two of the roles, and to those, in turn, in front of the lifelong learner role.
148South African
equivalent of the Samaritans.
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This suggeststhat lifelong learning and broader, more divergent prior experiential knowledge
were continually reargrounded.Academic potential andparticular aspectsof prior experiential
learning - in other words, academic drift - were foregrounded. The type of RPL tightens its
grip, as does the secondrecontextualising principle.

The review continued with a `discussion' of portfolios and texts and of how `the texts taken as
department's
The
2).
for
first
(Notes
be
the
weekend:
criteria'
a whole will
assessedagainst
The
by
for
formal
agreement
also
addressed.
candidate
was
each
request
a
agreementsigned
(discussedin the Foucauldian analysis) absolved the department of ongoing responsibility to
into
the
the
tied
the
of
time,
rules
the
evaluative
candidates
candidatesand, at
same
department: `Assessmentof portfolios will be undertaken by a team of departmental academic
between
(Agreement
the
final
judgments
the
about student admissions'
staff who will make
department and RPL candidates).Finally, a programme for the four days was presented.
Explicit attention was drawn to teaching and learning strategies,with a Vygoskian `social'
in
be
to
peer reference
through
undertaken
element emphasised
collaborative group work
individual
individually
`...
time
and
time
small
group
and..
groups,
working as a whole group,
.
in
be
similar practitioner
up
of
people
made
work will
organised within peer reference groups
contexts - for first level support. Learning is a social process... ' (Notes for first weekend: 2).

The activity of mapping learning against criteria is suggestive of active learners orientating
themselves and their learning to future, external goals -a key characteristic of performance
pedagogy. Following Bernstein, I would argue that this sort of profiling representsan
incorporation of discoursesand practices from the ORF into the PRF. However, the RPL
assessmentcriteria were not the performative outcomes of his generic performance mode.
They were an attempt to externalize previously undisclosed formal academic criteria staying
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ascloseaspossible
The criteria therefore remained within the ambit of the PRF149.Yet the process of mapping
oneself against them is reminiscent of the generic performance pedagogic mode and associated
notions of trainability and market instrumentality.

Candidate interview data does not make reference to this continuous mapping. Analysis has
design.
backwash
in
effect on curriculum
already shown ways which the criteria exerted a
Here they make an explicit entry into pedagogy and the curriculum-in-action. I would argue
helps
`competencies'
to
that the activity of continually reworking a particular specification of
firm up the RPL evaluative rules. It was quite a disciplining activity.

Activity 1:

How do we understand experience, knowledge and learning?

Documentary evidence suggeststhat, having got the formalities out of the way, the session
do
`How
first
The
we understand
to
was,
the
activity
reverted
alternating competencemode.
"experience", "knowledge" and 'learning"? ' It juxtaposed the `lifeline activity' (given to the
learning
Boud
text
during
the
on
the consultations as preparatory work) with
et al.
candidates
from experience.

The lifeline activity took as its starting-point `our role as lifelong learners' (i. e. the recently
reargrounded `role'): `The aim of this activity is to encourageeach person to reflect on
important experiencesand events in their lives (lifeline activity)'. Between individual
consultations and this session,candidateshad been asked to draw a line representing their life

149The association
of criteria with the ORF was probably one reason for the resistancesin the departmental
workshop.
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drawings
to
to
colours,
symbols,
shapes
or
use
straight,
curved,
spiral,
etc
and
wavy,
feelings,
decisions,
influences,
experiences,people, places. and so on.
signify events,

Most candidatesrecalled the lifeline activity as an extremely positive experienceparticularly
with regard to acknowledgement.For Oscar, the reflective part was central to acknowledging
his identity and the worth of his informal learning connectedto political struggle (a populist
reading of competence?):

history becausethere was obviously the question about `who are you? what
reflecting
on
my
...
makes you? what is your history about? what have you learnt?'... The RPL process- what I
liked about it most was that it allowed me an opportunity to reflect and... to think about that a
bit more - which perhaps I would never have done had that opportunity not come up - that was
great. And then being able to seehow that helped me to gain access...

Freda welcomed the `time for reflection' during this activity. For Deborah the lifeline activity
was affirming: `So, things like the lifeline history are really affirming. Just doing it was really
helpful'. Vusi noted a positive outcome in the way it helped him to remember his prior
learning: `So each and every one of us was asked to reflect on his learning or social
experience, if I may call it that ... It refreshed my memory and I was quite amazedto learn that
I can still remember the things that had happenedin my past... '

One cannot discount the positive impact of reflection on life history, especially for those
whose senseof worth has been diminished. This restitutive effect seemsto have been
enhancedby being seen and heard by representativesof a formal institution. One candidate,
Deborah, reported how she used the lifeline activity in her development work with
marginalised communities:
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I used the lifeline activity as an icebreaker and it stays and it goes on being one of the most
That's
live
[in
the thing
to
communities].
who
rural
valuable processes- of substance people
they want. They're not so interested in the bloody analysesof their problems, it's that, it's that
acknowledgement of them. It's very powerful.

Analysis suggeststhat it was the most competence-orientatedactivity of the whole RPL
in
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in that it disguises institutional power and control, but candidatesneededthe valuing.

Pedagogicpresencebecame more visible in the secondhalf of the activity, when the lifelines
for
half
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The
`propositions'.
Boud
this
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of the
notes
planning
were
with
et al.
identified
introduced
that
theory
those
as
were
activity
exactly
elements of critical social
absent from the text, as well as introducing a slightly postmodern tone in `many ways of
knowing', with particular relations of power attributed to some ways of knowing:

Conclude with key points from earlier notes: social construction of experience and knowledge;
critical role of background, values etc; many ways of knowing - some more highly valued than
others.. .not always easy to transfer learning from one experiential context to another (Notes
for first weekend: 2-3).

This suggeststhat we extendedthe theoreticalbaseof the Boud et al. text so asto bring it
closer to the departmental-diploma discourse. In introducing the text, we inserted a
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(unsurprisingly) was ambivalent towards it. On the one hand, she took comfort from the way
the text acknowledged her prior learning. On the other hand, she had her doubts, indicated by
`perhaps' and `maybe':

The emphasis within that text on experiential learning was comforting becauseyou couldn't
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this particular
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have
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Activity 2:

The Fotheringham et aL text

The second activity of the first weekend focused on the Fotheringham et al. text. Candidates
engagedwith it at three levels: first, as a physical text - in terms of layout, constructions of
in
its
terms of
thirdly,
to
and
content;
arguments, organisation and so on; secondly, with regard
how well it would satisfy the RPL assessmentcriteria as a (notional) portfolio text.

We divided the paper into two sections- `Introduction and the description of practice' and
`identifying and understanding/analysing issues'. The above three levels were discussedin
relation to each section. This was done in peer reference groupings. Candidates were invited to
first jot their personal reflections in their learning journals. In `identifying and understanding/
analysing issues', candidateswere referred to the ETDP Quality Framework particularly to the
way in which ETD roles are based in expertise, and expertise grounded in knowledge, `which
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provide the grounds for the choices, decisions and judgments re: teaching and learning' (Notes
for first weekend: 4). Questions were posed such as, `Does the ETD model help to illuminate
why things went wrong at Happy Valley? '

Overnight, candidateschose one aspect,event or experience of their practitioner prior learning
to treat in a Fotheringham-type way. During the second day of the first weekend one hour was
discussion
for
to
of their selected
group
allocated each candidate
a presentation and substantial
topic.

Interview data suggestthat candidatessaw the Fotheringham et al. text and activities as
belonging to `progression' within RPL. Michael said, `Oh, there was definitely progression'.
Oscar noted, `There was a shift during that period'. For Marie, the Fotheringham et al. text
was seenas close to practice and therefore a reassuring basis for new (academic) learning.
This view resonatedwith our idea that the paper was a sort of half-way house between the
roles of practitioner and HE learner:

I think the way it was set up, firstly, to look at ourselves as practitioners. I liked that in
retrospect becauseit was not breaking apart our comfort zone before we were ready to do that.
There was a process. The self as practitioner was really a process of empowering our own
expectations and allowing us to start developing writing in particular ways, in content that I
felt familiar with, content about work, and confident about working with (Marie).

There was resistanceto the text from others. Freda opposed our strong framing of the activity
and the silencing effect it had on her own prior (corporate) learning. She graspedvery starkly
the way the paper valorised some prior experiential knowledge (community-based) and
excluded others:
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Considering the target audience and the purpose of this submission, the recognition of my prior
learning, my initial reaction was to place on record personal achievements,successesand
learnings, which are many and varied, over a long period of time, in relation to a wide
spectrum of business and education practice. The activity allocated, however, was to identify
an own practitioner experience to be analysed and basedon the Fotheringham paper (Portfolio
text 1: 1).

Deborah had ideological problems with the assumedauthority of the authors. In populistradical terms (of people's education and the UDF? ), she saw Fotheringham et al. as stealing
from the participants in the literacy project, as `taking ownership of a knowledge that actually
belongs to someoneelse and is in other peoples' experience... It's that drawing power and
sustenanceand not giving it back'.

In an interpretive vein, performance pedagogy came to the fore in the Fotheringham activity,
as the production of individualised texts for evaluation, emphasistowards the future, use of the
text as an external template/goal to emulate, etc. This shift to performance was what some
candidatessaw as progression. The Fotheringham activities were strongly framed in terms of
sequencingand the rules of communication, in that explicit and visible expectations were
spelled out - for example, about how to engagewith the text and how to relate prior learning to
it, with regard to both content and style.

I have already claimed that part of the rationale for the recontextualisation of the paper was to
signal desirable (in our view) academicpractices and standpoints, for example, the adoption of
a storied quality in talking about practice; critical reflective enquiry; the foregrounding of
social context; and attention to power relations, especially those hidden in orthodoxies such as
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`progressive' practice. The requirement that candidatesmodel their first text on Fotheringham
do
Fotheringham
inviting
We
to
the
that
what
et al.
candidates
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et al. strengthens
claim.
text did and, in so doing, reflect our recontextualising gaze back to us. We were seeking
candidatescapable of theorising their practice in a Fotheringham-type way. Practice was to
recede as theorisation, contextualisation and critique were foregrounded. In many ways the
paper did the teaching, allowing us to `facilitate' in competencemode. The competencemodel
therefore applied through the personal style of the support given to candidatesby each other
(and by us as facilitators).

Between the two weekend sessions,candidatesprepared a draft of their practitioner text. They
also updated their learning journals and read the paper that would be the subject of the
forthcoming session `Adult Studentsand their Experience: Developing a Resource for
Learning' - and noted aspectsof the text that interested and/or confused them.

The second weekend

We indicated that we were moving ('progressing') `closer to diploma mode' 150and that the
Usher text representedthat shift, `the move from a text by practitioners for practitioners to a

text by an academicfor academicsor HE students'(Notesfor secondweekend:1).

Issuesthat candidatesfound interesting and/or confusing on first reading were discussedby
the whole group. They raised some thoroughly sociological and political matters, such as
Usher's lack of attention to context:

150More
academic drift.
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Usher has a `sneaky' way of arguing - it's hard to disagree with him; linking learning to
experience - what if experience is missing?; his `good' versus `bad' learning experiencesneed
to be linked to broader socio-political context and to social norms and codes (From flip chart
used in session).

Matters seen as `confusing' included Usher's lack of definition of his key concepts: `Usher's
understanding of an `adult' and the homogeneity he assumes;his lack of definition of how he
is seeing `learning'; his dichotomies - subjective versus objective - deep versus surface etc.'
(From flip chart used in session).Candidates' critiques were incisive, perceptive, complex and
theoretical. What this indicates about the nature of (at least some of) the candidates' prior
experiential knowledge is discussedin part three of this chapter.

The text was dealt with in a way that mirrored the chronology of Usher's arguments. As with
Fotheringham et al., it was divided into sections. In peer groupings, candidatessummarised
the main arguments in some form of visual representation(a mind map, for example). Their
discussionstook most of the first day and were interspersedwith whole group plenary
sessions.Towards the end of the day, the production of the secondportfolio text was
discussed.The task was called `Analysing and Evaluating Self as a Learner'
detailed
task,
-a
beginning with our summary of Usher's arguments. Candidateswere asked to `use Usher's
arguments as a tool to analyse and evaluate yourself as a learner', and to do this in three steps:

"

Provide a summary of Usher's main points.

"

Say whether you agree or disagree with those points by drawing on concrete examples from
your own experience as a learner.
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"

Reflect on what the above reveals about your own learning, i. e. can you begin to develop a

theoryof yourselfas a learner?(Taskfor text 2).

An attempt was made to scaffold (in our caseframe more strongly) the task by offering
guidelines - rules of communication (in Bernsteinian terms):

"

You do not have to produce an academic paper like Usher's!

"

You will need to produce a coherent text that introduces, develops and concludes, with
linkages between points and sections;

"

Do use your learning journal and any other resources and activities used during the RPL
process to substantiateyour points;

"

beginning the process of writing as an adult education student to a lecturer on the
you
are
...
diploma course. So, try and write the text in your own words - however, if you need/want to
quote, use quotation marks and say who you are quoting (Task for text 2).

During the morning of the secondday candidatesworked individually on their texts, but
within peer groups for immediate (competence-style) support. The first part of the final

afternoonsessionwas setasidefor whole groupdiscussionon the productionof texts.

The Usher paper and related activities were the subject of much discussion in the candidate
interview data'51.Evidence suggeststhat Usher became a `folk hero' of the recontextualisation
process. Interview data recall an emotional time for the candidates- `very scary', `unnerving',
`I felt hugely out of my depth', `different from everything else you were doing' (Oscar); `one
of the most difficult papers that I've ever read' (Michael); `it was tough' (Vusi); `oh my God
this is hard', `I felt very insecure' (Marie). Marie sums up the emotional tone of the group well
151And

subsequently. Those candidates accessingthe diploma were referred to as `usherettes'!
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in the following: `on that day when we got given Usher's text. Everyone's personal stability
Deborah,
An
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it
just
It
who
was
exception
ways'.
moment many
was wasn't! was a
found the paper `very nice -I liked it a lot'. Part three of this chapter will account for the ways
different individuals reacted to the paper. What is clear is its high psychological impact.

It was experienced as symbolic. As mentioned, the paper was introduced as being `closer to
diploma mode' and as an academic text rather than a practitioner text. I would argue that this,
together with the fact that it was a published paper, and that it occupied the final part of the
RPL programme and had substantial time devoted to it, accounted for its symbolic authority.

It symbolised the culmination of theprogression principle within RPL. Marie saw it as a
`crunch moment' and as the `step' which other activities had paved the way for: `And then the
next big step was, "here's an academic text". So, the self as practitioner was a preparation'. It
symbolised assessment.For Oscar, it was a `wake up call' for the future, and about
`measuring' -'it

later,
being
happen
is
to
that
this
and
also
what going
was a wake up call,

do
Are
"are
to
this?
to
to
to
prepared
go
and
you
able say myself, ask myself,
you up
this?"... it was measuring'.

The paper was also seenas symbolising the power of the 'system, the power of the university.
Marie saw it as giving `a strong sense of what was required in the system'. And so did Oscar:

I definitely think the text itself - if anything, that was from the university. If you were told by

it wasthat: `Theyshouldhavesomesenseof
the universityto useonething as a measurement
what they need to do with this'.
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It was also seen as symbolising the academic requirements of diploma level study: `I think you
(Vusi).
be
in
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learn
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that
class'
what
and expect
gave us so
we can

For Oscar, it was `a

benchmark... in terms of what was going to be required and what kind of inputs I was going to
have to make'. Marie (first interview) was more explicit about specific academic
requirements:

I thought that obviously we are getting this text becausethis is the kind of stuff we are going to
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writing'52

The peer group reading of the Usher paper was seen as a powerful learning process, especially
for the members of one of the peer groupings who had an almost mystical experience when
they realised how powerfully it resonatedwith their experiencesas learners within RPL. Petra
(Portfolio, text 2: 3) saw herself as having been `taken through the stepsdescribed by Usher'.
Marie described something `dawning' on her: `And then it dawned on me that what he was
talking about was what we were actually experiencing and that helped me understand'.
Michael stressed`realisation' and a very powerful `aha' moment. In his portfolio (Text 2: 4),
he says: `I was almost overwhelmed and I am still not really able to expressin words how I
felt afterwards'. In his second interview the moment remained poignant, as indicated by his
recall of the detail of his immediate surroundings when it happened:

And then the second thing is that one suddenly realises that it's happening to you. So, what is
being described in the text is actually happening to the learner. That realisation came
through.. And. the three of us were in a team - and the realisation hit us almost at the same
.
..
152In her later interview
she expressedthe requirements in identity terms ('it's about ways of being and ways of
seeing'). This suggeststhat over time she came to see change at the level of identity.
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What do Bernstein's theories reveal about the use of Usher? The paper signified the
`marker'
drift.
It
taken
of the recognition and realisation
a
as
summation of academic
was
into
it.
These
final
(recontextualisation
A
coded
were
perspective)
via
rules.
set of messages
were about form as well as content. On the form side, we wanted candidateswho could engage
with academic texts such as Usher's, who could understand (recognise) and work with
(realise) academic theory. On the content side, we wanted candidateswho could recognise
themselves within (adult) learning theory and explain/theorise their own position as learners in
framed
in
The
the
terms.
guidance
strongly
such
rules of communication were made explicit
for the task, and the lists of `dos' and `don'ts'. It was clear to everyone at this point that it was
the evaluative rules of the university that mattered. Usher's paper was seenas embodying the
RPL pedagogic discourse.

The final part of the last afternoon was formal - reminding candidatesabout deadlines and
introducing a framework for organizing their portfolios. Ideas for the personal `motivation'
text were discussed.It was suggestedthey:

"

introduceself andcontext;

"

give a senseof why they want to do the diploma;

"

offer some reflections on the RPL process e.g. the relationship between prior and new learning;

"

make some comments about themselves in relation to the RPL assessmentcriteria;

"

make reference to any other `evidence' they wish to submit in support of their application
(Guidelines for motivation).
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The portfolio production processwas very strongly framed, as in, `portfolios will be submitted
to the RPL staff by not later than 9.00 am on 26 January 1998'.

General views about the delivery of the RPL curriculum

This section of analysis adds plausibility and coherenceto the analysis so far by taking

accountof the substantialamountof interview datawherecandidatesspokeaboutRPL
(as
in
in
to
terms
than
analysed above). It
activities
pedagogy general
rather
relation specific
follows Bernstein's emphasison competence,performance, invisible and visible pedagogies
from the learners' perspectives becausehe perceives there to be often be a gap between
transmission and acquisition -a gap in which `ideology' can operate. What follows is a theme
analysis of candidate data and the smaller amount of data from the co-facilitator and
academicsin the department153.

What sort of competence pedagogy?

There are data elaborating on the nature and perceptions of competencepedagogy. First, there
are generalisedreferencesto teacher support to individuals. Marie noted the continuous nature
of the support: `And once again the support was there. It wasn't - "here, go and work on your
own at home and bring a portfolio"'. Oscar coded support as `help' in, `You were the people
who were helping us'. Roy, the sponsor of the RPL project, also commented on the quality of
the support:

153Who
were at a distance from the actual RPL process.
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There's also clearly a very high commitment on the part of both yourself and Frances to
provide an incredible amount of support. I mean, if you asked for support, you got it. And there

wasn't a limit to what you could get.Well, maybetherewasbut...

Secondly, are referencesto affirmation of candidates. Deborah was most forthcoming about
this. For her, affirmation was about being `acknowledged', `valued' and `taken seriously' by
`somebody else'. Oscar and Vusi highlighted the importance of being seen and heard as
individuals, in contrast I think to their experiencesof formal education under apartheid: `And
it helped to also realise that you were looking at us as individuals, at who we were and what
our experienceswere' (Oscar); `You were prepared to understand and listen to what I was
saying' (Vusi). There is thus a very strong strand in the above data of `being seen' and `being
heard' by others, especially by representativesof a formal institution.

Roy and Francesalso noted recognition of individual worth as an affirming part of the RPL
pedagogy. For Roy it was `a confidence building process- suddenly you say "hey,
somebody's actually saying that I'm OK about engaging". So you're recognizing their worth "the way I work, the way I think, counts"'. From the close perspective of co-facilitator,
Francesobserved, `I think they felt affirmed personally and as learners'.
Thirdly, and linked to affirmation there are data relating to facilitators' (humanistic) belief in
individuals' ability to succeed.Oscar said there was `a belief that RPL people could make it'.
For Petra, it was about a focus on swimming not sinking, on success,which she found
motivating, `a processthat allowed you to swim. It never felt threatening like you wanted to
give up' (First interview).
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These three themes are firmly at one with Bernstein's competencemode. The
progressive/therapeutic mode, with a focus on intra-individual processes,comes through
strongly in the secondtheme. The third theme is a particularly clear instantiation of the
competencefacilitator's commitment to maximizing learner potential by seeing learners as
`already competent, merely unactualised' (Muller 1996a: 13).

A fourth characteristic of the competencepedagogy is the non-didactic, non-directive mode of
transmission. Freda saw it as two-way learning, suggesting a degree of reciprocity and
equality: `There was almost a willingness to learn from both sides'. Deborah saw the
facilitators as not imposing their views and decisions, which provided her with a spacefor her
own learning. In her portfolio (Text 2: 7), she referred to this as follows: `... skilled
facilitation, which draws on the initiative of the group of learners in discussion, rather than
imposing their decisions about the issues,provided me with a context which stimulated me to
engagein authentic and active learning'. For Oscar, it was about us letting the debatesbe selfdirecting. Like Freda, he suggestedthat we adopted a non-expert, equal, position: `The
facilitators on the course allowed the debatesto be self-directing on the part of the participants
with minimum contribution by facilitators. Facilitators did not adopt the approach of experts'
(Portfolio text 2: 6). Petra, however, was more circumspect and critical in her analysis. For
her, the non-directive style involved the facilitators `shaping the processwithout directing it'
(Portfolio text 2: 4). Such a comment chimes with earlier analysis about control in competence
pedagogy.

Fifthly, candidate data suggestan expectation that candidatesshare and disclose. For Vusi,
this was coded as `sort of explaining... Each and everyone was asked to sort of explain and
there were some group discussions'. For Freda, disclosure was linked to trust and support
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the group was a safe space.She said `the group was very supportive' and, although she felt
`exposed sometimes' it was `not scary actually'.

Marie and Deborah were more comfortable with disclosure than other candidates.Deborah
described herself as `wedded' to it. And for Marie, there wasn't enough of it. She wanted RPL
to embrace a psychotherapeutic dimension alongside a sociological one, a processthat would
allow people to deal with their `inner stuff.

Rosy'54raised a more general and analytical point about particular reflective and verbal styles
`conflation
her,
disclosure
For
in
there
teaching
a
was
of
adult education
programmes.
between learning from experience and being able to talk about learning from experience',
whereas in other contexts, `if you're doing something else in life, you can do it fantastically
well without necessarily being able to reflect and articulate on how you do it and what you do
directly
do
She
is
it
intuitively'.
Her
to
that
this
you
referred
exclusionary.
main
point
was
RPL:

And I was aware of someone like Vusi and I can think of lots of people in the certificate class
is
kind
individual,
discourse
be
disadvantaged
by
Because
that
that.
their
would
not
of
really
very self-reflective, psycho-analytical almost, therapeutic - it's a far more eclectic and
organisational discourse. They find it really hard to talk about themselves and we count that as
somehow a lot....

Bernstein's three modes of competenceilluminate Rosy's thinking. Reflective disclosure can
be seenas an attribute of the progressive-therapeuticmode. In an organisational style of
154Academic in the department
with responsibility for the certificate programme.
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reflection, the focus is on problem-solving and action not personal introspection. This would
be Bernstein's populist or radical mode. She suggestedthat adult education and RPL find
ways to `establish learnings from experiencewithout necessarily requiring people to be able to
personally reflect on those learnings in a particular way'. For example, `just talk to them and
make deductions from that'.

The sixth and final competencetheme links to disclosure. There were a number of emphatic
referencesto RPL as a humanistic nurturing comfort zone. Petra referred directly to
`nurturing', `caring' and `safety': `It felt like we were being encouragedand nurtured - really,
you know... It felt like a nice and safe environment'. Petra also alluded (critically) to the
ambiguous and power-laden boundary between nurturing and judging, suggestingthat
competencepedagogy makesjudgement feel like nurturing (that is, masks power and control):
`So, what I supposewas nice, it wasn't just judging -I didn't feel that I was being judged but I
felt that I had been nurtured to the point where I could go and do the course'. Deborah referred
to nurturing, and added that some candidatesadopted the samepedagogy in relation to each
other when they moved on to the diploma course: `You were already creating a nurturing
spacefor the likes of us and we neededit and we could use it - for those of us who went on obviously we did - we used it'. In a similar vein, these two candidatessaw the RPL facilitators
as comfortable - `relaxing', `easy' and `non-threatening'.

There is a point at which nurturing shadedinto therapy for some candidates.As mentioned,
Marie wanted more disclosure of `inner stuff. Freda referred to RPL as `better than therapy',
adding: `In one of my essaysor once somebody said - "this was better than a therapy session"
and I could relate to that becausethere was reflection and time for self which we very rarely
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stop to do if you're not forced to do'. For Deborah, `it was like "holding" -a "container"'. For
Petra, RPL helped people to `take a psychological step'.

This final theme is interesting becauseit does not squarewith the analysis that has gone
before. I argued that RPL was influenced by the pedagogic discourse of the diploma and
departmental context and designed to interact with candidates' prior learning, albeit in a
limited way and as a means to an end. A therapeutic approach such as that representedin this
theme is at odds with that process,which suggeststhat it was not our intention. I would
therefore hypothesise that competencepedagogic elementswere interpreted by some of the
candidatesin a particularly therapeutic way. I will revisit this issue. It representspotentially a
powerful example of Bernstein's gap between transmission and acquisition.

The above analysis clearly supports earlier claims that the competenceelements in the RPL
pedagogy were very significant. This is not surprising given Bernstein's observation that the
competencemode is frequently deployed in `repair sections' of official education, to boost
confidence and overcome fears. Most candidatesneededthe competenceaspectsof RPL. I
would claim that this was mainly becauseof what it was not - i. e. not formal performance
mode, which would have driven them away. The analysis suggeststhat different candidates
had different experiencesof competencepedagogy depending on their own practice,
experience and needs.Marie's understanding for example, is very much in the
progressive/therapeuticmode, whereas those candidateswith politicised NGO backgrounds
(Petra, Deborah and Oscar) incline to a more populist or radical interpretation of the
competencepedagogy.
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Not only competence

I have claimed performance pedagogy and strong framings alternated and were interspersed
with competencepedagogy between and within activities, and that performance pedagogy was
particularly evident in the gradual foregrounding of disciplinary and institutional values. Data
suggestthat candidateswere well aware of this, at the sametime as they embracedthe
competencepedagogy'55.First, there are many referencesto thefacilitators being a visible
locus of institutional power with a normative plan, `total power' and `authority' as
`gatekeepers'. Freda believed we `had a grand plan and an agendaas in your normal educative
exercises...there was a meaning behind most things'. For her, as facilitators, we `had total
control over access'. Michael had a similar view:

You were the authority figures. You were the people who said yah or nay. You were the people
that said, `OK, I think this is of the required standard. You can submit that to the Board or the
panel.. .if it wasn't up to the standard you'd have never let it go through. So there was that
gate-keeper approach at that particular point. And I was quite happy about that.

Secondly, there are referencesto explicit, yet supportive pedagogies. `Scaffolding' found its
way into Marie's vocabulary - `the RPL processprovided the scaffolding' (First interview).
Michael (using ORF discourse) referred to `enabling outcomes'. Freda mentioned `assistance
in engaging with the text that was incredibly important and grounding' (First interview).
...
Other candidatesreferred to explicit aspectsof the pedagogy in the following terms: `it
cuts it
into pieces and then you understand' (Vusi), `locating practice in the bigger
picture... teaching

Iss See Petra's

comments above.
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tutorial in writing in a structured way' (Petra).

Bernstein's performance pedagogy is basedon differentiation and external goals. In candidate
data, this was representedas ongoing assessment-a third theme. Petra `truly believed there
was ongoing assessment'.Marie noted how she willingly succumbedto ongoing assessment:
`the point is that during that processyou know you are being assessed,you've made the
decision to go through that'. For Petra, the ongoing assessmenthad a benign `competence'
quality to it, as in: `it never felt like we were really being tested'. For Oscar, ongoing
assessmentcompared favourably with his previous experiencesin formal education:

in the way that I felt people like yourself and others were kind of measuring us in the
not
...
way the system did in the past. I didn't get a senseof that ... it wasn't a case of- there are these
bland measurements- instruments - that you come in and we'll help you to identify or
understand what its about and then - you're on your own... It wasn't these bland measurements
or indicators that you were using just to meet university criteria...

The above analysis suggeststhe competencemodel is therefore more complex than a simple
obfuscatory mechanism. Boosting confidence and overcoming fears necessitatesomething like
competencepedagogy, despite its ambiguities over power and control.

Recontextualisation via perspective: decoding signals

This piece of analysis refers to ways in which candidatesactively addressedthe pedagogic
mixture of RPL, and the tacit requirement to understand the RPL gaze and reflect it back to us.
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Facilitators as signalling

There are a number of referencesto facilitators as signalling. For Marie, our signals were
`embedded' in the process, with the imperative that one `get it':

Judy: How did we communicate that to you?
Marie: You didn't - you absolutely didn't. I think it was embeddedin the process. So it did
enable one to get it. I would think if one didn't get it - that would be a criterion for not making
it.

For Freda, signals were communicated through language and texts that required `certain
academicphrases,a level of writing, a level of understanding and a way of seeing the world
and possible application'. She added that our style of questioning acted as a signal of what we
valued: `I knew that in terms of the questioning we were being looked at in terms of our ability
to understand an academic text or reconstruct an academic text'. Similarly, for Deborah,
signals were embeddedin the texts, style and types of questions asked:

Judy How did we communicate it Frances and I?
Deborah: It was a taste of the papers The texts and dealing with the texts as a group but it
...
was the way the facilitators drew... and the questions that you asked etc., that also conveys a
code.

Signalling was also noted by academics.In that regard, James's reference to Robert is a useful
starting point. According to James,Robert's critique would have been: `this is very signalbased- you're giving signals'. Rosy highlighted some of the very subtle signalling that
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happensin adult education practice via body language: `I'm aware of how much we do it
imperceptibly in our reactions -a brightening of the eye... '

The above analysis suggeststhat candidatesrecognised that there was a wolf (performance
pedagogy) somewhere in the sheep's clothing (competencepedagogy). Put another way, there
were distributive and evaluative rules at work, within the comfort zone provided by the
competencemode.

Candidates as readers of the signals

What made the candidatesso predisposedto reading facilitators' signals? There is a tranche of
data suggestingthat they were a determined set of individuals; that they entered RPL as
motivated, confident and experiencedactive learners (despite their expressedself-doubts).
Marie captured the senseof motivation and agency well in the group focus interview: `the
people that applied, applied becausethey were coming from a spaceof saying "hey, I have
experience within a practice of adult education that is relevant"". Data from Frances
corroborates the view that individual motivation was a factor, especially for those candidates
who respondeddirectly to our publicity:

I think there's also the whole thing of motivation for learning. And I think those students came
wanting to do it. It was explicit. They applied becauseof the flyer. They were there because
they wanted the challenge. Except Petra funnily enough becauseshe had applied for the
certificate first. And Vusi.
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Michael coded it as `determination': `I think all of us had a common goal. We all wanted to
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`confidence': `I think you have to have a certain level of confidence in your own abilities to
have applied for RPL in the first place'. Among candidateswho were invited to apply, Petra
(in her first interview) also expresseddetermination - `with me there is always a
determination'. But for Vusi it was a different story (and a troubling one, to which I will
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There is a significant theme suggestingthat candidateswere not only active individual learners
but also active social learners. Although Vygotskian notions of social learning and peer
facilitators'
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that's really significant. It was an incredibly social process. What I gathered from them at the
end was that was an incredibly powerful thing...

Deborah referred to facilitator encouragementto work in a social learning way: `the group was
encouragedto create their own process'. Significantly, she also voiced a vigorous and
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emphatic senseof the agency of the group in this, over and above facilitators' planning. For
her, the group shapedthe social learning practice: `But you didn't do it yourselves... we
createdthat'.

Other candidatesreferred positively to working and learning together. Michael valued the
`team-work'. Vusi appreciated `group discussions'. Freda valued the `group reflecting', the
`group journalising' and `working through it with the group'. She commented on this in both
of her interviews in a very consistent way. In her first interview, she said, `the text did come as
a shock', but `working through it with the group with your support' meant that she emerged
`with something of value and knew where and how I had got it'. In her second interview, she
referred (in a similar way) to the contributions of others - `and that was the influence and the
confidence they brought - that type of sharing, reflecting, journalising'. For Oscar, social
learning was about going through things together in collective and `participatory' ways: `yes
we were part of a group and [would] go through this processtogether. I don't think I doubted
for one moment that this was a bit of a participatory process'. For Deborah, speaking very
much as an educator, the group process (and processing) and group agency were key: `So
there was a group to process things and the group were encouragedto create their own process
as well - was key to that very successfullearning intervention'.

It is interesting to note the different languagescandidatesused to refer to `social learning'
individuals in a group (Freda), the participatory language of trade union work (Oscar), the
organisational language of the private sector (Michael), the activist language of group agency
(Deborah), etc. Like the therapy issue, this is another instance of each candidate shaping the
RPL process in their own image, according to their own experience
of non-formal pedagogy
(progressive/therapeutic,populist or radical, to
use Bernstein's modes).
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Over and above the general value accordedto `working together' was a theme of working
things out and cracking the code together. Vusi noted how he learnt from others' analysis of a
text, `so from that one [the Fotheringham et al. text], when I listened to people analysing it so, I now began to reflect on my own kind of experience'. Likewise, Oscar noted the specific
benefits of working and learning together in relation to decoding texts and learning from other
candidates' questions:

Usher paper was there and initially it felt quite inaccessible. By the time we had
the
...
discussedit (before we wrote) - the fact that there were questions asked- it became more
prevalent to me what was important - from the others asking questions at least.

Deborah specifically described the act of `checking with each other': `For us as a group we
would talk about it - "Where are we?" and kind of check with each other - "What's needed?"
"What's required?" "What's being asked for?" Whether it's OK.... "This is what they want
from us"'. She suggestedthat candidatesconsciously used the facilitation and facilitators as
`tools' to assesswhat the university wanted. She referred to `them' (the university), `not you'
(the facilitators): `My experience of you was as a mediator. You were kind of mediators
between the academic institution and this group. We were using you as well, to decode'. This
confirms the competenceidea that as facilitators we were on the `candidates' side'. Deborah
added that, for her (and in her view for others in the group), the process of picking up the
signals was itself tacit - intuitive, embodied, unconscious: `But it was almost on a feeling
level and quite unconscious especially for us as a group of RPL learners Our
antennae
...
were out - we were listening on many levels'.
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Francesand Rosy commented on how unusual this was. For Frances,it was `quite a radical
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`worked it out' (Notes from assessors'meeting: 2).

The aboveanalysissuggeststhat candidateswerevery activein developingthe notion of social
learning. A couple of them were a little resistant to this. Petra found the pace in groups rather
history
Michael
to
of collective working:
slow, and
was used working alone, with no

There were times when I was a little bit at sea you know. I used to look at things and think
`why do we have to work in groups?' Bearing in mind that I had come out of a loner situation
where everything I had done on my own you know...

What were the unexpected effects of this social learning? First, it created a convergenceof
thinking -a sort of `group think'. Certain candidatestook leads from other candidates.Freda
seemedto pick up on Marie's therapeutic discourse. For example, they both referred to RPL as
being `about ways of being and ways of seeing'. Some outcomes of the social pedagogy
showed in portfolios, where, for example, both Vusi and Oscar wrote about the Usher text in
terms of approachesthat might `confuse' students.The boundary between the `social
process/groupthink' and `individual think' blurred at times. Everyone came to use the same
specialised language- with such vocabulary as `disembedded', `destabilised', `scaffolded'.

Secondly, social learning engendereda closenessand intimacy within the group an extension
of individualised competencepedagogy to an intra-group level. James,saw it as `bonding': `I
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had a sensethat there was bonding going on. That you and Franceswere bonding with those
interior
discourses'.
For Deborah it was
it
intensely'.
`merging
He
studentsvery
referred as
about reducing isolation, `so, I wasn't alone. There was a group... ' For Marie (in therapeutic
vein), it was about reducing isolation through seeing others' insecurities: `The workshop in
terms of the whole processwas key. Becauseof other learnersbeing present and seeing their
insecurities coming out and saying "OK, you're not alone"'.

With closenessand intimacy (and facilitators' care-giving) came a senseof responsibility to
group and process156Vusi expressedhis sensethat in the group as a whole there was, `the
willingness from the learners not to disappoint you guys'. Oscar was concerned not to let the
group down by not contributing enough:

If anything I felt that I was letting the group down in that I wasn't contributing as much as I
could have. Not `could have' becauseI don't think I could have contributed more.. .maybe a bit
of inferiority feeling that I wasn't perhaps doing enough through some of the discussions that
were happening.

156A
sort of co-dependency- reciprocal relationships of loyalty and gratitude.
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Freda was very forthcoming about responsibility. For her, RPL candidates `had entered into
something... a contract' with obligations to work and not hold others back. As a result, she
experiencedtension when people did not, in her view, honour the terms of the contract: `the
only tension rose out of people who didn't do the reading and it applied to everybody not a
particular person... they'd let the group down or were pulling everybody backwards when we
need to go forwards'.
A common critique of competencepedagogy is that it leaves the learners to second guesswhat
counts. The above analysis foregrounds signalling. Candidatesreferred to many ways in which
they were continuously monitoring the RPL process for signals - the texts, our language, our
questions, our reactions. Deborah's responseis fascinating becauseit suggeststhis was not
only a conscious process but an embodied process of sensing. Referencesto our transmission
of a way of seeing and being in the world suggestsomething more than a recontextualisation
of prior learning: perhaps a recontextualisation of identity and consciousness.

I would claim that candidatesutilised social learning and peer reference groups to make
visible what was invisible, through `reading' the facilitators and facilitation, and through
pooling ideas developed social learning into a robust pedagogic tool. In this processthey took
up mixed and multi-layered learner-teacheridentities, using social learning to acquire our
gaze. Analysis suggeststhat the whole was greater than the sum of the parts - Vygotsky's zone
of proximal development in action.
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Conclusions

The above analysis brought to the surface many issuesconcerning my knowledge, pedagogy,
in
following
identity
I
thematic areas:
the
claims
power and
researchquestions. make

The RPL `gaze'

Bernstein's theories led me to claim that two recontextualising principles were tacitly at work
during the RPL curriculum design and implementation processes.These informed the
pedagogic discourse of RPL. On the strength of the foregoing analysis, I can now claim that
the secondrecontextualising principle157was the RPL gaze, to which texture can be added. We
wanted candidateswho could reflect critically (and in a particular and complex way) on
themselves and their practice:

"

with a commitment to the current constitutional value system;

"

in
historical
interventions)
(self
things
a
and social
seeing
and educational
context;

"

seeing how context shapeschoices and assumptions;

"

posing problems and solving them taking account of context;

"

seeing the relationships between ideal and reality - being self-critical;

"

operating with a spirit of critical enquiry, deconstruction, questioning,
problematisation and a lack of closure;

"

having a suspicion of orthodoxies - old or new;

157A
range of academic practices and standpoints were important: it was these that would count.
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"

having an ability to be provisional rather than universal - to take a storied
approachto self and work, seeing self as text;

"

appreciating the value of theory, especially critical social theory.

We also wanted candidateswho could:

"

(including
tasks);
tasks
texts
academic
and
of
sense
and
make
understand

"

in
develop
arguments and propositions writing;
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"

in
from
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experience writing;
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"

summarize in writing;

"

in
(theorise)
writing;
and
evaluate
analyse
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I would argue that all RPL pedagogic activities (culminating in the production of texts)
`invited' candidatesto reflect/model the detail of the gaze back to us. That was what would
in
formal
by
the
`success'.
Indeed,
the
this
of
portfolios
assessment
count as
was confirmed
department. The pedagogic discourse of the diploma became the evaluative discourse of RPL.
What counted was whether the candidateshad recognised and realised enough of the
pedagogic discourse of the diploma to succeedwithout support.

Comparing the diploma and RPL

The nature of the diploma was analysed in the Foucauldian chapter. In Bernstein's terms, the
diploma was a horizontal knowledge structure in collection code with relatively strong
classifications of knowledge and a relatively strong grammar (to enhancethe explanatory
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dimension of the programme). It was therefore structured so as not to let too much outside
knowledge over the boundary.

Becauseof these characteristics, I would argue that the RPL curriculum recontextualised
fewer resources from horizontal discourse than most RPL processes.There are obvious
similarities between the diploma and RPL which suggestthat (as apprentices) we created an
accurate version of the diploma's specialised language, one capable of interacting (however
briefly) with prior experiential knowledge (some but by no means all of which would be
horizontal discourse) and of bridging into the (unchallenged) diploma curriculum. Our
apprentice status raises the possibility that our hesitant and weak pedagogic framing was
partly a result of our lack of certainty about the diploma discourse. According to the schemaof
types of RPL, this pilot was clearly in the one-way bridge, new learning, hard(ish) knowledge
boundary mode.

RPL as competence pedagogy

There is a philosophical confluence between Bernstein's competencepedagogy and the
humanistic promise of the concept and practice of much RPL (as discussedin the Subject
Review). Both emphasisethe realisation of competencethat already exists, and differences
rather than deficit; both hold out emancipatory promise at various levels; both privilege
learner control and agency; both claim to focus on the whole person; and both assume
and/or
encouragethe weak classification of knowledge. The crucial difference is that Bernstein
conceptualisescompetenceas by no means devoid of power and control, whereas many
proponents of RPL take the view that RPL practices are devoid of these things. The RPL
orthodoxy is that rather than proffering an appearanceof equality, RPL is equality.
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However, in this pilot, competencepedagogy fulfilled some very valuable functions in
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particularly in the perceived `powerfulness' of the process and the extent to which candidates
invested their identities in it.

Different readings of competencewithin the group

Competencemeant different things to different people. I would argue that the model we
deployed was an amalgam of Bernstein's therapeutic, populist and radical modes upon which
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candidatesmade it into whatever they neededit to be. Some had individualistic understandings
of experience and reflection; others had more populist and/or radical versions158.

Theperformance pedagogic model in this pilot

I would claim that the performance pedagogic elements in this pilot were modelled on those of
the diploma, that is, Bernstein's autonomousmode. This is the introjected mode of pedagogy

associated
with vertical discourseandliberal academia.The most consistentmanifestations
were the future orientation, focus on outputs (texts) and increasing dominance of academic
logic and institutional requirements. These culminated in the Usher text, although the
Fotheringham et al. paper was perhaps closer to the pedagogic discourse of the RPL process
(and the diploma). The drift was towards the academic and this was read as `progression'.

Strong framing very often links to performance pedagogy. In this pilot, two things were
consistently strongly framed - selection and timing. I would claim that this allowed us, as
facilitators, to keep control over the amount of 'outside'/prior learning that entered that
process (the first recontextualising principle), and to avoid becoming overwhelmed by the
competencemode. As for rules of communication, we spelled these out more explicitly as the
pilot `progressed'. However, we relied on texts to do the teaching for us and to signal our
gaze, leaving us free to adopt the personal competencestyle. In earlier stages,rules of
communication were more implicit and apparently weakly framed - for example, by having an
informal discussion with pre-scripted outcomes. In some circumstances,therefore, we kept
control over the rules of communication whilst appearing not to.

158Morphet (1985: 380)
calls this phenomenon (common in non-formal education), `submerged private
curricula'.
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The notion of pacing was weakly framed consistently. We did not concern ourselves with each
individual candidate's `rate of acquisition' (becausewe were not officially teaching?). Rather,
we stayed in the competencemode of absenceof grading. This was the way in which `failure'
becamethe learners' responsibility, rather than being theorised in curriculum terms159.Failure,
of course, is a feature of performance not competencepedagogy. I would claim that this pilot
recruited the term `scaffolding' to refer to the more strongly framed activities.

Competenceto soften performance

Given that competenceand performance are analytical, rather than empirical, concepts, it is no
surprise to seethem both in operation at the sametime. There was a complex intertwining of
the two. In several instances,competenceprecededperformance within the same activity - for
example, the juxtaposition of the Boud et al. text with the lifeline activity, and the framing of
candidate ETD learning by the Quality Framework. The deployment of competencewas
(tacitly) basedon the need to balance personal affirmation and institutional requirements. But
any venture into competencemode was quickly constrained by a performance activity. Where
there was competence,performance was never far away. This leads me to claim that the
competenceapproach was used to soften the impact of the formal (and dominant) performance

pedagogicmodel.

RPL as challenging the diploma?

The analysis throws light on to the notion of challenge (or lack of it). There
were several
`gaps' in the RPL curriculum design and implementation processwhich
we did indeed miss.
159Or in terms knowledge,
of
pedagogy, power and identity - which I trust they will be by the end of this thesis.
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The analysis identified three of these. We `chose' to use the criteria to prescribe the RPL
curriculum; to use texts, not the raw material of candidates' experience; to align the RPL
curriculum with the diploma through our selection of particular texts. After the departmental
workshop, we did not exploit any `gap' through which we could have engagedwith power and
control. Instead, our RPL processwas regulated by the distributive rules of the department and
the pedagogic discourse of the diploma.

I would argue that the department (in the PWG sub-group meetings) offered us opportunities
to engagetheoretically with the diploma curriculum, but offered them in a very weakly framed
way. In order for us to take up the challenges, they neededto be more explicitly spelled out for
us (more strongly framed). We were apprenticesand couldn't read the departmental signals.
We were operating at the boundaries of our knowledge at the time. We did not have enough
theory to conceptualise an approach to RPL that challenged the diploma. Only now, in this
thesis, am I pursuing that. But why did the department not frame the nature of the challenge
more strongly for us as apprentices?Why did they hold back so?

Analysis has shown that certain types of RPL are capable of challenging curricula code and
that knowledge classifications can be weakened. If RPL (deploying various pedagogical
combinations) can help people over an insulated boundary, then that insulation proves to be
more permeable than envisaged.In Bernstein's terms, this would engender a weakening of
curriculum identity as the latter is rendered closer to other categories of knowledge. It would
also change the distributive rules (the means of distributing accessto knowledge). The
question is whether or not this is done for `progressive' reasons.This relates to Bernstein's
question of `whose regulator, what consciousnessand for whom? ' In the present case, I would
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Social learning and the gap

Although as facilitators we did not have the theory to challenge the diploma, I have argued
that there is a further gap - between transmission and acquisition. Analysis has illustrated how
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and supportive out the relationship between competenceand performance pedagogies,and subsequently
decodedthe RPL gaze. They taught themselves- reframed our weak framing in a stronger
way.

Our weak framing allowed candidatesto intervene in the rules of communication. Bernstein's
framing concepts of instructional and regulative discourse take this matter a little further. The
regulative discourse embedsthe instructional. The former is about social order, social
relations, social identities, hierarchies, authority relations, modes of conduct etc. It can be
implicit or explicit. The latter is about the framing values of sequencing,timing and pacing. I
would claim that some candidatesutilised social learning and peer reference groups to
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appropriate the regulative discourse to teach themselvesand so created new social relations,
identities and modes of conduct. This was a move against the power of the RPL process, but
also towards the power of the institution.

I am aware that many things are glossed over in the above homogenizations. Were all
candidatesequally able to benefit from, and participate in the active social pedagogy? Could
everyoneplay a part in decoding the signals? Who was included in or excluded from the
`closenessand intimacy'? More needsto be understood about the patterns of contiguity and
continuity (and the converse) for individual candidateswithin the RPL pilot - that is, between
prior experiential knowledge and the RPL gaze. I know turn to this, my first researchquestion.
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Relationships between knowledges

This piece of analysis links candidates' prior experiential knowledge to the RPL gaze and
pedagogy. I have referred to the RPL assessmentcriteria as lying at the crossover of three
`roles' (depicted as three intersecting circles) 160 those of lifelong learner, adult education
practitioner, and potential HE learner. During the first weekend of the RPL process, these
roles were presenteddifferently. The criteria were positioned in front of the latter two
roles/circles, which in turn were in front of the lifelong learner role. This suggestedthat the
lifelong learner role was being reargrounded.My analytical task in this part of the chapter is to
bring that, and my first researchquestion, to the fore in a survey of the life-work-education
backgrounds of five of the seven RPL candidates161.I analyse contiguities, congruences,
continuities, distances,divergences and ruptures between prior experiential knowledge and the
gaze of RPL in order to explore what knowledge patterns correlated with `success' (or
otherwise) in this context, and to strengthenwhat Starr-Glass(2002) calls the `predictive
validity' of RPL (see Subject Review). I look at each candidate as `a person in the world'
(Malcolm and Zukas 2003: 447), following Billet (2001: 68), who argues, `Much of
individuals' engagementin social practice is premised on and can be understood by their
personal histories... which result in particular ways of knowing'.

"60See
orientation day, activity 3.
161Selected being
the most illustrative and atypical cases.
as
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Vusi - prior experiential knowledge and the RPL gaze: `how you seeme is
sometimesnot a true reflection of what I know'

At the time of RPL, Vusi was a supervisor in a university hall of residence. In his portfolio, he
representedhimself in terms of two identities - the rural self and the urban self. His portfolio
texts capture his recall of the trauma of forced removals including relocation to an African
township, and of his fierce resistanceto the suppressionof indigenous languages,knowledge
and cultures:

To be forcefully removed from the town and suburbs, a campaign of SeparateDevelopment
Act by the Verwoerdian decadewhich was not acceptedby races concerned. It was horrendous
and designed to manipulate blacks, for instance creation of an inferior education, harassedand
drove away to stay in match-box houses,marginalising of other races, suppressing other races
cultures, psychologically instilling an inferiority complex on other races (Portfolio text 1: 1).

Vusi talks and writes at length about the paucity of Bantu education. In his portfolio (Text 2:
4) he offered the following example:

80: 1. We had this teacher who would come and sit on his table, start
the
ratio
of
pupils
was
...
reading from his text book not caring whether we as learners are in possessionof such text
books. He would read and then after the bell has rung, indicating that the period has ended,
close his book and go out of the classroom and say `Goodbye, see you tomorrow'. What
developed from that class was hatred of the teacher becauseof failure rate, fear and people
opting to bunk his period.

Vusi makes reference to the strategiespupils used in that era (the sixties) more passive
modes of resistancethan the insurrections and revolts of the late seventiesand early eighties:
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`All we did was just to be passive, pretending to be attentive to what he was teaching and at
the end of the day we were just like empty vessels'. Evidence suggestspowerfully negative
for
Except
from
formal
lack
education.
of resources
experiencesof schooling and consequent
an early love of drama: `My first love for it started from 1962 while we were put on our paces
in a school project doing standardsix in a play about Rumpelstilskin'.

As he approachedhis teenageyears, Vusi was sent by his parents from the urban township to
the rural areasin order to be schooled in traditional skills (such as farming) and ceremonial
[against?
]
has
family
biasness
towards
`the
(such
to
my
rituals
as slaughtering) as a corrective
the western culture'. He refers to this time as `learning a culture'. Speaking of ritual slaughter,
for example, he makes the casethat he was `conscientised' that if he did not do such things his
`life will not be a satisfying one' (Portfolio text 1:2). He was inducted into traditional African
data
Portfolio
by
`I
do
taught
these
things
to
show a traditional
custom: was
my guardian'.
cultural identity that demandeddisciplined compliance with patriarchal and religious
hierarchies ('elderly male', `father's footsteps', `Abraham and his son', `Ancestors delivering
is
in,
`it
hierarchical
him').
is
There
as
relationships,
pre-ordained
messagesunto
a senseof
imperative in our communities to follow in our father's footsteps' (Portfolio text 1: 2).
Evidence suggeststhat this traditional, customary identity became an important one for Vusi.
He speaksof being initiated and positioned in a chain of traditional authority and respect. Over
time, he became a leader of clan ceremonies: `Sometimes,they would request me to be a coordinator, and that's why I gained the experience in as much as my clan is using me' (Portfolio
text 1: 1).

The adult Vusi returned to urban life. It is clear that his confidence and leadership abilities,
developed in the rural areas,were, initially at least, highly transferable into civic and sports-
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related activities of urban township life: `I had so many social gatherings that I belonged to karate instructor, rugby player, secretaryof my street committee162.From there, the chairman,
studying, attending night school - all that'. What was particularly significant about Vusi's
return to urban life, was his involvement in drama under the mentorship of a political activist
and university drama student who recognisedhis `natural talent in acting'. Vusi joined his
mentor's community drama group (political protest theatre): `Most of our productions were
concentrating in protest theatre which demonstratedthe anger of the people'. This is where his
informal educator-animator role began. When his mentor went into exile 163,Vusi took over as
leader of the group. For a while the group thrived and was invited to perform abroad.
However, as the decadeof repression-resistancewore on, `people were just disappearing,
some were dying, and detained for obvious reasons', and the group began to suffer the
repressive attentions of security forces. They were `refusedpassportsto travel overseasand
the SAP164would come and be vigilant entering our rehearsaland people were full of fear...'
(Portfolio text 1: 3). Vusi explains that he attemptedto keep things going by `motivational
talk' - the talk of the clan elder/leader?

Over and above harassmentby security forces, there were challenges inside the group, `an
influx of youths very militant... school drop-outs' (Portfolio text 1: 3). Parts of the UDF had
...
become militarised by Umkhonto guerrillas infiltrating back into the country. There was
political cross-fire within the drama group regarding the political efficacy of links with the
(despised)municipality: `they neededto know why we could not be on our own so that the
monies we were making could be ours, instead of being ploughed back into the city council
coffers' (Portfolio text 1: 3). Vusi was committed to the group retaining its link with the

162See Introduction for discussion
about the UDF in the eighties.
163He joined Umkhonto
weSizwe (MK) and left the country to receive military training.
164South African Police.
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which they could not proverbs(Portfolio text 1: 4).

Vusi seemsto have been caught between the drama project, the repressivepractices of the
demands/mood
the
the
of
the
and
apartheid authorities,
practicalities of going professional
youth. The theatre group could not continue.

The foregoing analysis suggeststhat, for a time at least, there was some continuity between
Vusi's leadership of traditional ceremoniesin the rural areasand their urban counterparts in
township civic life and theatre, albeit differently profiled against the political struggles and
in
in
his
him
The
work with students the
conflicts of the time.
same resourcesperhaps sustain
university residence.

165This
needs to be seen against the backdrop of the culture of violence of the time, particularly the utilization of
government trained vigilante groups.
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Resources in congruence with the RPL gaze

I would claim that there were some continuities and congruencesbetween Vusi's prior
experiential knowledge and the RPL gaze, in his senseof location and social context, a
longstanding learner identity in mentorship-apprenticemode, a commitment to learnercentredness,and identification with the social element of the RPL pedagogy, as follows:

Located historically and socially
His political experience had resonanceswith the gaze, involving a commitment to the new
value system and the importance of history and social context in educational interventions. He
also had a highly developed senseof `the social' as social responsibility, a commitment to the
common good (for example, in his desire to use his educator statusto `help' and `empower
disadvantagedcommunities', to `sharehis little knowledge') and a general view of himself as
`just a person who wants to do something'.

Learning as apprenticeship

Alongside an impoverished and discriminatory formal education, there is an ongoing strand of
informal learning via mentorship first, as part of the rural community and clan, and secondly,
with his drama mentor. There is a senseof Vusi always being a learner, as in: `So, I regarded
whoever was my mentor as a teacher and myself as a learner'. Becauseof this, he readily took
on a learner identity in RPL. The mentorship and apprenticeship that were important features
of Vusi's experience of learning were also features of the competencepedagogy of RPL
(except that in the latter the framing was
very much weaker).
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Commitment to learner-centredness

Data suggestthat Vusi recognised and respondedpositively to the learner-centrednessof the
RPL pedagogy. He saw it as contrasting strongly with the oppressivedidacticism of Bantu
education. Elements of the pedagogy of RPL thus coincided with Vusi's idea of what a good
formal education might have been. This comes through most clearly in his Usher text. For
example, it is clear that Vusi does not support passive learning. He stressesthe importance of
teacherswho are fair, who support and believe in learners and who offer opportunities for
forms of learning that validate student experienceand support their enquiring minds: `The role
of the teacher, he has to remain neutral... If the student does not have the support of the
teacher.... ' He also denouncesthe sort of teacherswho present themselves as infallible. All in
all, stimulated by Usher's text, he presentshis `ideal pedagogy', one that is concerned with
`cultivatingi166students and `reflecting and bridging learning' (Portfolio text 2: 3).

Valuing of social learning

Data suggestVusi valued the social and participatory nature of the RPL pedagogy the
working and learning with others, especially learning from the others' views and questions,
and decoding what the RPL processwas requiring: `When I listened to the other people, their
reflections, I realised we were in a similar boat, although the issueswere not the same.. when
.
I heard other people and how you explained, I began to understandwhat it needed'.

Distances from the RPL gaze

166The
agricultural metaphor is interesting.
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On the other hand, many aspectsof Vusi's knowledge and identities were divergent from this
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Vusi's educator identity was very informal, having no connection with broader discourses
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from the hybrid pedagogy of the RPL process and its assumptionsabout educator identity. For
example, in the following quotation, Vusi brings a formal approach and religious overtones
together, in `make him a better person': `But before disciplining [workers in the hall of
is
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Then
his
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him
the
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to
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residence], allow
story...
side of
put
discipline him with the aim to educateand make him a better person' (Portfolio text 2: 4).

Vusi came from strong oral, not literate, traditions. While there was a strong oral dimension
to the RPL process, it centred on a sort of `honesty' and personal disclosure that bordered on
the therapeutic, which was not part of Vusi's discursive repertoire. Thus, although Vusi
appearedto be committed to the pedagogy of RPL, he was perhaps not positioned to draw the
sustenancefrom its psychological/therapeutic elements that other candidatescould'67.

167This links to Rosy's
point about the introspective, reflective mode prioritised in much university-based adult
education.
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Recognising and realising the gaze

Although some of Vusi's prior experiential knowledge (and associatedidentities) were
(potentially) congruent with the RPL gaze, there is evidence to suggestthat he did not always
recognisethem as such. He was not sure what the context demanded.He seemedto misread
the nature of the two RPL tasks. In his interview, he referred to the tasks in the following way,
`In fact, we had to do some reading to seehow you fit in that particular person's experience'.
Whilst this is true to an extent, it missesthe points of critical engagementand analysis and
points to recognition and realisation difficulties.

Another example of such difficulties is where he says he did not know which of his `cultural'
did
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process?
quite a multi-choice...
used
was
introduced via the Boud et al. text as his fifth proposition: `Learning is socially and
culturally constructed'. It is also an aspectof the Fotheringham et al. paper, where different
understandingsof an education intervention prevail (some of which were termed 'crosscultural'). Vusi said that he `did not understandculture as it is'. If there was a lack of
recognition here, it would seemto have been around culture as `lived experience' and culture
defined in a sociological way within RPL (as socio-cultural). That he found it difficult to
recognise this aspect of the RPL gaze is evidenced in the following quote where he `saw the
necessity to bring [culture] out' by:

letting you see my experiences, culture. I don't know whether you
spreading
my
wings
and
...
thought this guy is a fool to mention such personal things... you know I said things that I was
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kind of person - would you create something for a person who has been through this and this?
(First interview).

Vusi is one of two candidates(both black) that foreground language issues in their portfolios
and interviews. The other candidate, Oscar, identifies the issue as `one which for me was very
important and why I kept thinking of Vusi and what that meant'. Vusi does not speak or write
about his languageproficiency (except to mention language switching in the theatre group
plays, and that before forced removal he did not speakXhosa). Rather, he focuses on his `lack'
in
English:
lack
`My
had
I
the
that
of
of expressingmyself effectively
main problem
was
Queen's language' (Portfolio motivation: 1). There is a senseof his difficulties with English in
his portfolio texts. Very often these are minor grammatical and spelling errors which do not
interfere with meaning. There is, however, a more generalisedsenseof a recognition and
realisation difficulty lying somewherealong the intersection of English as a Second Language
and the RPL gaze.

In his secondtext, Vusi does not communicate an understanding of the Usher paper, although
he starts off in a promising way. `At the beginning of Usher's paper, he is voicing his concern
about the adult educator predicament of utilising students experienceproductively in the
classroom environment' (Portfolio text 2: 1).

The content and form of Usher's text are difficult. With regard to content, Vusi had little or no
practice at using students' experience as a resource for active learning (although the idea
appealsto him). His lack of recognition rules is illustrated by the way he offers some rather
pat strategies,the teaching of information retrieval skills and communicative activities, as
ways to overcome what Usher presentsas the complex, multifaceted pedagogic problem of
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introduced or familiarised to group discussionsdebates,how to utilise the library, in this way
he is bound to have the development of meanings... ' (Portfolio text 2: 2). According to Vusi,
Usher describespassive learning as a processwhere, `knowledge is transferred from the
external source into the head's of the learner'. Vusi gives as an example of this a student
cheating by getting someoneelse to do his homework. Has he not graspedthe concept of
passive learning? Is he seeing passive learning in much broader terms than a pedagogic
strategy? Or is it a linguistic issue, whereby `external source' is understood as a sort of ghostwriter?

He takes issue (twice) with Usher's distinction between working with specific experiencesand
generalizations. He seemsto be assumingthat Usher, in talking about strategiesen route to
active learning, is making a general statementabout all pedagogy.

I totally disagree with this statement that every personal learning experience must be about the
specific experience and there must be no generalizations.. .1 personally feel that it is not always
a wonderful idea to be specific when you don't know all the facts in front of you before
generalising (Portfolio text 2: 1-5).

Data suggestthat these recognition difficulties led to him not being able fully or clearly to
`realise' or representhimself within the constraints of the RPL gaze. In his interview, Robert
referred to RPL as a game, saying that there was one candidate who could not `play the game
that you had invented'. Jamesput it more graphically, in terms of transmitters and antennae.
For him, the RPL transmitter was miniscule compared to the big transmitter of political
change, to which Vusi's antennaewere tuned:
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They [Vusi's antennae]were tuned into another transmitter -a transmitter of such power and
of such public authority. It was such a dominant transmitter and his assumption must have

been`all I haveto do is speakin the termsof this transmissionand of course,they'll see...

Vusi did however seemto be aware of his recognition difficulties with the Usher text and with
RPL more broadly. A critical incident within the RPL process suggestedthe frustration this
causedhim. On arriving late for a session,he drew attention to blood on his jeans and
informed the group that he was late becausehe had been slaughtering a bull in preparation for
a funeral, as part of his pivotal role in a township burial society. This seemsto have been a
way of focusing the group's attention on the world in which he had status and position important features of his identity not `recognised' by RPL. He was drawing facilitators'
attention to the social construction of knowledge in a much broader way than that referenced
in the texts and discussionsof the RPL process. Was it a call to the RPL facilitators to `RPL
themselves' and to `recognise' the social embeddednessof their (our) own practice?

Discussion

There is a complex patterning of congruence/continuities and distance/dissonanceswith regard
to Vusi's prior experiential knowledge and the RPL gaze, which needsto be problematised
from both ends. Vusi was crucially positioned as a potential beneficiary of RPL in terms of the
redressagenda.However, in this case,the RPL gaze was at a distance from and dissonant with
his knowledge. Vusi was aware of this when he shared some of his knowledge via the blood
on his trousers. He drew attention to it again in his Usher text where he wrote about a herbalist
employed at a university medical school. He refers to relationships between knowledges
(including `subjugated knowledge') in his questioning of how the university
would `link his
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knowledge of herbs and lecture room environment' (Portfolio text 2: 2) - presumably
wondering how we would do the same.

The case of Vusi in RPL seemsto be one of mutual lack of recognition. The RPL process
(curriculum and pedagogy) was not orientated to his prior experiential knowledge or to his
needs.The RPL pedagogy was signalling to him in ways he could not recognise. Vusi was
also signalling - to the group and to the facilitators, but we did not recognise his signals.
Vusi's case surfaces many of the paradoxes of RPL as discussedin the Subject Review. For
Vusi's knowledge to be in closer proximity to the RPL gaze, something very different was
knowledge,
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Either,
in
Miriam's
that
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project of
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Or, was what was needed a very differently theorised and conceptualised RPL pedagogy?
I would claim that his lack of recognition was increasedby the tacit nature of the competence
model and weak framing. In fact, the pedagogy of RPL acted as a barrier to communication
and mutual learning, not a facilitator of it. The weak framing of RPL did not work for Vusi
since it did not enable him to acquire the recognition and realisation rules. Vusi perhaps
neededsomething more strongly framed - more of an explicit performance pedagogy, where
the rule system was made visible.
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Deborah -prior experiential knowledge and the RPL gaze: `I was already in'

The analytical themes pertaining to Deborah show that everything she disclosed about
knowledge and identity demonstratedcontinuity, congruenceand contiguity. In fact, she
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terms
the
analysis will show.
expanded
gaze, as
of

Resources in congruence with the RPL gaze

A critical reflective practitioner

At the time of RPL, Deborah was a development educator in a rural NGO concerned with
`addressingmalnutrition by engaging community members in development interventions,
hungry'
food
distributing
to
the
focus
than
which
on the causesof malnutrition, rather
(Portfolio motivation: 3), a description which suggestspolitical rather than charitable
learning
`participatory
her
A
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in
is
learning,
informal
her
links
grounded
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valuing of
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She
knowledge168:
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approach rooted a strong and radical acknowledgement of peoples'
`the
the
design
to
of
participation
enumerateselements of the
of educational activities support
invisible poorest' and to facilitate their involvement in identifying and exploring problems and
opportunities. This, as sheputs it, is an integral part of her commitment to `authentic change',

168Having
resonanceswith people's education and the UDF and Bernstein's populist and radical competence
modes.
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following
in
doctrinaire
in
the
than
example
as
way,
which she explains a self-reflexive rather
(selected from many):

The core difficulty of the teacher's role, for myself, is in staying alert to my own need for the
identity
This
being
to
as an antimy
applies as much
an expert.
relative comfort and security of
didactic facilitator as to those who believe in effective lecturing (Portfolio text 2: 6).

Here is clear evidence of Deborah's commitment to `authentic change' -a powerfully
modernist agenda,but one with an almost post-modem reflexivity.

Located historically and socially

Deborah's family/home life as a child/young adult was closely linked to political struggle. The
personal and political were very close:

My childhood was surrounded by socio-economic and political discussions, and culminated in
the disbanding of my family, in the first term of my matriculation year. Having overcome the
disruptive divorce of my parents during my last year of primary school... The final dispersion
of my family was due to the concrete threat of imprisonment for political dissention and
activities, which result in both my mother and my brother scuttling off to England. The unjust
murder, in detention, of a valued family friend and surrogate father, with whom I closely
identified, and deeply admired, finally confirmed my rejection of a corrupt social system. The
imprisonment of my own father after the Sharpeville calamity.. was invoked to add to my
.
overall justification for a wholesale rejection, which included the privileges of academia
(Portfolio motivation: 2).
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This is a story of political struggle alongside social/familial rupture and disintegration. What
emergesfor Deborah is a strongly stated, oppositional, counter-cultural political identity as a
dissident. Her political, anti-establishment stanceis clearly evident in such phrasesas `the
unjust murder', `corrupt social system', the Sharpeville `calamity' and `wholesale rejection'.

As the reference to `political discussions' suggests,Deborah's family and home life offered
much exposure to discussion, critical debate and literature. As she says, `I'd hear Marx and
Marcuse being analysed in my environment'. She saysthat her family `encouragedcritical
thinking, formulation of arguments...against mainstream thinking... and discussion of social
realities and dynamics intrinsic to our South African context'. This seemsto have resulted in a
naturalised ability to locate herself and her work historically and sociologically. All of the
above chime with the diploma programme generally and the gaze of RPL in particular.

A critical reflexive learner

Deborah speaksof her formal education in negative terms compared to her informal
education: `Formal education teachesone to write, not to be critical' (Group focus interview).
Her experience of formal education was not entirely negative, however. In both interviews she
refers to being a high achiever and enjoying exams. So, although she lacks a full formal
education and higher education, her early life was replete with scholastic achievement, `Older
siblings who were academic achievers - competing for rewards, such as chocolate slabs for
over 80%'.
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Behind this experience of formal education, there is a history of informal intellectual learning.
In the context of a political home, she had critical informal mentorship. She refers to
`intellectual mentors... family, friends.. who took me on, consciously training me to "read
.
between the lines" of newspapers,critique the Bible.. great fun. ' This suggestsa critical
.
deconstructive pedagogy. Despite its informality, data suggesta disciplined process of
acquiring vertical discourse, supplementedby her self-education including reading critical
social theory texts:

My informal self-education was selective, and biased towards social dissenters such as Herbert
Marcuse, Paul Sartre, Ivan Illich and Paulo Freire. It is relevant to note that these readings,
extensively discussedwith friends, contributed to my predisposition to embracing certain
theories of learning as an adult educator (Portfolio motivation: 2).

There is a senseof continuity in and acrossher learning life, with `critical' and `achievement'
as key markers of that. She offers a sociological perspective on her `informal formal' selfeducation identity, linking it to her privileged class position, having a `home library and
reading habits that offered a range of thick169literature' and the `leisure and time to indulge in
reading, intellectual development -a class privilege'.

169Interesting
methodological/academic vocabulary.
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Importance of social learning

The analysis has already shown the importance of social learning in Deborah's personal and
professional lives. She is used to groups/communities and to `belonging' to a counter-cultural
have
Deborah
to
There
data
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that
seems
social
movement.
are more
strengthen
her
She
her
in
talks
tutoring
to
of
readily adopted a pedagogic role relation
peers at school.
fellow school pupils in essaywriting: `my enjoyment was mostly on tutoring my rebellious
friends through their exams. This may well have been a significant early experience of the
satisfaction of engaging the interest of reluctant learners' (Portfolio motivation: 2).

There is a social (and sociable) theme to her educatorpractice, with many portfolio references
to `sharing', `ongoing discussion', `sharedreflections', `interactions with colleagues'. She
from
learning
RPL
in
to
actively
adopted a pedagogic role relation other
candidateswhilst also
them: `other peoples' ways of approaching things and thinking - it was so interesting to...
you'd have to really really listen and find a way of understanding what they were saying behind the way they were presenting it'. More than anyone else, Deborah expressesconcern
for the RPL group as a whole. For example, she enquired about the participants that dropped
out after the orientation day wishing they were `coming along with us'. She was especially
concerned about Vusi, particularly her sensethat his knowledge was not going to be consonant
with the requirements of the RPL process:

Ah gee - that story of the killing of the bull of Vusi's... It was a mixture of `wow' and a bit of
despair that it actually wasn't going to be able to fit and that we could take that knowledge
and have it somehow with us - as a group of learners-It was like there was just a taste of what
RPL could be like and then it was gone again.
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All of the above examples resonatepowerfully with the social pedagogy of RPL, and suggest
that Deborah played a key role in shaping the pedagogy in that way. Such modes and
activities, highly consonant with the RPL gaze, were part of her lexicon well before the RPL
process.

Sense of the systemic and complex thinking

Deborah has a clear senseof the systemic; she can seeconnections between things the
personal, the professional, the political, the social and the global. The following remarkably
sophisticated piece of academic discourse illustrates this very well. She discovered RPL
whilst:

for appropriate support, beyond the workplace, to strengthen the essential skills of
searching
...
the fieldworkers

I also began to realise that I could gain similarly.. to improve my capacity
...
.

to be a more effective facilitator in community development and fieldworker training and
support. I would like this to happen while I still have the opportunity to make substantial social
contributions through facilitating authentic changeswithin government departments, and while
they are still struggling to bring about the idealistic social change promulgated in policy and
programmes. Before too long the ideals of reconstruction, redistribution and development of
the vulnerable poor may be abandonedin the face of pressuresto conform to the global
economy, which is unlikely to entertain a reversal of trends towards more power and wealth
for the powerful and the wealthy. Meanwhile, there are many opportunities for
significant
learning by the majority of adults in this country, still in sight (Portfolio motivation: 3-4).
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Using academic language, Deborah seamlesslylinks herself as a learner to her role as educator
and agent of social change. She then connectsherself to the national reconstructive project and
links that to `pressuresto conform to the global economy'.

This ability to think in a complex way (and entertain ambiguities and provisionality) and to
seethe significance of seemingly small events,is also evident in her practitioner text where
she moves systematically from macro to micro issues: from national and provincial
government policy, to the strategic re-positioning of an NGO, to the design of an intervention,
to a key moment of project implementation ('a moment of embarrassmentduring a planning
meeting' (Portfolio text 1: 6). In that text, sheproposesan intervention that engageswith the
complexity of the situation - the gap between espousedtheory and theory in use and the need
to securechangesinvolving senior personnel rather than put even more pressure and
responsibility on field staff alone:

The resistance of field staff may well be rooted in valid concerns for the security of
employment, and reflect their understanding of values that senior personnel actually hold, even
while their new ideas are being handed out... (Portfolio text 1: 8).

She seemsto be suggestingthat initiating change at the level of the individual is a challenge
that needsto be understood in terms of the power relations of the organisation: a thoroughly
sociological and structuralist approach.
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Problematising orthodoxies

There are many other examples of Deborah moving beyond obvious conclusions and binarised
positions towards complex, heterogeneous,unorthodox and counter-intuitive views and
perspectives. She claims that resistanceto changecould be about concern not resistance:

Our experience is that.. field-based staff are ordered to adopt changeswhich have been
.
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direct
design
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power of
and
who
respected as valid concern (Portfolio text 1: 5).

She also claims that drunks have often important contributions to make in meetings, `The
group decided that drunks are often bold enough to put acrossvalid points that the sober are
too shy to make in public, and therefore need to be listened to. A huge shift from removing
these disturbers as the solution' (Portfolio text 1: 6). And that focusing on the strategies of the
most resistant members of staff could provide the most useful insights, `Further reflection on
the resistanceof the most resistant of trainees will assist us... ' (Portfolio text 1: 8). Finally,
that `promoters of change' may themselvesbe unconsciously resisting change: `There is
perhaps, therefore, understandablecausefor resistanceto change being unconsciously
sustainedby the promoters of change themselves (Portfolio text 1: 8)'.

Self-awareness and multiple identities

Deborah constructs a senseof self that is almost postmodern in its attention to its social
constructednessand multiple identity facets. As well as the obvious social and sociological
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dimensions to her identity, Deborah deploys emotional and humanistic discourses of selfknowledge and personal development. In her own words, she is `wedded to disclosure'
-a
phrase suggestive of a meta-level awarenessof herself `as text'.

However, her entry into RPL seemedto threaten an important aspectof her identity. Her
wholesale rejection of `a corrupt social system' led her to reject also the privileges of
academia. She identified herself as an `outsider'. In 1997, in a changedpolitical context, she is
able to reconsider her views about academia,but not without a `crisis of identity' and some
resistance.In a typically reflexive way, Deborah made an identity project out of her dilemma,
which she recounted in her interviews and in her portfolio. She began by articulating
advantagesof her `disadvantage' - for example, the accoladesshould she succeedas well as a
ready-made excuse should she fail. Disadvantagewas a comfortable place in some ways:

I had almost drawn from my disadvantagein a kind of contradictory way. Despite not having
had adequatetraining I was doing lectures. Despite not having that support that I always
identified the academic context as being... I was often thrown into situations without a
background, and it kind of gave me an advantagein a way, becauseI could get away with not
being up to standard on the one hand. On the other hand, I'd shine through. So, there was a
pay-off in the disadvantage.So what worked was like 'wow'! !

She reported the strategiesshe deployed within the RPL
process to further this identity project
first,
becoming
aware of `how did I get here - to have this position', then trying out moving
away from her outsider identity and returning to it, and finally discovering the possibility of
being both an insider and

outsider:
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And then the first thing was to look at it - at my identities - was to be aware of it. That was the
first thing that happened... Reflecting - moving - just moving - being willing to take a step
leave
it
OK
found
from
identity
to
defensive,
defended
that
was
out
away
my
- self-identity.. .1
my position and come back to it....

She says that she used the competenceaspectsof the RPL pedagogic process as a model of
how to treat herself: `... it gave me a senseof "that's how I ought to listen to myself". She
her
`separation'
the
it
the
that
of
that
the
acknowledges
group
made possible
support of
was
identities: `without the environment of the group it might have been too traumatic'. She speaks
of `the relief of dropping those defence things' and of RPL as `very empowering for me'.
Within RPL, Deborah seemsto have learnt how to hold complex, multifaceted, sometimes
contradictory identity positions, and to take on new oneswithout relinquishing others - the
truly postmodern self.

Recognising and realising the RPL gaze

Analysis suggeststhat Deborah was able to concentrateon her identity project becauseshe
already possessedthe RPL recognition and realisation rules. As she says, `I was aware that I
had enough background to draw on... I was completely convinced of its value'. Given her
command of the recognition rules, she was able to exert control over her writing and
representation of herself in her portfolio. She says that she was conscious of whom she was
writing for, how she would write and what she would write: `I wrote for them' - `I asked
"what would they value"? '
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She therefore writes with a clear senseof purpose,never losing sight of the overall thrust of
the portfolio exercise - the construction of her canditure for the diploma, for academics.For
example, shejuxtaposes formal disciplinary education with her `independentpath of learning'
suggestingthat she would benefit from more of the former:

I believe that the course will broaden my understanding of the traditions and practices that I
have not yet explored, and thus give my own insights a firmer basis of comparison with
instinctively rejected approaches.In the process I would like to strengthen my grasp of why
my approach works, and entertain any weaknessesthat I am not aware of (Portfolio
motivation: 1).

She weaves together a skilled engagementwith Usher's text, exploring the value of his
framework for her own practice, moving comfortably between her experience and the text,
referring to `my experience', `my development work', `my point of view' - reflecting the
authority she accords herself in her field. She takes issue with Usher on several valid counts:
for example, that he does not make referenceto experiencesof adult education outside
academic institutions, seeing this as a `lost opportunity' to engagewith `socially and
economically disadvantagedadults, who have coped with excessiveinsecurity in their daily
lives... ' (Portfolio text 2: 4).

She refers to her portfolio tasks as `translating', suggestingthat for her that was what RPL was
about: `... it's like translating - "this is what I think - I'm going to say it like this so that they
can hear that I can talk their languagetoo"'. I would argue that not much translation was
required in her case.
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Discussion

Bernstein's concepts suggestthat Deborah's informal learning bore the hallmarks of a formal
in
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home life, but also through achievementwithin formal secondaryeducation. These discourses
had developed throughout her adult life as an educator/ practitioner and political activist.
These abilities and experiencesresonatedwith the gaze of RPL in many ways. Deborah was
(and
RPL
in
the
the
gaze
already a confident participant
academiccommunity - embodying
more). The RPL process simply confirmed that for her. As she says: `I'm already in... It was a
fit for me. I didn't have to crack it... The RPL processprobably helped me to understand that'.

I would also argue that Deborah possessedthe RPL recognition and realisation rules at a far
higher level than required. This meant that (after she recognised she was `already in') she did
not have to spend time recognising and realising, or translating. Instead she could use the time
to create a postmodern identity project for herself. She developed a meta-level awarenessof
this process, which she was confident enough to include in her portfolio - in ways that
extended the realisation rules of the RPL process.This awarenessallowed her to seethat she
was `translating' her knowledge into a particular academic language. The crucial issue here is
that translation requires a high level of competenceand fluency in the recognition and
realisation rules - thus confirming a fundamental paradox of RPL - you have to be already in
before you are!
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Freda -prior experiential knowledge and the RPL gaze: `in search of
"balance"'

The analyticalthemespertainingto Fredashowthat the gazewe wantedthe RPL candidatesto
her
from,
divergent
distance,
prior experiential
recognise and realise was at a great
and
knowledge and associatedidentities.

Distances and divergences from the gaze

A corporate professional

Freda presentsherself, first and foremost, as a corporate professional. Data suggest four
phasesin her working life. First, in an HRD capacity; secondly, in managerial positions in
Public Relations and HRD; thirdly, running her own Public Relations consultancy; fourthly,
relocating to another city and assuming a lecturer position at a private tertiary college.
Running a consultancy appearsto have been highly significant for her. She speaksof the great
strides she made personally ('a period of extreme growth', `an ego boost'). It is clear that she
enjoyed quite a powerful location and identity position as a corporate professional until the
mid-nineties. In her words, `I was very knowledgeable and very capable in my comfortable
environment'.

The most important social context for Freda seemsto have been the corporate/ multinational
world. As discussedin the Introduction, during the late seventiesand eighties the private
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sector in South Africa initiated and resourcedreform processesdesigned to deracialise
workplaces. This is what Freda was involved in when she was a manager in Public Relations:

This was a period of extreme dedication and exhaustion for me as it involved the integration of
all employee benefits and facilities at a time when there was extreme opposition to this, but I
was under pressure from the head office in America, whose attitude was that they would close
the whole SA operation down, rather than suffer any embarrassmentfrom its practices and
procedures (Portfolio motivation : 3).

She faced opposition, not only from critical theorists on the left, but from conservative
industrialists on the right. Yet her involvement in these reforms surfacesthe tacit ideology
system of the RPL process. In the light of previous analysis of the RPL gaze, the resources
recontextualised and so on - it becameclear that our senseof the importance of history and
social context was derived from a critical sociological view of the world, not that of business
and monopoly capital. The nature of Freda's work is therefore revealing about the RPL gaze. I
would argue that our gaze was aligned to those who criticised such reforms, in the ways
outlined in the Introduction. We might, for example, have taken a political economy view of
industrial relations. This suggestsan ideological or political dissonancebetween the gaze of
RPL and the nature of Freda's prior experiential learning, with power in this instance, located
with the former.
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A changing educator role

A thread of educator work runs throughout Freda's professional life, from early workplace
literacy programmes to her part-time work at the private tertiary college, which she terms
`undergraduate' level:

My initial educational experience, however, came through adult literacy training for my first
employer some twenty years ago. This knowledge later enabled me to successfully introduce
community literacy projects, as part of the company's social responsibility programme, and to
assist with training at the Community Centre. This broad spectrum of experience, from human
resources to illiterate and undergraduateeducation, provides me with a fairly extensive
understanding... (Portfolio motivation: 1).

However, educator work was clearly secondaryto her corporate responsibilities. It is pertinent
to compare Freda's experience as an educator/trainer with what was transmitted via the RPL
gaze. Freda refers to her stancetowards education as `behaviourist' (although maybe this was
shifting). In using the ETDP Quality Framework, we regarded the educator as operating in a
range of contexts, including the workplace and formal institutions. However, the role of the
educator in the Fotheringham et al. text was contructivist-radical, non-formal. and communitybased, operating from a university base.This was a long way from Freda's experience.

Freda's relocation to another city in 1997 seemsto have been
a watershed for her. She says
that, before the move, she was teaching `affluent' students. She speaksof them rather
nostalgically:
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None of her previous educator/trainer strategiesseemto work.

Engaging with a changed social context

In a different city, Fredais facing a numberof dilemmas.Sheseesherselfasconfidentin her
subjectknowledge,but wantingto locateherselfwithin the broadercontextof the `new' South
Africa andto gain exposureto freshandmoreappropriateframesfor her professionalneeds:

Whilst completely secure with the continually updating knowledge regarding the subjects that I
lecture, I believe, I need further education, guidance and direction with regard to changing

educationalsituationsandmethodsplus sociologicaland economicchangesin society,whereit
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is impossible for me to gain a true perspective,in isolation, from a very diverse but specific
`samplei170(Portfolio motivation : 1).

Freda presentsherself as in searchof a new community in new times. Data suggestshe had
been a loner, `I've tended to be a loner. As a lecturer you are a loner. You're up there alone
you're not part of the group'. The feelings of isolation do not seemto have been mitigated by
her ongoing consultancy work. As an `independentcontractor- I've got to do the job, look for
the next job, wrap up the last job'.

In moving from the corporate world into the stormy uncertain waters of academia, a recurring
theme in Freda's portfolio is her searchfor `balance' and `equilibrium':

Hopefully enabling me to better cope with the moral, ethical and professional conflicts which I
am experiencing and assist me in integrating "contradiction and ambiguity" in order to achieve
BALANCE and EQUILIBRIUM

[original emphasis] (Portfolio text 2: 5).

She recruits Usher in her quest for balance, suggestingthat it is required at several levels
between theory and practice and between active and passive learning: `... he is advocating
balance. A balance as being relevant and optimal in respect of theory and practice, active and
passive learning and acknowledging the coexistenceof and seeking to integrate seeming
opposites' [my emphasis] (Portfolio text 2: 3).

I would argue that Freda was motivated by a perceived need to remodel her identity in the
`new' South Africa to shift her own knowledge to something more contemporary. The above
170Does the
apprehension suggestedby the `scare quotes' suggest that she is trying out academic language, rather
uncomfortably?
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analysis also suggestsa very real felt need for a `community' and support. There is evidence
that the therapeutic aspectsof RPL provided that support. In her portfolio, she makes an
informal plea to the (unknown) assessorsnot to take away her new-found community. `Please
having found this resource I do not wish to lose it'.

Recognising and realising the RPL gaze

Freda undertook further/higher education during the seventiesand was `in possessionof a
three-year public relations and communication diploma' (Portfolio text 1: 1). There is no
suggestionof her having been involved in any non-formal, continuing professional education.
I would argue that a learner role was relatively new and uncomfortable for her. As she says, `I
was perhaps more used to being in a position of power. I was "the lecturer" and to now
become "the student" having not been a student for some 10-12 years at least'.
-

Recognising different gazes

RPL was a very different environment from anything Freda had previously experienced:
`working in a very business-orientatedarea and this being an academic area... ' In the
requirement to recognise the RPL gaze, she had very few hooks from her own prior
experiential knowledge. Data suggestthat Freda did not fully possessthe RPL recognition
rules at the time of assessment.For example, in the following quotation from her portfolio, is
she referring to learners, or to educatorsas learners?: `I also believe that I could bring to the
diploma group, a much neededperspective that not all adult learners are necessarily needy or
from disadvantagedbackgrounds an assumption clearly evident among RPL candidates'
-
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(Portfolio motivation: 2). As well as assertingthe value of her own position, she seemsto be
suggestingthat other RPL candidateshad a view of the majority of adult learners as `needy'
171:
'disadvantaged'
and

By the time of her first interview, she was, however, more aware of differences between
gazes,and able to talk in a very reflexive way about her particular reading practices (of the
information-gathering and synthesising type) that necessitatea critical, `market' eye and a
senseof audience:

I am working in such a fast changing environment, I have to read, and becauseknowledge is
power, in a market and communication environment, I have to know what is going on out there
in terms of businesspractices, what's going on, who's a good touch for social
investment... trying to pick up trends... always trying to target the market
-'who

wrote this,

who was it written for, why was it written, did it miss/achieve the objective? ' (First interview).

Bernstein's theories suggestthat during RPL Freda was aware that the recognition rules had
changed - but perhaps she did not know what they had become? There is evidence that she
developed some strategies for `plotting' the recognition rules. In her first interview, she
reported that she had listened for `throw-away phrasesthat obviously had far deeper meaning
that I did not understand at that stage or a history attachedto them in an environment to
which I did not particularly relate'. However, by the time of her second interview three years
later, she recognisesvery clearly the difference between forms knowledge the knowledge
of
valued in the corporate world and the knowledge valued at RPL assessment.She seesthe latter
as being `personal' and `intellectual': `Coming from the corporate environment, valuable
171Compare, for
example, Deborah's sturdy notion of 'the poor'.
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knowledge produces capital, growth or wealth, analytical information. Whereas the knowledge
valued in RPL was a personal intellectual kind of knowledge'.

Realising the signals - trying out the gaze

Freda's portfolio affords a strong senseof her trying to realise the RPL gaze and failing. The

textual strategies- partresultis the mobilisationof a rangeof discoursesandassociated
corporate, part-therapeutic, part-narrative - but in a very unsettled way.

The use of scare `quotes' and bold are examplesof an unconsciousuncertainty. Freda places
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For example, on the first page of her first text adult educator, balance, other and value are
embolded. Other examples are the quotation marks around `ideas', `bounce off' and
`economic' in one paragraph. She is clearly troubled by the word and concept of `social' since
it consistently appearsin the sameway. The result of theserecurrent markings is a sensethat
Freda is borrowing terms and is unsure about how to use them.

At times, there is an informal conversational style, as in `[e]nough personal theorising, on to
Usher's further balancing acts of "co-existence of seeming opposites" for integration, for a
more "coherent and sophisticated consciousnessabout learning"'. And there is a mixture of
direct conversational style and that of a business letter in the final sentenceof her motivation:
`It is now over to you to decide whether or not I have met the entry requirements I sincerely
...
hope so and look forward to hearing from you' (Portfolio motivation: 3).
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It is obvious that Fotheringham et al. and Freda inhabit very different educator identities and
in
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outlined, and
mantra (to help her cope?) in bold and capitals, and as a separateparagraph:

THAT I SHOULD NOT BECOME TOO DESPONDENT, TOO EASILY, AND THAT I
SHOULD DRAW ON AND TRUST MY LEARNINGS AS AN ADULT EDUCATION
PRACTITIONER

TO HELP OTHERS COPE, AND TO COPE MYSELF [original

emphasis] (Portfolio text 1: 5).

In her second interview, she referred to trying to find a `mid-way' position in her portfolio,
between the academic and the corporate and `hedging her bets and hoping for the best': `I was
aware of it at the time - not knowing where to pitch it [i. e. her text]. Wanting to perhaps
it
little
but
feeling
I
to
it
it
I
more
a
make
simplify so was comfortable with neededperhaps
Freda
textual
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benefit
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world.
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gulf between Public Relations writing strategies('KISS') and academic ones:

in terms of my profession, I write for an audience and I write to establish understanding. So,
...
to start writing couched in academic phraseswas very foreign for me. I'm much happier
writing a general - or a catch phrase for an advertisement that I believe will stick and so on.
And it's your real KISS - keep it short and sweet or keep it simple. And here was somebody
looking for expansion, almost looking at confusing language, complicating it for a third party,
whereas I spend my life trying to simplify it and get to the message.If I write a media release you're training the students to write in an inverted pyramid - the most important thing must be
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said in the first paragraph... Now you're turning it totally around where you've got to start it off
and develop an argument and explore it... I have a conflict as to why it must be academically
complicated when the messageis the same...

The phrase `foreign' expressesan ongoing senseof unfamiliarity. Her understanding of
academic writing is that it is `expansive', concernedwith developing an argument, but perhaps
deliberately obfuscatory.

On several occasions, she laments the lack of a strong framing in RPL. She wanted things to
be spelled out. First, the regulative discourse (that is, modes of conduct): `I was in conflict
about whether to take a leadership role or stop and listen ... There was conflict about whether I
needed to assertmyself to gain access,be visible and appearknowledgeable or whether to
listen - which I am trained to do and perhaps gain something from it'. This quotation speaks
partly to differential modes of realisation in corporate and academic settings, and partly to the
invisible RPL pedagogy. Secondly, the evaluative rules: `Where was the standard going to be?
I didn't know where the standardwas, and I didn't know how to use it, how academic to write,
in responseto the academic text. [The criteria] said what you wanted but they didn't say at
what level you wanted it'.

I would claim that without control of either the recognition or realisation rules of this
particular context, it was very difficult for Freda to present an account of herself and her prior
experiential knowledge in the terms of the RPL gaze. Since she has only partial recognition of
the gaze's rules, the realisation principles are not fully available to her.
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The value of competence

In spite of all the above dissonancesand difficulties, Freda found and honed a set of coping
the
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the process. Given her own educator background as a `self-confessedbehaviourist', it is likely
her.
to
RPL
new
that the therapeutic elements of the
process, although welcome, were also
Thus: `I think a lot of similarities between individuals but very different coping mechanisms
of introverting and extroverting'. However, she quickly recognised and embraced the
`disclosure' requirement of the RPL process,which she generalisedas being characteristic of
all RPL:

This, for me, is the essenceof the Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) process, in that it is
both
based
learning,
for
both
trust,
parties exposing and
on absolute
reflexive
parties,
acknowledging frailties and mutually valuing their own and others' areasof expertise
(Portfolio text 2: 2).

There are some data that suggestthat the RPL group performed two functions for Freda - first,
of providing her with therapeutic support whilst undergoing RPL; secondly, of fulfilling her
longstanding need for a community to reduce her experience of isolation. She puts the two
aspectstogether in the following quote:

The realisation that there are other educators out there, who genuinely do care and wish to
understand and addresssimilar concern to my own, was in the words of a fellow RPL student
better then a therapy session' (Portfolio motivation: 2).
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Discussion

As noted, key themes in terms of Freda's knowledge and identities and the gaze of RPL are
distance and divergence from this particular gaze and some aspectsits pedagogy. I would
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I would claim that Freda (like Vusi) had great difficulty with an RPL process that is
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doesn't fully know what she doesn't know. This is also reminiscent of the apprentice mode of
junior staff in the department more generally, of the discomfort experienced at being `half in
and half out'.

172Undertaken
at a later date, and so drawing on the benefit of hindsight and the experience of the diploma.
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There is obviously a role for competencepedagogy in supporting learners/RPL candidates
through zones of discomfort. The issue involves the balance of competence and performance
pedagogies and strong and weak framing. As mentioned in connection with Vusi, for
candidates with prior experiential knowledge at a distance from a particular gaze (i. e. who
need to acquire the recognition and realisation rules - new learning), either the RPL pedagogy
or the receiving curricula (or both) have to change.In the caseof Freda and Vusi, RPL needed
to RPL itself - to recognise the specificity of its own gaze!
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Marie -prior experiential knowledge and the RPL gaze: `making a Marie that
I like to be'

The central themes of the RPL process,in relation to Marie are `congruence' and `growth',
with resourcesput to work in very particular ways.

Resources in congruence with the RPL gaze

A reflective and analytical corporate professional

After `working in a bank straight from school', Marie was employed in the corporate world for
fifteen years. A picture emergesfrom the data of an independent,proactive, resourceful and
accomplished professional working in a highly task-orientated way across a range of research
and development tasks in HRD and Organisational Development (OD), although evidence
suggeststhat by the time of RPL, this was no longer a primary or strong identity for her (she
uses the past tense in the quotation below). As she says: `I had a strong senseof myself in my
context at work - in the corporate world and what I had achieved there with oftentimes not
many resourceswhen I looked at who I was competing against'.

In her practitioner text, Marie analysesan OD researchand development intervention in a
recruitment agency that `failed'. She clearly identifies systemicproblems in a dysfunctional
company - for example, `there was no clear division of responsibility between the
managers...individuals were held accountable for poor performance yet they felt many of the
problems within the company were to do with ineffective management a climate of internal
...
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competition rather than cooperation' (Portfolio text 1:3). She offers explanatory analyses, as
in:
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thinking
style
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proactive
management
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phase was the cause of stress felt by individuals. This stressseemedto perpetuate the cycle of
poor performance yet they felt ill equipped to improve their performance. They felt
unsupported by managementand in fact felt many of the problems within the company were
due to ineffective management(Portfolio text 1: 3-4).

She then outlines the strategic change intervention that sheplanned andfacilitated: `Goals
were set, accountability was establishedfor the different tasks and desired times by when
certain goals should be achieved were programmed' (Portfolio text 1:7). Finally, she evaluates
the overall intervention and the reasonsfor its `failure':

However all the comfort and satisfaction we were feeling about our hard won achievements
was purely superficial... when it came to making decisions about the important
issues... nothing had changed. In the end it was the core of the organisation that needed
changing (Portfolio text 1:10).

What is striking about her evaluations is the self-critical nature of her approach. She used her
practitioner text (as the RPL gaze required) to create a critical distance on her practice. For
example: `... more time and deliberation should have been given to the preparation phase, the
stressand discomfort I saved myself in the short term by not dealing with the "hard" issues
upfront became a source of conflict within my role throughout the process' (Portfolio text
1:9). Interestingly, her first text ends with a set of questions rather than a set of conclusions,
signalling, perhaps, a reluctance to go for closure on a complex set of issues.
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Her research and development work aligned with the RPL gaze in significant ways. It
involved seeing how context shapeschoices and assumptions,posing and solving problems,
seeing relationship between ideal and reality, questioning, and so forth. In terms of the reading
and writing aspectsof the RPL gaze (make connections and develop arguments, compare and
contrast texts with own learning from experience,analyse and evaluate, etc.), Marie is clearly
able to realise the RPL gaze, using the corporate world as context, rather than the more
community-orientated world of the Fotheringham et al. text.

A `humanistic corporate' facilitator

Marie recalls that she had `always created a training and facilitation "space" in my positions in
the past'. Her use of `training' and `facilitation' suggeststhat she is drawing from two
traditions. Although she writes about `providing managementand staff with training'
(Portfolio text 1:8), when it comes to evaluating the initiative, Marie is very clear that
`everyone was consolidating their learning' (Portfolio text 1:8). I would claim that in her OD
capacity Marie was a `humanistic corporate facilitator'. This resonateswith the competence
pedagogy of the RPL process.

Resourcesfrom formal education

Marie left formal schooling after her `0' levels. There is evidence indicating
powerfully
negative experiencesof schooling. She refers to the `woundedness' that goes on in schools
`around what makes you a good learner and

not a good learner... And the kind of stuff we end

up living with as a result'. She does however, recognise the resources,social value and capital
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that accrue from formal education: `I really have found myself saying, `gosh Marie, if you
didn't have that level of formal education and that particular type of formal education you
would not have made it'. Sheparticularly highlights the significance of formal literacy/textual
practices, which she links to `essayistexperience' and an `identity as a writer established early
in life'. She goes on to distinguish between content and form, proposing that schooling
provided her with `fundamental literacies', whereas `life experiencehas helped me with
content not necessarily form'.

The textual and literacy practices of Marie's formal education come through strongly in her
portfolio. There is an essay-like quality to her texts. In her practitioner text, for example: `A
brief history of [the company] and a description of some of the emerging issueswithin the
company provide the context in which the "Process of Change" began' (Portfolio text 1: 1).
She is also able to create an almost literary senseof drama and anticipation in the reader, as in
the following: `The processwas fraught with negativity and skepticism. Consultants doomed
the process to failure before it has begun... ' (Portfolio text 1: 5).

The above analysis suggeststhat Marie entered RPL with a vertical discourse (the distinction
between `form' and `content', the grounding in `fundamental literacies', `an identity as a
writer') and a sophisticated meta-awarenessof her own abilities - including an awarenessthat
she would not have succeededin RPL without resourcesfrom formal education, especially, in
terms of the textual demandsof the RPL process.

Resourcesfrom non formal education: engagement with classical texts

Marie presentsherself as a self-educatedperson. Like Deborah she has
a reading past:
354

I've kind of read books, Jung and a lot of other non fiction - reading has been a big part of my
life.. about going to the library about the human mind and a bit of philosophy... dabbled...
.
...
always read... interest has come from me... a desire to know more ... no one particular person
who has influenced me.. .always wanted to study (First interview).

Evidence suggestsan important set of resourcesfrom non-formal education in a School of
Practical Philosophy and from classical philosophical texts and vertical discourses she
encountered in that environment ('all kinds of disciplines'):

I have been a member of the School of Practical Philosophy for 5 years.. based very much on
.
the Socratic, dialogic stuff we have lectures... what the students bring makes the lecture the
...
lecture so it's not a rigid set of course material it's also the kind of questions that students
ask that make the teaching... It is very much grounded in Hinduism and that kind of stuff ... it
enables you to read and process all kinds of disciplines... quite an intensive learning space.
There are no exams.. all self-directed. It can kind of nourish you and get you motivated to
.
read... It is just yourself. There is no one telling you how much you must give and how much
you mustn't and that's opened up wonderful spacesfor me... that's facilitated

learning...Philosophymeansa love of wisdom(First interview).

Marie has obviously had a lot of exposureto strongly classified knowledge structures, their
abstract qualities and deep structures. A mixture of lectures, participation and mentorship/
guidance suggestsa particular mix of performance and competencemodes and strong and
weak framing not dissimilar to that deployed within RPL. This echoesevidence (discussed
below) that Marie responded favourably to the RPL pedagogy: there
were continuities with
her non-formal education as well as with the style that she
adopted as a facilitator.
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RPL as therapy

Data suggest that humanistic introspection is an important basis for action in Marie's life. She
opens her portfolio with a telling example of how she constructs herself principally as
concerned with her own individual development:

After 15 years of experience gained in the Corporate world, I made the decision to stay at
home after the birth of my secondchild, where I have been for the last two years. This has
been a time of personal reflection and consolidation as well as a process of coming to grips
with what it is that I want for myself and then acting upon it, despite the obstacles (Portfolio
motivation: 1).

There is much evidence in the portfolio and interview data that atteststo her ability to deploy
this capacity to good effect within RPL. For example, she respondednaturally and effortlessly
to keeping a personaljournal, using it as a broker for reflection and learning: `... use of
personaljournals and reflection enabled me to go into that spaceon my own... ' Her writing
practices are also introspective and exploratory, as in: `This led me to explore further and I
connected more deeply with one of the underlying causes...' (Portfolio text 2: 4).

Data suggestthat introspection took on a psychotherapeutic dimension for Marie. The
negative effect of formal education is supported by advice she received to use further study as
resource for healing: `the healing was never going to happen in my head I had to go through
...
the process of studying'. In this way, RPL becamepart of a personal project for Marie, a
way
of overcoming `past experiencesand relationships and how this influences self construction'.
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RPL was, then, a highly chargedprocess for Marie on various levels. Data bear out her
confidence in her professional identity alongside her insecurity as a learner in a formal
education context. The strong, corporate Marie comes through in, `When I came into the
RPL... I had a strong senseof myself in my context at work in the corporate world'. The
more insecure Marie speaksa languageof self-doubt:

I came in as what I imagine may have looked -I don't know the word - but when you see
people who are evidently competent and yet they speak in a language of self-doubt constantly. I find that can be quite irritating and frustrating. I came in as that kind of candidate.

During the RPL process, confidence and excitement co-existed with anxiety and self-doubt
in `high speedinternal dialogue': `I experienceda huge tension in one aspect of agency
...
feeling very strong and empowered and in another feeling insecure, anxious... where this highspeedinternal dialogue would be going on'. There was seldom a moment when she could
relax and feel confident. As a result, she cleaved closely to the therapeutic elements of the
competencepedagogy. First, she was in no doubt that the RPL process was `experiential' and
reflective, and this clearly suited her: `By examining my particular experience and developing
the critical analysis of the experience and learning, I was able to connect with the experience
in new and different ways which in itself has become a source of new learning and further
exploration' (Portfolio text 2: 4). Secondly, data indicate how she also put the peer reference
groupings to work with good effect in her personal project. She says that she `felt very
competent in terms of the peer group that I found myself in'. She respondedreadily to the
social elements of the RPL pedagogy by learning with and from others. She says: `Discussion
has always been an important component of my learning
process.. .1 have always enjoyed a
balance between group activity and involvement
and working individually' (Portfolio text 2:
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Thus, for Marie, RPL was a process of remaking herself. She refers to a process of 'deMarie
`it's
4)
2:
(Portfolio
text
making
a
construction and re-construction'
and surmises,
- that
I like - that I like to be'.

The above analysis suggests that Marie's presence in the RPL group, and her need for support
to face personal challenges, had the effect of `psychologising'

the RPL process as a whole. I

would claim that she was another candidate who exploited the gaps between transmission and
acquisition, therefore taking control of aspects of the competence pedagogy in order to meet
her own needs. Moreover, she could not have embraced an RPL process that did not have
competence pedagogy.
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The main area of distance, and possible dissonancewith, the RPL gaze was Marie's emphasis
of the personal over the sociological. Her reflection is in psychological terms, not in the
sociological terms of the RPL gaze. Although she can realise the RPL requirements of
lack
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self-critical, critical enquiry, questioning, problematisation
does,
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however, make reference to a storied approachto the self, which is consonant with the RPL
gaze.

Learning, learning, learning

Evidence suggests that the combination of resources from formal and non-formal education,
and the corporate environment equipped Marie with a well-developed learner identity. I would
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learner,
the
`natural'
that
sector
argue
of opportunities
was a
of powerfully

negative experiences within it.

She describes her corporate experience in learning terms, as in, `In my career when I have
recognised a lack in knowledge or experience I have used different resourcesto fill the gaps.
These resourceshave been books, people, journals, other organisations and training courses'
(Portfolio text 2:5). She likes learning: `When I have been in "classroom situations" being
either work related or out of my personal interests there has always been a desire to be there
and learn' (Portfolio text 2: 5). She seeseverything as having a learning dimension to it: `By
creating an experience in one area of my life I have used the learning to assist me in another
and in this respect I seelearning as a continuum... an endlessprocess' (Portfolio text 2: 5).
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There is evidence to suggestthat the Usher text extendedMarie's understanding of her own
learning and of herself and gave her a learner identity in a very powerful way. The following
quote from her portfolio (Text 2: 5) illustrates this: `Examination and reflection of our
experiences facilitated the use of the deep approachto using experience'. Using Usher, she
reviewed and re-evaluated herself and found a powerful new identity position, which went
someway to overcoming the pain that she had previously associatedwith formal education.
The importance of Usher is signified in the following quotation: `The other issue that came up
for me was how I had undervalued my experienceand working with that particular text was
hugely empowering and has had a knock-on effect in terms of who I am in my world'.

Like Deborah, Marie has developed a meta-level awarenessof herself as a learner, not only
can she talk very fluently about her learning, but she is able to reflect-in-action, as in looking
at `the ideas I have about myself as a learner and therefore how I act and react in learning
situations'. She is also able to locate her learning needswithin broader `frameworks' and
`bodies of knowledge':

I had a sensethat there were gaps in my framework.. whole body of knowledge yet to be
.a
explored... felt I'd need the structure of attending formal lectures.. .1 also wanted involvement
in an interactive learning environment I want to develop a theoretical framework of
...
educational practice (Portfolio motivation: 1).

Her facility with academic writing is particularly evident in her Usher text. Her methodical
and thorough summary leave the reader in no doubt of her grasp of his arguments and of her
own meta-languagefor dealing with theory. She does this by moving through the paper
section by section or paragraph by paragraph, rather than by way of an overview. She then
links Usher's arguments to her
experience of the RPL process. Finally, she successfully
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develops a theory of herself as a learner, making very powerful connections between her
experience of the RPL process,herself as a learner and Usher's text. The result is a remarkably
coherent text.

Discussion

Analysis has already shown how Deborah shapedthe transmission-acquisition `gap' by
constructing the RPL process as a testing ground for her identity-crisis and mixed feelings
around the privileges of academia; and how, for Freda, RPL was about finding a new
community and a new identity in a changedsocial context. Marie, in turn, seemsto have used
the RPL spaceto undertake personal work on her painful experiencesof and around formal
education. She took up the identity of RPL candidatein a very particular way, and, I would
argue, shapedthe RPL process at the sametime.

In order to take such an active role in shaping RPL to meet her own needs,the above analysis
shows that Marie was already in possessionof the RPL recognition rules, certainly enough to
enable her to pick up our signals. Her proximity to both recognition and realisation rules
comes through clearly in her comment that `within hours we started using the language...!
quickly found - when I became an RPL candidate that there was a way of articulating your
experience' [my emphasis].

Where there is less congruencebetween Marie's prior experiential knowledge
and the gaze of
the RPL horizontal knowledge structure is in the area of location historically and
sociologically. Her location is primarily a psychological one. She lives in the world of the
subjective self. Although she has a meta-level ability to seeherself as a learner and
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practitioner, she does not have the sameability to distance herself from humanism and
subjectivism. This tends to foreground an intentional, agentful rather than the more provisional
and discursive `self as text' coded into the RPL gaze. The RPL process gave her the
confidence to use the knowledge she already had. In her case,therefore, RPL was about the
same (or similar enough) knowledge, although gained in contexts other than formal education.
She was able to translate (or recontextualise) her prior experiential knowledge within the
terms of the RPL gaze.
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Oscar -prior experiential learning and the RPL gaze: `exposure'

Thereis muchcongruencebetweenOscar'sprior experientialknowledgeandthe RPL gaze.
Oscar can be seenas an `ideal-type' of RPL candidate in this particular context. Continuity
fore.
location
to
the
Social
comes powerfully
and contiguity are central themes.

Resources in continuity with the RPL gaze

Fusion of work and the political

Data show that Oscar's working life has always been linked to the political. Armed `with a
technical certificate' (Portfolio text 2: 8), he moved from shop floor work in industry to
(senior) trade union shop stewardship, to becoming an `ABET practitioner in industry' with
increasing managementresponsibilities for the company's ABET programme, which led to the
days
His
for
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were
steward
the
shop
early
position of regional
company.
co-ordinator
he
For
speaks
example,
concerned with political activism and worker support and advocacy.
`social
development'
`rallying
`a
and
`campaigning',
of
process of people/worker
support',
responsibility/obligation'. Oscar representshimself as a union official who was easy to relate
to, a balanced and skilled negotiator (not an unyielding `hot head') with a strong strategic
voice.

It is pertinent to note Oscar's continuity of purpose as he rose through the ranks of industry
and on to the NGO. This continuity was sustainedby his concern with worker interests, a
`keen interest in the development of ordinary working people' (Portfolio text 2: 8). However,
significant changesin role are implied by the above career moves. As he says, he was
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participating in ABET debatesand programmes `at a different level'. Instead of `rallying
support' for ABET as a trade union activist, he was marketing and selling ABET provision to
company managers,and assisting and advising them on setting up their programmes.

Oscar's career embodies a powerful theme of accomplishment. Although both his RPL texts
illustrate this, it is most evident in his self as practitioner text. It has a relaxed style and an
engaging narrative form, as in: `My first recollection of ABET being considered within [the
company] was a telephone call during the first half of 1990 from a shop steward.. .At this
meeting which I recall rather vividly... `(Portfolio text 1: 2). There is also a frequent and
confident use of colloquialisms - `about ten shop stewards', `a handful of companies'. Oscar
indicates his presence,authority and confidence in his field and in debatesby frequent use of
the first person: `I believe that... ', `My own view on this... ', `I have found... ', `My concern
for this is that... ', `This approach I feel would... '

The above analysis indicates a strongly-stated political identity operationalised throughout his
working life - an identity characterisedby an oppositional and critical approach and a
commitment to struggles for worker rights. Oscar clearly locates himself within the sociopolitical strategy of political struggle, and this resonateswith the sociological approach of
RPL. As with Deborah, an active commitment to social and political transformation is a
driving force for Oscar. There are clear resonanceswith those features of the RPL gaze
reflected in the criterion: `The ability to reflect critically on own practice including
seeing/locating it within its larger historical and social context'.
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`Exposure' and the value of informal learning
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influential political activists as a source of great pride and confidence, `I had lots of exposure
in life with very interesting people. Many of them well-achieved academicslike the Neville
Alexanders174of the world'. He also refers to the exposurehe was afforded into the wider
trade union movement as a shop steward. He talks about `being able to serve on various
in
high
powered
supposedly
national structures and going to meetings with people who were
the business world or other political people and so forth'. He also refers to `going to court
cases' and gaining `exposure to how the world works in the legal field - having to deal with
labour issues and labour laws'.

In a statementof loyalty and allegiance to informal learning and collective endeavour, Oscar
stressesthat it was his involvement in the trade union movement at the level of the rank and
file, rather than his own personal achievements,that `provided the opportunity' for the new
job with the NGO. Given the centrality of informal learning in his life and work, Oscar
welcomed the opportunities for reflection presentedby the RPL pedagogy:

The RPL process what I liked about it most was that it allowed me an opportunity to reflect
-

andto sayto myself- eventhoughI knew it - I've alwayshad a decentsenseof who I am and
what qualities I have - but it helped me to think about that a bit more - which perhaps I would

173It
encompassespositive and negative 'exposures', but more frequently the former.
174Ex-Robben Island
prisoner.
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Although there is a therapeutic quality in the above quotation, I would argue that Oscar's
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The centrality of textual practices

An important feature of continuity in Oscar's working life is the centrality of literacy and
textual practices. This began when he was a shop steward. He read widely in industrial
lot
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had
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papers and
relations and
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Oscar's
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engagement
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clear
reading practices175)
his
in
feel
discourses.
He
to
writing abilities, and
with vertical
particularly confident
came
claims he was able to transfer them to RPL:

All the way through the course in fact - that, for me was - from my history - becauseI had
that writing experience - even though it was in different contexts - but I could draw on that
becausethat was an experience I had. So, I felt that that helped. It made the RPL process a
little easier for me in that I could write about whatever...
175But see
analysisbelow regardingOscar'snegativesenseof himself asa reader.
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There is evidence to suggestthat Oscar's very considerable literacy and textual experience did
bridge easily into the textual realisation requirements of the RPL gaze. For example, he is able
in
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He proceeds to set out with clarity what his text will do:
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Texts and groups

As analysis has already shown, there is clearly a social dimension to Oscar's political life and
work. The social and the textual are closely entwined. He refers to the mixture of `texts and
groups' in the following:

For about two or three weeks of the year over this period [i. e. his time in industry] I would
attend workshops with groups of people who were also in a similar situation when we had to
analyse documentation such as labour law, industrial relations agreements...1 found these
group discussions to be very rewarding experiences where the possibility to relate in very
practical ways how the proposals we were often formulated would actually apply in the real
situation. I particularly regarded these learning experiences as some of the most valuable...
(Portfolio text 2: 8).
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This resonatesstrongly with the social pedagogy and social learning within RPL. He recalls
that `we were part of a group and go[ing] through this processtogether... I don't think I ever
doubted for one moment that this was a bit of a participatory process'. He also made
discussions
from
from
the
learning
from
the
group
questions askedand
references to
others it
felt
initially
Usher
in
Usher
`The
there
quite
task:
and
paper was
especially relation to the
inaccessible. By the time we had discussedit (before we wrote) - the fact that there were
from
important
the others
it
became
to
questions asked more prevalent me what was
asking questions at least'.

Oscar's acculturation into informal modes of learning in the context of political struggle
(involving support from key political activists, sharing of information within trade unions, and
his experiencesof learning and working with others) engendereda strong senseof social
for
knowledge
`benefit
He
the
knowledge
in
as
sees
responsibility and collectivity
production.
being
for
to
the
individual:
`...
the
able
use
of
than
the
of society' rather
purpose
reading
knowledge for the benefit of society' (Portfolio text 2: 8). This is similar to Deborah's stance,
and sharesVusi's desire to help others and to sharehis knowledge.

Like Deborah, his concern for the collective is echoed in his concerns for the `RPL
community', particularly in his several referencesto how Vusi was coping as the other black
candidate: `And I got a sensethroughout the two weeks that he was battling. I knew that. I felt
sorry'. Linked to his concerns for Vusi's welfare were concerns centring on language and the
use of English in the RPL process, `Language I suppose- which for me was very important
and why I kept thinking about Vusi'.
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Analytical, argumentative and reflexive skills

A further area of congruenceis in the area of analytical, argumentation and reflexive skills. In
both of his texts, Oscar demonstratesan ability to deploy these skills to very good effect in
writing. For example, he is able to critically analyse,problematise and deconstruct how ABET
was initiated and implemented within his company. He does this by adopting a critical stance
at three points and levels. First, he critiques managementfor focusing on being a `world class
company' rather than on social responsibilities in `addressinghistorical imbalances':

While the guideline document... focused on social responsibility... [and] commitment to
...
`addressinghistorical imbalances' (apartheid), managementrepresentatives have for the last
...
year been considering the progress made by workers.. .it is managementwho today seem to be
more rigorous in plotting the course for the ABET programme in their ability to link more
clearly with it's intentions to becoming a `World Class' company (Portfolio text 1: 3-4).

Secondly, he maintains his support of unions, but not uncritically. He critiques trade union
officials for being narrowly focused on membership numbers and not discussing with workers
career paths out of the industry, and not resisting the inexorable drift towards human capital
discourse in ABET policy and programmes, as in: `Thesebusinessstrategies should be glaring
to unions that ABET programmes should provide broad skills and knowledge which goes
beyond specific language, numeric and other courseswhich are limiting in content' (Portfolio
text 1: 3). He also claims that unions have missed opportunities: `My own view on this is that
unions are not organising strategically

lack of vigilance by unions has resulted in many
a
...

workers not being given the opportunity to attend ABET classes' (Portfolio text 1:4-5). His
critical engagementwith certain union practices allows him to take account of workers' own
instrumental motivations: `Learners
also seetheir learning in relation to the workplace and
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their economic status being improved through education and training which is linked to job
mobility at their current places of work' (Portfolio text 1:4). It also allows him to argue that
workers need to be supported,by their unions, in seeing the bigger picture - for example, that
companies are actually downsizing: `In the last few years [the company] has reduced its
in
levels
factors
by
four
[these
thousand
officers
employment
are)...
which education
about
trade unions and shop stewards should bring to the attention of their members' (Portfolio text
1: 5).

Finally, he critiques society as a whole for moving in the direction of credentialism and
`results being measuredthrough the acquisition of certificates' which, he claims, undermines
alternative approachesand the confidence learnershave in them, `which in the long run will
not do anything for the quality of learning' (Portfolio text 2: 6).

Oscar's analytical abilities resonatepowerfully with the RPL gaze. Social context is
foregrounded, complex relationships between ideal and reality are represented,there is a
suspicion of orthodoxies, critical reflection on his own and others' practice, problem posing
and problem solving, and many connections are made, argumentsdeveloped and propositions
asserted.His embodied/embeddedtheory is clearly very close to the critical social theory of
the department as refracted through the RPL process.

The mixed bag of formal education

Evidence suggeststhat Oscar gained few resourcesfrom school. He refers to `a relatively
limited formal education'
-'I

didn't have a very good education':
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Like most people who have come through the system of conventional/ traditional school
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always regarded education as something which was
becauseI had no choice (Portfolio text 2: 8).

He singles out his reading ability (particularly in relation to academictexts) as of particular
concern, this despite his extensive and successfulreading-related activities at work. There are
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He
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collectively,
speaking
even
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was
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`never had a feeling that we could make it academically beyond school or technical college...!
was made to believe that "you are not that kind of material" - certainly in school'. There was
an additional senseof not being `considered as an individual'. A real senseof pain comes
through, which perhaps explains his very powerful commitment to his informal learning.

A counter to the undermining effects of apartheid education were the critical pedagogic
practices that were developed in Oscar's (and several other) `coloured' school(s), under the
auspicesof the Unity Movement. The main tenets of the Unity Movement were `psychological
liberation before social liberation' (Chisholm 1990: 242). Chisholm (1990: 260) (in a way that
certainly applied to Oscar) argued that, despite criticisms:

for, in however distorted and blameworthy a
Unity
Movement
to
the
some
credit
must
go
...
manner, producing people who, wherever they have gone, have impressed others with their
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critical approach, their clarity of thought, and their commitment to reading, debate and
discussion.

However, although Oscar claims that `I've come to terms with that' (i. e. his formal education)
and `broken down the barriers in my own mind', his formal education does seem to have left
him with doubts. There is evidence of a lingering senseof himself as `not academic material'
(despite all his social and political achievements)which affected his confidence during RPL.
He says: `I did not believe at the beginning of the course or going through the RPL process...
that I was up to it. I really didn't believe that'. The competencepedagogy of RPL seemsto
have helped Oscar. We were `interestedin who he was' and `you were looking at us as
individuals, at who we were and what our experienceswere'.

Academic skills

Oscar's working life was closely associatedwith academicsand academic discourse. His
Usher text is worthy of examination in this regard. Despite concerns about his reading
abilities, his secondtext clearly illustrates his abilities in this regard. He leaves the reader in no
doubt that he has understood Usher. His summary of the paper is a concise and accurate
synthesis of a complex academic argument. Oscar utilises a set of meta-strategiesfor dealing
with theory: `Usher suggeststhat... ', `Usher believes that... ', `Usher claims that... ', `Usher
goes on to discuss... ', `In developing a link between x and y, Usher reiterates... ' Furthermore,
he deploys academic terms from beyond the Usher paper (from
non-formal ABET workshops,
perhaps): `This constructivist approach', `People applied their personal and social knowledge
in a non-dichotomised way'.
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Oscar takes issue with Usher on two counts, both of which echo his concerns for the social and
public good. He suggeststhat Usher does not take account of the multilingual nature of society
where learners are `articulating' in English and `lack the ability and the confidence to express
themselves in the language medium of the particular subject being taught'. His secondpoint of
departure from Usher is to refer to the social context within which many teachershave been
is
Usher
ideas
kind
inability
that
the
to
promulgating.
of
educated and their consequent
adopt
He suggeststhat their weak and variable attempts to do so may confuse learners still further176.
Oscar's theory of himself as a learner also carries implicit criticisms of Usher's highly
individualistic model. He emphasisesthe social nature of his own learning. In his text, he
embodies the perspective-dependencethat Usher prizes (in a central concern with workers'
knowledge,
to
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perhaps more
perspectives and
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(they reappearwhen he reverts to writing about practice in the second section, as in `played
the role of a prodder', for example).

The textual and literacy practices of Oscar's work experiencecome through strongly in his
found
in
to
that
is
His
texts.
portfolio
style concise, concrete and pragmatic one, similar
reports (including the breaking down of his text into headedsections for readability). It is not
academic writing perhaps, but it is quite close.
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text. Was Oscar adopting a pedagogic role in relation to Vusi? As Deborah tried to do?
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Redress and restitution through RPL

It seems evident from the above analysis that Oscar's cultural capital in the `new South
Africa' was ample, even without recourseto formal qualification. Data suggesthis decision to
enter higher education was a highly charged one. His accountsof himself reflect both
confidence and lack of confidence, as in: `I was kind of encouragedand I was scaredthen'.
There is much evidence of personal doubts. He was worried about what to expect from RPL
it
fearful
`And
it
be
his
that
was wondering
and
might
a repeat of
schooling experiences:
whether that was going to be a kind of repeat of that kind of experience...it's just not knowing
what it was going to be like. There was always this fear you know'.

Although he seesRPL as part of consolidating a professional identity, in order (like Deborah)
to contribute to the social good, he also expressesdesire (and a duty) to take opportunities
provided by the changed social and political context: `the opportunities are there - now, we
must make full use of it'. More specifically and personally, RPL presented an opportunity for
him to prove himself. This is borne out by the following: `But still we neededto prove that... it
was a case for me of having to prove that and also prove to myself that I could get there'. But
doubts remained. I would claim, therefore, that underlying all of the above positionings in
relation to RPL is a more profound interpretation of `opportunity' - as restitution and
reparation, a chanceto prove his `real' worth, to keep `ducking it' no longer: `And also as a
way of saying, although those people wouldn't be listening, all those teachersand the
institutions of the past that I studied at "you know, you actually were wrong".
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Discussion

In terms of knowledge, analysis has shown high degreesof continuity and contiguity, across
Oscar's work, political life, community life and RPL. Informal learning has taken pride of
place in his life, particularly the associatedexposuresto non-elitist intellectual circles and
communities. There is a strongly-stated identity position, a social/political solidarity with
working-class struggles and commitments to values and practices (including ABET) that are
democratic and participatory. A theme of achievement and accomplishment threads through
Oscar's life, although it is inter-twined with self-doubts as a result of undermining experiences
of formal education. Oscar seeshimself as both survivor and victim. As such, certainty and
uncertainty, confidence and lack of confidence, come through in his texts. There are many
retractions and qualifying statementsin his interviews.

It is obvious that Oscar had already acquired vertical discoursebefore RPL, largely through
informal and non-formal means afforded by contacts with the political intelligentsia, the
academic/intellectual grounding provided by Unity Movement influences on his schooling,
and his history of debate and critical, deconstructive engagementwith a variety of texts. Oscar
has been exposed informally to vertical discourse though without quite knowing. He has
crafted a very active learner identity basedon informal learning and support (from and for
others).

What light do Bernstein's theories throw on this? Bernstein arguesthat pedagogic acts
connecting to horizontal discourse may be influenced to varying degreesby strategies from
vertical discourse, and that this phenomenon is frequently class and/or privilege-based. This
makes for `closer to' relations with formal education and knowledge, and therefore increased
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likelihood of academic success.This seemsto be a likely scenario in Deborah's case, but
Oscar's case is more complex.

The notion of distributive rules comes to the fore as a useful interpretive concept. They refer
to the means by which knowledge and `the thinkable' are circulated, and to the ways in which
discourses,
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Vertical discourse was the possessionnot solely of the intellectual-academic elite, but also of
the intellectual-political elite, where the aim was to broaden the group `reservoir' to effect
political change. The process of distributing knowledge differently required more extensive
social relations, but also in a dialectical way, strengthenedthose social relations and
encouraged `social solidarity' (Bernstein 1999: 160). My claim is that the political
circumstances of the time changedthe distributive rules of vertical discourse, and that Oscar
was part of this process.

A further matter worthy of consideration is pedagogy. I would argue that, with a more
dispersed distribution of vertical discourse, informal life becomesmore `pedagogised'; and
that ways of being derived from vertical discourse find their way into the everyday. This
breaks into Bernstein's dyad (as representedin Figure 2). The pedagogy of vertical discourse
becomes enactedthrough local practice and communalised social relations, rather than through
traditional institutional practices and social relations. Vertical discourse becomesmore
socially embeddedoutside institutional boundaries, inside the political struggle.
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Analysis has addressedthe way in which Oscarperceived RPL. I would claim that his
perception of it was similar to his `reading' of ABET, that in ideal terms it was a progressive
principle concerned with improving the lot of ordinary people who had suffered injustice. I
therefore argued that this was a populist or radical reading of the RPL competencepedagogy.
Becauseof a lack of confidence, Oscar (like other candidates)respondedpositively to the
competence-therapeuticaspectsof the RPL pedagogy. Data contain many examples of selfawarenessand disclosure. I would argue that Oscar (like other candidates)shapedthe RPL
pedagogy to suit his own predilections. His aim seemsto have been to seek redressthrough
RPL.

Despite self-doubts, Oscar recognised the RPL gaze. It had many similarities with his view of
the world and with his learning from experience(especially its location in social and powerladen contexts, its analytical and reflexive dimensions and its textuality). He was already
at
home with critical social theory and certain academic
dissonance
The
only
of
point
practices.
was that, for Oscar, life was not about `self as text' but about the `real world' of `making a
difference'.

In terms of realisation, Oscar was already in possession the
of
rules. He clearly felt more
comfortable writing about practice than theory, but he was already academically competent
nonetheless.RPL was about changesin confidence and confirmation of abilities. Like Marie
and Deborah, it was a caseof already having the knowledge, but not knowing it. RPL was
about confirming and (slightly) recontextualising his knowledge.
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Conclusions

As hypothesised, not all candidateswere equally able to interface with the particularities of the
RPL gaze, or to pickup on the signal-basedstyle of the pedagogy and/or benefit from the
social processesthat supportedindividuals in the decoding of signals. Vusi's prior experiential
knowledge was at a great distance from the RPL gaze, criteria and pedagogy. As a result, he
could neither recognise nor realise and was aware of this. For him, RPL was about new
learning. In order to succeed,Vusi neededone of two things (or both). First, a different RPL
gaze (and by definition, a different diploma gaze) - for example, one based on oral skills and
animator work. Secondly, a very different pedagogy in RPL, one that gave him accessto the
recognition and realisation rules. This would require a different configuration of competence
and performance pedagogies.

Deborah's prior experiential knowledge was commensuratewith (or equivalent to) the RPL
gaze, criteria and pedagogy. In fact, she could recognise and realise, beyond what was
required. She had the sameknowledge, and RPL confirmed that. Consequently, it was not
difficult for her to recontextualise her knowledge in the terms of the gaze, once she became
aware that she was `already in'. I would argue that this did not even involve translation
(which, as discussedin the Subject Review involves changing to a different language, and
which, as discussedin this chapter requires one to be in before one is). Deborah already
possesseda meta-level awarenessof her own knowledge and the RPL gaze, which enabled her
to recontextualise her prior experiential knowledge in a conscious and particular way.

Freda's prior experiential knowledge
was at a great distance from the RPL gaze etc. For her,
RPL was about new learning:
she neededto learn the recognition and realisation rules. She
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attempted to `plot' them, but did not succeedin fully recognizing or realizing them. In order to
succeedmore, Freda would need one of two things (or both). First, a different RPL gaze (with
knock-on
a
effect to the diploma) - for example, one that was skills-based and linked in a
straight-forward way to the economization of education. Secondly, like Vusi, she would have
benefited from a very different pedagogy one that ensuredshe acquired the recognition and
realisation rules.

Marie's prior experiential learning was close to the RPL gaze and criteria, and very resonant
with the pedagogy. She could recognise and realise most aspects,although she lacked
confidence and found the tasks difficult. I would argue that she did translate her knowledge
into the terms of the RPL gaze (involving some new learning, more than recontextualisation).
The way this model of RPL was designed was fine for her.

Oscar `presented' rather than `translated' his prior experiential knowledge, and so I would
argue that it was the same learning as the RPL gaze. He possessedthe recognition and
realisation rules and could present his knowledge accordingly. He was not confident about it,
though, and said he would have liked stronger framing.

This RPL pilot worked well for those who already had the same knowledge as that embodied
in the gaze (see Figure 1 in the Subject Review). Yet, paradoxically, previous analysis has
shown that the pilot was designed as a new learning type of RPL. It worked as such for Marie.
It did not work well for Freda
and Vusi, who neededmore new learning and a differently
designed pedagogy (although Freda did

manageto cross the diploma boundary). Within this

model of RPL, their prior experiential learning was not confirmed. Whilst the competence
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mode is useful for enhancing confidence, it does not teach the rule system that the candidates
need if their prior experiential learning is at a distance from the RPL gaze.

In the Subject Review (Figure 1) I advancedfour paradoxesof RPL and claimed that practices
tend not to know whether they are concernedwith recognizing the sameknowledge,
translating knowledge, new learning, or recognizing subjugatedknowledge. All these
paradoxes were reflected in this case.A further paradox emerged.In this RPL practice (and
presumably others), translating knowledge requires a meta-level fluency in the recognition and
realisation rules. Candidateshave to know what they know, rather than just know it (as in an
examination, for example). In effect, this collapsestogether the `sameknowledge' and
`translating knowledge' approaches.What remains is a simple divide: either candidateshave
the knowledge or they do not. In the caseof the latter, the receiving curricula (and pedagogies)
have to change, or candidateshave to be `taught' in which case,RPL is no different to
conventional educational interventions such as accessprogrammes, and the like.

Furthermore, as RPL designersand implementers, we were not aware of our own gaze,
precisely did not possessthe meta-level awarenessof our own knowledge that we expected the
candidatesto display in relation to theirs. As apprentices,we were immersed in a pedagogic
discourse, but not (until now) able to explicate it. Not only did we not know our own discourse
(and therefore could only signal it), we did not recognise several of the candidates' either.
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Affordances

Life-work-education background prepared individuals in different ways for taking up the role
it,
63)
(2003:
As
Cooper
RPL
Individual
puts
of
candidate.
profiles are multi-faceted.
`modalities of knowledge come together in complex and unexpectedways'. The foregoing
analysis leads me to make the following claims about combinations of prior experiential
177
learning correlating with `success', in this context. Four main `affordances' come to the
fore:

1.

Proximity to vertical discourses.

2.

Schooled in reflective practice.

3.

Clear pedagogic identity as an educator.

4.

A well-developed learner identity.

Proximity to particular vertical discourses

The RPL curriculum was a horizontal knowledge structure with a weak grammar modelled on
d
fro
drew
discourse.
It
theory
diploma
an
m critical social
our understanding of the
pedagogic
curriculum sociology. The RPL curriculum only recontextualised related resources.Other
horizontal and hierarchical knowledge structures, such as managementand business were not
part of the RPL gaze, yet they might have been if the governing distributive rules had been
located in the Official Recontextualising Field of national education policy rather than in the

177I take this term from Billet in Malcolm
and Zukas (2003). It refers to opportunities for participation `invitational qualities'. Billet refers to opportunities in the present, whereas I use it to refer to 'past (or prior)
affordances'.
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particular PedagogicRecontextualisingField of a liberal universitydepartmentwith a
relatively free and idiosyncratic hand in the field of non-formal education.

The five candidates surveyed had varying degreesof proximity to vertical discourses,and this
did not always derive from formal schooling. Any assumptionsthat RPL candidates(in
general) abide in the realm of horizontal discourse or common-senseare clearly refuted by the
above analysis. For Deborah, accessto vertical discourse began early in life, in a middle-class,
political family. For Oscar (and for Deborah), accesscame from disperseddistributions of
vertical discourse in `the struggle'. The `pedagogisation' of everyday life was available to
other candidates, although in Marie's casethere were resourcesfrom the singular knowledge
structures of philosophy and psychology. For Freda, the regionalised knowledge structures of
business administration and managementwere central. She was coming from a different
epistemological background - the philosophy of the market and behaviourism. Vusi, a
participant in the liberation struggle, was not exposedto political or sociological theoretical
resources. For him, cultural, traditional and religious knowledge were most important. He, too,
was coming from a different epistemological space.

Three related `sub-affordances' cluster around the vertical discourse affordance. First,
exposure to texts and literacy. Following Bernstein, I would argue that such exposure
`verticalises' everyday discoursesand moves them into a `closer to' relationship with formal
education. Those candidateswith the most textual practices in their lives managed the textual
interface of the RPL process with the greatestease,especially those with a history
of critique
based on textual deconstruction (Deborah, Marie and Oscar).
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Deborah made reference to the library at home and to `thick' literature. She had a strong
identity as a reader, which had carried over into her educator life in the NGO world. As we
have seen, literature was always very important for Marie. She refers to herself as a selfeducatedperson with a reading past, particularly of classical philosophical and spiritual texts.
Although Oscar does not seehimself as a strong reader, his working life has been dominated
by texts requiring critical engagement.Vusi comes from a predominantly oral background,
although he had exposure to drama scripts. Freda was familiar with business and management
texts which required particular textual strategies- reading with a critical market eye and downto-earth, organisational writing styles.

Secondly, a history of critical thinking. Deborah refers to her reading practices as inclined
towards `social dissenters'. Beyond that, her personal history was infused with political nonconformism and dissent. Moreover, this was theory-driven dissent as well as activism,
equipping her with a deconstructive, problematising and questioning approach to assumed
orthodoxies. For Oscar, critical thinking also came from the political realm. Marie is reflective
and critical but not in a sociological way. It is unlikely that Freda was exposed to critical
thinking as a student of public relations and communication in the seventies.The case of Vusi
is instructive. He had the direct experience of forced removals and was passionately critical of
all aspectsof apartheid. Yet, it mattered less that he was critically located within the broad
notion of struggle, and more that he did not reflect on this in an academically critical way.

Thirdly, a contextualized understanding of self. Analysis has shown that a key aspect of the
RPL gaze was the influence of context on practice. `Context' implied `sociological context'.
Some candidateshad a history of locating themselves (and their practice) in this way. For
Deborah, Vusi and Oscar it was almost automatic. Freda
contextualized herself in the
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In summary, the RPL pilot was about academicpractices and standpoints.Access to vertical
discourse was the prime affordance. Candidatesacquired vertical discourse in a variety of
informal and non-formal contexts and ways. Vertical discourse is not therefore the preserve of
formal education.

`Schooled' in reflection

For the most successful candidates,reflection was highly naturalised. Marie was wellpractised in introspective, personal, humanistic reflection, which she could commit to writing
literacy
life,
frequently
her
in
Deborah
as a
using
easily.
used reflection to make continuities
broker. Vusi used the RPL spacefor reflection, but his was not the textual, introspective type
privileged in RPL (with personal disclosure). It had more of a narrative style, without the
`distancing' resourcesoffered by vertical discourse. For Oscar, reflection was organisational
but
Most
the
analytical
and strategic as well as personal.
candidateswere reflective and
of
Deborah and Oscar seem to have a reflexive meta-level facility which served them well in this
context.

A clear pedagogic identity as an adult educator

Some candidatesdid not have a sharply focused educator identity. For such candidates
(particularly Vusi), it was difficult to bring tacit educator knowledge to consciousness.Marie
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had a very conscious senseof herself as a trainer-facilitator. Freda, Oscar and Deborah had the
clearest and most conscious pedagogic identities, though very different ones. Prior experiential
knowledge as an educator rather than as a trainer linked with successin this context.

Overall, those candidateswith non-formal and formal educator identities and associatedroles
found themselves in closest proximity to the RPL gaze, as embodied in the Fotheringham et
al. text particularly. The most efficacious affordances were gleaned from non-formal educator
practice at a grass-roots, community-focused level, particularly if that involved a range of
roles such as policy development and critique, research,evaluation, planning, curriculum
development and facilitation/ teaching, management,examining. Facilitation in such contexts
usually involves a valuing of informal learning which has links into the RPL concept.
However, exposure to organisational practices that involved research,evaluation, planning for
changes, analysis, developing positions, reading and consultation seemto have offered
affordances - as in the caseof Marie (and as long as the underpinning philosophy was
constructivist).

Several candidateswere not familiar with `adult education' as a field of practice. Freda's
trainer role was located within `further education'. Marie's main site of educator practice was
`the organisation'. Vusi's was `the community' (but not the adult education community).
Deborah and Oscar's practices were inside the field of adult education. As such, they were the
most socialized into its regulative rules - for example, the modes of conduct and power
dynamics. These chimed with the RPL gaze.
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A well-developed and active learner identity

Most candidates had learner identities capable of `equivalating' to the post-graduate level HE
formal learner identity of the diploma course. How did the candidatesacquire this affordance?

Marie had always seenherself as a lifelong learner; everything had a learning and personal
development dimension to it. Several candidateshad early experiencesof apprenticeship, in
Vusi's caseto clan elders. Deborah, Vusi and Oscar received political mentorship. Marie's
mentorship was more personal and psychotherapeutic.What is interesting about Vusi's
apprenticeship to the elders is that, though deliberate, it was shapedby the need for obedience,
with distributive rules clearly establishedand relatively non-negotiable. Freda may well have
been in a similar situation. She cites the invisible presenceof her strict father and, like Vusi,
has a relatively conformist world view. Those candidateswith a history of critique (of politics,
education, government, unions, management,the ABET fraternity, etc.) were perhaps most
likely to have securedthis affordance i. e. be active HE-level learners.
-

The social distribution of affordances

According to Bernstein, recognition rules representdistributions of power. In terms of my
research question concerning power, the final question I want to addressin this section of
analysis relates to power and to the social distribution of past affordances. Bernstein argues
that accessto vertical discoursesis class or privilege-based. It is clear that the RPL gaze
resonatedwith the Western, middle-class capital of a liberal university. My sample is too
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time. And it was in that big room and it was a Saturdayafternoonand it suddenly- that kind of
existential feeling - you've suddenly got it and you say 'OK, that's what it's really about'.

What do Bernstein's theories reveal about the use of Usher? The paper signified the
summation of academic drift. It was taken as a `marker' of the recognition and realisation
rules. A final set of messages(recontextualisation via perspective) were coded into it. These
were about form as well as content. On the form side, we wanted candidates who could engage
with academic texts such as Usher's, who could understand (recognise) and work with
(realise) academic theory. On the content side, we wanted candidates who could recognise
themselves within (adult) learning theory and explain/theorise their own position as learners in
such terms. The rules of communication were made explicit in the strongly framed guidance
for the task, and the lists of `dos' and `don'ts'. It was clear to everyone at this point that it was
the evaluative rules of the university that mattered. Usher's paper was seen as embodying the
RPL pedagogic discourse.

The final part of the last afternoonwas formal remindingcandidatesaboutdeadlinesand
introducing a framework for organisingtheir portfolios. Ideasfor the personal`motivation'
text were discussed. It was suggestedthey:

"

introduceself and context;

"

give a sense of why they want to do the diploma;

"

offer somereflectionson the RPL processe.g. the relationshipbetweenprior and new learning;

"

make somecommentsaboutthemselvesin relation to the RPL assessment
criteria;

"

makereferenceto any other `evidence'they wish to submit in supportof their application
(Guidelinesfor motivation).
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CHAPTER EIGHT:

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

This final chapter links interpretations and claims embeddedin the data analysis into a
concluding discussion. Although it createsclosure, there is always more that can be said.
Thereafter, I addressimplications for RPL practices and for research.The end-piecesreflect
on the researchprocess as a whole.

Knowledge, pedagogy,power and identity in the negotiation and initial design
of the RPL pilot

The departmental discursive context for the casewas characterisedby reflexive modernism
and left liberalism. There was clearly an `emancipatory' agenda,but not one
unproblematically associatedwith progress. What is presupposedis the capacity of education
to create a better society. Education is constructed as important to social reconstruction. This
is a persuasive discourse for
for
educatorsof adult educators, since
academics,and specifically
it suggestsa process of professionalisation through academic study. It is also persuasive for
students, as it holds the promise of transformation of self and society through education. The
selves constructed in this discourse are self-disciplined by commitment. In this way,
academics and students draw from the samereservoir of energy. What the story hides or
suppresses,is the possibility that a better society may not follow education, in which case
educator and student identities and subjectivities, together with any version of a redemptive
project (however tentative and constrained), are rendered extremely fragile.
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For the years in question for this study, the diploma programme was a self-styled Bernsteinian
product, drawing resourcesfrom critical social theory, curriculum theory, philosophy and
history. Embedded in its horizontal knowledge structure was the importance of social location,
induction to vertical discourse, and the deployment of critique and critical rationality to
understand and explain various forms of constraint; and, from there to addressthe complex
terms and conditions of agency that in turn translate into theoretically and analytically
informed transformative educator practice/activism. The Bernsteinian influence translates into
a hard boundary view of knowledge and, in this case,a curriculum (mostly) in collection code.

The invisibly constitutive presenceof the dominant (departmental and diploma) discourse has
been well illustrated by the frequency with which academicsin the department speak about the
department and speak as Robert or Jamesin their discursively authoritative voices. Robert and
Jamesinhabited a semi-privatized discourse, in which others participated to varying degrees.
Departmental social practices of status differentiation, apprenticeship and the family are
illustrations of the discourse-in-action, and clear instantiations of practices Bernstein
associateswith vertical discourse and collection code curricula, most notably: clear
hierarchies, top-down managementstructures, socialisation of junior staff and organisational
modalities of social cohesion.

It became clear that the RPL project and pilot were thoroughly enmeshedfrom the outset in
departmentalpower relations, and that existing social processesworked themselves out
through the case.Before the project began, I had taken up a subject position as an apprentice
in the department. This was not inevitable, becauseas a `project
person' I was, and could have
remained, marginal. The choice to take up this identity, and the subjectivities associatedwith
it, was an active one on my part. Coming into a university
context for the first time (especially
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(as Foucault would have argued) the will to power came first: there was something there that I
wanted, albeit not altogether consciously.
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The idea of RPL was a discursive and theoretical transgression in the department. It heralded a
boundaries),
(a
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the
to
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the academics in the department, RPL was a not-to-be-trusted `progressive' orthodoxy, in
cahoots with forces that encouraged the economization of education. The diploma social
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deconstructing such progressive orthodoxies.

Tacit technologies of power became more visibly disciplinary as the RPL pilot approachedthe
diploma course. Robert, as guardian of the diploma, came strongly to the fore. His identity as
intellectual mentor was in tension with his very high investment in the theoretical and political
I
did
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the
technologies
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As
self.
of
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The departmental workshop on RPL was run as a miniature integrated curriculum: it required
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normal organisation of
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Knowledge
framed.
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communication was also more weakly
identities were temporarily disturbed: senior staff were unnerved; apprenticeswere
uncomfortably visible.

Miriam's presencein the workshop presented a specific discursive challenge to the existing
diploma curriculum. Her assertion of the imperative to recognise subjugated knowledge
carried the potential to disturb radically the horizontal knowledge structure of the diploma. For
her, this was part of a political project of redress,involving a radical epistemological
positioning. Robert and Jamessaw this as an inadequatebasis for social reconstruction: access
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to formal knowledge structures and critical social theory were required. For them, there was a
tension between widening accessand their own project of sponsoredmobility, concerned to
create a particular sort of reconstructive educator, equipped with the cognitive abilities and
dispositions to further the social reconstruction of the role of educator via (Bernsteinian)
analytical activism - what has been termed sociological realism. Miriam's position was also
seen as problematic becauseof the lack of straight-forward equivalency between forms of
knowledge and the absenceof political or epistemological grounds to replace one form by
another.

During the workshop, previously uncontestedboundaries around the diploma were disturbed
to the point where new things were disclosed. The workshop demonstratedhow an equilibrium
of status classifications and hierarchical organisations of relations was central to maintaining
discursive potency. But the status quo was ultimately retained by recourse to deferral (criteria
were not set), and by Robert's reiteration that the diploma curriculum was not subject to
immediate change. There were several referencesto opportunities for project researchrather
than intervention. Robert suggestedpossible researchinto curriculum modalities and
exploration of relationships between knowledges. The problem for Frances and me was that
we were unable to understand, let alone undertake, the curriculum researchthat was being
suggested.There were opportunities - `chinks' - in the dominant discourse, but in order to take
them up it seemsone had to be fully cognisant of that discourse, which we were not. As a
result, a theory of possibility for the RPL pilot became increasingly difficult to grasp.

The departmental workshop set the tone for the RPL model building that followed. The PWG
subgroup kept the RPL project within existing social and discursive practices. Frances and I

completedthe taskof devisingcriteria which were an approximationof the existingdiploma
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discourse, involving a significant shift from our earlier aspirational language of soft
boundaries, radicalism, social constructionism and postmodernism. We positioned ourselves
more conservatively than was actually necessary,becauseof an intensification of technologies
of the self, and our lack of understanding of the opportunities that were presented.The
incorporation (or recontextualisation) of Vygotsky's theories into the RPL pedagogic device
illustrates how social theories of learning were seenas having the potential to bring prior
experiential knowledge into contact with the horizontal knowledge structure of the diploma,
by accelerating induction and acquisition an academically defensible pedagogy, but one with
no direct engagementwith the diploma curriculum or pedagogy.

A question I have been unable to answer in the course of this study is whether the diploma
could have been pursued under integrated curricular conditions, in such a way as to create a
rapprochement between a social project concerned with sponsoredmobility and one concerned
with widening access.

Knowledge, pedagogy, power and identity in the curriculum design and
implementation of the RPL pilot

The curriculum and gaze of the RPL pilot involved a recontextualisation of the horizontal
knowledge structure of the diploma, whose recognition and realisation rules, Frances and I,
as
apprentices,were still acquiring. Materials were recontextualised for their potential to speak,
in some way, to the diploma discourse. Two recontextualising principles,
of which we were
not fully aware, were at work. These informed the pedagogic discourse of RPL. First,
practitioner knowledge was to be delimited and distanced - valued, but only up to a point.
Secondly, a range of academic practices and standpoints
were important: it was these that
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would count. Recontextualisation involved moving discursive components from a location in a
particular discursive practice, to fulfil slightly different functions in another (related) context.
For example, the Usher text signalled an appropriate learner identity. The Fotheringham et al.
text signalled features of the diploma discourse-gaze,such as contextual awarenessand the
value of a deconstructive, problematising approach. Technologies of power and self
determined what sort of curriculum we made. We did not choosematerials that valorised
subjugated knowledge or alternate cognate areas.For example, horizontal knowledge
have
RPL
business
the
gaze,
yet
might
structures, such as managementand
were not part of
been if the governing distributive rules had been located in the Official Recontextualising
Field of national education policy.

We created an integrated RPL curriculum that aimed to signal the deeper knowledge
principles at work in the diploma. In the end, the gaze of RPL required candidatesto be
critically reflective on themselves, and their practice, in a very particular and complex way:
the way of the diploma. Areas of prior learning that fell outside of this gaze did not count,
indeed were not seen. Given our apprentice status, we were not fully aware of our own gaze
and discourse.

The pedagogy of RPL was a revolving one, a complex intertwining of competence and
performance elements. In short, performance objectives were delivered in a competence style.
The performance aspectsof the RPL pedagogy were of the autonomousvariant, again
modelled on the diploma. These became increasingly more visible, as the RPL pilot
proceeded, and were seenas `progression'. The RPL pedagogy was consistently strongly
framed in terms of selection and timing, and increasingly strongly framed in terms the
of
rules
of communication. This enabled us to control the amount of prior experiential knowledge that
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We allowed the texts to do some of the teaching, leaving us free to act according to the
competencemodel.

Researchshowed that the RPL candidatesneeded some features of the competencemodel to
boost confidence and enable them to overcome fears about formal education (and performance
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The candidatesexploited the `gap' between transmission and acquisition in other ways too.
Each person tended to shapethe `text' of competencepedagogy in terms of his or her own
background and experience. Oscar shapedit to a populist mode, Marie to the therapeutic
it,
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different candidatesappropriated aspectsof the RPL pedagogic gaze according to what suited
them.

Pedagogiescan be seenas disciplinary exercisesof power, with performance representing
traditional induction into disciplinary discourse through overt technologies of power such as
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classification and examination. Competencepedagogy, with its surface emphaseson
democratic participation, incited candidatesto enact technologies of the self on themselves,
and in so doing extended the reach of power. In particular, the therapeutic competence
pedagogy created `supportive' opportunities for candidatesto align themselves to subject
positions available in the discourse.

Some candidateswere more attuned to technologies of the self than others. They were already
disciplined by particular ways of thinking, and already had acquired the required
for
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subjectivities.
a confessional
was,
requirements to shareand disclose. In these activities, we facilitators could acknowledge,
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doing
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portfolios invite candidatesto disclose aspectsof themselves, and their lives, to unknown and
invisible judges, making themselvesmore visible in the process - as in Vusi's comment about
`spreading my wings', and Freda's heartfelt plea to the unknown assessorsnot to take away
the new supportive community she had found.

One could argue that RPL deploys insidious, subtle and pervasive mechanisms of power with
the effect of making candidatesmore disciplined and compliant. But, for most candidatesthis
was an empowering and pleasurable experience,to the extent that some candidateswanted
more of it - more attention, more disclosure, more discipline. Most candidatesexperienced
RPL as synonymous with pleasure and productivity. They were convinced that they were the
beneficiaries of benign forces. For Foucault, power is most effective when it operatesas
desire. In this case,it was desire for self-development through accessto university-level
study
- the modernist notion of the educatedself. Looked at in this way, in trying to subvert
traditional discipline(s), RPL imposes different forms of discipline, even as it speaksa
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language of promise, empowerment and independence.RPL requires a massive scrutiny of the
self in order, ultimately, to bring the local under the gaze of the universal.

With regard to desire, we facilitators were in the sameposition in relation to the department as
the candidateswere in relation to us. We exercised power and were subject to it. We
monitored the candidateswhile being monitored ourselves. As subjects of the dominant
discourse, we approximated it for the candidates,furthering our apprenticeship at the same
time. To think about RPL as without power, is dangerously misleading therefore. It
reproduces, even as it masqueradesas breaking the rules. The hidden curriculum of RPL, for
facilitators and candidatesalike, was to learn the language and identity positions of academia:
to become subjected to a particular set of practices.

Robert and Jamesmade the assumption that learners would not be able to engagewith the
diploma unless they had degreesor had been socialized into departmental mores via the
certificate. This researchfound that this was not the case.Three of the five candidates
surveyed had acquired informally the recognition and realisation rules; one had acquired some
level of recognition though less ability to realise; and one had not acquired either. What this
shows is that vertical discourse is not the sole preserve of formal education. Successful
candidatesin this study had acquired the horizontal knowledge structure of the diploma (as
exemplified in the RPL curriculum) by dint of `affordances'. Four main affordances correlated
with success:proximity to vertical discourse, being `schooled' in reflective practice, a clear
pedagogic identity as an educator, and a well-developed learner identity.

Proximity to vertical discourse was afforded through the `pedagogisation' of everyday life,
particularly through theoretically informed political activism. In Marie's case,vertical
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Vusi, a participant in the liberation struggle, was not afforded accessto vertical resources. For
him, cultural, traditional and religious knowledge were most important. He, too, came from a
different epistemological space. Those candidates with the most efficacious affordances in this
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familiarity with debate and argumentation and with complex and systemic thinking.

In terms of the second affordance, for the most successful RPL candidates, reflection was
highly naturalised, although it took different forms. My research has shown that the RPL
linked
form
to verbal and textual articulation.
introspective
reflection
of
process privileged an
This affordance was most common amongst those candidates with a history of personal

disclosure.

Overall, non-formal educators were closest to the RPL gaze, as embodied particularly in the
Fotheringham et al. text. Here, the most efficacious affordances were gleaned from educator
if
involved
level,
that
a range of roles,
especially
practice at a grass-roots, community-focused
such as policy development and critique, research, evaluation, planning, curriculum
development and facilitation/teaching, management and examining. However, exposure to
organisation-based educator/trainer practices involving research, evaluation, planning for
changes, analysis, developing positions, reading and consultation also seem to have offered
affordances, as in the case of Marie, and provided that the underpinning philosophy was
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The above affordances, and the patternings within them, show that the diploma boundary was
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terms of affordances. This offers the beginning of a theory of `predictive validity' for RPL
(Starr-Glass 2002), particularly in relation to the recognition and realisation rules of the social
sciences.

Bernstein's view is that individuals can and do acquire vertical discourse informally, on the
basis of social (usually class) privilege. His claim is that recognition rules are socially
distributed. This was borne out in the present study, except in the caseof Oscar. I claimed that
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their
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`repertoires'. Vertical discourse was the possession,not solely of the intellectual-academic
elite, but also of the intellectual-political elite, with the aim of broadening the group
knowledge `reservoir', to effect political change. The process of distributing knowledge
differently required more extensive and horizontal social relations. My claim was that the
distributive
discourse,
the
time
the
rules
of
vertical
and that
political circumstancesof
changed
Oscar was part of this process.This, I believe, elaboratesan aspectof Bernstein's theory.

There is also a recognition and realisation element to pedagogy. My researchfound that some
RPL candidateswere more comfortable and literate in competencepedagogics than others,
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and that accessingthe particular pedagogic mixture of RPL was difficult for some. This
difficulty was expressedas the need for stronger framings and a visible pedagogy. It became
clear that some modes of competencepedagogy inhibit the acquisition of recognition rules for
those that most need them. Bernstein's view is that accessto the competencemodel is socially
distributed in favour of the old and new middle classes,whereasworking class (children) tend
to misread the cultural significance of competencepractices. The present study did not make
conclusive claims in this regard, but Bernstein's views are suggestive.

In terms of widening participation, this pilot intervened in the distributive rules of the diploma
and made it slightly more demographically available. Normal admissions arrangementswould
have required all the candidates(unless they had petitioned individually via the exceptional
entry route), to have studied at certificate level before progressing to the diploma. In this case,
some different knowledge crossedthe diploma boundary, but this was mainly corporate
knowledge.

This study together with Bernstein's concepts, throw light on to why RPL is such a suggestive
idea in South Africa. It has been extracted from the populist-radical mode of competence and
recontextualised as a technology to fulfil certain functions in the Official Recontextualising
Field of education reform and the National Qualifications Framework. It therefore retains
resonanceswith the liberation struggle and people's education, and with the social solidarities
that they engendered.

In the Subject Review (Figure 1), 1 advancedthree types of RPL
which I claimed were often
conflated in the literature. My empirical study further illuminates these types. Like most
international RPL practitioners, I did not know exactly
what I was doing or why. During the
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analysis, I claimed that academic drift (and the enactment of various technologies) shapedthis
case into a `new learning' type of RPL. I would argue that this did indeed happen at the level
of planning. At the implementation stage,the type changed according to the candidate.

Deborah (without a matriculation certificate) possessedthe recognition and realisation rules of
the RPL gaze, as well as a meta-level capacity to work with them (and even extend them).
Oscar had the rules, but not the meta-level facility. He `presented' his texts in his portfolio and
hoped for the best. Marie possessedboth setsof rules, and some of the meta-level awareness.
She successfully `translated' her prior experiential learning. Freda had partial recognition
rules, but struggled to realise even at a minimal level. Vusi did not possesseither the
recognition or the realisation rules. A mutual lack of recognition was associatedwith those
candidateswho did not possessthe rules. As facilitators, we could not recognise gazesthat
were at a distance from our own. In fact, there were layers of recognition and misrecognition for example, between Freda and her students, candidatesand facilitators, facilitators and
department.

Relating candidates' facilities in recognition and realisation rules to types of RPL reveals that
the `sameknowledge' and the `similar to-'translation' type of RPL both require candidatesto
possessalready the recognition and realisation rules. The crucial issue here is that translation
(the most common form of RPL internationally) requires the meta-level facility referred to
above, thus confirming a fundamental paradox of RPL: you have to be in already before you
are. The `new learning' type of RPL assumesthat candidatesneed to learn to recognise and
realise; in which case,RPL is about teaching. As such, it needsto have a curriculum and
pedagogy. Obviously, varying degreesof new learning will be required, depending on the
nature of prior experiential knowledge and the receiving curricular conditions. In South
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Africa, there is likely to be a substantial need for this type of RPL in academia,given
historical inequities in formal education. The `new learning' type of RPL does not seem to be
very different from Access programmes, which provide learners with academic recognition
and realisation rules over an extendedperiod of time. In the department in question, the
certificate programme fulfilled that function, alongside preparing learners for the field.

I am led to discount the `subjugatedknowledge' type of RPL, given the unlikelihood of the
emergenceof either a radical or radical-postmodern university, where modernist tenets fall
away, in practice as well as in research.Such an approach to RPL assumesthat university
learning.
This requires
to
prior
experiential
recognition and realisation rules retune candidates'
be
form
A
knowledge.
formal
the social
this
towards
mild
of
would
a change of attitude
project of shifting academic programmes towards professional and practice-based knowledge in Bernstein's terms, from introjected singular knowledge structures to regionalised ones. A
radical form would be to exchangecandidates' knowledge for academic knowledge, but only
if it is knowledge possessedby someonewho has been oppressed.This is an extremely radical
form of identity politics, which would also involve changesin the language of instruction. The
only `chink' I can find in the subjugated knowledge model would be to explore (probably
extended) ways to attune subjugated knowledge to the pedagogic discourse. In Vusi's case,
this would have meant finding suitable pedagogiesto link his animator-educator practice to his
`subjugated knowledge', and both of these to the pedagogic discourse of the diploma: a muchextended form of RPL, which might best be conceived of as a formal education.

In the Subject Review, I located Kolb's learning cycle as the main theoretical underpinning
of
RPL practice. I argued that Kolb's theory, applied to RPL, equatedto a `similar to',
`translation' type. The findings of this study suggestthat this type of RPL
requires a meta-
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level fluency in recognition and realisation rules: in which casethere is no learning in
experiential learning theory, only confirmation of what already exists, and at an extremely
high level. This may be an over-statementbut, at the very least, the experiential learning
is
discourse)
into
learning
(or
turns
that
vertical
experience
mantra
mentalist reflection
seriously problematised by my research findings.

I would argue that RPL needsto RPL itself, and come clean about what it is doing. What is its
it
be
be
To
it
does
What
to
needsto
socially
useful,
of?
part
want
social project?
social project
be epistemologically and politically accountable,which, as currently practised, it seemsnot to
be. In many cases,RPL may tacitly embody a more conservative social project than the
does
have
(which
it
theoretical
formal
to
a
and
usually
critique
out
sets
mainstream
education
in
Official
Recontextualising
Field
RPL,
the
Is
roots
as
with
political project). a concept such
of something like a National Qualification Framework, glossed with a competence
(therapeutic, populist or radical) discourse, a suitable basis for generating transformative
intellectuals, for example? Indeed, RPL might achieve the opposite of what it sets out to. This
study leads me to suggestthat widening accessto formal education by weakening the
classification of knowledge is not necessarily `progressive', unless the regionalization process
is undertaken very judiciously. Moreover, whilst universities retain performance pedagogies,it
seemslikely that attempts to widen participation without attention to pedagogy (and
particularly to framing values), will fail, and successwill be put further beyond the reach of
precisely those individuals and social groups that are intended to benefit.

Finally, I propose an overarching type of RPL be added to the schemapresentedin the Subject
Review (Figure 1). My researchhas shown that RPL can be all of the types originally
presented,depending on the nature of the prior experiential learning and the curricula and
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pedagogic conditions of the receiving context. To my mind, this requires diagnostic research
designers
implementers
RPL
The
is
informed
that
theoretically
of
and
analysis.
problem
and
(ourselves included), often do not know which type they are operationalising.

On the strength of this study, I propose an approach to RPL that draws on the hard and soft
boundary metaphor: one that 'knows the border and crossesthe line' (Anzaldua cited in
Muller 2002: 7 1)179.I have rephrasedthis as `know the borders and cross the lines', to
identity.
Such
knowledge,
borders
and
an
that
there
power
pedagogy,
emphasise
across
are
approach has the capacity to locate RPL as a site for diagnostic and explanatory research, and
for the `reflexive monitoring of the process of epistemological exclusion and admission'
(Millar 1996). The aim would be to generatea theoretically informed basis for designing
individually and contextually appropriate RPL practices. The overarching approach is added to
an augmentedFigure 1 below:

19 I

am very grateful to Linda Cooper for bringing this quotation to my attention in the course of her own PhD
work.
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preferable knowledge'

Counter-privileging

Critical theory and/or
radical
postmodernism

Figure 6: Know the borders and cross the lines.

Working in the above way, would be time-consuming and demanding, of that there is no

doubt.However,perhapsthe abovemodelcould be testedasa theoreticalbasisfor a wider
range of developments aimed at widening participation to adults i. e. wider than just `RPL'.
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Implications: Beyond the hidden curriculum

It is important to recall that my study is a portrait of a single case, in terms of knowledge,
have
be
I
identity.
A
that
contributed to
would
pedagogy, power and
poststructuralist view
languaging the RPL practice back into being. I can only hope that I have not attributed an
knowledge
been
has
it.
intention
My
to
claims
to
make some modest
emancipatory narrative
for
be
This
therefore
a
set
of
pointers
seen
as,
at
most,
to
and not generalize.
section should
future developments,with what Hammersley (in Gomm 2000) refers to as a degree of
`naturalistic generalisation'.

I addressimplications for practice and for researchtogether, becausemy thesis is that RPL
follow
The
being
that
from
benefit
elaborate my
proposals
research-based.
practices would
fall
into
lines.
They
borders
two curricular
know
the
the
cross
and
overarching position identity
dimensions
have
both
knowledge
and
and
power
of which
groupings:
and pedagogy,
ramifications.

Theorising knowledge (curricular) conditions

This casestudy leads me to suggestthat RPL needs curriculum theory. Bernstein's concepts
offer some generative starting-points. Designers and implementers of RPL could develop the
means to become theoretically aware of the gaze/discourseof mainstream curricular contexts
within which candidateshave to be able to recognise and realise, if they are to be successful in
the longer term. Different curricular logics could be described and explained. Findings at the
level of individual programmes could be aggregatedinto broader categories, such as
differences between undergraduateand postgraduateprogrammes in particular cognate areas.
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Bernstein's theories, and this research,suggestthat RPL will work best under horizontal rather
than hierarchical knowledge structures, and under integrated rather than collection curricula
There
less
knowledge
horizontal
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because
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structures are
conditions. This
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terms
knowledge
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and
structures
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But
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relate
discourse.
RPL
which
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vertical
discourse.
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might
disposition,
`space,
of
the
time,
social relation and relevance'
involve recontextualising and theorising horizontal discourseswithin an RPL curriculum.
Michelson:
Mandall
for
(see
do
RPL
and
Interestingly, this is what some
example,
practices
1990), but the tendency is invariably to assumethat prior learning is being recognised, when
in fact it is being used as the basis for embarking on a processof `new learning'. It is also the
kind of curricular practice common to women's studies, black studies etc. Such an approach
between
increased
took
Oscar's
place
exchanges
could resonatewith
experience where
distributive
discourse
and
horizontal
repertoires
through changing reservoirs,
vertical and
rules.

If RPL is to be conceptualisedas a two-way bridge between existing mainstream curricula and
in
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former
the
is
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to
it
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knowledge,
that
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be
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implications,
to
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need of empirical testing.
which
significant pedagogical

180This is
not to suggest that prior experiential knowledge is horizontal discourse. As my research has shown, the
contrary is frequently the case.However, some prior experiential knowledge will inevitably be horizontal.
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Bernstein's models make it clear that in the integrated code, the concern is to teach the
draw
knowledge
to
the
deep
to
the
attention
and
structure,
principles
of
abstract,
and general
inculcated
knowing
the
through
are
of
through
and
ways
principles
particular
concepts
which
longer process of induction associated with collection code. However, as discussed, change
benefits
balance
judicious
the
in
to
be
of
theoretically
way, so as
would need to
undertaken a
widening participation against drawbacks associated with the economization of education.
This links to the perceived social project of RPL. It may simply be more `progressive' to leave
existing programmes alone.

On the basis of diagnostic research, RPL is likely to be different for different people in
different contexts. Where prior experiential knowledge is close to the curricular and pedagogic
RPL,
knowledge'
then
in
`same
type
candidates will only
the
of
the
as
conditions of
context,
in
develop
confidence their possession of the
need opportunities to practise, confirm, and
realisation rules. This could involve working with recontextualised mainstream curriculum
texts. Where there is a distance between prior experiential learning and the receiving gaze,
`new learning' RPL will need to induct candidates into the recognition and realisation rules.
To reiterate a point made by Robert, this type of RPL is little different from any other
it.
inherently
is
There
special about
nothing
educational process.

Theorising pedagogic (curricular) conditions

I would also suggest that RPL could benefit from pedagogic theory, especially in caseswhere
`new learning' is required. In my view, Bernstein's theories offer some extremely useful ways
of theorising and conceptualising RPL pedagogy. On such a basis, pedagogies could be
consciously explored and selected. As this study found, unconscious mixtures of competence
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and performance pedagogies can result in a conflicted role for facilitators. Rather, a range of
mixtures of competence and performance pedagogies could be researched and required. As my
inhibits
has
that
too
zone
much competence pedagogy can create a comfort
research
shown,
the acquisition of recognition and realisation rules, for those who need them most. However,
the personally affirmative elements of competence are generally welcomed by RPL
is
disguising
The
candidates.
of power and control not helpful, especially to candidates at a
distance from the gaze.

Strong and weak framing also provide potentially generative bases for pedagogic research and
development. In this case study, some candidates asked for stronger framings. They wanted
the rules of communication to be made more explicit. Oscar wanted feedback and debriefing
device.
RPL
A
his
knowledge,
in
the
to
the
very
of
pedagogic
evaluative
rules
about
relation
wide range of framing values is possible, including alternations between relaxed and strong
framing. Strong framing of pacing would mean that candidates were not so much in control of
their own learning. This might be useful for `new learning' RPL. The rule of thumb would be
to research combinations of framing values that equip candidates with the recognition and
realisation rules in the most efficacious ways.

Experientiallearningmethodologiesdo not seemto havemuch to offer RPL, especiallyin the
caseof candidatesthat neednew learning.I would arguethat it is necessaryto avoid their
unconscioushumanism,especiallyin relation to modeof reflection. A recurrentissuein my
in
that
the
researchwas
candidatesreflect an introspectiveway, and
automaticrequirement
articulatethe fruits of that reflection. This approachwould benefit from further
problematisationand other understandingsof reflection pursued.Social learningworked well
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in our case,but only for those candidatesthat could recognise and realise that particular aspect
of our pedagogic gaze.

A further issue for exploration might be how much of the recognition and realisation rules
have to be acquired by RPL candidates.In my study, the recognition and realisation rules of
RPL were basically the same as those required for traditional diploma entrants. As research
has shown, recognizing and realizing frequently requires a meta-level translation facility. For
candidateswith tacit, embeddedknowledge, should the facilitators or the assessorsdo the
translating? The answer to this question would involve the staff recognizing and realizing the
learning
basis
be
it
Might
the
to
on
of recognition
candidates' gaze.
possible recognise prior
alone, or without full realisation? For example, realizing orally would not require meta-level
facility. There is scope here, I believe, for an interface between RPL and academic
development staff with regard to ongoing support for ex-RPL candidateswithin mainstream
contexts.

It is clear from the above that RPL (as widening participation) would benefit from being
centrally located in institutions, as theoretical work. To my mind, it has the capacity to fulfil
political objectives, but only on the basis of academic research,across disciplines.

In summary, the developmental model I am proposing involves researching relationships
three-ways: between mainstream curricular knowledge and pedagogy, RPL curricula and
pedagogy, and prior experiential knowledge. There are a great many possible permutations
which could be empirically tested. As a result, it might be possible to further enhancethe
`predictive validity' of RPL (Starr-Glass 2002), by developing a retrospective critical
mass of
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data
research
regarding those affordances that correlate with successin particular contexts,
being
be
developed.
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could
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End-piece

Reflections on the strengths and weaknessesof using Bernstein and Foucault

As anticipated, I found both theorists' concepts generative. But on reflection, using so many
conceptswas ambitious and may have impacted negatively on my study. My study might have
achieved a more detailed level of focus by using fewer. It is clear that Bernstein's theories
because
They
in
to
of my pre-theoretical
appealed
me
assumedmost authority my account.
disposition as a `structuralist typologist', of which I was not conscious before the PhD. They
also appealedto the part of me that likes to explain and build scenariosof possible educational
interventions. Moreover, Bernstein's theories were resonantwith the context under
exploration, which, to a large extent, was modelled on his work. The possibility of using
detailed theoretical description and analysis as a meansto envisage alternative future
pedagogic possibilities which decreasethe wastage of human potential and are more socially
just, is something that I locate at the centre of my endeavoursas an educationist linked to a
senseof a politics of the long haul. I think Bernstein offers powerful resources for that. A
drawback of his oeuvre is that it is basedon a view of knowledge and understanding as
consciousness,which leads to a notion of acquisition as internalization. I think that bringing
the work of social practice theorists such as Lave and Wenger and Rogoff into alignment with
Bernstein would be generative in this regard, particularly becausethe social practice theorists
tend to lack a theory of power. The pedagogic spaceof RPL could be used to try out guided
participation and/or participatory approbation. Such an approach would go some way to
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Given the dominance of Bernstein in my study, Foucault's concepts moved to the margins,
despite my intentions. I am not therefore in a particularly strong position to comment on his
lack
full.
I
it
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feel
have
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I
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of potential
experienced
work, as
not explored or exploited
for envisioning alternative educational futures. My Foucauldian findings felt somehow prebe
RPL
For,
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example,
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learning
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experience.
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is
Of
is
there
the
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course,
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relationships and for the removal of negative power-effects, but I wondered whether
Foucault's conceptswere fine-tuned enough to envisagethe particularity of alternatives.
Therefore, although Foucault's concepts are very generative in terms of mapping the
productivity and constraints attachedto power in modern social formations, they are, to my
mind, less clear about the `so what' question.
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Reflections on my own philosophical position

I welcomed the opportunities presentedby this study to reflect on my default ontological and
epistemological position. I had no idea of my philosophically modernist side or of my strong
senseof the value of formal and foundational knowledge. Learning about my own position
was therefore very revealing. On the strength of this PhD, I now feel able to deploy different
postures, including continuity postmodernism, but my default positioning is always likely to
incline towards that brought to consciousnessby this study. An example of this was when it
was brought to my attention that there was nothing particularly Foucauldian about my
Foucauldian analysis (in this study). I was, I believe, recontextualising Foucault's concepts in
line with my own philosophical position. For instance, I would argue that I retained a
somewhat mentalist, rather than a social practice, view of discourse. Although this was not
planned, it might have led to me missing opportunities.

As discussedin my philosophical chapter, I am of the view that it is usually necessaryto go
through the profoundly normalising formal knowledge route in order to develop any kind of
alternative position (including a poststructuralist one). That is as true for me in this thesis as it
was for RPL candidates.It is those who know the rules who can disturb them most effectively.
This perhaps explains why I was not ready for poststructural research,and why the reflexive
dimension of this study does not go as far as I envisaged it might.

Reflections on myself as researcher

As Usher ct al. (1997: 210) write, `When we do researchwhat we sec
reflected is ourselves

locatedin our biographyandculture'. I cameto realisethat this PhD involved
very particular
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enactmentsof technologies of the self. I have completed my discursive apprenticeship to the
dominant discourse of my first academic department, through this PhD. RPL and the PhD
became fused with my own identity and a particular set of subjectivities. I have taken up the
during
discourse
departmental
in
1997.
The
this
was
still
shaping
me
opportunities missed
PhD. As was pointed out to me, there are two narrative voices at work in this PhD - the
apprentice and the PhD researcher.Perhapsnow, being fully enmeshedin power-knowledge
and discipline, I am ready for Foucault.

Limitations of this study

I think this researchmeets the researchquality criteria set out in the Introduction. However,
there are two areasof weakness,in my view. In the ResearchDesign chapter, I drew attention
to the status accordedto data. This links to my plausibility criterion. I noted a tendency to take
data at face value, and added two correctives. First, I argued that I would treat data as
informed reflexive statement,and secondly, that I would offset essentialism by triangulating
different forms of data. I have done this as far as possible, but in future researchI would seek
to problematise the status of data more rigorously. For example, I would draw attention to how
interviewees representedtheir knowledge and to influences on people's constructions of the
world. This might enable me to tell a more complex story, or range of stories.

The second limitation relates to what I perceive as a missed opportunity to addresstime and
hindsight issues in this research.I was aware that the RPL candidateshad several
opportunities to tell their stories of RPL - in their portfolios and in two interviews. I did not
explore fully changesin perspectivesover time, although I did do so occasionally. The main
reason for this is that I did not notice any major shifts in views and identities. Rather, the
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converse - early views remained constant. I would suggestthat one reason for this was that by
the time of the secondinterviews, the candidatesand myself were more or less part of the
samediscourse community. We were all being shapedin the sameway, and all enacting
similar technologies of self. There was a senseof the candidateshaving arrived at a version of
the RPL process that suited their stage of identity formation. With the academic interviewees,
the issueswere different. The department had been disestablishedand there was a historically
reflective dimension to the data. In some ways, this researchis my representation of an aspect
of the history of the department, very much shapedby the dominant discourse. There were
other stories that could have been told, although the one told here is an important one.
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APPENDIX A:

EXTRACTS FROM INTERVIEW

SCHEDULES

Schedule for candidates
I. [As a warm up]What do you recall as the key stagesand processeswithin the RPL pilot?
2. Thinking of yourself before RPL and as you entered the process- how would you describe
yourself? How do you now see yourself at that point?
3. [Focusing on knowledge specifically] What knowledge or lmowledges did you come with?
4. Thinking of yourself during the RPL process- how would you describe yourself?
5. How did you experience the process?What was required of you?
6. [Focusing on knowledge specifically] What happenedto your knowledge(s) inside the RPL
process?How? When?
7. Did your understanding of what counted as knowledge in RPL change during the process?
8. Think of yourself at the end of the RPL process - how would you describe yourself? How did
you see yourself at that point?
9. So, did RPL change you? Can you give a `before and after RPL' view of yourself?
10. How do you see yourself and your experience of RPL in relation to, or as compared to, other
candidates?
11. How would you describe your knowledge in relation to the knowledge of other `actors'?
12. Do you think RPL changed others? Other candidates? Researchers/practitioners? Other
academics in the department?
13. [I'd like to focus on one moment in the RPL process-a significant one for you - for any
reason - positive or negative] Can you identify a moment in the process that was particularly
significant for you?
14. I'd like to pick up on one thing that sticks in my mind about your involvement in RPL and
maybe you can comment on it:
15. [To end] Thinking back over the whole RPL process:
A. What, in your view was this RPL process about? If you had to throw all the balls in the air
its
main message?
what
was
B. What was most important for you in this RPL process?
16. Is there anything you've really wanted to say, but haven't? Any burning issues for you? Any
final thoughts?
17. Are there any questions you would like to ask me?
Schedule for academics
1. What do you recall as key stagesand processeswithin this broader notion of the 'RPL pilot'?
2. Let's focus on yourself in the process. Thinking back, how do you see yourself within the
process? Perhapsyou could offer a `portrait' of yourself at various points...
3. So, did your position change in any way during the process?Were there shifts? If so when,
how and why did they happen?
4. How did you see yourself and your positionings in relation to other `actors' within the pilot?
Other academics in the dept? RPL researchers/practitioners?The candidates?
5. Do you think the RPL pilot changed others other academicsin the department?The RPL
researchers/practitioners?The candidates?How?
6. Let's focus on knowledge, what do you think happenedto RPL candidates' knowledge(s)
during this RPL process?How? When? Why?
7. So what counted as valuable knowledge (for candidates) in this RPL process?And how?
8. How did your knowledge relate to and interact with the knowledges
of other academics
including the RPL researchers/practitioners?The knowledges the RPL
of
candidates?
9. You mentioned that xxxx was a significant moment in the
process for you
Or What was the most significant moment in the RPL
process for you?
10. Was there `discipline' in this RPL process?
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11. Finally, I'd like to pick up on one thing that sticks in my mind about your involvement in RPL
it:
on
comment
can
you
and maybe
12. Closing - an open space for discussion
13. Are there any questions you would like to ask me?
Schedule for co-facilitator
1. [To help the memory]What do you recall as key stagesand processeswithin this broader
notion of the `RPL pilot'?
2. So, you were involved throughout?
3. What were your views about RPL prior to empirical work?
4. Can we focus first on the processesbefore RPL - i. e. the planning/model building stages.
5. Can you identity a moment in the planning/model building process that was particularly
significant for you?
6. How do you see yourself in relation to others during the planning - I'm particularly thinking of
other academics in the dept and Elana and myself?
7. What were your relationships to others? Exemplification
8. [Focusing now on the RPL process itsey] What sensedid you have of the candidates as they
entered the RPL process?
9. What sense did you have of the candidates during the process?
10. What do you think happenedto the RPL candidates' knowledge(s) during the RPL process?
How? When? Why?
11. [Focusing on yourself during this time] What were you required to do? When? How? Why?
12. What seemedto count at the point of assessment?What were you required to do?
13. Can you identity a moment inside the RPL process that was particularly significant for you?
14. Did RPL change you in any way? Were there shifts in your views and/or knowledge?
15. Do you think the RPL pilot changed other academics in the department?
16. Do you think the RPL pilot changed the candidates?
17. I'd like to pick up on one thing that sticks in my mind about your involvement in RPL and
maybe you can comment on it:
18. A final word on the whole RPL process:
A. What, in your view was this RPL process about? If you had to throw all the balls into the air what was its main message?
B. What did it offer you?
19. Any final thoughts?
20. Are there any questions you would like to ask me?
21. Are there any questions you would like to ask me?
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APPENDIX B:

POSITION STATEMENT

Dear Candidate,
Thanks very much for agreeing to be interviewed on Wednesday 8t' November at 9.30 am - at your
home. My PhD data gathering is focusing on a case study of the RPL pilot project in the [department].
The interviews will be designed with particular foci and will be different from what we did before. I
am looking at RPL in terms of `boundaries' and `boundary work'. The boundaries I am particularly
interested in are around identity positions, knowledge and power. So, my questions will cover things
like: your senseof yourself and others within the pilot and how those changed or didn't;
understandings of what counted as knowledge; significant and `power-full' moments within the RPL
process- for any reason, positive or negative.
I am aiming to get everyone's version of the particular social reality - at the meanings each person
accorded to the practice. If you have time before the interview, it might be useful to re-view your RPL
portfolio and/or some of the materials used.
I envisage the interview as a dialogue/discussion - lasting no more than one and a half hours. I would
like to tape record the interview - although neither the institution nor individuals will be identified in
the final thesis. I would also be keen on circulating a draft of my analysis for your comments at a later
date if you would be interested.
Pleasecontact me if you wish to discuss any aspect of this.
Look forward to seeing you next Wednesday.
Very best wishes
Judy
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APPENDIX

C:

CODING

Theme/content analysis
Coding schema. Draft 8:

SCHEMA

(EXTRACT)

15.09.01

RPL as boundary work: an exploration of knowledge - identity positions - power
(What? Whose? Where/When? How? )
Code: Knowledge beyond the project
NOT
in
in
RPL
in
in
field,
policy.
generally, national
Com: e.g. And knowledge practices academia,
candidates'prior knowledge
Code: Knowledge in project
just
the
RPL
in
pilot
to
the
not
a
whole
as
Com: e.g. And knowledge practices - relation
project
Code: Knowledge in dept
in
individuals),
by
held
(as
dept
specifically
not
Com: e.g. Knowledge practices in the
a whole or
relation to the project or the pilot
Code: Knowledge at boundary ofproject/pilot and dept
dept.
between
the
and
pilot/project
Com: e.g. Knowledge and knowledge practices occurring
in
dept
held
the
in
on
the
Knowledge and knowledge practices occurring
pilot planning workshop
(date). And knowledge and knowledge practices occurring in special intra-deptl mtgs set up to support
planning the pilot - PWGs etc
Code: Candidates' knowledge entering the pilot
knowledge
they came
i.
knowledge
the
and
experience
e.
Com: E.g. candidates' accounts of their prior
in with including their knowledge about RPL
Code: RPL pedagogy
inside
the process.
And
learning.
activities
Com: Methods, styles, processesof teaching and
candidates'
What knowledge counted? What knowledge looked for? Markers of value? How communicated?
Code: Knowledge at RPL assessment
Com: What knowledge counted? What knowledge looked for? Equivalences and commensurability of
different knowledges
Code: Learner identity
Com: Referencesthat pertain to what I as analyst think is an identity position and/or to how
interviewees refer to themselves in general and pre-RPL - including school
Code: Candidate identity
Com: Referencesto identity within RPL including learner identity within RPL
Code: HE learner identity
Com: Referencesto a more generalised HE identity perhaps developing in the diploma and thereafter
Code: Writer identity
Code: Practitioner/educator/trainer identity
Code: Society identity
Com: Other identities as a (South African) adult - including political etc
Code: Work identity
Com: Referencesto work identities other than as practitioner/educator/trainer
Code: Academic/adult educator identity
Com: Referencesto academic identities within the dept mainly
Code: Assessor identity
Com: Referencesto facilitators and academicswho played this role
Code: Facilitator identity
Com: Referencesthat pertain to what I as analyst think is an identity position and/or to how Janice
refers to herself
Code: Researcher identity
Com: Referencesthat pertain to what I as analyst think is an identity position and/or to how Janice
refers to herself
Code: Power beyond the project
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Com: E.g. circulations, manifestations in field, in academia, in RPL generally, in national policy
Code: Power in project
Com: E.g. circulations, manifestations in the RPL project as a whole - not just the pilot
Code: Power in dept
Com: E.g. circulations, manifestations in the dept generally, not specifically in relation to the project or
the pilot
Code: Power at boundary of project/pilot and dept
Com: e.g. circulations, manifestations at the boundary between the pilot/project and dept
Code: Power in planning
Com: e.g. circulations, manifestations in the pilot planning workshop held in the dept on (date)
and in special intra-deptl mtgs set up to support planning the pilot - PWGs etc
Code: Power on entering the pilot
Com: E.g. circulations, manifestations as candidates entered the pilot
Code: Power inside RPL
Com: E.g.circulations, manifestations inside RPL.
Code: Power at RPL assessment
Com: E.g.circulations, manifestations
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APPENDIX

D:

QUALITY

FRAMEWORK

Vision
Values
Curriculum
knowledge

Procedural
knowledge

Philosophical
knowledge

ETD EXPERTISE

CONTEXTUAL

EXPERTISE

Knowledge about
learner contexts

OCCUPATIONAL
(

I1
r

Knowledge about
institutional contexts
Knowledge about
social contexts

NTB (1997) Phase 2 Report: Education,
Johanneshurg: NTE3 and GT7_

EXPERTISE

Subject knowledge

Work performance
knowledge
Project
knowledge

Training

and Development

Practices Project,
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